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ABSTRACT
Many of the places that people value are the places they wish to visit and experience for
themselves. However, each person that visits"one of these places can cause impacts that
reduce its value. A fimdamental aim of visitor management therefore is to ensure that each
visitor's experience is a high quality one, and is sustainable. Various models have been
designed to assist with this aim by linking visitor management planning, monitoring and
decision making. However, there is a lack of published examples of how visitor management
models have been implemented, what results they have yielded, and how well they have

l

performed. There is also a lack of evidence of widespread application of such models.

l

Without information and insight, there is only a theoretical case to argue for the greater use
of visitor management models.
The aim of this study was therefore to describe, analyse and explain the formulation and
implementation of the most widely published visitor management models, with reference to
case studies of Jenolan Caves (New South Wales) and Kangaroo Island (South Australia).
The study involved: a literature review; personal observations by the author; in-depth
interviews with those involved in developing and implementing the two case studies; and an
objective analysis using a Goals Achievement Matrix.
The thesis critically examined seven visitor management models with respect to their:
evolution and definition; dimensions and planning and development approaches; documented
applications in Australia and overseas; and limitations. This would appear to be the first time
that these models have been critically examined in this way so that comparisons can be easily
made between them. This would also appear to be the most comprehensive identification of
examples of implemented visitor management models in Australia.
The study identified five critical issues relating to development and implementation of visitor
management models:
l

l

1.

l

I

~

Poor planning hmeworks and poorly defined organisational culture, particularly in
visitor and tourism management.

2. Lack of, or inconsistent human and financial resources.

3.

Resistance to involving stakeholders in fimdamental decision-making.

4. Difficulty in choosing the right model for the situation.

5. Lack of strategic emphasis and technical ability.
The study suggested that more effort needed to be made in the pre-development and
implementation phases. Critical to such efforts is the development of an implementation plan,
written as part of the development process. The implementation plan requires an

/

individual(s) to take on a strategic coordination role that addresses marketing, staff
development, budgeting, evaluation and areas for improvement. The study suggested that the
conventional emphasis on technical expertise needs to be re-balanced with political skills to
lobby for and protect the human and financial resources needed to implement a model long
enough for it to prove its value. In the eveht where resourcing is too limited to fully
operationalise an entire model at once, it was recommended to conservatively develop a
portion of the chosen model all the way to the stage in which it delivers results that can be
marketed to stakeholders.
Finally, the study proposed a tool to assist visitor managers to clarify their need for a model,
as well as their capability to develop and implement one. In the absence of sufficient
information about the implementation of models, the tool empowers managers to consider the

-

merits of using a visitor management model further, and to select a model that best meets
their needs.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Places like this are special, you canfeel it in your bones. So I reckon we 're here to make sure that this
place gets passed on to generations ahead of us. But half of this generation loves the place to death
and the other halfdoesn't give a shit. We manage visitors on information like how many people visit
per year and whether the place looks like it did last year. We hope neither changes too much, that way
the politicians will think we've done our job. But we've little idea what change lies ahead, let alone
whether we can injluence it. We'd love a way to make smarter decisions, but while our approach may
be dodgy at least it'spractical. What else can we do? (Terry Reidpers. comm. 1995).

Background to the problem
Recognising the things we want to keep - our heritage
The things we want to keep are called heritage (Committee of Inquiry into the National Estate 1975:20). In
the Australian Heritage Commission Act I975 the National Estate is defined in section 4(1) as consisting of
"those places, being components of the natural environment of Australia or the cultural environment of
Australia, that have aesthetic, historic, scientific or social significance or other special value for future
generations as well as for the present community". Some of the most common forms of heritage are places,
artifacts, people and practices. Examples of
a place, might be a national park or historic building;
an artefact, might be an Aboriginal painting or convict uniform;
=

people, might be an Indigenous tribe or regulars at a country bar; and
practice, might be a seasonal whale migration or annual camel race.

Something or somewhere is deemed heritage because people have ascribed some form of value to it. These
values come from vicarious appreciation and fiom direct use. Vicarious appreciation is driven by the belief
that things have an intrinsic right to exist in perpetuity, and by the notion that it's just 'nice to know it's thereq.
Value through direct use is driven by using the heritage to derive benefit. For example, we keep many natural
areas to provide clean air and water that we need for a healthy life.
Another form of direct use of heritage is to experience it personally. This experience can involve viewing,
hearing, seeing or touching heritage. People can inadvertently experience heritage every day just by having it
around them - from one's own lounge room you may hear the sounds of birds, view a dramatic mountain
scene or smell the salty ocean. People also deliberately seek to experience heritage

nf +

~
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recreational time. As a result, many cultural and natural heritage sites have become major attractions.
Because there are many ways of perceiving heritage there are many potential heritage attractions.
Many of Australia's heritage sites have become heritage tourism sites, attracting people fi-om other States and
countries. Some of the $opular examples of heritage tourism sites in Australia include the Great Barrier Reef
(Queensland), Uluru (Northern Territory) and Port Arthur (Tasmania). The high profile of Aboriginal art and
performance in North America, Europe and Japan has aroused a substantial level of visitor interest in
indigenous culture (Australia Council 1990). Cultural and natural heritage experiences have become integral
to Australia's domestic and international tourism marketing campaigns (Hutchison 1997). Heritage tourism
experiences now contribute substantially to Australia's domestic and overseas tourism images.
The term 'heritage' has been used in preference to the conventional term of 'physical resource'. The term

-

physical resource generally emphasises physical settings, such as natural areas, and structures, such as

historic sites, at the expense of social and cultural elements, such as traditions, stories, dance and music.
Many social and cultural elements form the basis of visitor experiences, and, in some instances, the physical
setting is of less importance. Thus, despite the emphasis on natural areas and historic sites, managers of
physical resources generally manage heritage -the things that that people want to keep. Ongoing references
to heritage and heritage managers are made in this thesis with this broader notion in mind.

Making sure heritage experiences are sustainable
The degree of direct benefit a person obtains from experiencing heritage is typically the result of the quality
of their experience. A defining element of the quality of most heritage experiences is the authenticity and
condition of the heritage resource. But when people experience heritage, they may change it. For example,
they may trample vegetation, or they may drop and break an artifact. This change often reduces the value of
the heritage, which, in turn, may lead to a decline in visitor satisfaction and the benefit that others can gain
fi-om the heritage. The behaviour of one visitor experiencing heritage can also influence the satisfaction and
benefit of another experiencing the same heritage. For example, they may interrupt a traditional dance with
talking or laughter, camp in a picnic area, or become drunk at a cemetery. Therefore, the condition of the
heritage resource and the quality of the visitor experience are inextricably linked to the way people go on
valuing heritage and supporting its conservation.

1.2

Explanation of the problem

The need for visitor management models
A need for models to monitor and manage visitors using heritage has been identified by the heritage, visitor
and tourism management sectors. The Ecologically Sustainable Working Group (199 1:26) observed that "if
tourism is to develop in an ecologically sustainable way, the current political and institutional fragmentation
existing in land use planning will need to be overcome". The Working Group recommended that regional
planning should focus on integrated land-use plans based on ecological systems or biophysical regions.
The planning fragmentation within the tourism industry is equally prevalent within the nature-based and

-

ecotourism sector. Within and outside of this sector there are different understanding of the product, the size
of the industry, and the industry's potential and limitations (Commonwealth Department of Tourism 1994;
Preece et al. 1995; McArthur 1997a). The Queensland Department of Tourism, Sport and Racing suggested
that:
I

Effective decision making would be aided by improved data and knowledge relating to the immediate

1

and cumulative effects of tourism and ecotourism upon the natural and cultural environments.

I

i

Systems for monitoring impacts must be clearly understood by all affected parties and not remain the
sole domain of the scientific community (in Commonwealth Department of Tourism 1994:34).

l

Preece et al. (1995:46) suggested that there is a severe lack of information on visitors who utilise heritage
sites, their preferred experiences and expenditure patterns, and the state of the environment they utilise. More
specifically:
There is a clear need to combine market demands by the ecotourism industry with bioregional

i!

assessments of ecosystems and economic models for regional development... It is essential to maintain
the development of comprehensive environmental data sets and environmental indicators to monitor

l

~

the state of the environment in terms of baseline conditions, species diversity, rare or threatened

I

1I

species, danger signals, ecosystem structure and processes (resilience, maximum recreational carrying
capacity) and management targets (Preece et al. 1995:73-74).

l

Perhaps the most specific published evidence of Australia's need for the implementation of visitor

l

management models comes from the 1994 National Ecotourism Strategy, which recommended six actions
pertaining to tourism 1 visitor impact management:
1. Investigate relevant indicators to monitor the environmental, social and cultural impacts of tourism.
l

I

2. Undertake ecological baseline studies and investigate the limits of acceptable change for ecotourism

3.

Initiate long term monitoring of the impacts of current tourism and recreation activities within, and
adjacent to, protected areas and fragile ecosystems, and review past experience.

4.

Investigate means by which the ecotourism industry could contribute to research and monitoring of
ecotourism impacts.

5. Investigate the economic and social significance of ecotourism and its impact on associated
communities.

6. Promote and facilitate the wide dissemination of ecotourism data to encourage an integrated approach to
the planning, development and management of ecotourism (Commonwealth Department of Tourism
1994:35-36).

Lack of implementation of models

-

A range of systems or models has been created to help understand and manage the relationship between
visitors and the heritage they experience. These models include the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS),
Recreational Carrying Capacity, the Visitor Impact Management Model (VIMM), the Limits of Acceptable
Change Model (LAC) and the Tourism Optimisation Management Model (TOMM). The preamble
underpinning the formulation of such models and frameworks ensures that the heritage resource provides
high quality visitor experiences that do not compromise heritage values.
Unfortunately, despite the apparent demand and countless examples where models have been proposed in
various planning documents, the take up and full implementation of visitor management models has been
relatively limited in Australia (Lipscombe 1993; Goodrick 1996). Lipscombe (1993) suggested three reasons
why heritage managers have had such a poor record in adopting and fully implementing visitor management
models:
1. A preoccupation in planning with writing management plans.
2. An inability to write clear management objectives.

3.

A reluctance to incorporate social and political dimensions into planning and management.

Lipscombe suggests that as a result, heritage managers are unable to understand and predict the relationship
between visitor use and the state of heritage being visited. This strikes at the hndamental ability of heritage
managers to ensure that visitor experiences of heritage are sustainable.

Documentation of implementation
Various academics, heritage managers and visitor managers have documented the theoretical process of
establishing visitor management models (see Chapter Two). However, a gap exists between the study of

policy and program implementation and the practical implementation of tourism management policy and
plans (Goodrick 1996).
If general theories can be developed that account for implementation's causal complexities, then there
is a much better chance of salving specific implementation problems. Systematic observations of the
regularities of actual implementation behaviour improve any theoretical understanding of
implementation. The equation is 'principle' plus 'practice' equals 'usuable knowledge7,a precursor to
'better practices' (Goodrick 1996:3).
Specifically, there is a paucity of published examples of how models have been developed and implemented
by those responsible for their operation. A review of the literature (see Chapter Two for more detail)
confirms the following characteristics about what people have written about in relation to visitor management
models:

-

some coverage of why models are needed;
considerable coverage of the components of various models;
'veilimited comparisons between models, particularly in relation to the benefits generated and the most
appropriate operational environment for each;
some coverage of how to develop models;
very limited coverage of the implementation of models; and
virtually no evaluation of the success of implementation.
Three specific information gaps are:
1. How various models can be differentiated £tom each other;
2. How various models have been implemented; and

3. How various models have performed - especially the insights they yielded and the decisions that
resulted.
The author's experience suggests that the lack of documented examples of how models have been
implemented has contributed to:
limited awareness, involvement and ownership of the models by the various stakeholders they were
designed to serve;
a limited degree of understanding about the real characteristics and capabilities of the models among

m

a limited commitment among heritage (resource) managers to utilise and / or adapt the models for their
own use.

Problem statement
The essence of the problem that this thesis seeks to address c& be summarised as follows:
One of the tourism industry's most important relationships, that between visitors and the heritage they
visit, is being compromised by an over-reliance on reactive, issues-based management that is poorly
linked to stakeholders and their values. Proactive, objectives-based management systems capable of
addressing this weakness are not being widely implemented or reviewed.
Given the paucity of information concerning the application of visitor and tourist management models, this
study is timely because it documents actual examples of models and thereby raises awareness and
understanding that may, in turn, increase the usefulness and application of such models.

Aims and objectives of study
The aim of this thesis is to:
Describe, analyse and explain the formulation and implementation of visitor management models with
reference to case studies of Jenolan Caves and Kangaroo Island.
The study will address this aim through six objectives:
1. Provide a brief outline of the challenge of providing high quality, sustainable experiences at heritage
sites.
2. Describe a range of tourism / visitor management models developed to address this challenge.

3. Document the way in which two models have been recently developed and implemented at Jenolan
Caves and Kangaroo Island.
4. Contrast the context, approach and outcomes of the two case study applications.
5. Identify critical issues in developing and implementing the two tourism / visitor management models.

6. Recommend how the lessons from the two case studies could be most effectively applied elsewhere.

The contribution of this thesis to heritage, tourism
and visitor management
The study objectives have been developed to serve the real need for models to monitor and manage visitors in
the heritage-based tourism and visitor management sectors that were documented in Section 1.2. Table 1.1
below suggests how the heritage management sector, the tourism industry and the visitor management sector
will benefit from the study, as well as the relative benefit across the three sectors. The heritage management
sector is considered to be the organisations responsible for managing heritage resources, such as national
park and state forest agencies, historic property management trusts and Indigenous landowners. The visitor
management sector is a subset of the heritage management sector that represents individuals with expertise in
marketing, interpretation and provision of facilities that assist deliver heritage-based experiences. The
heritage tourism sector is a subset of the tourism industry that is involved in marketing and delivering

-

commercially oriented heritage tourism experiences, such as cultural, nature-based and ecotourism operators.
Table 1.1 suggests that all three sectors have strong interests in certain aspects of the study, but that the
visitor management sector will receive the greatest range of benefits. More specifically:
the heritage management sector has a strong interest in how the models are perceived by stakeholders,
and in ensuring that the models improve the conservation of heritage;
l

the heritage tourism sector has a strong interest in how the models are perceived by stakeholders, and in

l

ensuring the models help rather than hinder the tourism industry; and

I

the visitor management sector has a strong interest in how the models are perceived by stakeholders and
whether the stakeholders are being empowered to select the right model for their needs, and whether the
I

l

models can help with decision making that leads to higher quality, more sustainable visitor experiences.

l

Several perceived benefits likely to accrue to the heritage tourism industry, such as monitoring its health and

i

viability should be rated highly, but have been deliberately rated lowly by the author. This subjective

1

positioning occurred mainly because most of the industry is yet to acknowledge, evaluate and utilise more
1

I
l

,strategic tourism and visitor management models, focusing instead on day-to-day operational decision
making (Commonwealth Department of Tourism 1994; Hall & McArthur 1998).

Table 1.1

Contribution of this study to heritage management, the tourism industry and visitor
management

Benefit

Heritage Management
Sector

Clear
explanation of
major
management
models
Detailed
account of the
development
and application
of two different
models

4 d d Strong interest in how d d

Means of
linking
management
needs to the
most
appropriate
model

Key:

models can help
protect the resource.

d 4 Moderate interest in
which model was the
easiest to develop and
implement, and why.
d d d Strong interest in how
the two models were
perceived by
stakeholders.

d 4 Moderate interest in
stakeholders being
empowered to select
the right model for the
right need.
d d d Strong interest in
ensuring the model
results in improved
heritage conservation.
Minor contribution

d d Moderate contribution
d d d Major contribution

TourismIndustry

Moderate interest in
how models can
monitbr the health of
the industry.

Visitor Management Sector

.\I I! d Strong interest in

providing a
sustainable, high
quality visitor
experience.
d 4 d Strong interest in
d Minor interest in
whether either of the
whether either of the
models generated
models was likely to
usefd insights and
make the industry
helped guide decision
more viable.
making.
d d d Strong interest in how
d 4 d Strong interest in how
the two models were
the two models were
perceived by
perceived by
stakeholders.
stakeholders.
d d d Strong interest in
d d Moderate interest in
stakeholders being
having a model to stay
empowered to select
abreast of trends and
the right model for the
guide decision making
right need.
and resourcing.
d d d Strong interest in
ddd Strong interest in
using a model to guide
making sure the model
decision making.
helps rather than
hinders the industry.

1.5

The structure of this thesis

This chapter introduced the nature of the problem being investigated (Section 1.2), the aims and objectives to
address the problem (Section 1.3), and the contributions of this study to heritage, tourism and visitor
management (Section 1.4). There are two objectives to adhieve in Chapter Two:
1. To explain the nature of the heritage management paradox by outlining the challenge of providing
visitors with a high quality experience that improves their understanding and appreciation of heritage
while limiting damage to the values of the heritage itself.

2. To review the nature of the key models developed to management the heritage management paradox. In
particular: how each model has been developed; the extent of each model's application, use and
evaluation; and the strengths and limitations of each model.
Chapter Three outlines the methodology adopted for this study, by providing an explanation of how personal
observations, face-to-face interviews and an objective analysis were used to assess the merits of two tourism I
visitor management models.
Chapter Four documents the development and operation of a Visitor Impact Management Model (VIMM) for
Jenolan Caves, New South Wales. This will be achieved by: outlining the site, tourism and management
context of Jenolan Caves; explaining how the model was developed; presenting the components of the model
and its reporting mechanism; and identifying the status of the model (particularly the degree of
implementation and results to date).
Chapter Five documents the development and operation of a Tourism Optimisation Management Model
(TOMM) for Kangaroo Island, South Australia. This is achieved by: outlining relevant background to
tourism activity on Kangaroo Island; explaining how the TOMM was developed; presenting the components
of the Kangaroo Island model and its reporting mechanism; and identifying the status of the Kangaroo Island
model (particularly the degree of implementation and results to date).
Chapter Six differentiates the two case studies by contrasting their operational context, approach and
outcomes. This contrasting provides a frame of reference for more detailed analysis and conclusions about
the two case studies.
Chapter Seven has two objectives. First, to use the differences identified from Chapter Six to identify key
strategic issues relating to the development and implementation of tourism 1 visitor management models.
This will be achieved by providing a list and supporting discussion of the key strategic issues relating to the
development and implementation of tourism 1visitor management models. The second objective is to suggest
how the key issues may be able to addressed by those considering developing a tourism I visitor management
model. This will be achieved by providing recommendations for improving the success of implementing and

operating models, including a new mechanism for selecting a model which best reflects each individual
situation.
Chapter Eight also has two objectives. The fvst objective is to evaluate the degree to which the study met its
I

!
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objectives by providing an objectives-based evaluation of each study objective each chapter and a discussion
of the achievement of the overall aim. The second objective is to provide concluding remarks via a short
conclusion to the study and set of recommendations for future study.
This chapter began by suggesting that heritage (the things we want to keep) creates a platform for tourism
experiences, and that conversely the experiences clarify and consolidate the way people value heritage and
support its conservation. This situation generates an ongoing need to conserve the heritage and provide
authentic, stimulating and satisfying heritage experiences. Herein lies an interdependence between the
condition of heritage and the quality of heritage-based visitor experiences. A powerful way to understand and
manage this relationship is the use of visitor management models. Unfortunately, while a number of models
exist, and while their use is often recommended, the level of actual implementation of models has been
limited, particularly in Australia. Compounding this problem is that most of the models that have been
.implemented have not been fully documented, published, or shared with people interested in using models
for their own situation. It is hoped that this thesis will address this problem by explaining how each of the
more common models function, and then by fully documenting the development and implementation of two
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models operating at Jenolan Caves and Kangaroo Island.

CHAPTER TWO
THE HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PARADOX AND
ITS MANAGEMENT

2.1

Introduction

Heritage is defined by The Macquarie Dictionary as "that which comes or belongs to one by reason of birth;
an inherited lot or portion. 2. Something reserved for one.. ." (Delbridge et al. 1981:884). The notion of
inheritance is also emphasised in the wording of Article 4 of the World Heritage Convention where each
party to the Convention recognises 'Yhe duty of ensuring the identification, protection, conservation,
presentation and transmission to h r e generations of the world's cultural and natural heritage" (World
Heritage Committee 1984). Therefore, heritage is the things of value, which are inherited. If the value is
personal we speak of family or personal heritage; if the value is communal or national we speak of 'our'
heritage. More often than not, heritage is thought of in terms of acknowledged cultural values. For instance, a
residence is not usually considered as heritage unless it can be seen as part of the symbolic property of the
wider culture or community, as an element of that culture or community's identity.
The notion of heritage is shaped and defined according to the changing needs and expectations of various
societies and nations, which are undergoing substantial self-examination in terms of identity and cultural
composition. In Australia, post-war migration fiom southern Europe and, more recently, Asia has led to a
reduction in the significance of British heritage ideals and values. In addition, the resurgence in presenting
Aboriginal and Maori culture has led to a far greater appreciation of indigenous cultural values by the
European majority. Therefore, heritage has become a means by which a wide range of groups and
communities within society are able to assert their identities within broader national cultures. Societies, in
turn, have grasped various symbols, icons and mythologies in order to try and fashion a collective national
identity.
Twenty years ago, the concept of heritage was relatively narrow and centred on architectural preservation,
archaeology, archives and other collecting institutions. However, the term 'heritage' has now come to
represent "a network of interrelated elements - tangible and intangible, natural and cultural (human), personal
and collective" (Ministry of Citizenship and Culture 1987: 6). For instance, the World Heritage Convention
identifies heritage as being either cultural or natural in character, but World Heritage sites (eg. Kakadu
National Park in the Northern Territory and the South-West Tasmanian Wilderness) may be universally
significant in terms of both cultural and natural attributes. Thus, the split of heritage into natural and cultural
components is somewhat artificial as the values associated with natural areas are cultural in nature (such as
national parks, wilderness, and scientific reserves). To establish and retain an area as a national park is as
much a cultural decision, and hence a cultural landscape, as it is to make the land available for grazing or
intensive agriculture. Furthermore, it may be argued that the dominance of natural science perspectives in
national park management and the political power of cor~servationgroups-has meant that the heritage
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significance of cultural practices has been suppressed (Cubit 1995). An example of this situation is European
transhumance in the grazing of the high country in the Australian Alps. Indeed, it is somewhat ironic that in
the high country of Australia, skiing is managed as a legitimate activity while grazing is not, even though
both have substantial environmental impacts. Of course, the greater economic return fiom skiing may
underlie its acceptability by ministers responsible for park management.
Although the standing of some European cultural practices has not been recognised by heritage authorities,
the legitimacy of the cultural practices of indigenous peoples in areas now set aside as national parks and
reserves is increasingly being recognised by governments and conservation agencies. Undoubtedly, the
recognition of some cultural practices as legitimate and the rejection of others reflects the highly political
nature of heritage and the constant clash of values at community and national levels which heritage
represents. However, in Australia, two overlapping understandings of heritage can be perceived. First, a
Western (European or Pakeha) concept of heritage, which identifies specific elements of the landscape or
built environment as constituting heritage (eg. Humankind as separate fiom the landscape). Second, an
indigenous (Aboriginal or Maori) notion of heritage which emphasises that humankind is not separate fiom
the landscape but is part of an indivisible whole (eg. heritage is an everyday lived experience) (Hall et
al. 1993). While these perceptions of heritage may be regarded as ideal types, they do impact on how
government, agencies, students, and visitors perceive and manage the heritage around them and, as the
following section outlines, the extent to which heritage may be regarded as significant.

2.2

The heritage management paradox

Preserving heritage is dependent on a political process influenced by community attitudes. These attitudes are
derived tiom the way the community values heritage. While vicarious appreciation can be generated through
such media as television, radio, books and Web sites, it is not sufficient by itself to ensure that areas, objects,
or cultural practices are conserved. Most people develop their fundamental value system through a collection
of meaningful experiences directly with heritage. When visitors have a satisfying experience, they come
closer to supporting the heritage and the philosophy of its management. The more visitors support the
management philosophy, the easier it becomes to manage heritage. Therefore, the provision of positive
visitor experiences ensures heritage can be preserved and passed on to future generations (Hammitt 1990).
This relationship is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1
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People are interested in experiencing heritage, and heritage managers need them to visit to attract support and
revenue. However, it is not possible for visitors to experience heritage without causing some sort of physical,
biological, chemical, economic or socio-cultural impact (Hammitt 1990; Kuss et al. 1990; Kuss and Graefe
1985; Glasson et al. 1995). To varying degrees, this impact will affect heritage values and the quality ofthe
visitor experience. So, this presents a quandary for heritage managers, sometimes referred to as 'The Heritage
Management Paradox' (Hall & ~ c k h u 1996).
r
The paradox is how to allow people to visit and experience
heritage without the heritage becoming so degraded that it loses its value and attraction. Alternatively, how
do we ensure that we do not 'love heritage to death'?

2.3

Conventional approaches to addressing the
heritage management paradox
-

Unfortunately, few stakeholders in heritage management recognise or understand the need to address all the
ramifications of the heritage management paradox. Conventional heritage management has a tendency to
focus more on the resource than the visitor (Harnrnitt 1990). For example, the analysis, objectives and
strategies within management plans deal comprehensibly with heritage but only briefly with the visitor or
community at large (Pearson and Sullivan 1995). Conversely, the objectives and strategies of most
conventional tourism plans have focused on developing new product to revitalise regions and attract new
markets (Hall 1995). This dilemma was summed up by Hammitt (1990: 17):
A major issue in dealing with recreation resource impacts is the proper role of management. Should
management emphasise protection at the expense of recreation use or are there situations in which
recreation should be emphasised at the expense of resource protection? If so, what are the major
factors defining each of these situations?
Traditional heritage management has focused on the heritage resource as the central element in the
management process. However, this approach is deficient because it generally fails to adequately consider the
human element in heritage management and especially the significance of visitors (Hall & McArthur 1996).
Those in charge of managing the heritage typically control the resourcing of visitor management. Most
visitor management budgets appear to reflect significant resource allocation. However, the majority of each
budget is taken up with creating and maintaining infrastructure rather than providing the human and financial
means to undertake long-term planning, monitoring and evaluation of visitor services (Hammitt 1990; Lucas
1990; Charters et al. 1996; Driml and Common 1994; NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service 1997a;
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NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service 1997b). The weaknesses of traditional heritage management
failing to deal with the human dimension are well summed up by Hammitt (1 990:22-23):
The perspectives of the resource manager and the recreationist are quite different when justifying
particular policies. Managers are most likely to be concerned about impacts that impair the function of
ecosystems. They view resource impact policy as a long-term phenomenon. The recreationist, on the
other hand. seems more concerned
with
short-run impacts that decrease the functionality of a site or
.
-

with 'unnatural objects left by other parties'. .. Because the perceptions of users and managers of
resource impacts may vary considerably, policy makers expect conflict over acceptance of those
policies where the differences in perceptions are greatest.
It is difficult to arrive at a distinct set of reasons why managers have regularly placed heritage before visitors.
Perhaps the reasons are both philosophical and practical, and include:
a poor understanding of the relationship between the resource and the visitor;
a belief that it is easier to understand and manage the resource than the visitor (a tussock grassland or
old-growth forest will not change its expectations and support);
a lack of insight and support from senior management to emphasise and develop long term visitor
management positions and programs;
the limited selection of staff fiom social science backgrounds (able to interpret and respond to
community values); and
broad community indifference or inability to clearly state opinions and needs about heritage and its
management (excepting special interest groups).

2.4

An integrated approach to addressing the paradox

One of the reasons for the introduction of more sophisticated approaches to addressing the heritage
management paradox has been an evolution in the tourism industry that now emphasises the concept of
sustainalhy. Sustainable tourism seeks to deliver economic, environmental, social &d cultural benefits
(Hall 1995). The sector of the tourism industry that is championing sustainable tourism is ecotourism.
Ecotourism value added to nature-based tourism with interpretation, a sensitivity to the environment and
involvement of the host community (Ceballos-Lascurain 1996). Ecotourism addressed the heritage
management paradox by making its solutions part of the ecotourism product (such as increasing consumer
awareness of conservation and operating sustainably). Solutions were generated by, among other things, the
integration of smart technology that reduced energy and water consumptioh, recycled waste, and requiring
visitors to change their expectations and behaviour to be more sympathetic with the environment and people.
As a'result, a substantial range of stakeholder groups became attracted to generating more ecotourism, or at
least converting more nature-based tourism into ecotourism.
During the 1990s, Australia's Federal and State governments began to generate ecotourism plans. The plan
that received the most attention was the National Ecotourism Strategy, released in 1994 (Commonwealth
Department of Tourism 1994). The Strategy contained a major section on impact monitoring; outlining some
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of the known impacts caused by ecotourism, and stressing the lack of reliable information. Six actions were
generated to address the issue:
Investigate relevant indicators to monitor the environmental, social and cultural impacts of tourism.
Undertake ecological baseline studies and investigate the limits of acceptable change for ecotourism
destinations.

=

Initiate long-term monitoring of the impacts of current tourism and recreation activities within, and
adjacent to, protected areas and fiagile ecosystems, and review past experience.
Investigate means by which the ecotourism industry could contribute to research and monitoring of
ecotourism impacts.

-

=

Investigate the economic and social significance of ecotourism.

=

Promote and facilitate the wide dissemination of ecotourism data to encourage an integrated approach to
the planning, development and management of ecotourism (Commonwealth Department of Tourism
1994:35).

These actions represented one of the most comprehensive and coordinated directions for addressing impact
management produced to date in Australia (including those generated by Australia's protected area
managers). Moreover, the Strategy was supported by a $10 million ecotourism funding program over 199397, and one of the eight funding areas designated by the program was baseline studies, predictive modelling
and monitoring (see Commonwealth Department of Tourism 1994:5 1).
The shift towards sustainable tourism has made it far more possible to shift fiom conventional to integrated
approaches to addressing the heritage management paradox, because sustainable tourism reflects an
integration of economic, environmental and social objectives (Hall 1995). Nonetheless, achieving an
integrated approach calls for a shift in management culture that recognises the intrinsic balance between
people and the heritage they value and wish to yisit. This management response is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Fundamental to the response is the use of management systems or models that attempt to make sense of the
complex web of relationships that surround the state of heritage and the visitor experience. The models do
not, by themselves, provide ready-made solutions. However, as relationships are uncovered and understood,
the way is paved for a variety of stakeholders to identify common ground, which, in turn, paves the way for
solutions that meet a variety of needs (Harrison 1994). Therefore,'an integrated approach uses models to help
stakeholders establish a clearer understanding of the dimensions of the paradox and thus adapt accordingly.

Figure 2.2
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A number of models have been generated to either directly or indirectly address parts of the heritage
management paradox. The models for which evidence of actual implementation could be found on more than
one occasion include:
the Recreational Carrying Capacity Model;
the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum;
the Limits of Acceptable Change;
the Visitor Impact Management Model;
the Visitor Activity Management Program;
the Visitor Experience and Resource Protection Model;
the Tourism Optimisation Management Model.
The key characteristics and establishment process for each model are outlined in the remainder of this
Chapter. Their order roughly approximates their introduction and use to address the heritage management
paradox.

2.5

Recreational Carrying Capacity

Evolution and definition
Recreational carrying capacity is generally regarded as the level of recreational use that an area can sustain
without an unacceptable degree of deterioration of the resource or of the recreation experience. It evolved
because managers wanted a simple way to recognise and manage the relationship between the size of a
population and the quality of the environment. It was originally associated with ecosystem management, in
particular wildlife and rangelands management. This generated a fairly simplistic use as the maximum
number of animals that could be supported by a given area without it becoming degraded, or the threshold
level of activity beyond which the resource-base deteriorates (Hebelein 1977; Wolters 1991).
As early as the 1940s, recreation managers adopted the model, switching animals with people. This use relied
on what was considered to be the biologically objective basis of the concept, with use density assumed to be
linked linearly with environmental quality (Resource Assessment Commission 1993).

In the 1960s recreational carrying capacity was criticised for its biological emphasis and exclusion of social
and psychological dimensions (Schneider et al. 1978; Hammitt 1990). The quality ofthe experience was
finall) acknbw16d~ed
as being critical and issues relating to'congestion and crowding hegan to be reseai*ched

and ultimately integrated as legitimate components of the model. By the l97Os, the human dimension of
recreational carrying capacity was given explicit recognition, with biological considerations sitting alongside
human values and experiences.
Despite this trend, many protected area managers resisted the trend to expand the dimensions into a social
domain. For example, Stankey (1980: 151) defined the term as "the limitation of use of an area, set by various
natural factors of environmental resistance (eg. food, water or shelter)... beyond this natural limit, no major
increases in the dependent population can occur". This definition misled many resource managers into
believing that the population threshold at which problems arise can unequivocally be identified on a
biologically objective basis.
Despite the resistance of protected area managers, many recreation planners continued to push for a wider
application of the concept. Definitions moved beyond the state of the environment and incorpora@
processes (Ecologically Sustainable Development Working Group 1991). Subsequently, definitions
incorporated a growing range of physical and organisational settings, as Schneider et al. (1978:1) noted:
Carrying capacity analysis, as a planning tool, studies the effects of growth - amount,
quality on the natural and man-made environment in order to identify critical thresholds
public health, safety or welfare will be threatened by serious environmental problems unle
l

made in public investment, governmental regulation, or human behaviour.
In the 1990s visitor and tourism managers have defined recreational carrying capacity as the
physical-biological environment to withstand recreation use and as a means of expressing the
that is consistent with some measure of quality in the recreational experience (Hall and McArt

is

is no different fiom the intent of the original definition put forward by Wagar (1974) -the lev
recreational use an area can withstand while providing a sustained quality of recreation.

,

Dimensions and development
The recreational carrying capacity number representing an amount of use, typically refers to the n
visits per annum or per day or alternatively, the number of visitors at any one time. In addition,
yield capacity may be established to represent the desired, as opposed to a maximum number.
number is typically below the recreational carrying capacity by at least 10 to 20 per cent (Tivy
differentiation was established subjectively in order to create a safety margin between what W
the capacity and what was thought to be the capacity. This differentiation between desired and actu
capacity stimulated brief consideration of an Ultimate Environmental Thresholds Model (VETM) (
1990). Rather than a model the establishment of environmental thresholds was more a statement of the
ultimate point at which the environment would be hndamentally compromised as a system. Most protected
area managers perceived this position as a limited one to adopt because defining an ultimate limit may
encourage behaviour up to that limit - much the same way as speed limits encourage speeds up to and just
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beyond their top range. VETM was also criticised because of its emphasis on the biophysical aspects of the
environment and its neglect of socio and economic dimensions.
Lime and Manning (1 977) suggested four major dimensions to recreational carrying capacity, biophysical,
socio-cultural, psychological and managerial. Table 2.1 provides a definition and some of the elements that
may be considered when developing each dimension. Glyptis (1991) and Pigram (1983) suggested four
alternative dimensions that recreational carrying capacity should address. These dimensions were physical,
economic, ecological and social (see Table 2.2).

Table 2.1

1970s definitions and elements of various dimensions of recreational carrying capacity

Dimension

DeJnition of dimension

Elements

Bio-physical

A level of human use that can
be sustained without longterm effects on the resource
base.

The nature of the heritage site, such as the physical space
available, stability of landforms and built fabric, geology
and soils, topography and aspect, climate, scale and
dynamics of biodiversity, and water availability and
quality.

A level of human use that can
be sustained without long
term effects on the host
population.

The degree that indigenous and 1 or local populations of
people within or near the heritage can accept and happily
live with visitors, such as access to local opportunities
and facilities by locals, perceptions of crowding and
privacy by locals, and perception of influence or control
over the situation.

Psychological

A level of use that maximises The quality of the visitor experience, such as the number
the quality of the visitor
and nature of encounters with other visitors and the
degree to which expectations were met.
experience and flow on
effects from the experience.

Managerial

A level of use which reflects The support services and infrastructure, such as the
the ideal and sustainable type number and skills of heritage management staff, the size
and degree of management.
of a parking area or picnic table, and the'amount of fresh
water available.

Source: Lime and Manning (1 977)
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Table 2.2

1980s definitions and elements of various dimensions of recreational carrying capacity

Dimension

DeJnition of dimension

Physical

The maximum number of
use-units that can be
accommodated in an area.

Economic

Ecological

Social

Recreation use levels that do
not unduly interfere with the
non-recreational activity so
as to reduce the economic
viability of the resource.
Maximum level of
recreational use (in terms of
numbers and activities) that
can be accommodated by an
area or an ecosystem before
an unacceptable or
irreversible decline in
ecological values occurs.
The maximum level of
recreational use (in terms of
numbers and activities)
above which there is a
decline in the quality of the
recreation experience fiom
the point of view of the
recreation participant.

Elements and information requirements

Space or surface area available.
Projections of recreational demand for activity at site
in order to assess whether the scale of activity and
recreational pressure is realistic to the space
provided.
Economic value of alternative uses to recreation, eg.
water supply or forestry.
Ecological study to determine the economic
tolerance level of the system to different levels of
recreational use.
Number of people undertaking each recreational
activity over a given time fiame, and the state of the
ecological resource.
Ecological state of the resource in terms of its
stability, such as biodiversity, vegetation cover and
reproduction rates.

Expectations, group size, level of crowding, and
number of encounters with other recreators and
satisfaction levels.
Visitor surveys before, during and after the
experience to determine expectations, perceptions of
and satisfaction with their experience.
Behavioural studies, such as observation-based
research.

Source: 'Adapted from Pigram (1 983) and Glyptis (1 99 1)

The major strength of the recreational carrying capacity model is its apparent simplicity - that the heritage
management paradox can be managed through regulating visitation to a maximum number. This strength
stimulates a number of other advantages, including its:
use as a best guess as to when some basic management decisions must be made without the benefit of a
complete impact analysis;
use as a yardstick for regulations based on resource use controls and performance standards;
assistance in helping heritage managers to think in a structured way about heritage use problems; and
use as a community awareness and education device.
These advantages have endeared recreational carrying capacity to a wide range of managers and
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stakeholders. Lime (1970) proposed and implemented a three-stage approach to the development of a
carrying capacity model for the Boundary Water Canoe Area in the United States. The three stages were:
Identify problem areas in relation to the heritage resource (bio-physical) and visitors (socialpsychographic).
Undertake research into the problem areas. In this case, resource elements included: water quality;
wildlife; vegetation; campsite-portage wear and tear; and a shore inventory for campsites and portage.
Visitor elements included: perception of crowding; perception of resources; behaviour; and reactions to
use manipulation.
Identify the acceptable levels of use for each element for particular sites and seasons of the year.
Identify the element that sets the lowest level of use and manage to protect this element (typically a site
deterioration element such as vegetation or soil characteristics).
This approach suggests a heavy reliance on the 'law of the minimum or limiting factors' (today known as the
'precautionary principle'), because management is setting a limit according to the most sensitive indicator
when all the others may have far higher capacities (eg. see Tivy 1972; NSW National Parks and Wildlife
Service 1997b). In almost always choosing an environmental deterioration element as the dominant indicator,
Lime is suggesting that the state of the heritage resource should take precedence over people. The subsequent
conflict from disadvantaged user groups brought forth a more comprehensive approach that involved at least
eight steps, as shown in Table 2.3. Unfortunately, no literature could be found that analysed this more
comprehensive and accountable approach.

Table 2.3

Staged process for developing a Recreational Carrying Capacity Model

Stage of development

Specify management
objectives or standards.

Additional notes on stage

Objectives should already exist but need to be clear and measurable. This
often requires them to be re-written.
Objectives should, as a minimum, cover the state of the heritage resource to
be maintained or attained and the type of experience to be provided.

Identify current levels of use
for a defined period.

Levels of use may be per hour, day, week, month and year. Level of use may
also be measured for all visitors, a specific activity or a group of activities.
Levels of use are typically established using some form of mechanical or
electronic counter, entrance fee ticket or observations.

Identify indicators for the
capacity dimensions to be
considered.

Dimensions may be biophysical, socio-cultural, psychological and
managerial, or they may be physical, economic, ecological and social.

Measure the current state of
each indicator.

Measurement requires the development of a research program and ideally, a
supplementary monitoring program to ensure the initial results were accurate
and reliable.

Identify apparent
relationships between the
state of the indicator and the
level of use.

Relationship will be loosely whether the indicator shifts with varying levels
of use. However, this is the first somewhat subjective stage of the approach
since each indicator doesn't bear an individual linear relationship with level
of use.

Make value judgements about
the acceptability of the
various impacts.

This stage requires comparing the state of each indicator with the proposed
management objectives. It is therefore at this point that objectives must be
measurable in order to make reasonable judgements.

Determine a recreational
carrying capacity that is more,
the same or less than current
visitation.

Several capacity measurements should be generated to account for variations
across time and space, eg. over time (via an annual total capacity, a seasonal
capacity, a weekly, daily and hourly capacity), spatially (across different
zones or components of a space), and across activity (so that different
activities generating different levels of impact can be equitably covered).

Implement management
strategies to ensure
recreational carrying capacity
is not breached

Management strategies should initially be subtle, well publicised and applied
for the medium to long term.
Regulatory, control-based strategies should only be introduced when subtle
ones can be proven not to be sufficient.

Source: Adapted £tom Hebelein (1977); Stankey (1980); Sowrnan (1987); and Hall and McArthur (1998).

Applications
In the mid 1970s, recreational carrying capacity began to be mooted as the major model for managing visitor
impact. In response, the US Department of Interior reviewed the potential of recreational carrying capacity
and prepared guidelines for its use (Urban Research and Development Corporation 1977). The review looked
at existing literature, past research and use of the model, evaluated standards currently used for their
application as indicators, then surveyed user groups and recreation planners and heritage managers to explore
attitudes and support for the model. The guidelines were developed to aide recreation planners and heritage
managers in determining whether to develop a recreational carrying capacity model and if so, how to go
about it at the site level. The study revealed that:
park planners were more interested in protecting the resource or meeting recreation demand than
providing a high quality experience;

-

there were significant differences in opinion between planners and user groups, particularly in relation to
optimum capacities for such activities as bushwalking, water skiing, pool swimming, power boating and
shoreline fishing; and

l
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several managers had established capacity limits based on the availability of support facilities rather than
the optimum recreational carrying capacity - in essence managers were already focusing on a maximum
number rather than the entirety of the model as it was originally proposed.

l

l

By 1980 the US National Parks Service had established carrying capacity limits in 2 1 per cent of its entire
estate (Washburne and Cole 1983). Since then the notion to develop recreational carrying capacity models
has remained popular but their actual application has been sporadic, uncoordinated and largely not evaluated
,'

i

(Resource Assessment Commission 1993).
Within this context, the actual applications of recreational carrying capacity have nonetheless managed to
occur in planning, site design 1 development, and administration (Glasson et al. 1995; Hall and McArthur
1998). Planning use often involved evaluating the size and character of alternative sites and predetermining
optimum levels of use for various locations. Site design and development use have involved assigning
activities to areas according to natural limits, and identifying suitable position between the activities.
Administration has involved the use of marketing to attract visitors to alternative destinations to those
approaching capacity and the monitoring and evaluation of predicted versus actual visitation. However, the
emphasis by most heritage managers has been on physical capacity applied to site design and development, at
the expense of the other dimensions and applications just mentioned. Examples of the application of the
recreational carrying capacity can be found in Tables 2.4a and 2.4b.

Table 2.4a

Applications of recreational carrying capacity in Australia

lustralian applications
In Queensland:

- The Department of Environment and Natural Heritage are implementing a carrying capacity model
for tour operators and independent visitors to the Daintree National Park based on the physical
limitations of defined vehicle parking spaces (Deparpnent of Environment 1998; Missing Link
Tourism Consultancy 1998).

- The Department of Environment and Natural Heritage implemented an annual and daily capacity, as
well as a capacity for any one moment in time, for Green Island (Beaumont 1993).
- The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority have experimented with social capacity analysis to
help identify user conflicts, over use and increase the impacts of increased use in terms of visitor
enjoyment and resource protection at specific sites (Scherl 1994).
In New South Wales:

- The carrying capacity approach was used to restrict access to tours (of which there are preset group
size and numbers per day) at Montagu Island (Graham Worboys pers. comm. 1997).
- The carrying capacity approach was used to restrict access to tours (of which there are preset group
size and numbers per day) at the Quarantine Station, Sydney Harbour National Park (Graham Worboys
pers. comm. 1997).
In Victoria:

- Parks Victoria implemented a carrying capacity for the Point Nepean National Park based on 600
visitors at any one moment in time (fiom 1993 onwards) (McGregor 1989).
In South Australia:

- The canying capacity approach was used to restrict access to tours (of which there are preset group size
and numbers per day) at Seal Bay on Kangaroo Island (Fraser Vickerypers. comm. 1998).

Table 2.4b

Applications of recreational carrying capacity outside Australia

International applications

In the United States:

- A recreational carrying capacity model for Yosemite Valley, Yosemite National Park was established
and implemented by the US Parks Service (cited in Hall and McArthur 1998).

- A recreational carrying capacity for the Boundary waters Canoe Area was investigated but not hlly
implemented by the US Parks Service (Lime 1970).

-

The number of canoes and boats likely to effect perceptions of wilderness were estimated for a
wilderness area (Lucas 1964 as quoted in Tivy 1972).

- A recreational carrying capacity model for the Cache National Forest in Utah was developed and
implemented by the US Forest Service (Cieslinski and Wager (date unspecified) cited in Tivy 1972).

- A capacity of 120,000 cruise ship passengers during the peak visitation period was set by local
authorities for Bermuda (Hall and McArthur 1998).
In New Zealand:

-

- A limit of 500 visits per year has been set for the sub-Antarctic islands (Hall and McArthur 1998).
- A recreational canying capacity has been set at 200 persons at any one moment in time for the
Waitomo Caves (Hall and McArthur 1998).

- A recreational carrying capacity of 160 persons on any day has been set by the Department of
Conservation during the period that the Milford Track is open to public access (Hall and McArthur
1998).
In South AiXca:

- A recreational canying capacity model was developed and implemented for the Kromme River
Estuary (Sowman and Fuggle 1987).
- A recreational carrying capacity model was developed, implemented and assessed for the Infanta area?
South Cape (Sowman 1984).
In Canada:

- The canying capacity concept was used to review tourism development strategies in Ontario; the
result was the identification of specific zones with high potential for tourism development, based on
competition for resources between residents, owners of second homes and tourists (Getz 1983).
In Cambodia:

- The Angkor Conservation Office implemented an annual and daily capacity, as well as a capacity for
any one moment in time for the Angkor World Heritage Site, Siem Reap Province (Wager 1995).
In the former Yugoslavia:

- A canying capacity concept was investigated for application to coastal areas with increasing levels of
tourism activity; beaches and available water supply were examined for their potential to absorb tourisn
and these biophysical limits were converted into a maximum supply of accommodation (Hall 1974 citec
in Getz 1983).
In the Indian Ocean:

- A carrying capacity model was used to determine means of managing damage to coral reefs caused by
underwater tourism.

Two of the applications in Tables 2.4a and 2.4b warrant further comment because they have actually been
fully implemented. The first of these is the Angkor World Heritage Site in Cambodia. A capacity of 300 to
500 visitors at any one time has been established, with an annual capacity set at 500,000. These capacities
assume visitors will make two visits to the site during their stay (Wager 1995). The second application is
Green Island in far north Queensland, where a recreational carrying capacity was set at 1,900 visitors per day
or no more than 800 at any one time (Queensland ~ e ~ a r t b eof
n tEnvironment and Heritage 1993). The
implications of this application for management at Green Island are discussed in the following section.

Limitations
Despite the concept of recreational carrying capacity being over 30 years old, it remains, in practice, highly
elusive.

-

It is commonly recognised that there are no fixed or standard tourism recreational carrying capacity
values. Rather, carrying capacity varies, depending upon place, season and time, user behaviour,
facility design, patterns and levels of management, and the dynamic character of the environments
themselves. Moreover, it is not always possible to practice to separate tourism activity from other
human activities (Ceballos-Lacuarain 1996:131).
Clearly then it is relatively easy to argue that there is no such thing as a single recreational carrying capacity
for any given heritage site and that any capacity put forward is highly subjective, and thus difficult to defend.
In the 1970s when recreational carrying capacity was becoming more widely known and more widely
considered for application (see Lime and Manning 1977); academics and practitioners already had identified
problems with the concept (Wight 1994). Tivy (1 972: 11) and Burton's (1 974: 180 in Glyptis 1991:150)
comments were particularly insightful:
1carrying capacity is multi-faceted or multi-dimensional. Its determination will therefore be
difficult because of the range of activities and environmental variables involved; and because
we still do not know sufficient about the relationships between varying levels of use and changes in the
biological and physical character of the site on the one hand and changes in the degree of personal
satisfaction obtained in the other.
A somewhat paradoxical situation exists: in fact there is 'spare capacity' in the areas which are already
intensively used, but the visitors frequenting the less used parts may already consider existing levels of
use to be too high and the area over used.
Nearly a decade later, with a considerable amount of impact related research undertaken, academics and
practitioners continued to have problems with the complexities of recreational carrying capacity and
continued to question the reality of ever establishing a reliable model. According to (Stankey 1980: 157):
Physical-biological impact is a complex phenomena. It does not bear a direct linear relationship to use; in
fact. use intensity is less helpful than other variables (eg. method of travel. season of use) in explafning

the degree of impact sustained... In general, knowledge of other ecological consequences associated with
recreation use is poor. Impacts on wildlife behaviour, air quality, or water quality are understood in only
descriptive terms. We lack the ability to predict, in quantitative terms, the consequences of alternative
levels, types and patterns of use on the physical-biological environment, a serious shortcoming in our
efforts to develop the potential carrying capacity concept.
The applications that had been established were rife with assumptions and inconsistencies. A good example
of the assumptions and subjective judgements is Green Island in far north Queensland (introduced on the
previous page). If the maximum daily level was reached every day, Green Island would receive 693,500
visitors in a year, over twice the current level. Any visitor management model that cannot be defended is
unlikely to gain or at least maintain the support of stakeholders.
Throughout the late 1970s and early 1980s a growing collection of authors openly began to questign the
validity of recreational carrying capacity (eg. Bury 1976; Burch 1981; Washburne 1982; Jubenville and
Becker 1983). In response to growing criticisms of the model, Stankey (1980) suggested four propositions
about its nature:
1. Its determination is ultimately a judgmental decision.
2.

Decisions depend on clear management objectives.

3.

The range of available alternative opportunities must be taken into account.

4.

It is a problematic concept, not an absolute measure.

These propositions are further detailed in Table 2.5, but Hammitt (1990:24) summed up the major flaw in the
following way:
Policies concerning carrying capacities are based on the assumption that recreational impacts are
directly related to the amount and type of use. However, ecological and human behaviour factors do
not allow for such a simple and direct relationship between amount of impact and use.

Table 2.5

Propositions about the nature of recreational carrying capacity

Proposition

The determination of
recreational carrying capacity
is ultimately a judgmental
decision.

Explanation

I

It is a decision making rather than a scientific concept. Information
about use impacts will describe the consequences associated with
different useeonditions, but not the limits:
The function of the researcher is to provide information, not make
decisions on how mhch is too much.

Decisions depend on clear
management objectives.

Canying capacity is highly reliant on the presence of management
objectives because it is so judgmental. Without these objectives the
decisions may be made in a policy vacuum.

The range of available
altemative opportunities must
be taken into account.

The consideration of altemative opportunities ensures that equity is
taken into account.

It is a problematic concept,
not an absolute measure.

Recreational carrying capacity can only be stated in terms of what is
probable, not what can be assured. Contingencies cannot be predicted
or accommodated.

When equity is addressed decisions are made more accountable to
stakeholders. Site specific decisions are more difficult to implement
amongst critical stakeholders.

Recreational carrying capacity doesn't eliminate the need for
monitoring or good professional judgement in the face of changing
conditions.
Source: Adapted from Stankey (1980: 155)

1

With growing criticism of the practicality of the recreational carrying capacity model, Stankey (1 980)
suggested three ways to move beyond recreational carrying capacity.
1. The primary concern should be on controlling the impact and its cause, not use per se.
2. Visitor management should minimise regimentation, favouring less direct methods and then direct
control only when indirect methods fail.
3. Accurate, objective data are essential to avoid planning based on coincidences and assumptions.
However, for many park managers, the simple output that the concept of recreational carrying capacity
promised to deliver - a magical maximum number, was irresistible to consider and recommend, as evidenced
by continuing recommendations for recreational carrying capacities to be developed in various parks across
the world (Hammitt and Cole 1987; Hammitt 1990; Wight 1994). In 1990 an extensive review of =search on
visitor induced impacts was undertaken to explore whether carrying capacity should be continued or whether
a new model should be developed. The review showed that:
Many types of impacts are only weakly or indirectly correlated with use levels. Thus, in many cases,
establishing capacities and use limits may do little to reduce the impact problems they were intended to
solve. Conversely, the analysis of various management and impact parameters may suggest alternative
strategies for reducing impacts at particular times and places. The empirical relationships examined in the
discussion that follows may suggest circumstances where capacities are unnecessary, but other actions are
needed (Kuss et al. 1990:3)
Criticism of the concept and application of recreational carrying capacity became just as pointed in Australia.
In its review of recreational carrying capacity for Australia's Coastal Zone Inquiry, the Resource Assessment
Commission (1993) identified seven significant limitations to recreational carrying capacity, as shown in
Table 2.6.

Table 2.6

Limitations of recreational carrying capacity

Limitation

Implication

Recreational carrying capacity is often determined
before strategic objectives for planning are considered.

Strategic objectives are essential to being able to
minimise subjectivity when making value
judgements that are a natural part of the
development process.

Application of the concept assumes that community
values and preferences have been predetermined and
clearly enunciated, and that they are unlikely to change
over time.

A poorly addressed value base will have left some
stakeholders antagoni~ticto ongoing management
efforts and unlikely to support a capacity model
based on them.

Recreational carrying capacity requires a technical
solution to a subjective question. Most assessments are
complicated by value conflicts. Eventually a
recreational carrying capacity model requires someone
to make a value judgement that assesses a particular
value set.

Some stakeholders may claim that the model is an
attempt to legitimise pre-existing value
judgements.

Use levels only play a minor role in creating impact.
Low levels can create substantial impact while high
levels may.create little or no impact.

Management may be creating unnecessary conflict
with stakeholders when imposing use limits, and,
they may not end up addressing the real cause of
the impact.

One dimension of recreational carrying capacity may
not coincide with another (eg. social may be higher
than ecological).

Stakeholders may side with one dimension and
reject another, moving conflict into the centre of
the model.

Efforts to determine recreational carrying capacity may
position management on an over-emphasis on
constraints to use.

Management may become focused on narrow
policies based on rationing and use regulations,
obscuring the need for specific management
objectives and a wide range of alternative
management strategies.

There is a danger that the system can become so
complex that it cannot be made operational.

Management may create a 'false sense of security'
that so long as on-site visitation does not exceed
the capacity figure the values of the site and
experience are protected and management action is
unnecessary.
Recreational canying capacity has typically been
applied to one area at a time, rather than within a
regional or systems context.

Site specific approaches reduce the opportunity for
regional solutions to be generated, such as the reallocation of user groups to alternative sites.

Source: Adapted from Resource Assessment Commission (1993)

By the mid 1990s, the tourism industry had begun to realise that carrying capacity was a major impediment
to sustainable tourism, because it treated all tourism operations the same way, as though they were all equally
threatening. Special interest tourism sectors such as ecotourism and Indigenous tourism objected to being
treated as being equally threatening as mainstream tourism, and actively lobbied for more sophisticated
approaches that rewarded sustainable tourism activity (Commonwealth Department of Tourism 1994).
According, the during 1990s the development and implementation of recreational carrying capacity models
became rare, the number of recommendations for their development began to dissipate, and the number of
published examples of their implementation largely disappeared. By 1995 the model had dissipated into
being considered 'a good idea to propose, but a political nightmare to implement' (Lindberg et al. 1996). In a
somewhat provocative move, Lindberg et al. (1996) suggested that managers needed to feel comfortable that
seven outcomes needed to be achieved before any development of the model could be rated a success:

l.

There must be agreement on the type of desired social and resource conditions, and thus indicators
stemming £tom these conditions.

2. There must be agreement on the desired level (standards) of these conditions.
3.

A known relationship must be established between use levels and impacts for each indicator.

4.

Use level must be more important than other factors, such as visitor behaviour or management actions, in
determining the amount of impact.

5. The management agency must have the legal mandate, as well as the human and financial resources to
limit access to the area.
6.

Agreement on the rationing system must be found.

7.

The gain to admitted visitors must outweigh the loss to excluded visitors.

Lindberg et al. (1996) acknowledged that it would be extremely unlikely for these requirements to ever be
met, thereby positioning the model as more of a pipe dream. In the late 1990s critics of the recreational
carrying capacity model became so pointed as to conclude that:
One must further question the value of retaining the carrying capacity phrase itself... given the current
level of attention paid to negative environmental, social, and other impacts of tourism, it is doubtful that
the phrase continues to provide greater benefits in terms of raising awareness than costs in terms of
furthering misunderstanding. Therefore, it should be avoided in favour of alternative frameworks that
include more appropriate concepts and processes (Lindberg et al. 1996:464).
The arguments for abandoning the use of the Recreation Carrying Capacity model have been the main
influence on the development of alternative models that feature monitoring to drive decision making. These
models are covered in the following sections of this Chapter.

The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum
Evolution and definition
Many authors have remarked that a range or continuum of opportunities is needed to serve diverse public
tastes efficiently for recreation. For example, Clark and stankey (1979:2) state "Recreation opportunity
settings imply a choice for recreationists; people must be aware of the opportunities, and the opportunities
must be comprised of conditions desired by recreationists. Thus opportunities are a function of user
preferences and a product of management actions designed to provide desired settings and to make people
aware of their existence". Diversity also ensures the flexibility to mitigate changes or disturbances in the
recreation system that may arise from economic, social or technological changes in society. Furthermore, the

-

provision of a diverse range of settings that vary in their level of access and development enhances the
opportunity for quality experiences - particularly those that reflect the motivations and expectations of the
individual (Clark and Stankey 1979; Stankey and Wood 1982). Diversity therefore increases the likelihood of
satisfaction.
The Recreational Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) has been defined as "a range or spectrum of opportunities that
the public or private sectors can provide to meet a diversity of visitor activity" (Buist and Hoots 198294).
Clark and Stankey (1979: 1) defined a recreation opportunity setting as "the combination of physical,
biological, social, and managerial conditions that give value to a place".
The ROS was designed as a conceptual framework for thinking about how to create a diversity of recreation
experiences, rather than just provide standard recreational facilities (Driver 1976; 1989). This framework
clarifies the relationship between settings, activities and experiences (Clark & Stankey 1979). Driver and
Brown (1978) proposed a hierarchical framework that specified four distinct dimensions of recreational
demands - activities, settings, psychological outcomes and benefits. Managers could use the ROS to vary
situational attributes to produce different recreational settings. The logic followed that a range of settings
generates a range of opportunities and thus a range of experiences. Therefore, the intrinsic assumptions about
the ROS in action were that recreators could:
understand what setting requirements they needed for their experience;
access information about the setting and convert it into an informed choice of destination; and
derive satisfaction from utilising the right facilities in the right place.
For ROS to be successful, managers need to maintain the settings both temporally and spatially to avoid
unplanned, immediate and incremental change.

Dimensions and development
Each recreation opportunity has natural dimensions such as landscape and vegetation, recreational
dimensions such as the level and nature of use, and management dimensions, such as facilities and
regulations. Under the ROS, the area being planned provides the environmental settings (sites) needed for a
range of recreation opportunity types and "it is the combination of these environmental settings and
opportunity types that determines the range of allowable recreation activities in a given area" (Clark and
Stankey 1979:2).
A ROS is developed by identifying a region's spectrum of settings, activities and opportunities. For example,
a national park may contain a spectrum of settings that range fi-om easily accessible, highly developed areas
and facilities, to remote, undeveloped areas with no facilities. A museum might h?ve a spectrum ranging
fi-om a complex set of transcripts in a quiet corner with detailed supporting information, to a crowaed gift
shop selling rubber fi-ogs to the melodic sound of new age music.
The spectrum ranges fiom primitive to urban, and can be differentiated by six classes (see Table 2.7). The
first stage in developing a ROS is to establish a table that helps assess and record an inventory of site
characteristics. In the case of a natural or rural site, criteria could include:
naturalness (eg. to show the physical condition of the setting);
size of the area (eg. to suggest opportunity for self-reliance through vastness and remoteness);
density of visitors and social interaction (eg. to suggest opportunities for solitude and fi-eedom of
choice);
on-site management (eg. to suggest fi-eedom of choice and level of assistance with facilities); and
evidence and acceptability of visitor impact (eg. to suggest the sustainability of the activity).
In addition to the characteristics of the site, information is also collected about the extent and nature of
activities currently undertaken. Combined, the two dimensions then provide a third dimension, that of
opportunities available at the site. The table may be able to represent a number of recreation sites that
combined make up a locality or region. The combination of responses to the various criteria by any one site
creates its recreational opportunity. The opportunity class may draw upon the set of classes that range from
the primitive to urban set suggested by Clark and Stankey (1979),'or it may come fi-om a set established by
the managing authority.

Table 2.7

Six potential classes of a Recreational Opportunity Spectrum
Prinzilive

Semi-prmztive
(non-motorized)

Completely
natural and
unmodified

or appearing natural

Large

Large to moderate

l

Semi-printilzve
(nzotorized)

Rural

Urban

Appears predominantly
natural

Substantially modified

1.

Substantially urbanised,
although the background may
have natural-appearing
elements, vegetative cover is
often exotic and manicured

Large to moderate

Moderate

Moderate

2.

Moderate to small

Concentration of
visitors is low,
but there is often
evidence of other
people

Moderate evidence of
sights and sounds of
people, mainly in harmony
with the environment

Sights and sounds of.people
are readily evident

3.

Sights and sounds of humans,
on site, are predominant

Interaction between people is 4.
moderate to high

Large numbers of people both
on site and in nearby areas

natural or
appearing natural

I

Roaded natural

I

Other people
rarely sighted
Low interaction

m

Evidence of other
people sighted

I

Low interaction

Low to moderate
interaction, prevalent
evidence of other people

Moderate densities of users
are found far away from
developed sites

.-

.\ I,rrrngerialcontrols

Unregimented
and relatively free
behaviours reliant
on self policing

via minimum on-site
controls, subtle
restrictions

regimentation
common via
subtle restrictions
but minimum onsite controls

Motorised use not
permitted

Motorised use not
permitted

Motorised use
permitted

Non-existent to
basic survival
requirements

Basic survival
requirements

Basic facilities

Impact negligible
and not
acceptable

occasionally accepted

accepted in
occasional small

Moderate regimentation

A tlapted from Brown et al. (1987) and Clark and Stankey (1979)

Substantial regimentation

Resource modification and
utilization practices are
evident, but harmonise
with the natural
environment

Resource modification and
utilization practices enhance
specific recreation activities
. and maintain vegetative
cover and soil

Motorised use provided for
in construction~standards
and design of facilities

Facilities for intensified
motorised use and parking
are available

Range of facilities offering
comfort and security

Many facilities are designed
for use by a large number of
people and those with special
needs

Moderate impact accepted
across a number of small
areas

Moderate impact widespread
and accepted

5.

Heavily regimented via a range
of regulations

6.

Resource modification and
utilisation are aimed at
enhancing specific recreation
activities

7.

Facilities for highly intensified
motor use and parking, with
sealed roads, and forms of
mass transit often available to
carry people throughout the
site

8.

Substantial impact evident and
accepted

Once a ROS has been established as a fonn of inventory, management can begin to review, plan and
evaluate. The most obvious information to evaluate against supply is recreational demand. This has
commonly been done in an ad hoc manner through personal observations; the assumption being that demand
is low if there are few people undertaking the activity when the opportunity clearly exists (Buist and Hoots
1982; Van Oosterzee 1984; Environment, Science and Services 1988). Four other examples of the use of a
ROS are:
1. mapping out the distribution of recreational settings (Environment, Science and Services 1988);
2. making comparisons across sites to determine the under or over supply of settings and opportunities
(Baird and Ive 1989);
3. modifying settings to fill gaps in supply, reduce unnecessary duplications or clarify the opportunity

(Brown and Manfiedo 1982; McArthur 1994); and
4.

comparing and clarifying the roles of organisations providing various recreational settings opportunity
(McArthur 1994).

Brown et al. (1987) suggested the most comprehensive development process for a ROS. This approach
suggests a five-staged approach that adds to the integration of recreation opportunity recommendations with
recommendations for other resource outputs. Unfortunately, no case studies of this approach could be found
in the literature. Baud and Ive (1989) propose an alternative approach to developing a R0S;involving predesignated management tenures and 1 or zones or units already used within management plans. This approach
involves a six-stage process that identifies issues, zone types, environmental settings, guidelines, guideline
ratings and guideline weights. Baird and Ive (1989) applied the revised model to Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve

in the Australian Capital Territory (ACT). Unfortunately, the Tidbinbilla Drafi Management Plan
(Environment ACT 1997a) and Draft Tidbinbilla Infrastructure Development Plan (Environment ACT
199%) ignore the revised ROS model and demonstrate that it has not been implemented in the interim period
(McArthur 1997b). The two 'upgraded' ROS development approaches proposed by Brown et al. (1987) and
Baird and lve (1989) are presented in Table 2.8. Interestingly, performance monitoring and evaluation were
incorporated into these upgraded approaches, meaning that feedback to assist in implementation remains
limited.

Table 2.8

'Upgraded' development approaches for establishing a ROS

I Conventional development stages
I

1. Estimate demand for specifically defined recreation

'Upgraded'development approach

1. Identify planning issues.

opportunities.
2. Identify environmental settings that conform to the
ROS approach.

opportunities.
3. Identify which recreation opportunities are currently 3. Define zone types and classify all recreation
activities considered relevant into one of three
provided.
categories for each zone type (eg. permitted subject
to consent and prescribed).

4. Determine where and how different recreation
opportunities can be optimally provided.

4. Frame planning guidelines to allocate zone types to
environmental settings in accord with each area's
environmental attributes.

-

5. Integrate recreation opportunity recommendations
with recommendations for other resource outputs.

5. Generate discussion plans that show the preferred
zone type for each e&ronmental setting.
6 . Select a preferred plan.

Source: Brown et al. (1987); Baird and Ive (1989).

Applications
There are many ways in which ROS can be applied to the heritage management paradox, including:
creation of regional supply inventories and maps;
clarification of the nature and functions of different land tenures;
definition of management roles and responsibilities;
development of legislation, policies and strategies governing the management of heritage and visitors;
and
enhanced marketing for informed visitor choice.

-

By the early 1980s, the ROS was being applied to approximately 30 per cent of the protected areas within the
United States (Buist and Hoots 1982). In Australia, ROS has been predominantly applied to natural areas at
the local and regional level, and one of the most fully implemented applications of the ROS has been
achieved at Brisbane Forest Park in southern Queensland (Environment, Science and Services 1988). In this
instance, the ROS was converted to a zoning system and integrated into the Park's Strategic Plan. While this
application of ROS focused on recreation and didn't consider tourism, its use in integrating recreation with
other aspects of park management has given it one of the longest application periods known in the country as
it was still being used a decade later (David Morganspers. comm. 1998). Examples of the application of the
ROS in Australia and overseas are provided in Table 2.9a and 2.9b.

Table 2.9a

Applications of the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum in Australia

Australian applications

In Queensland:

- Queensland's State forests (Queensland Department of Primary Industries 1994; Batt and
Waring 1998; Missing Link Tourism Consultancy 1998)

- ~ r i s b a n e ~ ~ o rPark,
e s t southern Queensland, as a ROS (Environmental Science and Services
1988)

- Brisbane Forest Park, southern Queensland, as an Ecotourism Opportunity Spectrum (Sallows
1996)

- Lake Wivenhoe, southern Queensland (Environmental Science and Services 1985)
- Carnarvon Gorge, Carnarvon National Park, Queensland (Pitts 1982)
,

In New South Wales:

- Newcastle's urban parklands (Missing Link 1998)
- Lake Hume, New South WalesNictorian
border (Lamb 1988)
- Newcastle I Lake Macquarie open space (Newcastle and Lake Macquarie City Council's
- Split Rock Dam, Northern New South Wales (Tamworth Lands Office 1986)

1987)

- Grahamstown Dam, mid north cost of New South Wales (Tarnworth Lands Office 1986)
- New South Wales National Parks system (Turner 1982)
t

In the Australian Capital Territory:

- Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve (Baird and Ive 1989)
- Canberra Lakes (Wood and Hooy 1982)
- Thanva District (Head et al. 1980)
l

In Tasmania:

- The Southern Forests of Tasmania (McArthur 1994; Missing Link Tourism Consultancy 1998)
- Tasmania's State Forests Sign Manual (Forestry Commission 1991)
l

-

In the Northern Territory:

- Kakadu National Park (Moorcroft 1997)

Table 2.9b

Applications of the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum in the United States

Applications in the United States

In inland USA:

- The Wind River Range in Wyoming, United States (Manfiedo et al. 1983)
On the East Coast of the USA:

- Wildlife orientated recreation at the Steens Mountain Recreation Area, Oregon, United States
(Brown 1982)

- Oregon Arid Lands, United States (Brown and Manfredo 1982)

The ROS can be used to assist regional planning because it suggests the spatial distribution (ie. across a
region or locality) of recreation opportunities. Management can then determine whether their distribution is
appropriate in terms of equity, efficiency and accountability. A key flow on from this is trade-offs, where one
site is altered and closed in exchange for another being altered or enhanced.
Perhaps the longest running, formalised applications of ROS are to public land tenures, as part of specialised
zoning systems (see Table 2.9). These tenures suggest different types of recreational activity according to the
conservation value and resilience of the land; where low valuehigh resilience permits the widest range of
activities and high value/low resilience the lowest range. A simple example widely demonstrated across
Australia is the different roles that local government and State-based protected area managers play in
providing their dimension of the ROS. Local governments tend to focus on accessible, semi-developed to
developed settings that accept visitor impact and offer strong levels of social interaction. In this instance, onsite management is quite extensive and regimented. In contrast, protected area managers tend to fwus on the
natural to semi-natural settings that do not accept visitor impacts as readily and offer less opportunity for
social interaction. In this instance, on-site management is very limited to moderate, and relatively
unregirnented. Therefore, local governments tend to provide one end of the spectrum (the more accessible
and developed recreational opportunities) while protected area managers tend to provide the other end (the
least accessible and developed settings).
Partly as a result of clarifying the role of different tenures, ROS has also been used to clarify the objectives of
a heritage management organisation. For example, Forestry Tasmania differentiated itself from the Parks and
Wildlife Service through its recreation opportunity spectrum. In this instance, Forestry Tasmania positioned
itself in the centre of the ROS settings (ie. Roaded natural and Semi-primitivenon-motorised) because they
could offer predominantly natural, resilient environments with a high degree of developed road access, low to
moderate densities of visitors, a significant sense of fieedom and more active pursuits (such as orienteering
and horse riding). In response, the Parks Service re-positioned itself at the top end of the ROS (primitive to
semi-primitive motorised) (Hall and McArthur 1993).
The application of ROS has also been applied to legislation governing the management of heritage and
visitors. For example:
the US Wild and Scenic Rivers Act 1968 applies ROS through the establishment of three categories wild, scenic and recreational;
the Maritime Services Board of NSW graded New South Wales' rivers on a scale of river difficulty for
river travel ranging from class, 1 (very easy) to 5 (very difficult and dangerous);
the US National Trails Act 1976 recognises three classes of trails varying in purpose, permitted uses, and
adjacent development; and
the lntemational Decimal System describes climbing skills ranging from class 1 (hiking) to.class 5
(piton-protected climbing).

l

Finally, the ROS has also been applied to enhance marketing of settings and visitor opportunities (Krumpe
and Brown 1982; Hall and McArthur 1998). For example, there may be three barbecue sites available within
the region, but one is in an urban park, one along the side of a major highway and one deep in the bush some
drive away. The more detail that accompanies each setting, the easier it is to contrast them. The promotion of
a site in context with others within a region provides visitors with contrasts and thus choice. This, in turn,
encourages informed decisions so that the setting selected and opportunity undertaken best reflect the
individual's needs. This, after all, is the basis of the ROS.
Smith and Lipscombe (1999) surveyed a collection of protected area managers from across Australia to
identify their use and perceptions of the ROS. Unfortunately, the research did not publish a list of
applications, but did summarise the perceptions of those surveyed that had tried to implement a ROS. The
research revealed that the implementation of the ROS had generally not resulted in 'on the ground'
management changes. Furthermore, a lack of evaluation of implementation meant that there was no ability to
assess whether the quality of the visitor experience had been improved as a result of using the ROS. The
respondents suggested that implementation of the ROS in Australia was typically limited by:
a lack of experience to apply the ROS;
an unwillingness to depart from the 'cookbook approach' (not adapting and enhancing conventional
approaches);
a lack of resources to fully apply the ROS; and
a lack of power (among the implementers) to access human and financial resources; and
an organisational culture that is uncertain of what it wants from the ROS, or has unrealistic expectations
T.
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of what the ROS can deliver (Smith and Lipscombe 1999).
The ROS also has been re-shaped into the 'Tourism Opportunity Spectrum' (TOS) applied more specifically
to tourism opportunities (Butler and Waldbrook 1991). This application uses similar principles and
approaches, but, instead of the recreational setting emphasis, the TOS generates classes that reflect tourism
products (experiences, services and facilities). In addition, the TOS is designed to capture a wider range of
interests and stakeholders such as tourists, local residents and toqism operators. The application being
pitched by the conceivers of the TOS was for destinations encountering increasing levels of adventure
tourism. The criteria proposed for determining a category of the TOS are:
access (access system and means of conveyance);
presence of non-recreation or tourism oriented users of the site;
type of tourism operators using the site (public and private sectors);
social interaction (responses of tourists to host community and other tourists);
-
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acceptability of visitor impacts (involvement of local tourism associations and regulation of the market;
and
acceptability of regimentation (responses fiom the tourism sector to control and regulation) (Butler and
Waldbrook 1991).
These criteria are nowhere near as clearly spelt out and applicable as those used for the ROS. This may be
one of the reasons why there are few published examples of the TOS (eg. see Cho 1997). Another possible
reason for the lack of published examples of the TOS has been speculated to be the immense difficulty in
generating fiameworks involving the tourism industry - it is too diverse and fiagmented to organise into a
cooperative model (Moncrief 1998). Nonetheless, the proposal to develop a TOS was significant in its
recognition of tourism as part of visitor management, and of the proposed integration of the tourism industry
into a model to manage visitors and tourism.

-

An even more specific application was recently developed for Brisbane Forest Park in southern Queensland,
coined the Ecotourism Opportunity Spectrum (Sallows 1996). The Ecotourism Opportunity Spectrum (EOS)
was created to apply the aim of a ROS to the development and management of ecotourism experiences. The
opportunities were developed by assessing components of land in terms of their setting, ecotourism
experience and form of management. Specific criteria used were: ease of access; presence of other land uses;
human induced management conditions; evidence of visitor impact; level of social interaction; and rules and
regimentation. The application of the EOS to Brisbane Forest Park resulted in four categories of opportunity:
Semi-Primitive (non-motorised); Roaded Natural; Rural; and Developed. The opportunities were converted
into spatial zones and mapped across Brisbane Forest Park. However, two years after its inception the
development of an EOS for Brisbane Forest Park has yet to be implemented; reportedly, due to its highly
specific focus on ecotourism and lack of integration with a ROS produced several years beforehand (David
Morgans pers. comm. 1998).

Limitations
Lipscombe (1 993) suggests that while the ROS was extensively marketed in the early 1980s it has not been
widely adopted by heritage managers in the late 1980s and early 1990s. There are at least five limitations to
the use of the ROS that may account for this.
Difficulties in integrating all dimensions.
Dominance of the setting dimension over all other dimensions.
No consideration of lack of demand information (eg. user expectations, needs and satisfaction).
Emphasis within predetermined opportunity classes of egalitarian over intrinsic values.
Lack of regional integration.

The early pioneers of the ROS believed that, over time, they would clarify the inter-relationships between the
various dimensions. Furthermore, they believed that once clarified, the ROS would match demand with
supply. For example, Clark and Stankey (1979:7) optimistically suggested that "As our knowledge of the
linkages among settings, activities, experiences and satisfaction improves, our ability to fine-tune the supply
sector to most efficiently meet demands of visitors will grow... the ROS can be used by managers to provide
specific information to potential visitors about what a place is like, not about experiences they will derive".
However, 20 years later integration of the four dimensions has been limited and most uses of ROS have
focused mainly on one dimension - the setting (Baird and Ive 1989).
The use of ROS has been dominated by the application of the biophysical setting dimension, and this has
come at the expense of the other dimensions (eg. see Baird and Ive 1989). There are at least three reasons for
this emphasis occurring and becoming entrenched.

-

1.

Difficulties in resolving the complex relationships between dimensions.

2.

Interpretation that the setting, as a tangible place and facility, is the easiest dimension to recognise and
work with.

3.

The cultural influence of the engineering, landscape planning and architecture professions, which focus
on visitor management largely through site and facility design.

The relationships established by the ROS were tentatively put forward and widely recognised as needing
ongoing feedback to refine and update. However, the ROS typically avoids collecting information on
recreational demand and thus cannot fbndamentally improve itself:
,

The assessment of demand for recreational opportunities is less developed within the ROS system than is
the inventory or supply side, and planners using the system are trying various ad hoc methods of
summarising demand information into the ROS classes. Usually the areas or activities where demand is
occurring are noted and then compared with an inventory of which areas are providing which classes.
Although this method provides approximate answers for the time being, demand is ascribed to a class
rather than being ascertained independently (Buist and Hoots 1982:85).
Head et al. (1980) found that a manageable sized ROS, with perhaps 20 recreational activities being
considered, did not have the sensitivity to contrast variations of activities. For example, activities such as
fishing, walking, and camping each represent a different purpose, duration, range of equipment and settings
(though of course there may be some overlap in peoples' activities and therefore in their motivations,
preferences and choices). These variables make it impossible to group all anglers together, all walkers
together, or all campers together.
It therefore is concerning that most recreation managers have not allocated resources to accessing and
utilising reliable, up to date information on latent and actual recreation demand. There has been highly
inconsistent use of market and visitor research across organisations responsible for provision of heritageb a d ;-ecr~ati
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market and visitor research undertaken by Australia's local governments as compared with its State-based
protected area managers. Nearly all of Australia's local governments undertake recreation needs assessments
across their constituency, to assist prepare Open Space Plans, Recreation Plans and Plans of Management. In
contrast, most of Australia's protected area managers have only undertaken sporadic visitor research and no
market research (Van Oosterzee 1984; Hall and McArthur 1996; McArthur 1995; Jenkins and McArthur
1996). For example, in surveying land management authohties in southern New South Wales, Oosterzee
(1984) found none had user preference or demand data, and that the National Parks and Wildlife Service was
found to occupy every opportunity class available. A more recent example is Environment ACT, which, in
1997, contracted a market research company to undertake the first major market research on visitors to the
ACT urban parks and protected areas. However, at Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve (the prime visitor destination
amongst all protected areas within the ACT), market and visitor research was found to be grossly inadequate
for effective and accountable visitor management planning (Manidis Roberts Consultants 1997). Clearly, the
analysis of supply is limited without adequate demand data.
The fourth limitation suggested by Van Oosterzee (1984) is that the ROS emphasises egalitarian over
intrinsic values. This position is claimed because most of the criteria used to establish a class are use-based,
inferring that heritage value is use-based and has limited intrinsic value in a recreational experience. Van
Oosterzee (1 984) suggests adding criteria such as the nature of a setting's value and its ethics, to form four
new categories based on those generated for valuing wilderness:
Cathedral - in which the enjoyment of nature is compared with religious or mystical experience.
Laboratory - in which subject matter for scientific inquiry is offered.
Silo - in which the value of a setting as a stockpile should something go wrong is valued.
Gymnasium - in which preservation is undertaken for recreation.

Within this reappraisal it may be possible to slot in the original notion of ROS as part of the cathedral or
gymnasium. At any rate, the criticism suggests that ROS has some ethical debate still to resolve in relation to
the way heritage is valued.
The fifth major limitation with the ROS has been the lack of regional integration, and, in particular, the lack
of cooperative use of the ROS across different providers of recreational experiences. Working together at a
regional level enhances the range of opportunities that can be provided and helps to distinguish one
opportunity £rom another. Unfortunately, most Australian heritage management plans provide no indication
of this being an objective, let alone provide actions to achieve the objective (Van Oosterzee 1984). Upon
discovering the New South Wales National Parks and Wildlife Service opportunities in southern New South
Wales occupied every niche in the ROS, Van Oosterzee (1984:102) found "the ROS has been incorrectly
applied at the area scale... it appears that in at least one instance the concept has been distorted with the intent
of maintaining and encouraging a full range of recreational opportunities across a specific park". Readers
should balance this claim with Oosterzee's use of her work to downgrade recreation manasement in favour of

additional attention on conservation. Head et al. (1980) evaluated the performance of a ROS for a region in
the ACT. They found that the technique needed to stay at the regional level because the level of resolution of
the inventory process was not small enough, and the technique could not identify suitable area opportunities
for some recreational opportunities. At the Statewide level, analysis of over 1,000 submissions on public
access to protected areas in New South Wales, the single greatest solution proposed by the community was
for regional planning across tenures and organisations to allow each setting to confine its opportunities to a
narrower range and higher quality performance (Manidis Roberts Consultants 1997).
There are a number of other limitations that deserve quick mention. Developing a ROS that accounts for

~

these limitations would be an extremely time consuming and thus expensive to collect. Furthermore, it would
generate so much data that it could only be handled by a substantial computer database and well-versed

l

operator. Most countries contain a large range of land tenures and legislated land functions that are confusing

l

and overlapping in their responsibility to managing visitors. Clearly ROS would struggle withksuch a
bureaucratically legislative fiamework.

l

While the ROS has been established to operate conceptually at local, regional, state and national levels, its

~

use has been largely limited to policy and inventories; decision making at the operational level is lacking. In

I

summary, without adequate information on demand, without the four dimensions of the ROS being addressed

l

equally, and without regional cooperation across providers the fundamental objectives of ROS to match

l

supply with demand and to deliver equitable, satisfying experiences, have not been achieved fully.

I
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The Limits of Acceptable Change

Evolution and definition

l

l

The evolution of the Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) came through the rejection of the Recreation

1

Carrying Capacity Model and an alternative philosophy. The philosophy of the LAC began with the premise
that change is an inevitable consequence of resource use, and that a fiamework is required to tackle resource

l

management problems fiom the perspective of the extent to which change is acceptable. Inherent in this
philosophy was the need to shift the focus fiom a relationship between levels of use and impact, to the
identification of desirable conditions for visitor activity to occur b the first place, followed by management
actions needed to protect or achieve the conditions (Clarke and Stankey 1979; Stankey et al. 1984).
The LAC philosophy implies an emphasis on establishing how much change is acceptable, then actively

I
I
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managing visitors and the resource accordingly. The change in orientation focuses directly on managing for
desired conditions rather than on how recreation use per se should be managed (Stankey et al. 1985).

Dimensions and development
The LAC model was created through the rejection of the Recreation Carrying Capacity Model and the
adoption of one that tells management whether the conditions are within acceptable standards; that is,
whether current levels and patterns of use are within the capacity of the host environment (McCool and
Stankey 1992). This combination creates a model. When conditions reach the limits of acceptable change
they have also reached the area's capacity under current management practices. Management is then equipped
with a logical and defensible case to implement strategic actions before any more use can be accommodated.
One action may be to limit use.
The approach to developing LAC for a specific site is based on nine stages.
1. Identification of area concerns and issues.

2. Definition and description of opportunity classes.
3.

Selection of indicators for conditions.

4.

Inventory of resource and social conditions.

5.

Specification of standards for indicators.

6 . Identification of alternative opportunity class allocations.

7.

Identification of management actions for each alternative.

8. Evaluation and selection of the preferred option.

9. Implementation of actions and monitoring of conditions.
The first five stages collect information to set the scene. The next three stages involve identifying, evaluating
and choosing fiom alternative management approaches to solve existing issues. The last stage involves
implementing the actions and monitoring the results. A more detailed account of this process is presented in
Table 2.10.
The LAC simultaneously focuses on the state of both the heritage and the visitor experience, and involves the
selection of indicators that represent these two dimensions. Stankey et al. (1985) suggested that indicators
should be responsive to managerial intervention and should relate to the amount and type of wilderness use,
and to the degree of accuracy and cost effectiveness in permit measurement. Prosser (1986a:13) suggested
that indicators should be developed according to whether they: are quantitatively measurable; detect both
long and short term changes in conditions; are cost effective; are valid (responsive to changes in the
environment brought about by the impact); and are reliable (provide consistent results with different staff).

Fsble 2.10
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An approach to develop a Limits of Acceptable Change model
stages

Explanation

1 icle~~tification
of area
hi

(

Document values, regional role and management issues impinging on values on the
site.
This information encourages a better understanding of the contextual nature of the
heritage resource and a form of prioritisation for attention within the model.
Opportunity classes are subdivisions or zones describing different management
approaches to the resource, social and managerial conditions.
Opportunity classes need to be consistent with the tenure and legislative framework.
The opportunity classes are typically presented as a matrix with criteria on the vertical
axis and the classes on the horizontal axis.
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.
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:~c.tionsfor each alternative
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I~nplementationof actions
monitoring of conditions
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Values included threatened and endangered species and
opportunities for solitude.
Issues included outfitter allocation, horse and trail management.
Four opportunity classes were developed ranging kom most to
least pristine.
Resource-based criteria included ecological conditions,
prevalence and duration of impact and visibility of impacts.
Social setting criteria included general level of encounters, inter
party contacts while travelling and inter party contacts at the
campsite.
Amount of bare ground at campsites.
Average number of other groups encounters in a day.
This is not the full list of indicators.
'

+
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Example at 13ob Marshall Wilderness Complex

Indicators are specific elements of the resource and social setting selected to represent
the conditions deemed appropriate and acceptable in each opportunity class.
Only a few indicators are selected, but the collection together should be able to provide
a broad idea of health. Indicators should be easy to measure.
The inventory is designed to provide a measure of the existing condition of the
indicators and a guide to what their standard should be set at.
Where possiblethe inventory should be mapped.
Standards are the maximum permissible conditions that can be allowed in an
opportunity class, they are the 'limits of acceptable change'.
Standards should be realistic and attainable but not necessarily mimic existing
conditions.
Using information from step 1 and 4, managers and stakeholders explore how different
opportunity class allocations meet varying interests, concerns and values.
The actions specify what needs to be done to realise the desired management
alternatives. The first step may be to determine the costs that may be incurred by each
action.
The action proposed for a specific area varies according to the opportunity class and

Not published.
Social setting standards for the Opportunity Class 1 were: very
infrequent level of encounters with other groups; very few inter
party contacts while travelling; and no inter
contacts at the
campsite.
One alternative was a large proportion of the area being allocated
to opportunity classes where impact was least acceptable.
Another alternative gave greater emphasis to opportunity classes
where higher impact levels were acceptable.
Information and education.
Campsite closure and rehabilitation.
Increased enforcement of regulations and some restrictions on
party size.

1
Management and stakeholders use the known costs to evaluate each action.
Each factor influencing the evaluation is made explicit and available for stakeholders
to review.
The monitoring program focuses on the indicators and compares their current
condition with those proposed in the standards. When conditions vary they become an
issue for reconsideration in Stage 6.

Adapted from Stankey et al. (1984)

Evaluation considered each action's consistency with site values
and responsiveness to the issue.
Not published.

Sources to define indicator standards may come fiom'legal mandates, agency policy, historical precedents
and previous experience (Shelby and Vaske 1991).
Prosser (1986b) identified a number of key strengths of the LAC system as:
emphasis on explicit, measurable objectives;
promotion of a diversity of visitor experiences;
reliance on quantitative field-based standards;
flexibility and responsiveness to local situations;
opportunity for public involvement;
minimisation of regulatory approaches; and
a fiamework for managing conditions.
One of the claims made for the LAC system is that it "offers a reformulated model of canying capacity...
which provides managers with an integrative fi-amework whereby the principle, concepts and findings
embodied in the carrying capacity research can be applied. This fiamework integrates both an ecological and
social carrying capacity as well as the legal and political influences that shape all resource management
decisions" (Stankey et al. 1984). Management need only intervene and address impacts when the LAC
identifies the need; that is when acceptable standards are breached.

Applications
The LAC model has been variously employed and documented at approximately 20 sites across the world.
Tables 2.1 l a and 2.1 l b provide examples of these applications. Most of the applications of the LAC have
been undertaken by the US Parks Service as part of its wilderness planning. McCool(1989) states that
although the LAC has principally been applied in wilderness settings there is no technical reason why it
cannot be applied to recreational and non-recreational resource management problems. The next greatest
application has been in Australia. Here four or five pilots have been established but virtually all have not been
fully implemented and ceased operating after some two years (Prosser 1986b; Gutteridge, Haskins and Davey
1988; Manidis Roberts Consultants 1994; Geering 1993; Australian Alps Liaison Committee 1996). There
were no examples found of published reviews of the implementation of an LAC and no examples of
suggested improvements as a result of reviews.

Table 2.1 l a

Applications of the Limits of Acceptable Change Model in Australia

Australian applications

In Queensland:

- The Wet Tropics Management Authority prepared for but never fully implemented an LAC for the
Wet Tropics World Heritage Area, Queensland (Manidis Roberts Consultants 1994)

- The Great Sandy Region of Southern Queensland to develop the Plan of Management, whereby
biophysical, social and managerial conditions had limits set, and monitoring programs, policies and
actions proposed (Resource Assessment Commission 1993).

- The LAC approach was considered and recommended for the management of the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park, but by 1999 had not been adopted by the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
(Resource Assessment Commission 1993).
In New South Wales:

- A pilot LAC was established for Kosciusko National Park by the NSW National Parks and Wildlife
Service but was not followed through (Prosser 1986b).

-

- An LAC model was developed for Wallis Island Crown Reserve, New South Wales, integrated into
the Reserve's Plan of Management, but to date, not implemented (Gutteridge, Haskins and Davey
1988).

- LAC models were prepared for but never fully implemented for the Nymboida and Incised Rivers in
New South Wales (Geering 1993; Geering date unspecified).
- A pilot LAC was developed for a portion of the Australian Alps but has not been fully implemented
(Australian Alps Liaison Committee 1996).

Table 2.1 1b

Applications of the Limits of Acceptable Change Model in the United States of America

4pplications in the United States

In inland USA

- The LAC was tested and implemented by the United States Forest Service for the Bob Marshal1
Wilderness Complex, Montana, (Stankey et al. 1984).
- The LAC was tested by the United States Forest Service for the Selway-Bitteroot Wilderness, Idaho.
On the East Coast of the USA:

- The LAC was tested by the USDA Forest Service and West Virginia University for the Cranberry
Wilderness Area, West Virginia; a modified importance performance approach was used to prioritise
indicators and determine how much change from pristine conditions was acceptable (Hollenhurst and
Gardner 1994).

- Visitors to the Rattlesnake, Cohutta and Caney Creek Wilderness areas in Georgia were surveyed to
help determine the most appropriate indicators and acceptable conditions for the state of wilderness
and a wilderness camping experience, prior to the development of an LAC (Roggenbuck et al. 1993).

Limitations
A number of limitations to the LAC have been identified in recent years. Substantial data are required on the
state of the heritage resource, the nature of the visitor experience, and the inter-relationship between the two.
However, outside the United States there is a lack of data to assist in choosing indicators and selecting
standards (Prosser 1986b). Following on fiom this has been a concern that heritage managers were having to
'second guess' their choice of indicators and standards, and that many of these were being transferred to over
400 other wilderness sites across the United States (Roggenbuck et al. 1993). Some academics have
suggested that the indicators can be transferred between countries with similar heritage management systems
(Prosser 1986a). While a generic set of indicators and standards would create enormous comparative
opportunities, it would deny the contextual nature of each site and encourage the gross generalisations
inherent in the recreational carrying capacity and ROS models.

-

The first dimension to the problem just outlined is in determining which indicators to use. This has been a
particular problem in the application of the LAC to wilderness management (Roggenbuck et al. 1993). In this
instance determining what constitutes a wilderness experience is fiaught with variations in visitor needs,
derived fiom variations in understandings, experiences and perceptions. In response, wilderness managers
have tended to target the 'purest' form of wilderness and wilderness experience, suggesting a potential overcompensation in sites where the reality is quite different. Over-compensating on the side of purist needs has
marginalised many heritage managers fiom user groups seeking other experiences (Hall and McArthur 1996).

In commenting on this quandary Stankey (1 980: 169) noted that:
The question centres on a value judgement, but whose values: users or managers? Whose judgement
should predominate? These two groups often hold very different views. Resolving in favour of the user
doesn't always help because wilderness users are spread across a wide spectrum, ranging fiom the

/

inveterate enthusiast to the one-time, casual drop in. Assuming a single standard for judging acceptable
change is wrong: striving for an average is also unrealistic.
The LAC does not offer criteria or frameworks fiom which to select indicators. As a result, separate studies
have typically had to be undertaken to determine the most suitable indicators prior to the decision to proceed
with the development of an LAC (Roggenbuck et al. 1993; Hollenhurst and Gardner 1994). There are few to
no published examples of an LAC being developed after such academic studies. The subsequent delays may
be one reason why it has been difficult to maintain stakeholder interest and commitment to developing an
LAC. Another reason for the lack of published examples may be the resistance by management to
acknowledge oversights and mistakes that a continual improvement system like the LAC is designed to
identify. As a result, another course of action has been for heritage managers themselves to choose between
conflicting visitor-related indicators according to:
which activity generates the least impact;
m

which activity represents the greatest amount of past experience with the site: and
-
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the 'purity' of attitudes towards conservation of the site (Stankey 1980).
These criteria demonstrate that the LAC is prone to the subjectivity of the heritage manager, particularly in
the dealing with visitor-based indicators, which have been noted as being the least developed dimension of
the LAC model (Prosser l986b).
The second dimension to the problem outlined is in establishing which point in the status of an indicator to
judge the moment at which it becomes unacceptable, and thus, where to place the limit. The relationship
between use and the status of an impact indicator may suddenly shift from a stable pattern to an erratic or
deteriorating one. Conversely, it may reflect a linear relationship. In the first instance the point of change is
easy to recognise but in the second it is not. Managers are then faced with establishing the limits of
acceptable change in the absence of any direct discontinuities. Prosser (1986b: 10) stated that:
There are no formulae available for determining these limits of acceptable change. For some kdicators it
will probably be difficult even identifying reasonable base levels. Resource indicator s are unlikely to be
stable, even in pristine natural environments, because of variations due to weather conditions, seasonal
changes and other factors. The challenge for managers and researchers is to determine what changes in an
indicator are induced by recreation pressures and when they are just 'natural' fluctuations... Determining
standards for social indicators is likely to be even more difficult. Perceptions of the point at which the
quality of the recreation experience starts to diminish will vary for the same individual at different times,
between different users and between users and managers. Resolving this issue will require a clear
understanding of the types of recreation experiences for which an area is being managed and the condition
of various attributes of the recreation setting on which those experiences depend. While the appropriate
techniques for acquiring this type of information are well understood and readily available, they have only
bee

ed in a small number of areas in Australia.
/

The third dimension to the problem outlined is that indicators may display radical change and then restabilise. For example, a five year study on the Boundary Waters Canoe Area reported that most site impact
occurred within the first two years, then stabilised, then witnessed a major shift in vegetation composition
from delicate to hardy species (Merriam and Smith 1974). In this instance, managers must decide whether to
position the limit just prior to the first loss in cover or the subsequent change in composition.
However, perhaps the most critical aspect of the development of the LAC system has been establishing
stakeholder endorsement and support (Prosser 1986b). The Resource Assessment Commission (1993:16)
suggested that the success of the LAC model "depends on obtaining from relevant groups agreement about
acceptable ecological and social conditions for the area to be managed". When first conceiving the LAC,
Stankey et al. (1985:21) stressed the political dimension of the heritage management paradox and the
subsequent need for community involvement in the development of each LAC:
Discussion of the LAC process has focused largely on its technical details. It is important, however, to
recognise that the process takes place in a political environment in which different interests with different
views and values seek to achieve the goals important to them ... Success I S also tied to continued public
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participation...at each step in the process planners should seek to involve the public, both as a way of
obtaining important information and as a way of developing support for and understanding of the
process ... Ultimately the specific technique for securing participation is less important than the
recognition that such participation is important and necessary.
However, none of the nine steps of the LAC planning process prescribe community involvement.
Roggenbuck et al. (1993) suggested that a major problem in implementing the LAC was the lack of
knowledge about visitors and stakeholders (eg. their awareness and attitude towards the heritage resource and
experience offered). Stakeholders fiom the local tourism sector and community can provide valuable input
into desired conditions and acceptable standards, and are usually essential in providing the economic and
political support necessary to maintain monitoring programs and implement management decisions.
The failure to establish sufficient stakeholder support has largely occurred because the LAC was ceated by
natural area managers, for natural area managers (Stankey et al. 1985; Wight 1994). The culture of the LAC
simply is not attuned to attracting wider stakeholder involvement. The first example of this is the use of the
term 'limits' within the title, which the tourism industry has interpreted as being discouraging to growth and
thus business. The second example has been the conventional narrow focus on the condition of the physical
environment and to some extent, the nature of the visitor experience. Other critical dimensions such as
characteristics of the visitor market, socio / cultural aspects of the local community and economic activity
associated with the tourism industry are not included. The third example has been the lack of cooperative
involvement of the tourism sector in identifying indicators and standards that are acceptable to the industry.
Without this involvement the monitoring results become prone to conjecture, particularly if they reveal
surprising or controversial implications.
The very first application of the LAC experienced problems with stakeholder support and required a
consultant facilitator and external reference group to avoid the process derailing (Stankey et al. 1988). The
facilitator acted as a neutral party in the process and identified responsibilities for each manager and external
stakeholder. The reference group (called a task force) was set up to assist with ongoing community
consultation. The task force represented a 'microcosm of the political marketplace' and contributed a richer
set of expertise than was available within the management of the Bob Marshall Wilderness Complex.
Nearly 15 years after its introduction, Wight (1994:7) suggested three significant changes to the LAC model
to address these limitations:
1. Local and broad based public involvement throughout the process.
2.

Adaptation of LAC to encompass a range of resource uses, rather than the tourism-recreation sector, with
more focus on overall approach than the original specific nine step process.

3. Refinement of appropriate ecologically sustainable development (ESD) indicators.

If the operational culture of the LAC system was diversified and its components broadened it may be better
able to deliver the significant opportunities it was originally designed to generate. However, the scale and
sophistication of the LAC appears to be too large for heritage managers to adopt and implement.

The Visitor Impact Management Model
Evolution and definition
In the late 1980s, heritage and visitor managers were still endorsing and recommending the LAC model, but
were struggling with its scale and sophistication. The Visitor Impact Management Model (VIMM) evolved in
order to provide a simpler version of the Limits of Acceptable Change. Essentially, managers continued to
reject carrying capacity and focus on linking planning, monitoring and decision making. However, the
simplification fiom LAC to VIMM was to narrow the focus from managing broad scale preferred scenarios,
to visitor impacts.
The VIMM was developed by the National Parks and Conservation Association of the USA to develop a
fiamework for the management of visitor impacts that is applicable across a variety of settings (Kuss et al.
1990; Graefe et al. 1990). The study sought to avoid problems of earlier models addressing impacts upon the
heritage resource and the visitor experience. It uncovered five major considerations that needed to be
incorporated into a new model:
1. There is no single, predictable response of natural environments or individual behaviour to recreational
use, but rather an inter-related set of impact indicators.
2.

Most impacts do not exhibit a direct linear relationship with visitor density but are influenced by a
variety of situational factors.

3.

There is an inherent variation in tolerance among environments and user groups, some environments and
visitor groups may benefit when others lose.

4.

Some types of recreational activity create impacts faster or to a greater degree than other activities.

5.

The outcome of recreational use may still depend upon the time and place of the a~tivity.

On further reflection, Loomis and Graefe (1992) suggested that the VIMM is also significant in recognising
visitors are not the only cause of impacts, and effective management must go beyond recreational carrying
capacities and limits on use to involve both scientific and judgmental considerations.
The considerationsreinforced the need for a model to be fluid and responsive to changing circumstances, be
?he! physical. ecological. social or economic. The VIMM was developed ar: a planning fraineworli to

,

incorporate these visitor management principles within a process aimed at reducing or controlling the impacts
that threaten the quality of heritage and the visitor experience (Graefe et al. 1990). The VIMM is built upon
the recognition that the management of visitors involves both scientific and judgmental considerations. The
VIMM framework is designed to deal with three basic issues inherent in impact management:
1. The identification of problem conditions (unacceptabre impacts).

!

~

2. The detennination of potential causal factors affecting the occurrence and severity of the unacceptable
impacts.
3. The selection of potential management strategies for ameliorating the unacceptable impacts (Graefe
1991).

-

l

Dimensions and development

1

The VIMM encourages explicit statements of management objectives, research and monitoring to determine
heritage and social conditions, then generates a range of management strategies to deal with the impacts.
The approach for developing a VIMM involves some nine steps, as shown in Table 2.12. In Stage 8 VIMM

l
l

generates a choice of alternative management strategies that can be accountably evaluated using a matrix.
Table 2.13 is an indicative matrix that could be used to evaluate alternative visitor management strategies.
The matrix assesses alternatives using four criteria: consistency with management strategies; difficulty to

1

implement; effects on visitor freedom; and effects on other impact indicators. Each criterion is quantitatively
assessed using a score of one out of five, and then qualitatively assessed with descriptive comment. The four

l

scores for each strategy are averaged to suggest an overall performance.

Applications
The VIMM can be applied to a range of heritage settings but is particularly suited to localised sites. This

I

smaller spatial focus is attractive to heritage managers that seek to keep the application of a model in a
contained area. The VIMM has been pilot tested in at least 10 natural heritage sites in the United States, and a
l

1

small number in Canada and Australia (Graefe 1991). Nonetheless, there are very few published examples of
hlly implemented VIMMs, and no published examples of evaluations of hlly implemented VIMMs. The
examples of the application of the VIMM that could be found are presented in Tables 2.14a and 2.14b.

Table 2.12

Steps to establish a Visitor Impact Management Model

Resultant outcome
l . Rc\ IEW
and summarise what
lcnown
about the situation
2. p .\ iew management
ol?je4ves to ensure they clearly
define the type of experience to
be provided and the type of
environment to conserve

Examples of the current situation may include current policy, plans, management programs and site conditions.
During this stage the scope of the study is refined and if necessary, the site is broken down into sub-units.
Do not avoid this step, excuses include misperceptions that focussing on particular experiences will generate inequity
or that there is no need to differentiate visitors.
Specify definitive visitor experiences and heritage resource management objectives.
Ensure objectives are consistent with legislative mandate and established policies.

3. Identify measurable
indicators to reflect the degree
to \vliich the management
objectives are being met
4. Determine standards for each
indicator

Select indicators most pertinent to heritage management objectives
Selection criteria often used include: ease of measurement; relativity to objectives; sensitivity to changing use
conditions, cost, complexity and amenity for management.

5. Undertake research or
monitoring
6. Ewduate data

Elements of the objectives can be recycled to become quantitatively measurable as appropriate levels or acceptable
limits.
~esearchor monitoring should measure the nature of the indicators in the existing situation.

Compare data with the set standards to determine what level of difference there is between the desirable and actual
situation
- - If there is no discrepancy, management can either continue monitoring and comparing the standards with periodic
results, or they may choose to revise the indicators and 1 or standards and run the program again
- If there is a discrepancy then undertake Step 6.
7. Detemine probable causes of
Isolate the most significant causes then examine potential relationships between indicators (typically between use
discrepancy
and impact).
Completion of this step may require additional studies that focus on the relationships. Use the understandings just
gained about the causes of the impacts.
Identify direct and indirect management strategies that could reduce the probable causes of the impacts.
8. Identify a range of alternative
~ e n e i t ae matrix to evaluate the alternatives against designated criteriathat not only reflect the objectives but
management strategies and
perhaps
of the heritage management organisation or other stakeholders.
select preferred option
- objectives
.
The most appropriate strategy is usually one which covers a range of criteria.
Implement as quickly as possible
9. Imple~nentpreferred
1
Continue monitoring and refining to determine the level of success and other emerging issues.
111anagement strategy(s)
Source: Adapted fiom Graefe (1 99 1232)

Summary of existing situation
Clear statement of specific area
objectives, eg. maintain natural
vegetation in riparian zones

List of indicators and units of
measurement, eg. loss of
vegetation and % of ground
cover
Quantitative statements of
desired conditions, eg. no more
than 30% vegetation loss at
saekified site
Research or monitoring program
Determination of consistency or
discrepancy with selected
standards
Description of causal factors for
management attention
Matrix of alternative
management strategies
Reduced impacts
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Matrix to evaluate alternative visitor management strategies for VlMM

Poierliinl management
slr'oi~pies

-

PIIJsical alterations

---

. rl~formationdispersal
4Gxmomic constraints

Effects on visitor freedom

Dzflculty to implement

1 Score I Comment

I

1

I

I

l

II

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Intlivi.ci sfrategies

m

Consistency with
management objectives

l

I

I

I

I Score I

l

I

I

Comment

I Score I Comment

l

I

I

I

Direct .strntegies

Enforcement
=

Zoning
btioning use

l

--

Itestricting activities
-

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Source: Adapted fiom Graefe (1991533)

I

I

Effects on other impact
indicators

l

Score

I Conzrnent

1 Average score

I

I

( Score

I Comment

Table 2.14a

Applications of the Visitor Impact Management Model in Australia

Australian applications

In Victoria:

- 20 parks and reserves across the State were assessed to determine sites with the highest ecological
values most at risk from visitor impact; these were then recommended for the application of a more
comprehensive VIMM (Missing Link Tourism Consulpncy 1998).
- Snowy River region of the Australian Alps National Park (Rethink Consulting 1998) - see outline of
this application as part of a VERP in Section 2.8.
In Tasmania:

- Walking Tracks within the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area were assessed to determine
sites at greatest risk (Parks and Wildlife Service Tasmania 1994; Missing Link Tourism Consultancy
1998).
In New South Wales:

- A VIMM was hlly implemented and monitored by the Jenolan Caves Management Trust atthe
Jenolan Caves Historic Reserve (see Chapter Four).

Table 2.14b

Applications of the Visitor Impact Management Model outside Australia

Tnternational applications

In the United States:

- A pilot was implemented by the US Travel and Tourism Administration, and the US Environmental
Protection Agency at Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary, Florida (Consulting and Audit Canada
1995).
- A VIMM was implemented but discontinued by the lhited states National Park Service at Buck
Island Reef National Monument, Virgin Islands (Graefe 1991).

- A VIMM was implemented but discontinued by Maryland Department of Natural Resources at
Youghiogheny River, Western Maryland (Graefe 1991).
- A VIMM was implemented at the Nantucket and Crane Beach in the Coatue and Cape Poge Wildlife
Refuges; it assessed the effects of trampling, humadpredator impacts on shore bids and the sense of
crowding, and proposed management strategies to modify visitor behaviour that were proven to reduce
impact and thus prevent the introduction of visitor number restrictions, though it did increase a sense of
crowding (Kuss et al. 1990).
In Argentina:

- A pilot project was implemented by the Buenos Aires Province Tourism Authority and the World
Tourism Organisation at Villa Gesell, Buenos Aires Province (Consulting and Audit Canada 1995).

- A pilot project was implemented by the World Tourism Organisation at Peninsula Valdes, Northern
Patagonia (Consulting .and Audit Canada 1995).
In Canada:

- A pilot project was implemented by Parks Canada and the World Tourism Organisation on Prince
Edward Island (Consulting and Audit Canada 1995).
In Mexico:

- A pilot project was implemented by the World Tourism Organisation at Los Tuxtlas, Veracruz
(Consulting and Audit Canada 1995).

' In the Netherlands:

- A pilot study by the World Tourism Organisation explored the desirability for a more comprehensive
application of the VIMM for expansion (Consulting and Audit Canada 1995).

One of the best known applications of the VIMM (through available literature) is that applied to the
Youghiogheny River in Western Maryland, United States (see Graefe 1991). Two of the results emanating
from the development of a VIMM at the site were a range of management actions to mitigate environmental
impacts and the modification of boating restrictions to make them more flexible.
In Australia, the most widely documented application is at Jenolan Caves in New South Wales. This
application is covered in more detail in Chapter Four.

Limitations
One of the great strengths of the VIMM is that it not only covers the two critical dimensions of the state of the

1

resource and the quality of the visitor experience, but that it is flexible enough to handle variations in these

~

over time and space. Nonetheless, there are a number of limitations to its original framework and use to date.

-

Firstly, it is important to know when a condition is approaching a problem, not when it has reached one. The
VIMM uses one figure to define a standard. Even if this limit is artificially placed below what is considered to
be the true limit, it nonetheless only signals a minor point along a continuum that the indicator may often move

l

along. A range would address this issue, but no literature could be found where a VIMM had accommodated
one.

l

The second limitation with the model is the emphasis in the title and overall structure on addressing impacts.

I

l

Fundamental to successful visitor management are strategies that address the cause of problems rather than the
results (Hammitt 1990). Therefore, visitor management needs information on impact causes in as early in the
decision making process as possible. A model monitoring results after recreational choice has occurred
captures information too late (Braithwaite et al. 1996). To be strategic, the VIMM needs to monitor aspects of
the visitor experience that influence people's behaviour before they reach the site (Kuss et al. 1990). Some of
the additional elements needed may include visitor motivations, information sources and expectations. These
elements suggest that the VIMM may require comprehensive market research in addition to visitor research.
The VIMM also needs a broader focus to encourage other stakeholders affecting visitor choice, behaviour and
interactions to be integrated into decision making. For example, marketers promoting the idea of visiting,
inbound tour operators selling packages, and tour operators taking visitors to a site all have key roles in this
context (Jenkins and McArthur 1996). By jointly developing indicators with these stakeholders the VIMM
would generate information that could be mutually owned and mutually responded to.

The Visitor Activity Management Program
Evolution and definition
The Visitor Activity Management Program (VAMP) was developed in the early 1990s, as concern began to be
raised about the isolation of models that only focused on impacts. The VAMP was developed by the Canadian
Parks Service (now Environment Canada) to help increase the level of integration of visitor management into
broader heritage management planning (Taylor 1991). This initiative was spurred on by the organisation's
recognition that:
Park planning reflected a protection bias with the result that the issues related to the mix of opportunities;
activities, services and facilities were not analysed or taken seriously. In practical terms, management
action in national parks suffered. Facilities were badly located and sometimes too large or too small.
Visitor activities in Parks Canada reacted without managing the explosive growth in recreation, leisure and
tourism. A functional approach to the management planning within Parks relegated questions about
regional integration, visitor use, service plans and design and development to the end of the planning
process. Specialist units within the agency each had their own methods of dealing with visitor issues
(Graharn et al. l988:44).
Like most heritage management organisations, Parks Canada had relied on a product-orientated approach to
visitor management. This approach had been embodied by the organisation assuming what visitors needed,
then placing management emphasis on the provision of visitor facilities, services and programs, then
promoting the product in a way that relied on the visitor to differentiate it and adapt it to their own needs.
However, two events occurred which began tb cause a fundamental shifi. First, a growing pool of visitor
research was suggesting "a substantial difference between managerial and user perceptions about ideal
location, designs facilities, supervision and maintenance" (La Page 198396). Secondly, park management
began requiring greater accountability in the allocation of resources and the way in which the allocation was
determined. The evolution in Parks Canada was thus a shift fiom a product to market orientated approach.
Parks Canada recognised that the shifi fiom a product to a market orientated approach could not be
accomplished without integrating heritage management with visitor management. This meant having the
central planning process supported by planning systems for the heritage resource and planning systems for
visitors. It was at this point that the VAMP was introduced as a means of integrating social science with
resource management. Specifically, this integration was designedrto integrate visitor activity demands with
resource opportunities, to produce specific visitor opportunities. The ultimate aim of the VAMP was therefore
to deal with conflicts and tensions between visitors, heritage and heritage managers.

l

Dimensions and development
The VAMP switches the heritage manager from offering experiences to anyone, to deciding what people want,
then developing and marketing specific experiences to match the wants. Early on in discussions about
developing a VAMP, agreement needed to be made that social science and ecological data were compatible
and when combined, could enhance protection and use of national parks. In recognition of the significant
cultural change that the application of VAMP would impose, Parks Canada generated a set of five provisos for
operating a VAMP to 'nurse' the foreseen cumulative change:
1.

Support rather than replace the existing management planning process.

2. Be problem and issue driven, rather than data-driven.
3. Place strong emphasis on the human element in park and protected area designation, planning and
management.
4.

Use marketing techniques but wouldn't be entirely driven by marketing concepts.

-

5 . Generate an end-product as a series of structured decisions represented in a plan.
These provisos were established and agreed upon before generating any VAMPS for any locations. A generic
version of a VAMP generally involves a nine-stage development process:
Set objectives for visitor activities.
Set terms of reference.
Identify and analyse visitor management issues against the objectives through database analysis.
Current visitation characteristics.
The state of the setting and visitor facilities.
The existing management directions and legislative frameworks.
Develop options for visitor activities and services.
Write up recommendations.
Implement recommended options (Graham et al. 1988).
The determination of clear management objectives for visitor management helps to predetermine the type of
experiences and benefits to be offered and the visitor markets to offer them to. The specification of clear
objectives and visitor activity profiles is thus an integral component because management can use them to test
the experiences and benefits against the stated markets. In this way the VAMP framework attempts to identify
the most appropriate markets for the park and its surrounding region, then match demand with supply and
heritage management objectives. The generic development of the VAMP is illustrated in Figure 2.3.
Theoretically, the VAMP is flexible enough to be continually modified as feedback from monitoring and
evaluation programs are recognised and incorporated.

Figure 2.3

Components of the Visitor Activity Management Program and its integration into heritage management.

Source: Adapted from Nilson and Payne (1 988:52)

Applications
Since the late 1980s the VAMP has been applied to Canada's new park proposals and various park
management plans (Graham et al. 1988:62). Canadian examples of the application of VAMP include:
an assessment of cross country (nordic) skiing in Ottkwa, partially implemented by the Canadian
National Parks Service;
guidance in nominating then establishing the Mingan Archipelago National Park Reserve, implemented
by the Canadian National Parks Service;
assistance in interpretation planning for the Point Pelee National Park, implemented by the Canadian
National Parks Service; and

-

development of visitor activity profiles and activities, regional visitor demand analysis and identification
of social science and resource information requirements at Kejimkijik National Park, partially
implemented by the Canadian National Parks Service.
The typical output fiom using the VAMP for a new park proposal is a preliminary output of visitor activities
and preliminary development scenarios for social and environmental impact assessment. The application of
VAMP to existing Parks has generated a range of operational plans that cover areas as broad as visitor
services or as specific as interpretation or public safety. The VAMP has also been used on specific activities
to identify markets and their setting requirements, and to undertake preliminary impact analysis. For
example, the application of the VAMP to Nordic skiing resulted in Environment Canada deciding that the
activity generated unacceptable impacts in comparison with other forms of skiing (Graham et al. 1988). The
final application of VAMP is to assist review and perhaps influence established heritage management
legislation, roles and agreements, though no published material could be found documenting that this
application has occurred.
Despite great promise in the late 1980s, the application of the VAMP has not been widespread in its
Canadian birthplace, or other countries. In 1987 a handbook titled Getting started: a guide to park service
planning was developed as a training package to help implement VAMP (Taylor 1991). Initial
implementation focused on determining the current visitor profiles and level of services to visitors and the
first test plans were produced in Ontario's national parks in 1987 and 1988. By 1990 there were 18 plans in
various stages of production. In 1992 Australian heritage managers seriously considered the VAMP, with
specialists fiom Canada brought in to run national workshops v i m O'Laughlinpers. comm. 1997). The
Queensland and Victorian heritage management organisations showed some follow-on interest but VAMP
has never been fully implemented by any of the organisations (Hall and McArthur 1998). Only a handful of
plans were completed and implemented. By the mid-1990s critics were suggesting that the VAMP had
limited application across parks, and that application within parks had been applied well inside its potential
(Lipscornbe 1993). By the late 1990s much of Canada's park management regrettably acknowledged that they
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had abandoned VAMP, and that they had begun to return to the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum and other
means by which visitor profiles could be further integrated into the model (Brett Cheatley pers. comm. 1998).

Limitations
While VAMP offers considerable opportunity to enhance visitor management, there are two limitations that
may restrict its ability to revitalise the culture of a heritage management organisation. The first limitation
may be some of the provisos that the VAMP must work within. The fact that the model must be problem and
issue rather than data-driven could suggest the organisation is more comfortable to use VAMP to solve
problems than establish new policy positions and management initiatives. The avoidance of marketing
concepts in preference to marketing techniques could suggest that VAMP would be using tools without
adequate theoretical underpinnings.

-

The second limitation may well be the organisational structure that VAMP must work within. The
positioning of VAMP in Figure 3.3 shows that the management planning process remains at the centre of
focus, with VAMP somewhat counter-balanced by a natural resources process. This suggests that the
marketing dimension is firmly fixed in visitor management and that its influence must pass through a series
of planning filters before reaching the park conservation plans. This point has been recognised by
Environment Canada "there is no capability in the park management planning process which can be called
upon to express VAMP input spatially...VAMP is a skeleton in need of fiwther development to establish a
technical capability..." (Graham et al. 1988:62).
The questionable degree to which VAMP can shift an organisation fiom a product to market centred
approach has been further emphasised by the difficulties experienced in implementing various VAMPS,
raising serious questions about just how much cultural change the VAMP can achieve, or how much cultural
change heritage management organisations are prepared to undergo.

2.10

The Visitor Experience and Resource Protection
Model

Evolution and d e f ~ t i o n
With the bold experiment of the VAMP and the integration of visitor and heritage management struggling,
managers in the early 1990s looked for a model that would continue to integrate the two disciplines, but in a
more modest manner. The Visitor Experience and Resource Protection Model (VERP) was developed to
provide a high quality visitor experience and effective conservation of the heritage resource (Falvey 1996).
Basic to the VERP process is a determination of the appropriate range of visitor experiences that can be
-

oFered
- - in a par], and specific obiectives for the condition of park resources: The outer limits that begin to
64

define appropriate park uses and resource conditions are provided by a clear definition of the values and
significance of a park and the objectives for their management. In recognition that most park areas can
provide more than a single kind of visitor experience, and that some resources are more vulnerable than
others to visitor use, the VEW generates management zoning to prescribe appropriate uses and management
strategies for different areas within a park. The VERP process has thus continued the aim of the VAMP using
the combined basic elements of the ROS, LAC and VLMM.

l

Dimensions and development
An important premise of VERP is that the range of diverse visitor opportunities available within a park
should be resource-related and not depend upon where existing infi-astructure is located. Furthermore, the
VERP requires the need, type and location of infrastructure to be driven by the range of appropriate
experience opportunities and the locations of attractions within a park (Falvey 1996).

-

The VERP therefore avoids specific canying capacities and the prescription of limits on visitation in favor of
determining desired ecological and social conditions. Measures of the appropriate conditions replace the
measurement of maximum sustainable use. Based on these conditions, the VERP identifies and documents
the kinds and levels of use that are appropriate as well as where and when such uses should occur. The
prescriptions, coupled with a monitoring program, are intended to give park managers the information and
the rationale needed to make sound decisions about visitor use and gain the public and agency support
needed to implement those decisions. A major premise of the VEW process is that heritage managers should
manage visitor use continuously, the same way they manage the heritage resource (Falvey 1996).
The approach for developing a VEW involves some nine steps (see Table 2.15). The first six steps are
requirements of general national park planning in the United States, and ideally should be part of each park's
general management plan. The later steps in the process (7 to 9) require regular review and adjustment, and
are more appropriately handled through park operations and management activities.

/

Table 2.15

Nine steps to develop a Visitor Experience and Resource Protection Model
Explanation

1. Assemble an

interdisciplinary
project team .

2.

3.

The disciplines required to develop a VERP are based around resource anc
visitor management. Common resource management expertise required
includes general park planning, mapping, vegetation and animal
management, and landscape planning. General visitor management
expertise required includes recreation management and the design and
construction of infrastructure and facilities.

Develop clear
statements of park
purposes, significance,
and primary
interpretive themes

This step clarifies the most basic assumptions about the park's use and
management and sets the foundation for the rest of the process.

Map and analyse
important resources
and potential visitor
experiences

Mapping all the park's important resources is the first task in identifying
the relative location and abundance of specific values. The objectives of
this analysis are to document those resources upon which the p@s
significance and legislated purposes are based and to identify those
resources that shape visitors' park experiences.

Often statements will already exist but will be found to be too general and
intangible for application to a VERP.

The product of this step is a set of overlay maps showing the spatial
distributions of important resources, landscape units, and the range of
visitor experience opportunities
1. Identify potential

management zones
that cover the range of
desired resource and
social conditions

5.

5.

Apply the potential
management zones on
the ground to identify
a proposed plan and
alternatives

Select quality
indicators and specify
associated standards
for each zone

The zones are defined by carefully analysing resource constraints and
sensitivities,potential visitor experience, and management goals for the
park. The existing park infrastructure (such as roads and parking areas) is
not a deciding factor in determining the zones.
Different actions will be taken by park managers in different zones with
regard to the types and levels of uses and facilities. This is therefore where
the process becomes prescriptive.
A zoning scheme is identified by overlaying the potential management

zones on the areas where the team believes that different visitor
experiences should occur in the park. The park's purposes, significant
resources, and existing infrastructure are also factored into this analysis.
Different configurations of the potential management zones can lead to
different alternatives.
The purpose of this step is to identify measurable physical, social, or
ecological variables that will indicate whether or not a desired condition is
beingmet. This is a pivotal step that defines the zones, transforming
subjective descriptions into objective measurements of conditions in those
zones.
Monitoring techniques for each zone are also selected and evaluated in
this step.

7.

Compare desired and
actual conditions

Each zone needs to be monitored to determine if there are discrepancies
with the desired resource and social conditions.

Table 2.15
Steps

Nine steps to develop a Visitor Experience and Resource Protection Model (cont)
Explanation

8.

Identify probable
causes in
discrepancies for each
zone

It is important in this step to identify accurately the root causes of the
discrepancies.

9.

Identify strategies to
address discrepancies

If standards are reached or exceeded, existing management actions need to
be altered or new management actions may need to be developed. Visitor
management actions should start with the least restrictive measures that
will accomplish the objective and move toward more restrictive measures
only if needed.
Continue long-term monitoring to provide periodic, systematic feedback
to park managers.
Periodically review and refine indicators and standards if proven to be not
yielding the information needed.

Source: Adapted fiom Falvey (1996:5)

Applications
The VERP can be applied to a range of heritage settings but is particularly suited to single tenure localised
sites where management objectives are focused on the resource and visitor.
In 1992 the United States National Park Service began experimenting with the VERP but is yet to develop
l
and
and publish many applications. A pilot project was recently completed for Arches ~ a t i o n aPark
published in the Zion National Park Newsletter by the Park's Superintendent (Falvey 1996). The application
of a VERP for Zion is barely half way through its development and will require nearly three years to
complete. The objectives for developing a VERP for Zion were to:
serve as a park's early warning system to the need to address specific problems;

-

ensure that quality visitor experiences are provided and resources are protected;
facilitate the determination of what are acceptable and unacceptable impacts; and
enable Zion's staff to make informed decisions about visitor use and gain the public and agency support
necessary to implement those decisions.
The Zion VERP will represent the first stage in generating a new type of park management plan and will
incorporate many planning elements normally included in a traditional management plan. The main focus
will be on visitor use and resource management activities, but other issues will include: special park uses;
aircraft over-flights; research natural areas; commercial services; air quality; Native American concerns; and
status of park watercourses.
Public participation was sought throughout the Zion's VERP planning process, particularly on the park's
purpose and significance, the management zoning scheme, and the standards being proposed. Consultation
techniques included focus groups, public meetings, open houses and a series of newsletters that are being
placed on a website. Visitor research has been undertaken to help identify indicators of quality park
experiences and help set up standards for use levels. Overall, public response to the VERP project and plan
for Arches has been reported to be positive, and there have been few comments of opposition to the process
or the resulting plan. Nonetheless, there has been some debate over the levels of various social standards
being set.
The use of the VERP in Australia has been limited and generally integrated with other models such as the
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum. Making it even more difficult to ascertain the degree of implementation in
Australia has been the scarcity of documented applications.
The most accessible documented application of the VERP in Australia has been by Missing Link Tourism
Consultancy (1998), which on behalf of the New South Wales National Parks and Wildlife Service briefly
documented some 20 applications of various models in Australia - two of which incorporated the use of the
V E R P Tire firs: apolication w
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the University of Queensland in 1994 (Missing Link Tourism Consultancy 1998). A management method
incorporating elements of LAC, VERP and evaluation theory developed for social programs was
implemented within one year. The outcomes specified in the region's Management Plan provided the basis
for the design of the model. Due to limited resources the model began conservatively - 12 of the 55
indicators recommended were implemented for marine and terrestrial wildlife, fire, roads, vehicular use of
I

beaches, and camping. These areas were identified by t h i ~ a r Managers
k
as the most important in terms of

l

maintenance of conservation values, visitor experience, and extent of management effort. The second
application was developed for the Snowy River region of the Australian Alps in late 1997 (Rethink
Consulting 1998). The application was an amalgam of elements taken fiom the ROS, VIMM and VAMP; so
it is difficult to determine which model actually formed the centre of the customised version. Staff feedback
on the model's development process suggested that the ROS elements had been well accepted but that staff
were sceptical that the rest of the model was necessary and useful (Missing Link Tourism Consultancy 1998).

-

Nonetheless, only a handful of examples could be found where VERP had been implemented, and most of
l
l

the published material related to how it was developed, rather than how it was implemented. There were no

,

published examples of reviews of the implementation or the performance of the VERP generally.

l
Limitations
The VERP has been designed to link up and underpin a park management plan. The VERP becomes linked to

1

its regional management plan and becomes enshrined in the same legislative system. Therefore, the VERP is

l

reviewed and updated at the same time as its region's management plan - usually every decade or so. This

l

~

linkage is both a major strength and weakness. The strength comes from stability in that the core parts of the

l

VERP (particularly the zones) cannot be easily modified without formally amending the management plan.

1

This minimises political intervention into the VERP and maximises its chances of operating long enough to

1

i

I
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prove its value. The weakness is, of course, that amending the VERP for good reason (such as the indicators,

-

zones or standards turning out to be inaccurate and inefficient) is extremely difficult and requires
considerable time and resources to implement.

The Tourism Optimisation Management Model
Evolution and definition
By the mid 1990s heritage managers in Australia were increasing having to deal with the nature-based
tourism industry; not just in terms of impact management, but as stakeholders in assisting the industry to
become more sustainable (see Section 2.4). This shift caused a new evolution in visitor management models
in Australia that blended a wider range of interests.

In 1996 the Commonwealth Department of Industry, Science and Tourism and the South Australian Tourism

Commission initiated a project to produce a model designed to seek and assess solutions to issues that
threaten the health of tourism and the resources that tourism depends upon. In essence, they sought a model
to grow sustainable tourism. A Steering Committee was established that comprised representatives from: the
South Australian Tourism Commission; South Australian Department of Environment and Natural
Resources; Tourism Kangaroo Island; Kangaroo Island Development Board; and Kingscote Council. The

!l

Steering Committee commissioned Manidis Roberts Consultants to develop an LAC model for Kangaroo
Island to help change the culture of the tourism industry and its stakeholders (South Australian Tourism
Commission 1994a). They sought to do this by generating tangible evidence that the viability of the industry
was dependent upon the quality of the visitor experiences it generates, and the condition of the natural,

l

I

cultural and social resources it relies on. The theory was that as this cultural change was generated, more
people will understand how tourism could become healthy and of genuine benefit to all.
In response, early in the development process the consultants recommended broadening out the concept of
the LAC into a new model called the Tourism Optimisation Management Model (TOMM). The specific
objectives of the new model were to:
m

monitor and quantify the key economic, marketing, environmental, socio-cultural and experiential
benefits and impacts of tourism activity; and
assist in the assessment of emerging issues and alternative future management options for the sustainable
development and management of tourism activity (Manidis Roberts Consultants 1996).

The conceptual emphasis of the TOMM became focused on creating su'stainable tourism through achieving
optimum performance rather than limiting activity. The TOMM positions a range of influences in the
heritage-visitor relationship to focus on sustainable use of heritage, viability of the tourism industry, and
empowerment of stakeholders. In effect, the TOMM has borrowed the key strengths of the VIMM and LAC,
then broadened their focus into fields linked with the tourism industry and local community.

Dimensions and development
Some of the key characteristics of TOMM include:

1

the TOMM covers a range of dimensions to the heritage-visitor relationship;
a wide range of stakeholders collect data and therefore 'own' part of the intellectual property;
the results of the monitoring are produced in easy to follow formats so that any untrained eye can pass

l

over them and broadly deduce the health of the heritage-visitor relationship; and
l

1

l
I
I
I

management strategies can be jointly determined through shared understanding, of the current situation
and emerging trends.

l

-
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Besides environmental and experiential elements, the TOMM addresses characteristics of the tourist market,
economic conditions of the tourism industry and socio-cultural conditions of the local community. The
expansion recognises the complex inter-relationships between heritage management, the tourism industry and
supporting local populations. In this respect, the TOMM is politically sensitive to the forces that shape
visitation and subsequent impacts.
The TOMM contains three main components, context analysis, a monitoring program and a management
response system. The components of each of these three elements are shown in Figure 2.4. Table 2.16
outlines the 10-stage development process for a TOMM. This process is covered in more detail in Chapter 4.
The presentation of data is designed to be quick and easy enough to understand for all stakeholders can
utilise. The development of response options is triggered when a response £iom the tourism sector is required,
such as additional research to understand the issue, modification to existing practices, site-based

-

development, marketing and lobbying. The preferred option is tested by brainstorming how the option might
influence the various indicators, requiring the re-use of the predicted performance and management response
sections of the model. The final application of the model is to test potential options or management responses
to a range of alternative scenarios. The first form of testing for application is the performance of a sample of
individual indicators. The second form of testing the model's performance is against several potential future
scenarios that have already been developed and presented in the contextual analysis. The testing helps ensure
that the model has some degree of predictive capability.
Once several years of data are collected the model can be transferred to a simple computer program to
streamline the reporting, predicting and testing of options.

APP
The T

O has ~only been in existence since 1997, so there are few examples of its application. To date there

are only two known full applications (both in Australia) and several partial applications (in Canada).
However, there are at least four or five applications being considered by protected area managers and tourism
authorities for high profile tourism sites in Australia and Canada. Table 2.17 presents the known applications
of TOMM. The Kangaroo Island application is outlined in detail in Chapter Five.

Figure 2.4

Three tiered structure of the Tourism Optimisation Management Model (TOMM)

Source: Manidis Roberts Consultants (1997a)

Table 2.16

Approach to develop a Tourism Optimisation Management Model

7 ' 0 1I,\f development stages

I Explanatzon

I Plan out the development

Identify tourism sector stakeholders and classify them by key dimension of model
5.
Assess which stakeholders are key to developing and supporting the TOMM
6.
Plan out all dates for briefings, workshops and media releases
Explore potential funding options and management authority(s)
Conduct face to face interviews with key stakeholders to introduce merits of project, gain endorsements and 1)
involvement and determine preferred communication for progress updates.
Generate a set of tourism scenarios that could, be faced by the region in the near future, and for each
scenario develop potential benefits and costs, and identify information needed to understand the benefits and 2)

Stakeholder table with key areas of expertise for each individual and an
overall assessment of how well each sector is covered.
Diary of key stakeholder dates

Review research and planning docun~entspertaining to the region
Conduct a group briefing of key stakeholders, assess level of support and use the scenario table to increase
support
Write up context in report form
Preoare a draft set of ootimum conditions for tourism for the region
~ n v b t i ~ aindicators
te
;hat could be measured to suggest the sta& of the optimal conditions

3)
4)

Stakeholder briefing
Known level of support of key stakeholders and what may be required to
increase it
Beginning of Draft report featuring context identification
Draft set of optimum conditions and indicators

7)

(d)
(e)
(a)
(b)
(c)

Conduct a workshop with stakeholders to refine values (in context identification), optimum conditions and
indicators and establish criteria to consolidate final indicator selection
Reassess and narrow down the final range of indicators using a selection matrix
Utilise relevant expertise to prepare acceptable range, bench mark and monitoring program for each
indicator
Test relevancy and accuracy of benchmarks against scenarios
Prepare reporting tables and charts
Develop and operating budget
Determine resourcing and management authority
Refine monitoring techniques

(a)
(b)
(c)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(a)

Release a drafi report containing all three components of the model as applied to the region in question
Conduct briefings with key stakeholders
Launch report at a relevant event and generate media coverage to attract additional stakeholder input
Analyse community feedback and determine level and nature of support
Adjust model and produce final report
Brief key stakeholders of emphasis in final report
Launch final report at a locally orientated focus and generate media coverage
Commence monitoring program
Enter annual data in report tables and charts
Identify indicators outside acceptable range
Identify cause and effect, particularly whether discrepancy is tourism generated
Develop tourism response options or provide appropriate body with results
Predict trends in indicators
Test potential options or management responses against alternative scenarios to determine their merit
Refine acceptable ranges after two years, indicators after 2-3 years and optimal conditions after 3-4 years

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(a)

yes

2 ('ommence stakeholder
I,II\ olvenient

(b)

: I )evelop drafi context for
llle rOMM and continue
stakelwlder involvement

(a)
(b)

I (c)
4 Develop the first few
componel;ts of a draft
~nonitorineoroeram
"

'; Refine context and
wnitoring program for the
W .

I (b)

I

(c)
(a)

0 Develop implementation
plnu

I est the draft TOMM with
all stakeholders
8 P~eparefinal version of
1OMM

Implement model

10. Refine model
l

mu^

5)
6)

Awareness of stakeholder positions in relation to tourism and the
TOMM, and of the most useful communication media to reach
stakeholders
Set of scenarios to later test the relevance of the draft TOMM

l

I

I

(b)
(c)

'1

I

Output

ce: Adapted from Manidis Roberts Consultants (1997)

8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

16)
17)
18)
19)

Second draft of context identification, desirable conditions and
indicators.
Indicator selection matrix
First draft of acceptable range, benchmvk and monitoring program for
each indicator
Reporting tables a ~ charts
d
with benchmarks and acceptable range
marked on each one
Five year operating budget
Designated roles to undertake relevant management duties for
implementing TOMM
Collection of data collection techniques
Draft report for comment
Various briefings and media reports
Community input into draft model
Final report
Media reports
Increased community awareness and support for implementation
\ .

20) Annual indicator data featuring indicators outside acceptable ranges and
predicted trends
21) Basic points on cause and effect of discrepancies featuring identified
discrepancies generated by tourism activity
22) Jourism response options to address discrepancies
23) otential result upon indicators of proposed management response
option
24) Continually upgraded model to reflect community values and strategic
issues

I
I

I

Table 2.17
the World

Actual and proposed applications of the Tourism Optimisation Management Model across

Australian and international applications

Proposed applications

In Australia:

In Australia:

- Being implemented at Kangaroo Island, South
Australia by the South Australian Tourism
Commission, Department of Environment and
Natural Resources and Tourism Kangaroo Island
(see Chapter Five).

- Proposed for a range of key protected area sites
across the State of New South Wales (New South
Wales National Parks and Wildlife Service 1997b).
- Being considered by Parks Victoria for Port

- Implemented at Dryandra Woodland Reserve in

Campbell in Victoria (Russell Masonpers. comm.
1998).

Western Australia by the Department of
Conservation and Land Management (Moncrief in
print), with first year's data now being compiled
(Darren Moncrief pers. comm. 1998)

- Being considered by Tourism NSW for application
at Manly or far northern New South Wales (John
Bates pers. comm. 1998).
- Being considered for the entire of South Australia
and a series of regional applicationsTuch as Coorong
National Park in South Australia (Keith Twyford
pers. comm. 1998; David Crinion pers. comm. 1998).

In Canada:

- Partially implemented by Parks Canada at Lake
Louise (Banff National Park) to give context to a
transportation study (Dave McVetty pers. comm.
1998).
-Partially implemented by Parks Canada at Aulavik
to accommodate dimensions such as commerce;
ecology, geography, economics, sociology and
anthropology. The project is currently developing
indicators and linking in existing monitoring
(McVetty and Wight 1998).

B

In Canada:

- Being considered by Parks Canada for Gwaii
Haanas, a fiagile rainforest park reserve with
aboriginal CO-management,and with competing
tourism, logging, and preservation pressures (Dave
McVettypers. comm. 1998).

- Being considered by Parks Canada for Bathurst
Island (a remote Arctic area with CO-management
soon to be negotiated as a park @ave McVetty pers.
comm. 1998).

Limitations
The most obvious limitation of the TOMM is its sheer size compared with any other model reviewed.
TOMM works at the regional level and therefore covers the widest range of environments, tenures, land uses,
issues and stakeholders. This scope means that TOMM offers a basic idea of most aspects and impacts
associated with the visitor experience, rather than a moderate understanding of a smaller range of aspects and
impacts. It therefore needs to be recognised as an indicative tool requiring backup research where
relationships are particularly complex.
In addition, the three dimensions added to the TOMM (market, e~onomicand socio-cultural) effectively add
a lot more work to managing data and the stakeholders who collect it. The increased range of stakeholders
also means that more coordination and political skills are needed to deal with such a diversity of interests and
expertise.
Another limitation is the same one that occurs for the VIMM and LAC models -that of selecting the right
indicator to suggest the state of the optimal condition. An obvious trade off must be made between having
sufficient indicators to know the state of the optimal condition versus the cost of managing the data from

each indicator. The wider range of fields in a TOMM generates a wider range of optimal conditions that, in
turn, generates a wider range of indicators. This puts pressure of stakeholders to limit the range of indicators
per condition to keep the model manageable, but in turn limits the ability of each condition to be adequately
represented. The TOMM also shares the potential for subjectivity when choosing the acceptable range and
benchmark. While a range provides greater flexibility than a limit, the benchmark remains a fixed value
whose initial nomination is typically generated by a calculated guess. The initial predicted trends must also
be guesstimates until two or three years of data have been collected.
The final limitation is, of course, the lack of applications of the TOMM. There have been no published
results generated from a fully documented application of the TOMM, and no evaluation of an operating
model, so it is difficult to evaluate fully or market further application. Without marketing and evaluation the
TOMM may become a fleeting idea that only a few facing the heritage management paradox ever hear of.
This situation perfectly reflects the critical need to document and publish the development and
implementation of models that have been designed to address the heritage management paradox. There is no
point in continuing to evolve and improve on impact management models if the performance of past ones
cannot be evaluated - this is why this thesis has been written.

2.12

Contrasting the models

Emphasis
The order of the models just outlined was generated to approximately represent the chronological order of
their generation. Figure 2.5 loosely represents the era that each model reflects, highlighting the initial period
of growth in awareness but limited use, the second period of core operation, and in some instances, the third
period of diminishing use. The Figure was generated by reference to the array of literature reviewed on the
various models, and by the author's personal observations working in the field. Figure 2.5 indicates that the
recreational carrying capacity model represents the longest life span, followed by ROS, the LAC, the VIMM,
VAMP, VERP and then TOMM. It is suggested that the longest core-operating period has been carrying
capacity while the shortest has been the TOMM. Interestingly, recreational carrying capacity has had a
relatively short and sporadic core-operating period, largely owing to fundamental difficulties in fully
implementing it. In Australia the only models currently representing a core-operating period are the ROS,
VIMM and TOMM. In Australia recreation carrying capacity, VAMP and VERP are in relative states of
diminishing use.

Each of the models described reflect different degrees of focus on the various dimensions that make up the
interaction between visitor and heritage. Each model reflects a different approach and some of the later
models are largely evolutions of others. Table 2.1 8 summarises the key characteristics of each model and
qualitatively contrasts them. The Table suggests that the ROS and recreational carrying capacity present
themselves in more simple terms than their counterpart models. The LAC and TOMM are the most
sophisticated, largely because they are ongoing systems f6r strategic planning, monitoring and decision
making. Another contrast evident from the discussion is the progressive shift towards the use of visitor
research, market research, and community involvement in the development of models. This is evidenced by
the lack of visitor and market research in early models such as the ROS and recreational carrying capacity,
and the later extensive use by the VIMM and TOMM.
Another emerging trend has been efforts to integrate visitor management into the broader heritage
management dimension. The most direct example of this has been the VAMP, which was set up ta help
change organisational culture of heritage management through a more market-orientated approach. The other
example demonstrating a less direct approach at the same outcome is the TOMM, which integrates visitor,
heritage, tourism and community planning by amalgamating objectives, indicators and monitoring programs
from each dimension, then encourages respective stakeholdersto undertake the monitoring and add it to a
communal pool for widespread application.

Stakeholder involvement
There is only one model that was not developed by heritage managers largely for heritage managers (the
TOMM). Consequently, the focus of most models is on maintaining the resource and quality of the visitor
experience. This has tended to require expertise from heritage managers, scientists and recreational planners.
Stakeholders largely absent from the development and implementation process have included those from
tourism planning, development, marketing and operations, indigenous peoples, other heritage management
organisations, local governments, politicians and local communities.
There is considerable variation in the level of stakeholder involvement across the models. Figure 2.5 suggests
that most models have been developed'with minimal to moderate levels of stakeholder involvement. This is
evidenced first by a lack of reference to methods of involving stakeholders in each model's planning process,
and secondly by a lack of reflection on stakeholder involvement in the published case studies. The greatest
range of stakeholders involved in the development and implementation is the TOMM, largely because it
proactively integrates the tourism sector. The lack of consideration for stakeholder involvement is in part due
to the time in which many of the models were conceived and tested. Until the mid 1980s community
involvement in heritage and visitor management was limited, so the older models such as ROS and
recreational carrying capacity were focused on the use of recreation and scientific expertise to solve their
problems. In contrast, the VIMM and VAMP were created during a growing awareness of the need to involve
the community (Hall and McArthur 1998). The recent creation of the TOMM has occurred in a period when
it is becoming increasingly difficult to implement any plan or model successfully without cnmmnnih innlit
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Qualitative assessment of visitor management models
Level of
sophistication

Cey characteristics of visitor managenzent models

I Ire Recreation
(bppol-tunity
Spectrum (ROS)

It determines the threshold level of activity beyond which will result in the resource base deteriorating.

Recreation
( 'm l-? ing Capacity

Creates a diversity of experiences by identifying a spectrum of settings, activities and opportunities that a
region may contain.

(RCC)

It helps review and reposition the type of visitor experiences most appropriate to a heritage site.

\ 'isitor

It focuses on reducing or controlling the impacts that threaten the quality of heritage and visitor experience.
It uses explicit statements of management objectives and research and monitoring to determine heritage and
social conditions, then generates a range of management strategies to deal with the impacts.

Actual

application by
heritage
nzanagers

4.1.1

It has main dimensions are bio-physical, socio-cultural, psychological and managerial.
It is used for planning, site design and development, and administration.

Impact
Rlonagement
X l ode1 (VIMM)

\

Range of
contributing
stakeholders

kitor

Determines the most appropriate visitor experiences based of values and significance, then determines
specific conditions for the heritage resource to maintained to.

l \pel ience and

liesource
I'rotection Model
(VCRP)

Applies the designated experiences and heritage conditions to a zoning system, then applies a monitoring
system to check both are in order.

1 he Limits of

It focuses on the management of visitor impacts by firstly identifying desirable conditions for visitor activity
to occur, theh how much change is acceptable.

Once completed the VERP is linked to its region's management plan to provide consistency and legislative
strength.

)cc.,eptable
( Iinnge

A monitoring program determines whether desirable conditions are within acceptable standards.

(I,*\C)

A decision making: svstem determines management actions required to achieve the desired conditions.

L i ~ i t oActivity
r

It is a planning system that integrates visitor needs with resources to produce specific visitor opportunities.

klnnagement
I'l.ogl.am (VAMP)

It is designed to resolve conflicts and tensions between visitors, heritage and heritage managers.

Tourism
Optimisation
Management
Model (TOMM)

Instead of limiting activity it focuses on achieving optimum performance by addressing the sustainability of
the heritage, viability of the tourism industry, and empowerment of stakeholders.
It covers environmental and experiential elements, as well as characteristics of the tourist market, economic
conditions of the tourism industry and socio-cultural conditions of the local community.

It requires heritage manager to identify, provide for, and market to designated visitor groups.

8

It contains three main parts; context analysis, a monitoring program and management response system.

4

Low

Moderate

High

4444

Very high

Implementation
A review of available literature indirectly suggested the degree of publicity and awareness that each model
has within the core stakeholder groups. For example, there is far more literature discussing the concept of
various models than there was on their application, and much of this coverage was second hand re-working
of source material. Models such as the ROS and recreational carrying capacity are more widely referred to
and discussed than VIMM, LAC and TOMM. One of the major reasons for this may be length of time -the
longer a model has been known of, the more widely it is known of. Another reason may be simplicity -the
simpler a model is the easier it is to recall and consider. While there was material found loosely reviewing the
models at their conceptual level, there was minimal literature found which evaluated the effectiveness of any
of the models after they had been established. The paucity of literature in these areas was part of the stimulus

-

for the study to expand fiom assessing one to two models, and also emphasised the use of personal
observations as a supplement to the literature.

With reference to the sections covering the application of the various models (Sections 2.5 to 2.1 1) it is
evident that almost all visitor management models known have been created and implemented in developed
countries; developing countries rarely use, let alone publish the use of visitor management models. Across
the world heritage managers appear to have initiated more of the models that appear simple (ROS,
recreational carrying capacity) than the complex ones. The ROS has been applied and fidly implemented
more than any other model -albeit indirectly or in partial form. The next most applied models are perhaps
recreation carrying capacity, followed by the VIMM and the LAC.

Implementation theory
Introducing implementation
The apparent lack of implementation of the models just outlined, and the real paucity of published material
on their implementation, is the fundamental problem being addressed in this thesis. This section briefly
explores some of the theory behind implementation to provide further context to the problem and a frame of
reference for analysis of the implementation of the models presented in the two case studies.
Implementation involves carrying out or putting something into effect (Delbridge et al. 1981). In literature
specifically addressing implementation, the most common application referred to is in relation to policy.
Nonetheless, implementation theory is equally applicable to plans, programs and models. To maintain
context within the thesis, the author will largely refer to implementation in terms of the models collectively
outlined above.

There has been ongoing debate over whether implementation is a process or an outcome (Lane 1983; Ham
and Hill 1985; Hogwood and G u m 1984). A very tangible and programmed way of defining implementation
was offered by Lane (1983:17) as "the bringing about of outcomes that are congruent with the original
intentions by means of outputs". This train of thought keeps development separate fiom implementation.
Two of the implications of this separation are first that policies and programs begin to be treated as clear-cut,
uncontroversial entities (which they rarely are), and secondly, that in order to ensure goals are supported and
outcomes realised, the involvement of stakeholders is limited to when they are most needed (Ham and Hill
1985). Other authors push the process and evolutionary nature of implementation. The process emphasis is
based on the notion that because implementation is subject to continual change fiom the internal and external
environment, its goals need to be continually reviewed, and thus its outcomes need to be continually revised.
Barrett and Fudge (1981:25) stressed the need "to consider implementation as a policylaction continuum in
which an interactive and negotiative process is taking place over time between those seeking to put policy
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into effect and those upon whom action depends". In this sense, implementation could perhaps be considered
as a structured and flexible process to put something into place that generates tangible outcomes.

Approaches to implementation
There are many different ways in which to approach implementation. Hogwood and Gunn (1984) suggest at
least five approaches that attempt to accommodate the internal and external implementation environment.
The five approaches suggested were: structural; procedural; managerial; behavioural; and political.
The structural approach reflects the need to establish different organisational structures to implement
different tasks. When an organisation initiates change or is easily able to influence it (such as a one off
initiative), implementation is largely perceived as technical or managerial in its emphasis, and those
responsible for development of a model may be quite separate to those responsible for its implementation. In
this case the organisational structure tends to be fairly bureaucratic and hi,erarchical. When change comes
from external sources or is difficult to influence (such as a sequence of changing policies), a more adaptive
approach is required for implementation, where the model's development is iterative rather than linear, and
then closely integrated with its implementation. In this case the organisational structure tends to be organic,
adaptive and decentralised. In public sector organisations such as heritage management agencies and tourism
departments, organic structures are difficult to run because of the sheer scale of the organisations, as well as
because of demands of accountability, consistency and equity. The public sector often establishes a
compromise known as a matrix structure. This compromise combines the conventional internal managerial
emphasis with an inter-departmental reference or working group, coordinated by an individual based in the
central organisation. The matrix structure has the benefit of a range of input and ownership but the weakness
of wavering direction and commitment when other issues steal the attention of members of the group.
The procedural and managerial approaches emphasise process rather than structure. Organisations initiating
change or easily able to influence change heavily control the process through the development of schedules,
planning and control systems. In the same instance, the managerial approach provides a controlling
.
identification of tasks. the relationship betweeri the taslu. and tlir iogical sequence in
fi-a!l?ewnrk tlirc;l~~l;tl~e
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which they should be performed. This technique is known as network analysis (Hogwood and Gum 1984).
When change comes t?om external sources or is difficult to influence the procedural approach needs to
become part of a broader approach. A broader approach may involve: iterative scanning of the changing
environment; forecasting; contingency planning; development of and holding onto several response options;
tentative objectives and programs; fundamental reviews of assumptions, objectives and programs; constant
monitoring, feedback and adjustments; and fundamental reviews of assumptions, objectives and programs.
The behavioural approach recognises that there is always different perceptions of, and often resistance to
change. By understanding the symptoms and causes of concerns in their earliest stages, an atmosphere of
trust can be established through discussion and demonstrated concern for varying interests and feelings. The
establishment of trust can allow misunderstandings to be cleared up, positions to be shifted, alternatives to be
generated, and trade offs to be established. The specific techniques used in the behavioural approach revolve
around generating clear information, trust and consensus building. Nonetheless, the techniques usEd vary
greatly depending upon what is planning to be implemented and who is involved. For example, there may be
great differences in the awareness of visitor management models between new staff and old staff; and
between internal stakeholders and external ones.
The political approach refers to patterns of power and influence between and within organisations involved in
implementation. Implementation that has tackled all the approaches just outlined is unlikely to proceed unless
it has responded to the realities of power. For example, endorsement and support from the most accountable
consultative process possible (behavioural approach) can be totally overridden by another parties unpredicted
power play. Sometimes the distribution of power may be evenly matched, and despite all parties agreeing on
the development of the model, they may reach a stalemate on its implementation. What is needed within the
. political approach is a detailed understanding of the nature of power within each stakeholder group. This

power may come from resources available, legal frameworks, expectations and needs, and capacity to trade
and compromise. Where more than two organisations are involved the scope for discretion may be higher
because alliances and understandings can be used as bargaining tools. The analysis needed to assist dealing
with conflict and political bargaining amongst several stakeholder groups should be concerned with
anticipating and responding to political obstacles before the model is implemented. The ideal political
strategy is interwoven with the other approaches (Hogwood and Gum 1984).
Another way of looking at implementation approaches was made by Lane (1983:26), who suggested that they
might have four possible proper6es.
1. Continuous versus step-wise implementation.
2.

Repeated versus unique implementation.

3.

Innovation implementation versus maintenance implementation.

4.

Short span versus long term implementation.

These properties are contrasted in Table 2.19. The distinction between continuous and step-wise
implementation processes suggests the possibility of a number of underlying goals which may only be
implemented in a discrete fashion due to the inter-dependencies among the goals; once one sub-goal has been
implemented another sub-goal may be implemented and so on (Lane 1983). This highlights the fact that some
commitments occur over a long time and may be subjected to premature assessments. A second point to be
made from the four properties is that the complexity and transparency of the goals of a model may change as
it is implemented. Most models typically need innovation and experimentation that in turn may require the
model's goals to be revised and its outputs changed. As the implementation of a model progressively shifts
from innovation to consolidation, its goals progressively shift to a more conservative focus. In this way, goals
and outcomes continually interact, requiring an organisational culture to have a strong and strategic direction
but a fluid response to change. Organisational culture is the shared set of values, norms and procedures that

-

operate within organisations (Hall and Jenkins 1995).

Table 2.19

Contrasted elements of four possible properties of implementation processes
Baseline property
Properties of
Alternative property
implementation processes
Continuous versus stepwise implementation

Continuous implementation involves Step-wise implementation breaks the
implementation into a sequence of
a steady stream of actions with no
major differentiation or milestones. intkrdependent stages. -

again, often because what is being
implemented is a relatively simple
set of standards

versus maintenance
implementation

term implementation

and refinement that may change
goals and outcomes along the way.

over a time period considered
relatively short in context with
alternative implemdntations.

over a time period considered
relatively long in context with
alternative implementations.

Source: Adapted from Lane (1983:3 1-32)
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tailored to a single initiative.

Maintenance implementation involves
a consolidated process needing
minimum alterations and thus
consistent goals and outcomes.

l
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Fundamentals in implementation approaches - top down versus bottom up
Lane (1983) suggested that successful implementation may depend upon two elements: the conditions
relating to the persons developing and implementing a model, and the degree of control the two parties have
over internal and external conditions. Table 2.20 contrasts four scenarios created through the interplay
between the level of control for the developer(s) and implementer(s) of a model. What is revealed is that a
high level of control by the developer over the internal environment typically implies a limited degree of
control for the implementer. If the developer gives up control of the internal environment to the implementer,
the implementer has the opportunity to develop substantial control through flexibility, or lose control through
failing to cope with uncertainty. If the developer has missed the opportunity to gain control over the external
environment, the implementer is unlikely to redress the situation.
Table 2.20

Contrasting scenarios of control for developer and implementer of models

Scenarios

Description

Controllable
from the
Developer's
Perspective

-

The Developer has total control over setting up the internal elements of the implementation,
such as objectives, programs, resourcing and the implementer(s).
The Developer has total control over setting up the external situation in which the
implementation takes place, such as whom can influence the implementation, how and
when.

Uncontrollable
fiom the
Developer's
Perspective

The Developer has little to no control over setting up the internal elements of the
implementation, such as objectives, programs, resourcing and the implementer(s).

Controllable
fiom the
1mplementer7s
Perspective

A core set of implementers remains responsible for the implementation.

-

The Developer has little to no control over setting up the external situation in which the
implementation takes place; many sorts of people can influence the implementation as they
see fit, and when it suits them.

The implementer(s) set their own resourcing, timing, objectives and emphasis according to
how they see the implementation needing to proceed, possibly irrespective of the intent of
the Formulator.
The implementer(s) can actively move about in the external environment to influence
policy and initiatives that may influence their own implementation.

Uncontrollable
from the
Implementer's
Perspective

The Implementer(s) are continually replaced and have little understanding of the direction
required for implementation.
The Implementers(s) must respond to the internal and external elements established by the
Formulator.
The Implementers(s) is isolated fiom the external environment yet subject to continually
changing policy directives and resourcing decisions that affect implementation.

Lane's (1983) two requirements for successful implementation are particularly relevant to the development
and implementation of visitor management models. Almost all of these models have been established within
a single organisation that has legal responsibility for managing the site where the model is to be applied.
Most of these organisations are not compelled to change the operating conditions and relinquish any
significant degrc; of control. Consequently. th~.develo~~rnent
of most models i: undenaI<en with a minimal
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change to, and a high degree of control, over the operating environment. The only change that might be
considered substantial ,is a temporary one that comes in the form of contracting visitor management
consultants to undertake the development stage. However, control remains with the heritage management
organisation because the client, subject to contract obligations, is able to terminate the consultants if not
satisfied with the approach.
Discussion about degrees of control reflects the most common approach to implementation - the top down
model. The top down model keeps links in the chain to a minimum, prevents outside interference and
controls those responsible for delivering the implementation (Ham and Hill 1985). The top down model
"takes as its central purpose the provision of advice to those at the top on how to minimise implementation
deficit. The policy is taken to be their property" (Ham and Hill 1985:99). This attitude can often be detected
among heritage management organisations, demonstrated when employees refer to the public properly that
they have been entrusted to manage as 'their' land, site or buildings (Hall and McArthur 1998).
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Ham and Hill (1985) argue that most authors writing on implementation accept some form of top down
approach as the most efficient means of implementation. However, advocacy of this approach has generated
many problems about identifying precisely what is to be implemented, and about the relationship between a
model's development and implementation. Furthermore, they state that:
There is a danger that the top down approach takes it for granted that goals are embodied in policy,
and that in using notions like implementation deficit it offers only one kind of solution to deficient
public sector performance, namely that the top should get a better grip on the situation...We seem,
therefore, to have a conflict between the desirability of a prescriptive approach and the reality of the
need to recognise that implementation involves a continuation of the complex processes of bargaining,
negotiation and interaction which characterise the policy-making process (Ham and Hill 1985: 110111).
Barrett and Fudge (198 1:110) have also stressed this point:
The essence of our argument is that many so-called implementation problems arise precisely because
there is a tension between the normative assumptions of government - what ought to be done and how
it should happen - and the struggle and conflict between interests - the need to bargain and
compromise - that represent the reality of the process by which powerlinfluence is gained and held in
order to pursue ideological goals.
At least half of the visitor management models covered earlier in this Chapter use a top-down approach in
their development. For example, the first stage in the development of four of the seven models outlined
(Recreation Carrying Capacity, the Limits of Acceptable Change, the Visitor Impact Management Model and
the Visitor Experience and Resource Protection model) involves using existing management objectives to set
the scope and focus for the model (see Tables 2.3,2.10,2.12 and 2.15 to refer to the development stages).
Two results of the top-down approach in developing visitor management models are therefore:

prevention of dimensions beyond those developed within previous management planning being
introduced; and
value judgements about the current state of affairs against the management objectives by heritage
managers.
It is interesting to note that these models have been the most widely applied and continue to be the most
widely recommended in various management plans (refer to Table 2.18 for comparative implementation).
What emerges fkom the issues associated with the top-down approach is the need to influence processes
rather than control them. This can be achieved by involving rather than controlling stakeholders; this
approach is commonly referred to as the bottom-up approach, or 'backward mapping'. Ham and Hill
(1 985:106) suggested that backward mapping is "backward reasoning fkom the individual and organisational
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choices that are the hub of the problem to which policy is addressed, to the rules, procedures and structures
that have the closest proximity to these choices, to the policy instruments available to affect those things, and
hence to feasible policy objectives". The stress on choice is important because it a f f m s the critical element
of the bottom-up approach to implementation - to be fkee of pre-determined assumptions about cause and
effect, and about hierarchy and the nature of organisational relationships. Barrett and Fudge (1 98 1:19)
reinforce view
To understand the policy-action relationship we must get away from a single perspective of the
process that reflects a normative administrative or managerial view of how the process should be,
and try to find a conceptualisationthat reflects better the empirical evidence of the complexity and
dynamics of the interactions between individuals and groups seeking to put policy into effect, those
upon whom action depends and those whose interests are affected when change is proposed. To do
this, we have argued for an alternative perspective to be adopted - one that focuses on the actors and
agencies themselves and their intentions, and for an action-centred or 'bottom up' mode of analysis
as a method of identifying more clearly who seems to be influencing what, how and why.

In contrast to the top-down approach of the Carrying Capacity, Recreation Opportunity Spectrum, Limits of
Acceptable Change, Visitor Impact Management models and Visitor Experience and Resource Protection
model, most of the more recently developed models uses an approach that is more orientated to the bottom up
approach. For example:
the Visitor Activity Management Program uses market research to continually determine what
stakeholders want;
the Tourism Optimisation Management Model derives its scope and performance standards from
continuous community input, and structures its reporting to reflect the capability of community members
to comprehend and use the information.
The evolution of these models reflects the fact that the harder one tries to control the internal and external
environmenr of RerrfaFe ma~iagementorpilsa~ions.the harder those environments are tc, contro!: Thei:-
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evolution also reflects the importance of organisational culture in heritage management generally, and visitor
management specifically. Another alternative to control is the development of mternal and external
organisational linkages to establish cooperative partnerships that generate mutual gain. Pressman and
Wildavsky (1973) stress the need for linkages between different organisations and departments, and argue
that if action depends on a number of links in an implementation chain, then the degree of cooperation
between agencies required to make the links has to be near complete. This means that models are not static;
their creation, implementation and review are necessarily intertwined and continuously refined.

Inhibitors to successful implementation
Few people want to see implementation fail. Understanding the types of failure and their causes is the
obvious way to reduce the chance of failure. Hogwood and Gum (1 984) suggested that there were two types
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of implementation that suggested failure - non-implementation and unsuccessful implementation. In the case
of non-implementation, a visitor management model is not put into effect as planned, either because of
uncooperative andlor inefficient behaviour from heritage management staff or heritage management
stakeholders], or because even the most constructive and energetic approach was not enough to overcome
various obstacles. In contrast, unsuccessful implementation can happen when a visitor management model is
fully carried out, but fails to produce the intended results. The earlier review of the implementation of visitor
management models in this Chapter suggests that the main problem is based with non-implementationmodels are recommended and never developed, or developed but never implemented.
Hogwood and Gum (1984) then suggest that implementation failure basically arises from bad execution, bad
policy, or bad luck. These causes can often be sourced from inadequate information, defective reasoning, or
hopelessly unrealistic expectations. Hogwood and Gum (1984:212) have suggested ten specific reasons for
implementation failure.
1. Crippling constraints from external influences.
2.

Inadequate time and resourcing.

3. Inadequate combination of resources.

I

l

4.

Poor policy framework.

5.

Too many indirect links between cause and effects.

6. Too many dependency relationships.

l

7. Misunderstanding and lack of agreement on model objectives.
8. Poor task definition.

1

l

9.

Poor communication and coordination.
7-

-
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l
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10. Non-compliance among stakeholders.
There are some external influences which cannot be forecast or dealt with, and which impose crippling
constraints on implementation. For example, a major drought may redirect the time heritage managers had
planned to spend implementing their model into fighting fires. Alternatively, a major recession in the Asian
economy can reduce inbound tourism to Australia, whichmn in turn influence the profile of visitors to a
heritage site. The tourism industry will redirect energy that may have been spent on implementing the model
they have been involved with, into promotions to attract alternative markets. The model may pick up a
change in visitor profile that suggests a poor result when it is largely the result of external influences. One
solution to this limitation is to brainstorm potential external influences and response options. This should be
done in association with the establishment of a contingency fund; a pool of human and financial resources set
aside in case of such an emergency. Maintaining this pool becomes one of the priorities for implementation.

-

Perhaps the most commonly referred to restraint on implementation is inadequate time and resourcing.
Resourcing issues often cited are concern the availability of money, time and skills. The most common
reason for poor resourcing is that the model has been designed irrespective of existing resourcing capabilities
and launched with the underlying hope that someone, somewhere, will see its merit and magically find the
resources needed. A variation on this is a naive expectation that existing commitments can somehow be
reshaped and undertaken more efficiently to accommodate the additional project, or that no new projects will
follow and compete with the same fixed resourcing structure. Alternatively, the model may be relianton
external, unsecured resourcing which either doesn't materialise, or does materialise with its own restraints
(such as being spent within a prescribed time or achieving additional objectives that in turn need resourcing
to be achieved). One solution to this limitation is to determine then contrast the resources available and
needed for implementation. The resourcing deficit should then be addressed as one of the priority strategies
within the implementation. Another solution could be to generate an initial outputs emphasis that is most
likely to attract additional resources, such as a focus on an issue many stakeholders have wanted clarified for
some time.
While the level of resourcing may appear appropriate, implementation can be severely restrained by the
nature of resourcing and the combination of resources. For example, there may be sufficient monetary
resources but insufficient human resources to spend them (or vice versa); there may be sufficient human
resources, but insufficient people with the skills needed; and there may be sufficient skilled people but they
may not be equally committed to the implementation, or to working together. The mismatches themselves
may instigate flow on effects on the nature of resourcing that W h e r hamper implementation. To avoid this,
an implementation plan needs to determine then contrast the nature and combination of resources available
and required. The deficit can then be addressed as part of an implementation plan.
While the model selected may be sound, it can be severely hampered by a poor policy framework. For
example, heritage managers: may not be clear why they provide for visitors at all; whether visitors come first
equal or second place to the conservation of heritage; or what extent and nature of cooperation they should
l

,
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have with other organisations involved in model implementation. This example demonstrates the need for
.

.
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relevant policy to be clear, for the purpose of the model to be clear, and for stakeholders to be clear and
supportive of both of these. It may be possible to pilot test the model so as to predetermine weaknesses in the
policy framework, then address the weaknesses prior to fully implementing the model. Alongside this
solution is one involving assembling of a stakeholder base prepared to make and support policy decisions
during the course of implementation.
Models and policies, which depend on a long sequence of cause and effect relationships, have a particular
tendency to break down (Pressman and Wildavsky 1973). Models that are subjected to a wide range of
changing variables tend to struggle to identify clear relationships between cause and effect. The more
ambiguous the relationship between cause and effect, the more ambiguous the value of the model. Once
stakeholders cannot clearly perceive relationships and value for the model, their support for its ongoing
implementation wanes. One solution here is to assess the indicators for a model against predetermined
criteria that assist to predict how clear a relationship between cause and effect can be developed. For
example, a Goals Achievement Matrix was used in the selection of sites for developing interpretive facilities
in Tasmania's rainforests (Hall and McArthur 1993) and in the selection of indicators for the Tourism
Optimisation Management Model for Kangaroo Island (Manidis Roberts Consultants 1997). A second
solution that could be linked to the first is to pilot test a sample of indicators to determine their ability to
determine clear relationships, prior to fully implementing the policy or model. A key aspect of this solution is
of course to pick a set most capable of establishing a relationship and ongoing support for widening the
implementation. For example, the best pilot indicator for a model should be one most likely to solve one of
the most pressing issues amongst stakeholders.
Another inhibitor to implementation can be too many dependency relationships. The basic notion of this
argument is that the more links in the chain, the greater the risk that some links will fail, and that the
implementation as a whole will thus fail. For example, a model relying on a wide range of stakeholders to
collect data is thus dependent on those stakeholders to deliver on a reliable basis. If one data set is missing
the utility of other sets may become questionable and thus the support of supporting stakeholders may
become threatened. This perspective is to some extent reminiscent of the culture of the Top down model,
which would generate a solution based on minimising stakeholders and chains in command. The Bottom up
approach would look to establish clearer relationships between each link and mutual benefits for each group
that shifted the cause and effect problem to a series of benefits fiom each linkage establish.
A model has little to no chance of being fully implemented if there is misunderstanding and lack of
agreement on the objectives for implementing it in the first place,,or that over time, understanding and
agreement dissipates. This limitation begins when model objectives are not generated with stakeholders but
imposed upon them. The second phase in which the limitation occurs is when the objectives are presented in

an ambiguous way, or when the objectives actually conflict with each other. The third phase occurs when the
objectives are not understood, or when stakeholders develop their own objectives but fail to share them with
other stakeholders. Finally, even if objectives are mutually developed, understood and agreed to, changes to
the implementation environment can progressively cloud understanding and support. For example,
individuals may leave their positions and organisations; their replacemeots may not become
- - exposed to the
..

same rationale. Not only will understanding and support dissipate, but also new and competing agendas may
be introduced. One solution to avoid this limitation is to link the developers and implementers of the model
ffom the onset. In cases where there is a high potential for conflict, it may be useful to develop a
Memorandum of Understanding for key stakeholders that can operate until a stronger sense of
communication and trust is forged. The development of some form of induction or training to bring
stakeholders and their replacements up to speed is also uskid. The final safeguard to avoiding this
impediment is to develop the model with an emphasis on it being flexible and able to be changed and cope
with change. This needs to be promoted to stakeholders ffom the onset so that they can become accustomed
to the idea of some elements remaining fixed and others being continuously reinvented.
While stakeholders may understand and agree to the objectives for a model, they may be conhsed about
what has to be done to implement it. Poorly defined tasks can cast implementation into a sea of uncertainty.
If the implementation is not accompanied with a set of tasks then stakeholders will not know how-to help or
how to monitor progress. The most obvious solution to this limitation is to develop an implementation plan
with a full set of known tasks over the life span of the model, supplemented by a more detailed annual action
plan that shows prioritised tasks, who is responsible and how each task will be resourced. It is not possible to
fully predict the resourcing and timing of tasks as conditions will change ffom the moment an
implementation plan is released. Therefore, some degree of flexibility needs to be built into the plan. For
example, the plan could propose tasks that reflect 75% of resourcing capacity, allowing the other 25% to be
used to accommodate new priorities. To reinforce this solution, completed tasks need to be promoted to
stakeholders to reinforce a sense of progress, and consolidate their ongoing understanding of what needs to
be undertaken next.
One of the strongest underlying inhibitors to implementation permeating through every other limitation is
poor communication and coordination. Communication is essential to develop and understanding and support
while coordination is needed to maintain direction and maximise the use of limited implementation
resources. Perfect communication amongst stakeholders is unattainable because not only does each
stakeholder'havetheir own level of understanding and support, but their own time fiame and resources to
come to an understanding and provide support. A model could be supported by a creative and thorough
consultation and communication program, but if a stakeholder group is unable to attend and lend their
support, the initiative is weakened. Successful coordination not only requires successhl communication but
the exercising of power. Hogwood and Gum (1984) recognise that it is unrealistic to expect to be able to
centralise implementation with one individual or even one organisation, because each implementation is
inevitably subjected to external influences. Each of these influences is typically generated by one or more
stakeholder groups who each have different sets of values, issues and objectives. The source, nature and
degree of power continually fluctuates and therefore cannot be reliably forecast and applied. For example, a
manager may be able to direct a staff member to be responsible for a major set of implementation tasks for a
three month period, but half way through the manager may then be directed to shift the individual to another
set of duties. Alternatively, half way through the manager may leave the organisation and the staff member
may lose all coordination and direction. One solution to maximise communication is to develop as tailored a
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coipltatior and co~nmunicationpl-ogi'ala a? ppssibir The tailoring needs to begill a stakeho1de;i analysis
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(who the stakeholders are, what their needs and issues are, and what method of communication they are most
likely to respond to). The analysis and proposed consultation and communication program should be
assembled into a communication plan to keep the program focused and share the rationale, directions and
implications of the model with stakeholders ii-om the onset. The consultation and communication program
needs to be implemented over a time ii-ame that maintains a sense of progress but also allows ideas to
permeate and settle into the rank and file of each stakeholder group. The program would continually update
stakeholders on progress and opportunities for further involvement. One of the solutions to the coordination
limitation is the establishment of a coordinating group with clear decision making ability directed by an
agreed leader.
Whoever is ultimately responsible for implementation must recognise that regardless of how good their
communication and coordination, they are unlikely to ever gain full support and may have to deal with noncompliance among some stakeholders. Non-compliance may be generated through suspicion, recaTcitrance,
fundamental disinterest, competing interests, conflict of interest, status disputes and power challenges. The
model itself may not be the reason for non-compliance, but may be the easiest manifesto from which to
express an opinion generated by some other issue. One way to address this limitation is to hlly understand
who the stakeholders are through the use of a stakeholder audit (Hall and McArthur 1996). In particular, the
aspects that stakeholders are likely to endorse and support should be contrasted with those they are likely to
reject. A stakeholder audit can then be used to identify what incentives could be generated to increase
support. Sometimes, establishing these incentives needs to become one of the first priorities in the
implementation. Alternatively, the stakeholder analysis may detect imminent non-compliance that is so
unavoidable that it may be worth leaving the stakeholder out of the process entirely to minimise negative
influences upon other participating groups.
~arious'res~onses
to these restraints have been identified in the outline above. To complete this brief
discussion on implementation, Table 2.21 lists the various restraints and some potential responses. It can be
noted from the table that implementation needs to commence as early in the development of a model as
possible, and needs to accommodate a wide range of ancillary initiatives not typically identified as part of the
development of a model. These initiatives include: identifying policy gaps and potential plugs for them;
brainstorming responses to potential problems; assessing stakeholders and planning means of coordinating
and communicating with them; establishing clear benefits of the model to market to stakeholders; assessing
resourcing capability and establishing flexible resourcing options; and defining prioritised tasks and
responsibilities. Many of these initiatives need to be documentedain an implementation plan to maintain
consistency and minimise the effects of changing stakeholders and agendas. In addition, the Table also
suggests a degree of pilot testing and adjustments prior to full implementation; ongoing communication and
consultation with stakeholders; and some form of induction training to bring stakeholders and their ongoing
replacements up to speed.
All of these elements suggest that implementation of models needs a great deal more expertise than the
immediate technical expertise in the visitor management, impact management, heritage management,
recreation. tourism fields. A great-deal of planning eriertise is also required to keep the implemejitation

focused and efficient. Moreover, "the psychologist, sociologist, and political scientist have at least as much to
contribute to our understanding of implementation as have the program designer, network planner, and
information systems analyst" (Hogwood and Gum 1984:206).
Table 2.21

Restraints to implementation of models and potential responses

Restraints

Response options to address restraints

Crippling
constraints from
external influences

Brainstorm and write into an implemenQtion plan external influences and
response options.

Inadequate time
and resourcing

Determine then contrast the resources available and needed for implementation.

Inadequate
combination of
resources

Determine then contrast the nature and combination of resources available and
needed and document in an implementation plan.

Set aside a contingency fund of human and financial resources to deal with
externally driven constraints.

Write into an implementation plan strategies to address resourcing deficits.

Write into an implementation plan strategies to address an ideal resourcing
combination.
Generate an initial outputs emphasis that is most likely to attract additional
resources, such as a focus on an issue many stakeholders have wanted clarified
for some time.

Poor policy
framework

Pilot test the model to predetermine weaknesses in the policy framework.
Develop strategies to address the policy weaknesses.
Assemble a stakeholder base prepared to make and support policy decisions
during the course of implementation.

Too many indirect
links between cause
and effects

Assess the indicators for a model against predetermined criteria that assist to
predict how clear a relationship between cause and effect can be developed.

Too many
dependency.
relationships

Minimise stakeholders and chains of command (Top down model).

Misunderstanding
and lack of
agreement on
model objectives

Prior to fully implementing the model, pick and pilot test a set of indicators mosl
capable of establishing clear relationships and ongoing support for widening the
implementation.

Establish clearer relationships between each stakeholder and mutual benefits for
each group that shifts the cause and effect problem to a series of benefits from
each linkage established.
Have implementers assist in development of the model from the onset.
Develop a Memorandum of Understanding for key stakeholders that can operate
in cases of high potential for conflict, until a stronger sense of communication
and trust is forged.
Develop some form of induction or training course to bring stakeholders and
their replacements up to speed with the model.

Table 2.21

Restraints to implementation of models and potential responses (cont)

Restraints

Poor task definition

Response options to address restraints

Develop an implementation plan with a full set of known tasks over the lifespan
of the model, supplemented by a more detailed annual action plan that shows
prioritisedo tasks, who is responsible, and how each task will be resourced.
Integrate into the implementatiqn plan some degree of flexibility, such as 75%
resourcing capacity and 25% allowance for new priorities.
Promote completed tasks to stakeholders to reinforce a sense of progress, and
consolidate their ongoing understanding of what needs to be undertaken next.

Poor
communication and
coordination

Develop a tailored consultation and communication program that features:
- a stakeholder analysis (who the stakeholders are, what their needs and issues
are, and what method of communication they are most likely to respond to);
- the rationale, directions and implications of the model; and
- proposed consultation and communication program.
Establish a coordinating/decision making group and agreed leader.
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Continually update stakeholders on progress and opportunities for further
involvement.

on-compl&ce
among stakeholders

Conduct a stakeholder audit to identify:

- aspects that stakeholders are likely to endorse and support versus those likely
to reject;
- what incentives could be generated to increase support; or
- whether any stakeholders out of the process entirely to minimise negative
influences upon other participating groups.

Chapter summary
This chapter has introduced a relationship between the way people value and utilise heritage. A key way in
which values are generated is through direct experience of heritage. Unfortunately, this experience typically
results in some form of deleterious impact upon the heritage. Degraded heritage reduces the quality of the
visitor experience and the value that people place on heritage. This scenario generates what is known as the
heritage management paradox - how to encourage visitation to heritage without letting people love it to
death.
Traditional heritage management practices have focused on the resource and neglected the visitor experience
and the human dimensions of heritage. There is a need to integrate approaches into a broader, integrated
context using systems to collect information that reveal relationships and aid in driving objectivegbased
management. One way to integrate the approaches, break the communications deadlock and provide
additional insight and direction, is to introduce a visitor management model.
Since the 1970s a number of models have been created to better integrate the human dimension into heritage
management. Recreational carrying capacity linked the amount of use with environmental impact to
determine the threshold at which additional activity would result in the heritage resource significantly
deteriorating. The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) established the technique of identifying
characteristics of different settings and matching them with the recreational opportunities that generated the
best benefits to users and the environment. The Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) dispensed with the
notion of more use equals more impact, and generated opportunity classes or zones to describe different
management approaches to the heritage resource, then varied each class to maximise the conservation of the
resource and quality of the visitor experience. The Visitor Impact Management Model (VIMM) increased the
role of monitoring; identifying the cause of visitor impact and generating strategies to deal with it. The
Visitor Experience and Resource Protection Model (VERP) added to the VIMM approach zoning and
legislative linkages with the respective region's management plan. The Visitor Activity Management
Program (VAMP) switched heritage managers fiom a product to market orientation, offering the opportunity
for hndamental change in heritage management planning systems and the culture of heritage management
organisations. The Tourism Optimisation Management Model (TOMM) broadened the coverage and active
involvement of stakeholders to include the tourism sector and the local community, and focuses on
optimising performance rather than limiting use.
Each model has reflected a 'flip flop' response between keeping a narrow scope and simple model, then a
broad scope and sophisticated model. Each time a narrow and simple model was rejected as being
inappropriate to reflect the complex operating environment, a more sophisticated alternative would be
developed. But managers would struggle to implement the sophisticated alternative model, and a simpler
version would be 'reinvented'. With each return to a sophisticated model, a wider range of facets and
stakeholders have become incorporated. However, the literature reveals that this evolution and 'flip flopping'
ha\ largely bee;; done without any si~iificani.~valuation
of lym each model has perfoniied
once -
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implemented. Indeed, there is a lack of published reporting on the details of how models were developed for
particular sites, and, in particular, on how they have been implemented and what they have achieved.
The lack of published reporting on implementation has retarded the ability to overcome the heritage
management paradox. The review of available literature confirms that there are at least five significant
elements to this problem:
1. A retarded evolution of models to keep pace with changing demands (such as the increasing use of
heritage by the heritage tourism sector and the increasing desire of stakeholders to be genuinely involved
in decision making).
2.

A lack of awareness among heritage managers, visitor managers and tourism managers of the models
and how they are different to each other, resulting in the selection of the wrong model for the situation.
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3.

Dogged preference for control-based models (such as canying capacity) over decision-based models
(such as LAC), despite the need to involve varied objectives and stakeholders.

4.

Failure to use the models to make more informed decisions, instead limiting them to data collection and
storage systems.

5.

Failure to implement models extensively or long enough to demonstrate their real value - even the
models that have been piloted have largely failed to be implemented fhlly.

Published evaluations of implemented models are therefore critical to increasing awareness of the
opportunities that can be gained fiom use of the models, to minimising the repetition of common mistakes
using them, and to enhancing the opportunity for better decision making.
Despite the poor implementation record of visitor management models, there is a wealth of literature on how
to enhance implementation generally. An outline of various approaches to implementation confirms that
while a top down or authoritative approach appears simpler and easier to manage, it is the bottom up
approach which is ultimately more successfhl. A bottom up approach integrates implementation into the
development of models fiom their earliest stages, and stresses process as being equally important to the most
tangible outcomes that a model may generate. To be implemented successfhlly, models not only need to be
well resourced, they need to have their operating objectives and surrounding policy clearly defined, they need
to have an implementation plan that includes a stakeholder analysis, consultation and communication plan
and defined set of tasks, they need to involve stakeholders in fhndamental decision making, and, they need to
be positioned to balance a consistent direction with the flexibility to respond to changing circumstances.
These considerations reflect the need for expertise beyond the predictable areas of heritage and tourism
management to areas such as consultation, sociology, psychology and political science and strategic and
operational planning.
This chapter has reviewed the heritage management paradox and suggested that the best solution is the
fonnulation and integration of integrated planning and models. It has provided a detailed outline of the
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evolution, dimensions, development approach, application and limitations of six major models. The Chapter
has revealed that in order to understand more about the performance of each model, one must look not only at
its development and implementation, but also at its operating environment - its context. The context sets the
scene for what sort of stakeholders may be involved and what they may want from a model, which in turn
indicates the nature and scale of support throughout the conception, development and implementation phases.
This context and its interplay with operating models have to date lacked critical analysis. Chapters Four and
Five will provide a detailed account of this context and its interplay with the development and
implementation of two of two case studies (the VIMM at Jenolan Caves and the TOMM on Kangaroo
Island). The two case studies have been structured to capture these three elements in turn - context,
development, implementation and evaluation. Prior to this, the following Chapter Three will explain the
study's approach to developing and compiling the case studies, and critically assesses the methodology
adopted.

l

CHAPTER THREE
STUDY APPROACH
Introduction
Chapter Two outlined the key visitor management models being used to address the heritage management
paradox, and established the paucity of published material on their implementation and evaluation. Chapters
Four and Chapter Five of this thesis will provide a detailed account of the development and implementation
of two models in Australia. The purpose of this chapter is to briefly outline the research approach used to
achieve this outcome. This purpose is achieved through an explanation of the role of presenting two case
studies, followed by an outline of how personal observations, in-depth interviews, and an objective analysis
were used to assess the merits of the two tourism 1 visitor management models presented as case studies.
This study was undertaken between 1996 and 1998, though most of the field work (interviews and
discussions) was undertaken in the latter half of 1997 and early half of 1998. The approach to this study used
a combination of research methods:
personal observations by the author, who helped develop the two case study models;
a literature review of the implementation and review of various tourism I visitor management models;
extensive documentation of two case studies;
in-depth interviews with those involved in developing and implementing models that the two case
studies are based on; and
an objective analysis of the two models that the case studies are based on.
Each of the research methods is covered in more detail below.

3.2

Personal observations

A major source of data helping to fill out information gaps within the,literature, and to some extent, the
interviews, was personal observations undertaken by the author. These observations come from two sources;
thirteen years experience by the author in managing visitors and developing visitor management systems and
models; and secondly, from the development and implementation of the two case studies.
The thirteen years of personal experience includes working in the tourism industry, in visitor management for
heritage managers, and as a consultant working for both sectors. The experience also includes extensive
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discussions with peers in the fields of visitor management, tourism management and heritage management.
Examples of this experience include:
an investigation into the application of visitor management models at various sites across Australia for
the New South Wales National Parks and Wildlife Service (NSW NPWS) in 1998;
a Public Access Strategy for NSW protected areas managed by the NSW NPWS in 1997;
tourism policies for Victoria's parks in 1997 and Tasmania's State forests in 1994; and
visitor management strategies for Tikal World Heritage Area (Guatemala), Charlotte Pass (Kosciusko
National Park), Cumberland State forest (NSW), Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve (ACT), the Great Western
Tiers World Heritage Forest Reserves (Tasmania), the Arve Road Forest Drive (Tasmania), and the
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Teepookana State Forest (Tasmania).

The author has been involved in the development and implementation of a number of visitor management
models, including:
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum for Yugoslavia's Plitvitcie Lakes National Park;
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum for Tasmania's Southern Forests;
Tourism Impact Management Model for North Sydney in 1997;
a Visitor Management Framework for NSW protected Areas managed by the NSW NPWS in 1997;
Visitor Impact Management Model for Victoria's parks and reserves in 1998;

I
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Recreation Opportunity Spectrum'for Australia's Alps; and
Tourism Optimisation Management Model for a site to be determined in New South Wales.
The author was also directly involved in the development of the models covered by two case studies. The
observations made while developing and implementing these were made during and after the consultancy
periods. Observations during the consultancies included:
observing visitor activity and the way it is managed;
taking notes from feedback generated by peers duringproject development;
keeping and later reflecting on correspondence with the client;
keeping and ]at& reflecting on all the raw material generated during the various 'stakeholder workshops
and briefings made by the facilitator and / or participants;
_

E
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- keeping and later reflectilig on f01:mal feedback on the two drafi reports from the two respective projects:
.
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generating additional reflections f?om peers through a continual stream of articles in newsletters
published by the Ecotourism Association of Australia (see McArthur 1996b; McArthur 1996c; McArthur
1997a); and
seeking and noting informal feedback from the clients on a continual basis after the projects were
formally completed (opportunities included occasional telephone calls and brief discussions during
chance encounters at conferences and meetings on other matters).
Some of these observations were documented outside of this thesis through a number of publications written
on the subject by the author (see Hall and McArthur 1996; McArthur 1997b; Hall and McArthur 1998;
McArthur and Sebastian in print; McArthur in print).
It should be recognised that personal experience also introduced personal values that influenced the approach

-

and style, and thus potentially, the final conclusions. The author played only a minor role in the development
I

of the model for Jenolan Caves, but played a major role for Kangaroo Island, and continues to be indirectly

I

involved in the implementation of the Kangaroo Island model.

3.3

Literature review

A review of available literature was undertaken to generate outlines of the various visitor 1 tourism

management models, and to identify the extent to which the development and implementation of the models
had occurred. The types of literature sourced included: books; scientific papers; internal reports; and web
sites. Literature was accessed through the Internet, university libraries, organisation libraries and personal
collections.
The literature confirmed a critical aspect of the problem as defined in Chapter One -that across the World
there was a real lack of documentation of the application and review (evaluation) of visitor management
models. Moreover, the literature review revealed a critical insight into the two case studies selected for the
study. It became apparent that accounts of how the respective models had been developed were well
documented. In particular, the framework of both models had been explicitly documented in their respective
Final Reports. What had not been published was an account of what had been implemented and how it had
been implemented (as covered in Section 1.2). In particular, there was nothing documented on what
reflections and insights could be learnt from implementation. This reinforces the critical difference between
the extensive literature on the development of models (covered in Chapter Two), and the lack of literature on
implementation of models (covered in Chapters Four and Five) and on the evaluation of implemented models
(covered in Chapters Six and Seven). There were no published examples of the development and
implementation of any visitor management models, anywhere in the World, that provide the level of
comprehensive detail and reflection as that given in Chapter's Four and Five of this thesis.

There has been considerable international interest in the progress of the two case study sites, with constant
requests fiom heritage managers, academics and students for information on progress to date (Emst Holland
pers. comm. 1998; David Crinionpers. comm. 1998). In addition, there was some interest fiom stakeholders
responsible for implementingthe two models to capture their insights before they were lost to fading
memories (Richard Mackaypers. comm. 1998; Keith Twyfordpers. comm. 1998). These stakeholders
believed that the best way to capture this information was through in-depth interviews, and that the author's
past involvement in both case studies provided a valuable degree of trust and candidness to run and interpret
the interviews.

3.4

Use of case stuclies

This study emphasises the need for greater analysis and documentation of practical applications of visitor
management models. To assist with this emphasis, Chapter Two documented a range of models, then
provided what is perhaps the first attempt to publish an extensive international list of sites where models have
been implemented. Late in Chapter Two, the author outlined some of the theoretical underpinnings of
implementation to try to set the context for why implementation of models is so difficult. There is a real need
for case studies of partially or fully implemented models to be more widely published. Case studies help
people avoid duplicating the mistakes of others, an4 ideally, allow people to further progress ideas and
approaches to achieve even more successful outcomes.
However, one of the tradeoffs to case studies is their site-specific nature and subsequent limitations in being
transferred to other situations. One of the ways of minimising this tradeoff is to document as much of the
operating context as possible so that the reader can differentiate site specific characteristics of the case study
site with those of their own situation. The context in the case studies presented provides a background to the
physical site, visitor experience, tourism activity and, management authority. This context helps the reader
account for site specific characteristicsthat may have influenced the decision to develop a model, the way in
which it was developed and implemented, and of course the success in implementation. The detailed
documentation of two different case studies provides readers an insight into the operational and political
realities of development and implementation, and provides the study with a background fiom which to draw
out strategic issues that apply to the vast array of sites facing similar challenges.
The first case study of the development of a Visitor Impact Management Model at Jenolan Caves is outlined
in Chapter Four. Much of the practical development of the Jenolan Caves case study was undertaken prior to
the study commencing. In contrast the second case study of the development of a Tourism Optimisation
Management Model at Kangaroo Island (Chapter Five) was undertaken concurrently with this study:Readers
should note that the status of the models for both case studies was reported in early 1998, and has no doubt
been altered since then.

3.5

In-depth interviews

Rationale for using interviews
As mentioned in Section 3.3, there was considerable stakeholder interest from both case study sites in using
in-depth interviews to extract a thorough and candid account of how the models had been implemented. After
consulting the literature (Barton 1958; Filstead 1970; Bradburn and Sudman 1979; Nachmias and Nachmias
1981; Dane 1990; Foddy 1993) it was decided that interviews were a more appropriate form of qualitative
research than alternatives such as questionnaires or focus groups.
There were three reasons for not using a questionnaire. First, there were only between seven and 10
stakeholders sufficiently familiar with either model's development to make them useh1 for the research, so a
questionnaire to capture a larger sample size was unnecessary. Secondly, stakeholders had demonstrated a
preference for verbal over written communication throughout the consultation period in which the models
were developed. Last, the research required in-depth reflections and insights that have been proven to be
more forthcoming through interviews and focus groups than questionnaires.
The rationale for using interviews rather than a focus group approach was that the interviews would enhance
the sense that each stakeholder was of significant yet equal importance to the research. In addition, the
interviews could generate an atmosphere where people could speak their mind without their colleagues being
present to hear them, which, in turn, was likely to reveal more candid responses (Williams 1980).
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The rationale for using face-to-face interviews rather than telephone interviews is well summed up by
(Nachmias and Nachmias 1981). First, the telephone is a constrained, impersonal method that, among other
things, prevents the interviewer £tom observing and responding to body language. In addition, telephone
interviews tend to produce less information and fewer insights.

Structure of interviews
The interviews developed for both case studies used a similar structure and approach. The literature indicated
that an interview period of approximately 90 minutes was the maximum time £tame that interviewees could
be expected to maintain a level of attention needed to answer questions (Dane 1990; Foddy 1993). The
number and complexity of questions were then fitted into a maximu4 time £tame of 60 minutes to allow for a
general introduction, occasional discussions on points that the interviewees wished to discuss further, and a

,

conclusion. The interviews were then structured into five parts (see Table 3.3, which outlines the component
parts to each of these sections that drove the individual questions).
Most of the questions were designed to collect reflections on the development and implementation of the
visitor management models, but there were two additional areas covered. The first additional area attempted
to identify who the cril~calstakeholders were iw each stage of the development and implementation process.
..
--

This line of questioning was to determine whether there were any patterns to stakeholder involvement, and
whether there were particular stakeholders who stayed with the process throughout. The second additional
area was to determine the status of the actions recommended in the final report of each model. Most of these
actions related to the establishment of the various monitoring programs needed to supply the respective
model with data about the current state of the tourism-environment interaction. Key actions were considered
to be initiatives such as the establishment of a visitor exit survey, an operator survey, periodic community
polling research, and environmental monitoring. The information was collected by asking interviewees what
actions they were aware had been implemented to date.
The component parts of the interview structure were then converted into specific questions. A copy of the
interview form for Jenolan Caves can be found in Appendix A and that for Kangaroo Island in Appendix B.

Table 3.1

Structure of in-depth interviews

Componentparts

Interview structure

Purpose of the interview, proposed structure and application of results.

Part One: Introduction

Objectives for the model to achieve.

Part Two: Operational

Perceived benefits of the mdhel.

context to the model

I

I
I

I
Part Three: Choice of the

l model

Part Four: Implementation

I of the model

I

I
I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

Identification of stakeholders and focus given in the model.
Consideration of alternative models.
Understanding of model selected.

I
I

Summary and highlights of the development process.
Stakeholders involved.
Resources allocated to implementation.
Elements of the model implemented and time &me of implementation.
Stakeholder involvement in implementation.
Actual benefits of the model.
Follow-on management actions undertaken.

I

I

I

Review initiatives and proposed modifications.
Barriers to full implementation.
Potential initiatives to overcome bamers.
Part Five: Reflections on
the process to date

I

Possible modifications given hindsight.
Barriers to full implementation and means to overcome them.
Plans to evaluate the model.
Predicted future of the model.
Other comments that the interviewee would like to make.

/

Selecting and contacting interviewees
There were five people chosen for interviews for each case study. The selection of interviewees was targeted
at people already identified in the development of the model as a key stakeholder and those who had had the
most experience with developing and 1 or implementing the model. As a result, most people were chosen
from the respective model's Implementation Committee - groups set up to implement the respective models.
The other people that were suggested by this group were identified because it was felt that they would
become important to the implementation phase.
The interviewees were first contacted by telephone and each call introduced the purpose of the study and the
interviews, what the interview would cover, how long the interviews would take and how interviews would
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be utilised for this study. Every individual contacted by telephone and invited to be interviewed accepted
immediately. Friendly and enthusiastic responses appeared to come f?om people's familiarity with the author
and appreciation that the interviews would be done face-to-face on-site or at their chosen place of
convenience. Some individuals made remarks such as:
"Great project, it will be so useful for us to have someone pull it altogether" (Ted Reedypers.
comm. 1997).

"It's the least I can do to help after your hard work" (David Crinionpers. comm. 1997).
m

"It should help a few others going down the same road" (Craig Wickhampers. comm. 1997).

Preparing interviewees
After telephoning, every interviewee was then faxed a copy of the interview questions several days prior to
the interviews being undertaken. The purpose of this action was to enable the interviewees to consider their
responses and be prepared on the day of the interview. Each interview question had space underneath for
notes to be made. All of those interviewed read the questions prior to the interview day but nobody made
notes on their question sheets. Accompanying the interview format was a, information sheet, which explained
the background to the study and the purpose of the interviews.
Each invited interviewee was asked to comment on the selection of interviewees, to determine whether they
felt the group represented a reasonable selection of the key stakeholders involved in developing and
implementing the model. For each case study this resulted in one additional interviewee being proposed
(Ellery Hamilton-Smith for Jenolan Caves, and Janice Kelley for Kangaroo Island). None of the interviewees
asked to alter any of the interview format and were happy to provide as much time as was required to address
each question. As a result, some interviews took longer than the one hour anticipated.

The personal interviews for Jenolan Caves
The interviews for the Jenolan Caves case study were conducted in person at four separate locations:
the head office of the Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust, Bathurst, in November 1997;
the Jenolan Caves Historic Reserve in November 1997;
the home office of Ellery Hamilton-Smith in Melbourne in December 1997; and
the office of Richard Mackay in Sydney, in January 1998.
Table 3.2 lists the interviewees, their representative interest and the expertise they offered for the respective
Jenolan Caves case study. This information was based on the author's personal experience working Fith each
individual on the model, verified by feedback fiom the interviewees during the introductory part of each
interview. It can be concluded fiom Table 3.2 that many of the individuals represented diverse interests and
therefore provided a rich source of feedback.
In addition, several detailed discussions were held with other staff during the visit to Jenolan Caves in
November 1997. Individuals involved in these discussions included:
David Smith (a guide at Wombeyan Caves and the liaison officer for disseminating decisions and results
fiom the Committee in charge of managing the model);
Geoff Lang (Assistant to the Manager of Jenolan Caves);
Mia Thurgate (Karst Resources Officer for the Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust);
John Callaghan (Senior Guide at Jenolan); and
Rhonda Bowden (General Manager for Jenolan Caves House).

Table 3.2

Interests and expertise represented by interviewees for the Jenolan Caves Visitor Impact
Management Model

Interviewees

Ted Reedy, General
Manager, Jenolan
Caves Reserve Trust

Ernst Holland, Karst
Resources Manager,
Jenolan Caves Reserve
Trust

Representative interest

Overall management of the caves and
visitor experience

Expertise

Economic development
Environmental management

Decision making stemming ffom
insights generated by the model

Monitoring and management systems

Visitor induced environmental impacts
upon the caves

Environmental management,
particularly cave and Karst
management

Environmental monitoring and
reporting
Coordination of the model

Andrew Fletcher,
Business Development
Manager, Jenolan
Caves Reserve Trust
Steve Reilly, Manager,
Jenolan Caves, Jenolan
Caves Reserve Trust

Tourism development opportunities at
Jenolan

Organisation, business and systems
management and reporting

Past Manager of Jenolan Caves

Tourism operator management
-

Day to day management of Jenolan
Caves

Cave management
Visitor management
Tourism operator management

Ellery Hamilton-Smith,
SEM Committee
Member, Jenolan
Caves Reserve Trust

Development of the model
Stakeholder consultation and support

Social research and management
planning for cave parks
Visitor management

The personal interviews for Kangaroo Island
The interviews for the Kangaroo Island case study were conducted in person in Adelaide and on Kangaroo
Island in December 1997.
Table 3.3 lists the interviewees, their representative interest &d the expertise they offered for the Kangaroo
Island case study. This information was based on the author's personal experience working with each
individual on the model, verified by feedback fiom the interviewees during the introductory part of each
interview. It can be concluded fiom Table 3.3 that many of the individuals represented several interests and
therefore provided a rich source of feedback.
In addition, several detailed discussions were held with other staff during the visit to Adelaide and Kangaroo
Island in December 1997. Individuals involved in these discussions included:
Fraser Vickery (ecotourism operator and former Steering Committee Member);
Janice (Jacki) Kelly (Mayor, Kangaroo Island Council);
Pauline Steiner (Administration Assistant, DENR, Kangaroo Island);
John Ayliffe (Jenny Clapsons Gallery, Kingscote);
Peter Davis (apiarist, Kangaroo Island);
Bill Fox (Victorian Department of Conservation and Natural Resources);
Russell Mason parks Victoria);
l
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John Bates (Tourism New South Wales); and

-

Table 3.3

Interests and expertise represented by interviewees for the Kangaroo Island Tourism
Optimisation Management Model
Representative interest

Interviewees

Development of the model

David Crinion,
Planning and Research
Manager, South
Australian Tourism
Commission

Tom Betess, President,
Tourism Kangaroo
Island

/

Visitor management

Quality of the visitor experience on
Kangaroo Island

Monitoring and management systems

Tourism business opportunities
associated with Kangaroo Island

Local tourism marketing and product
development

Quality of the visitor experience on
Kangaroo Island

Visitor management
Monitoring and management systems

-

Tourism business opportunities
associated with Kangaroo Island

Expertise and perceptions of local
tourism operators

Quality of the visitor experience on
Kangaroo Island

Local tourism marketing and product
development
I

l

Insights to assist market Kangaroo
Tourism business opportunities
associated with Kangaroo Island
Quality of the visitor experience on
Kangaroo Island

Barry Hurst, CEO
Kangaroo Island
Council

Tourism marketing and product
development

Tourism business opportunities
associated with Kangaroo Island

Craig Wickham,
Member Tourism
Kangaroo Island and
local tourism operator
(K1 Adventure
Charters)

Marc Warren,
Marketing Manager,
Tourism Kangaroo
Island

Expertise

Stakeholder involvement in decision
making on Kangaroo Island and
stemming fiom insights generated by
the model

I

I

Promotion of Kangaroo Island
Existing and target markets to
Kangaroo Island

I
I

Local development trends and issues
Local social and cultural values
Community involvement in decision
making

Recording responses from the interviewees
An assistant (Isabel Sebastian) was employed to take notes while the researcher asked questions, and sought
qualifications to responses. This technique greatly enhanced the flow of each interview because the
researcher was then able to maintain eye contact, observe and respond to interviewee body language and
avoid awkward pauses in the conversation when notes might otherwise have had to be taken. An alternative
could have been to replace the assistant with a tape recorder and transcribe the interviews. This technique
would have created an artificial barrier between the interviewer and interviewees that, in turn, would have
reduced the reduced the frankness of the discussion and hence the depth of the insights gained. The approach
used in interviewing is supported by Jenkins (1996), who identifies problems that the use of a tape recorder
might bring as being the possibility of 'mechanical' failure of the recorder and inhibitions that may arise in
the interviews. Like Jenkins, there was no objective set to employ direct quotation - the emphasis being on
substance rather than exact wording (though quotes were noted). Comment was later sought kom
interviewees with respect to thesis content and quotations.
The interviews generated in-depth assessments of the way in which decisions were made and fiank
reflections on why they were made. There were one or two contradictory accounts of some of the earlier
moments in the conception phase, such as who generated the momentum for developing and implementing
the models and what triggered the momentum. Where possible these accounts were clarified with reference to
correspondence held in files of the respective organisation, or by representing the range of accounts to each
individual and asking for clarification. In one of the case studies there were several derogatory comments
made about the domineering and poor communication of an individual. These comments were not reported in
the Chapter but their subtext that there were problems with communication and the sharing of responsibility
was reported. One individual involved in a discussion asked to have one of their comments cited anonymous
and has been cited as anonymous pers. comm.

Feedback on draft case study chapters
All interviewees were offered the chance to review the relevant case study chapter for checking to ensure that
responses andpers. comm. remarks were accurate and non-defamatory. Four interviewees with the most
experience with the models were offered to review the case study that they had been involved with (Chapter
Four or Five) -two kom each case study: Richard Mackay and Ernst Holland (Jenolan Caves case study),
and David Crinion and Keith Twyford (Kangaroo Island case study). ,A draft of the relevant chapter was
posted to the above four individuals and left with them for approximately four weeks. Each individual then
returned a copy of the draft back with suggested edits to the text. The result was a number of minor changes
to the context sections but no changes to the sections relating to the interview-sourced material. An
underlying result was that the case studies can claim to be an accurate depiction of events.
In addition, two additional meetings were held to clarify operating expenses for the Jenolan Caves model.
This information was considered extremely sensitive and required a second visit to the offices of Richard
--

Mackay to collect the information and a visit to the offices of the Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust to meet with
Ernst Holland to verify the information.
As a result, all stakeholders interviewed fully support the accuracy and frankness of the documented case
studies.

Objective analysis
The first form of objective analysis was made by contrasting the context, scope, stakeholders, approach and
implementation of the two case s@dies. A series of tables were established to document the key
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characteristics of each case study under the headings of the context, scope, stakeholders, approach and
implementation. The tables were then interpreted to identify which elements were similar and which ones
different. The data for the tables were drawn fiom the documented case studies in Chapters Four and Five,
which had sourced most of their material fiom the final consultancy reports fiom each model and the primary
in-depth interview data undertaken for this study.
The second component of the analysis addressed how well the two models had achieved the aims and
objectives of visitor management (refer to Section 2.4 to review the objectives). A Goals Achievement
Matrix ( G M ) is commonly used to evaluate the merits of two or more approaches to a problem or objective
(Compagnoni 1986). The GAM provides an assessment of alternative approaches that reduces (but doesn't
necessarily eliminate) personal or political bias (Compagnoni 1986).
The visitor management aims and objectives were vertically listed in the first column of the GAM. Each one
was then given a relative importance by weighting out of 5 (with one being of low importance and five being
of greatest importance). The relative importance was determined with reference to previous studies that
surveyed such relativity among a sample of Australia's heritage tourism managers (Wearing and New 1996).
These weightings were listed in the second column of the G M .
Each weighting (a number between 1-5) was then listed in the second column. In the third column was
entered a number (between 0 and 5) that represented an assessment score for how well each model presented

in the case studies achieved the visitor management aims and objectives. In the fourth column was entered a
number that represented the result of multiplying each weighting number by each score. The numbers in the
fourth column represented the case studies performance in achieving each objective. The scores were then
summed to determine an overall score, with the greatest score indicating overall superiority in addressing the
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visitor management paradox. The results of the GAM were supplemented and qualified by author comment.

3.7

Stakeholder review

The final form of input to the study was a stakeholder review of a Draft of the Thesis. A Draft of the Chapter
covering Jenolan Caves was submitted to the Jenolan Caves Management Trust for comment. The Draft was
directly submitted to Ted Reedy (Manager of the Trust) with the suggestion that it be passed around relevant
staff for comment. Feedback was received from Ted Reedy, Ernst Holland and Mia Thurlow. There were
three main forms of feedback provided:
1.

Basic editorials of a factual or grammatical nature.

2. Qualifications of the individual's own comments made within the interview.

3.

Changes to the stakeholder tables.

Most of the feedback was editorial and involved correcting basic factual errors such as dates, names,
locations and references. There were no contradictions between the various suggestions and the author
implemented all but one of the suggested changes verbatim. The exception was an example of a management
change resulting from the Jenolan SEM involving discharge of hot water from Jenolan Caves House. The
author made factual changes but disagreed with the proposed change in style because it significantly diluted
the example and its worth (refer to Section 4.7 for an example).
The second form of input involved the individual suggesting changes to the way they had been quoted from
the interviews. None of the suggestions reversed the intent of the statement already made. Most involved the
addition of more context to substantiate the comment so that on its own it could not be interpreted in another
way. The author adopted all suggestions, though with some minor alterations to wording to ensure the
additional material flowed within the paragraph. There was one instance where the author's use of an
interview transcript in the thesis was rejected. The author responded to this situation in one of two ways. In
this instance, the interviewee's revised position was totally contradictory to their original position, so the
quote was removed altogether.
The third form of change suggested was additions to the stakeholder tables. The stakeholder tables had been
generated to identify principal people with some form of stake in particular phases of the model's lifecycle.
This stake may or may not involve individuals delegated to undertake work. Reviewers were slightly
confused by what constituted a stakeholder, thinking that anyone who became involved after a particular
stage in development or implementation became a stakeholder in earlier stages. Suggested additions to add or
remove individuals on the basis that they were directed to undertake work for the model was considered a
dubious alteration and only accepted if borne out by other interviewees. Suggested additions or subtractions
made by one interviewee of another interviewee were rejected (the final decision always went with the
individual concerned).

Ernst Holland and Mia Thurlow generated an unexpected form of comment. They were concerned that a
situation analysis they had recently compiled into tables had been reformatted and presented in a different
way within the thesis (see Tables 4.10 to 4.13). Their concern was partly generated by the professional need
to ensure the analysis remained accurate, and partly personal feelings that their intellectual property had been
used in a way they had not anticipated. The author discussed these concerns with the Manager of the Trust
who reinforced that while the tables needed to be as accurate as possible the transformation of the data was
now of greater value to the Trust than the original format. As a result of discussions with Reedy, minor
factual changes were taken on and the format maintained. Ernst Holland and Mia Thurlow are now satisfied
with the thesis (Ernst Hollandpers. comm. 1999).
Finally, the reviews stimulated discussion within the relevant organisations about what had been documented
and whether some positive responses could be generated. Several internal and informal reviews of processes
and outputs to date were undertaken (Ted Reedypers. comm. 1998). This is seen as an extremely iiseful
output from the study - it has generated more reflection and constructive modification to the emphasis and
process of implementation.

3.8

Chapter summary

This chapter briefly outlined the methodology used to undertake the study and the sources of data that the
methods drew upon. The principal methods were personal observations, in-depth intemiews and an objective
analysis. The Chapter stressed that personal interviews were critical in providing the insight and reflection
needed to comprehensively document how and why decisions were made. The author's personal experience
in developing the models also proved crucial in shaping and interpreting the interviews. Potential personal
values that may have influenced this experience have been disclosed in as frank a manner as possible.
The important conclusion to draw from the methodology and data sources is the level of detail and insight
they are capable of achieving. Chapter Two confirmed that there is a real lack of documentation of the
application and review of visitor management models. Specifically, it was revealed that there is:
some coverage of why models are needed;
considerable coverage of the components of various models;
very limited comparisons between models, particularly in relation to the benefits generated and the most
appropriate operational environment for each;
some coverage of how to develop models;
m

very limited coverage of the implementation of models; and
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virtually no evaluation of the success of implementation.

Chapter Two addressed this issue with an extensive coverage of visitor management models and
implementation theory. However, what is clearly missing is an in-depth outline of how some of these models
have been developed and in particular, how they have been implemented and what results they have yielded.
The methodology and data sources outlined in this Chapter ccinfm that this study is capable of providing

1

such an in-depth coverage. The author's past experience in working with the stakeholders involved in the two
case studies will provide a level of insight into the political dimensions of visitor management models. The
objective of the next two Chapters will be to capitalise on this methodology, data sources and author's unique
position to reveal the most comprehensive documentation of the development and implementation of visitor
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management models yet made.

CHAPTER FOUR
CASE STUDY ONE: DEVELOPMENT OF A VISITOR
IMPACT MANAGEMENT MODEL FOR THE
JENOLAN CAVES RESERVE
4.1

Introduction

The first of two case studies chosen for this thesis is The Jenolan Caves Reserve (Jenolan Caves - see Figure
4.1). Jenolan Caves is an ideal choice to study for at least five reasons. First, the site is one of the few places
in Australia currently implementing a visitor management model. Secondly, the author had involvement in a
small part of the model's development and is familiar with the site and managing authority (Jenolan Caves
Reserve Trust). Thirdly, some published material on parts of the model's development process already exists
and can be integrated into the study (Mackay 1996; Manidis Roberts Consultants 1995). Fourthly, since the
initial report, there has been no real public document produced or made available on the development and
implementation of the model. Therefore, this thesis provides critical feedback to all of those involved in its
development and implementation,and directly responds to the aim of this study. Several of the managers of
Jenolan Caves have identified the documentation of the development and implementation process to date as
being of great value, (Ted Reedy pers. comm. 1997). In addition, many individual management staff
perceived the need for an independent review as being extremely useful (Andrew Spate pers. comm. 1997;
Stephen Reillypers. comm. 1997; John Callaghanpers. comm. 1997; Ernst Hollandpers. comm. 1997). There
is interest in converting the results of this thesis into separate reports and information sheets for wider
dissemination (Ted Reedypers. comm. 1997). These factors demonstrate that there is a real applied value to
this case study being documented and interpreted.

4.2

Site management context

Much of the following introductory account (Sections 4.1 to 4.3) is sourced from the Jenolan Caves State of
the Environment Report 1997 (Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust 1997b), except where otherwise referenced. The
Jenolan Caves Reserve is located approximately 180 kilometres west of Sydney. The nearest major townships
are Oberon to the west and Lithgow to the north. The regional location of the Reserve is shown in Figure 4.1,
along with the specific location of the developed cave area, car parks and walking tracks. The Jenolan Caves
are within a 2,468 hectare wildlife reserve, approximately 1,500 hectares of which is underlain by carbonate
rocks.
Vegetation within the reserve includes open forest, tall forest and shrubland communities. Eight species of
protected, endangered or vulnerable species of plants have been recorded and several vertebrate species are

scheduled as endangered. Ongoing impacts to the natural values of the reserve include several highly invasive
weed species and feral animals such as foxes, cats, pigs, rabbits and dogs.
l

The caves system is extensive, and progressive research is expanding the known boundaries of the system
I
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closer and closer to the foothills of the Blue Mountains. At least 45 kilometres of known passageways within
the caves system have been mapped and divided into about 350 caves (components of the overall system
reflecting more individual characteristics such as the nature of the formations, scale and humidity). Of these,

16 caves are available for public use, while a small proportion of the others are utilised for speleological
practices and scientific research. Nine caves have been developed as show caves: Lucas; Chifley; Imperial;
River; Orient; Temple of Bal; Pool of Cerebus; Jubilee; and Ribbon.
The area was kmown and frequented by local Aboriginal people and there are a number of known Aboriginal

-

sites throughout the Reserve. The first documented visit to the caves was in 1838 by the Whalans family, who
l

~

l

l

soon after began taking people to the caves. In 1866, the caves were reserved for preservation under the NSW
Crown Lands Consolidation Act 19 13. Thus, Jenolan became the first cave system in the world to be reserved
for public ownership and preceded the world's first national park declaration by several years.

I

l

l
~
l

In 1887, permanent electrical lighting was installed into the caves, and in 1879, the first rough timber
accommodation was built for visitors. Management and developments since this time are covered in the
following individual sections.

Figure 4.1

Location of Jenolan Caves Reserve and high use area

Tourism context
The visitor experience - caves and cultural hefitage
The main focus of visitor activity is located at the bottom of a narrow steep-sided valley. Upon reaching the
bottom of the valley, visitors drive through a massive karst structure known as the Grand Arch, then past the
Trust offices and Jenolan Caves House to parking and picnic areas. Here, visitors park and walk down to the
offices to arrange a tour, explore the Grand Arch, take a tour, and utilise the catering and accommodation
facilities of Jenolan Caves House.
Through its long history as a visitor attraction, Jenolan Caves now has historical significance as one of
Australia's first tourist attractions. While the caves have always been the critical motivator to visit, the
heritage tradition of visiting Jenolan and its associated facilities enrich the caves experience. Jenolan Caves
House and associated buildings, gardens and tourist services evoke a by-gone era. Today, Jenolan Caves are
one the highest profile limestone caves in Australia (Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust 1995).

Cave tours
As mentioned above, there are nine show caves, which have an extensive array of electrical fittings,
protective metal fencing, concrete pathways, stairs and bridges, and which must all be visited with a guide.
The guide takes groups of up to 80 people along a designated route, stopping in areas capable of
accommodating the group size and people's interest. The guides interpret the cave system and highlight
attractive and unusual formations. The experience is highly structured because of the set time and restricted
access route. Varying the interpretation balance of content and entertainment produces minor variations in the
visitor experience. This is achieved through the guide observing visitors to determine what sort of a balance
they may need between content and entertainment, and how they are responding to the activity.
Tours of the show caves take between one and two hours, depending upon the length of the route and number
of attractions along the route. Table 4.1 below outlines the duration and frequency of tours for show caves,
and shows that the most number of tours are taken into Chifley, Imperial and Lucas Caves. However, by
taking the duration of the tours into account, it is evident that Lucas Cave experiences the most number of
visitor hours per week (34.5 hours), followed by the Temple of Bahl(29.5 hours). Table 4.1 suggests that in
terms of visitor hours, four caves, which average between 21 and 36 hours per week, are taking the majority
of activity. The majority of visitor activity taken on by Lucas Cave is further demonstrated by the large sized
groups permitted (up to 100, compared with around 12 for the Temple of Bahl) (Richard Mackaypers. comm.
1998).
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Table 4.1
Name of cave

Duration and pricing structure for Jenolan Show Caves

( Duration

Frequency of toursper day

Exposure

"
'
Saturday

I

1 .O

Chifley

1 or 1.5

Imperial
I

Lucas

1.5

Orient

1.5

Temple of Bahl

1.5
I

River

2.0

Pool of Cerbems
-fr
I

Jubilee

2.0
I

Ribbon

1.5

of Bahl
I

Extended Orient

2.0

Tours
Source: Adapted from Jenolan Caves Reserve Tmst (1 997c)

Sunday
per week

Pricing varies between $12 and $20 per adult and $6 to $20 for concessions (children and pensioners). The
pricing structure primarily reflects the length of the tour, though the main show caves of Lucas, Chifley and
Imperial are pitched lowest to meet the needs of the mass market (and their socio-economic status) regardless
of their tour length.

In recent years, adventure caving has been established as a means of diversifying the product. These tours are
growing in popularity and are proving influential in helping convert day visits to overnight stays (Stephen
Reillypers. comm. 1997). An example is 'The Plughole' adventure tour, introduced in late 1997, for coach
companies. Adventure caving is undertaken in five different caves (Mammoth, Elder, Wiburd's Lake,
Aladdin, and Jersey). An adventure tour ranges fiom two hours to a full day, and guides supply all equipment,
such as helmets and lamps (Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust 1997d). Tours have maximum group sizes, and with
the exception of the Plughole, must be booked in advance (in contrast to the spontaneous ticketing of the
show caves). Prices are generated on a per group basis and escalate according to labour cost and demand;
rates begin fiom the lower cost and demand weekdays of $200-500 and increase to $400-900 during
weekends and public holidays.

Accommodation
There are five forms of accommodation within the reserve with a combined capacity to accommodate
approximately260 tourists in the valley and 50 at the top of the valley.
The largest accommodation operation is 'Jenolan Caves House' (herein referred to as Caves House). Dated
fiom 1889, it remains one of the few surviving mountain guest houses that were very popular in the Victorian
era. Caves House contains 99 rooms, ranging fiom premium lodge to budget rooms (Jenolan Caves House
1996). It also contains a bar, restaurant, bistro, guest lounge, small conference facility, gift shop, adventure
playground and tennis court. caves House continues to position itself by offering traditional country
hospitality. Apart from the cave tours, Caves House is the major commercial operation within the reserve and
most visitors visit it as part of their experience. Apart fiom independent visitors, Caves House caters for all
coach tours. Caves House is owned by the Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust and leased to a private operator on a
99 year lease (see Section 4.4 for explanation of the Trust).
The second form of accommodation is 'The Gatehouse'. Located in the bottom of the valley, in the centre of
the developed area, 'The Gatehouse' pitches at the family budget market interested in active recreation (The
Gatehouse Jenolan 1997). The facility accommodates 66 guests in 13 family suites and rooms, and includes
two common areas and food preparation facilities. The operation arranges half-day and full-day activities,
including trout fishing, fossicking, horse riding, adventure caving, canyoning and abseiling. The Gatehouse
operates on a 99 year lease fiom the Trust.
The third form of accommodation is the Binda Bush Cabins, which are operated by the Trust. The cabins are
located 15 minutes drive fiom the top of the valley, on the fringe of the Jenolan Caves Reserve. They offer

budget, self-catering accommodation pitched at the family market, and can sleep five to six per cabin. The ten
cabins are set in bushland. Prolific native birds and mammals are a major attraction.
The fourth form of accommodation is a basic camping area alongside the Jenolan River at the foot of the
valley. The camping area is operated by the Trust.
The last form of accommodation is several houses located on the lower slopes of the valley. Some of these are
reserved for cave guides, and others for the Caves House operational staff and manager. These buildings are
leased from the Trust.

Other activities
A number of special events are undertaken at Jenolan on a regular or once off basis. These events inclae:
'Carols in the Caves', concerts in the Grand Arch and Lucas Cave Cathedral, and the annual flag raising
ceremony on Australia Day. The special events tend to inject substantial numbers of visitors for short periods
of time.
A 30 minute walking track takes visitors up the lower slopes of the valley to connect up with the Grand Arch
and return by road to Caves House. This acts as one of the few opportunities for visitors to explore on their
own.

Visitation
The number of visits to Jenolan recorded per annum is shown in Table 4.2, revealing the most recent
visitation to be over 250,000 per annum. Over recent years, visitation has increased by approximately 5 6 %
per annum. Indications are that an overall trend of increasing visitation will continue at least until the year
2003, though there may be occasional years with stable visitation or small declines.
Table 4.2

Visitation to Jenolan Caves 1993194-96197

Year

No visits per annum

1993194

260,000

1994195

260,000

No change

N/R

1995196

272,520

4.72% increase

Increase in mid week coach visits

1996197

264,118

3.1% decrease

Unknown

Changefrom previous year

Reason for change

N/R

Although a range of visitor surveys have been undertaken at Jenolan Caves, until recently there has been no
ongoing monitoring of visitor profiles. Furthermore, there is little published information about the profile of

visitors. The Trust's Annual Reports and State of the Environment Reports only publish annual visitor
numbers. The cash register now collects postcodes fiom every ticket sale, which will provide longitudinal
monitoring of origin. It is anticipated that a more comprehensive profile of visitors will have been established
by 1999.
What is known is that visitors fall into one of three categories; those visiting the Show Caves, those taking
specialised tours to undeveloped caves, and speleologists. On weekends the origin of the majority of visitors
is the Sydney and local region while on weekdays the origin is largely interstate travellers and overseas (Asia,
Europe and North America). Surveys have indicated general satisfaction with the caves environment and the
standard of guiding. Satisfaction highlights have come fiom lighting and music within the caves. Problems
identified by visitors include: overly large group size; overly short tour durations; seeing other visitors touch
cave formations; suitability of stairs and hand rails for the elderly; poor signage on walking tracks outside the
caves; and the price and variety of food available (Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust 1996a).

Management context
Changing management authorities
For the first 13 years after the reservation of Jenolan Caves in 1866, the organisation responsible for the
reserve was the Lands Department, followed by 20 years of management by the Mines Department. Trustees
were first appointed to manage Jenolan under Section 3 of the Public Trusts Act 1897. The Trustees originally
/

appointed were the government geologist and the Secretary and Under Secretary for the Department of Mines
and Agriculture. The Trustees were given power to grant a lease of the land and buildings for up to 10 years.
By the turn of the century, growing visitation to Jenolan Caves had led to it being recognised as a major
tourism site requiring a new management emphasis; hence management shifted to a combination of the New
South Wales State Tourist Bureau and Department of Lands in 1904. The Trustees became the General
Manager of the respective Tourism Commission. In 1969 regulations were formed and gazetted to control and
manage Jenolan and two other cave systems - Wombeyan and Abercrombie.

The Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust
In 1989 there was another management shift with a new organisation set up especially to manage the caves The Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust (NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service, 1997a). This Trust was
established as a body corporate with autonomous legal entity under the Crown Lands Act 1989 and the Crown

Lands Regulation 1990. The Trust is the current managing authority and has no recourse to the NSW
Government Treasury or other governments for funding. The Mission Statement of the Trust is "To conserve
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the natural and cultural resources of Jenolan Caves Reserve, comprising Jenolan, Abercrombie and
Wombeyan Reserves, and to promote them as leading visitor destinations in a manner which is
environmentally, culturally and commercially sustainable" (Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust 1997a). Funding for
the Trust is generated entirely from visitors; inextricably linking its two major roles of conservation and the
operation of a major tourism attraction, a very different situatiog to a typical protected area management
organisation.
The Trust currently has a Board of 10-12 members, including a Chairperson. These members are chosen to
reflect heritage conservation, speleology, tourism and local government (Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust
1996b). The Trusts' operational staff are headed by a General Manager and managers of Karst Resources and
Business Development. This team and its administrative support are based in Bathurst. Day to day
management of each of the caves is headed by a Manager. At Jenolan Caves the manager is supported by an
assistant manager, 15 guides and a team of rangers, tradesman and clerical staff totalling some 30 people.

Major planning initiatives

l

l

Until the 1970s tours of the Caves were relatively long in time spent and distance covered, reflecting a kind of

l

exploration come adventure. Between the 1970s to the 1990s tours were shortened and visitor management at
Jenolan became based around limiting visitor contact with the resource while value adding the experience
through guides. This period reflected a conservative approach to visitor management, with no models guiding
decision making and most effort going into infrastructuredevelopment and hardening of visitor access
(Mackay 1996). Specific infkastructure supporting this included a series of doors to limit air flow, extensive

l

hardening of walking routes within the cave, and extensive fencing to limit direct contact between visitor and
the resource. Some observers described visitor management as ad hoc and failing to address the quality of the
visitor experience (Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers. comm. 1997). Examples illustrating this included a lack of
review, updating and innovation in guiding, and the behaviour by coach drivers that shifted from
unsympathetic attitudes to the environment to crass comments and a general lack of sensitivity to visitor
needs.
In the mid 1970s it became increasingly apparent that visitor management above ground was not coping
(Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers. comm. 1997). A finite space for parking and other developments caused
crowding during peak periods and management became increasingly aware that traditional methods such as
hardening and expansion of infrastructure simply were not possible. One of the first major planning initiatives
occurred in 1975, when the NSW Public Works Department prepared a Master Plan Report for the Reserve.
One of the major recommendations of the report was to construct a cable car system down the steep banks of
the valley to the main visitor area and to upgrade accommodation at Caves House to luxury standard. Neither
initiative was adopted and visitor management problems continued into 1989, when a draft plan of
management was prepared that included an environmental impact assessment of the two development
proposals (Cameron McNamara Consultants 1988). Comment on the draft included the suggestion that the

Limits of Acceptable Change model be introduced to help manage Jenolan (Dr R. Osborne 1987, in Manidis
Roberts Consultants 1988). The Final Plan of Management recommended setting down limits on visitation for
periods of intense use, the development of a monitoring program to check visitor impacts, and the
introduction of the Limits of Acceptable Change model (Cameron McNamara Consultants 1989). The Plan
also established strong management principles and an initial seiof actions, but has only had minor review and
updating since. Some staff have felt the current plan no longer fully reflects the current operational
environment (Stephen Reilly pers. comm. 1997).
In the early 1990s, the establishment of an alternative transport system remained un-implemented and
crowding and resource degradation continued to be major management issues (Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers.
comm. 1997). In 1993, a Future Development Study was commissioned by the Trust to solve the transport
problems (Colston, Budd, Hunt and Twiney Pty Ltd 1994). One major recommendation was the removal of
vehicles from the Grand Arch and Caves House area. There were four strategic options canvassed that
involved capital expenditure and recurrent costs.
Continue to allow all vehicles to the bottom by upgrading the existing road from the west down Two
Mile Hill.
Restrict vehicles to the bottom by implementing a m h i shuttle bus service to transport visitors fiom the
west down Two Mile Hill, via Titania and Oberon Roads.
Restrict vehicles to the bottom by developing an aerial cable car to transport visitors from the east down
Binoomea Ridge, landing east of the Grand Arch (known as the five mile aerial).
Restrict vehicles to the bottom by developing an aerial cable car to transport visitors from the west down
Two Mile Hill using Titania Road or alternatively, the new road following the Western Ridge of
McKeowns Valley (known as the Two mile aerial).
The development of an aerial cable car was believed to present the best long term option from financial,
economic and environmentalperspectives (Colston, Budd, Hunt and Twiney Pty Ltd 1994). However,
implementation and running costs would require an increase in visitor-generated revenue, and it was uncertain
how this could be justified without a substantial improvement in the visitor experience that reflected a sense
of increased value for money.
Some of the key visitor management issues identified at this time included:
a simplistic approach to visitor management characterised first by a focus on visitor numbers to the rather
more sophisticated generation of a range of quality experiences; and secondly by the perception that all
problems could be solved through infrastructure development (Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers. comm. 1997;
Ernst Hollandpers. comm. 1997);

decision making that sometimes contradicted sound conservation, and other times significantly reduced
the quality of the visitor experience (Stephen Reillypers. comm. 1997; Ted Reedypers. comm. 1997);
the imposition of an unaccountable maximum limit of 3,000 visitors per day (set down during a rare
period of heavy visitation that was based on the size of the car park, not on the visitor experience or
degree of impact being generated by visitation), further complicated by the approach of turning people
away and asking them to return later if the car park was full (Ted Reedypers. comm. 1997);
significant overcrowding within the valley floor because physical constraints of the site severely limited
infrastructure and transport facilities, while existing staff residences, workshops and other structures took

I
1

up valuable visitor management space (Mackay 1996; Manidis Roberts Consultants 1995);

l
l

safety risks to visitors, conflict between pedestrians and vehicles, and pollution fiom the hardened-

l

1

surface runoff and vehicle emissions caused by traffic and its associated development (particularly
prevalent around the Grand Arch and Caves House precincts) (Mackay 1996; Manidis Roberts

l

Consultants 1995);

l

delays in obtaining service or getting onto the tour of their choice on busy days, resulting in considerable
visitor dissatisfaction (Mackay 1996; Manidis Roberts Consultants 1995);

l

a perception by management that the main cave tour within Lucas Cave offered a very poor quality
experience with excessive group sizes causing crowding (Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers. comm. 1997,

l

Andrew Fletcherpers. comm. 1997 and Ted Reedypers. comm. 1997);

1

inadequate information about visitors and their experiences, such as: who are theyland who is not

l

coming? what are they looking for? what are they getting? and how does the Jenolan Caves experience fit

!

within each individual's spectrum of recreation opportunities and experiences? (Mackay 1996; Manidis
Roberts Consultants 1995);

l

m

lack of data regarding visitor induced impacts upon the cave system (Mackay 1996);
projections of substantial increases in visitation over the coming decade (Mackay 1996); and
no implementation of a monitoring model or LAC, as recommended in the Management Plan (Mackay
1996; Manidis Roberts Consultants 1995).

At this time there was no on-site manager for Jenolan Caves and strategic decisions came from head office in
Sydney. Day-to-day management was divided between the Senior Guide and a Technical Services Manager.

1

Management concluded that a Visitor Services Plan was needed to identify the range of experience

I

opportunities and objectives for each opportunity, and to provide a hmework for assessing visitor

l
l

satisfaction~dissatisfactionagainst clearly defined objectives concerning the visitor experience. The Plan

would need to detail what staff did in terms of tour programs, duration, program emphasis, route lengths and
direction.

The realisation of a need for a management model
Over the period of a decade, starting from the mid 1980s, a growing portion of management came to the
gradual realisation that solving visitor-impact issues was being complicated by an even more fundamental
problem (Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers. comm. 1997). Specialists had general awareness of some of the types
of impacts occurring, such as changes in temperature, humidity and carbon dioxide, but they were unsure of
the scale of impact or the scale of visitor use that was generating the impact. There was insufficient
information about the relationship between the visitor and the resource they were visiting to make sound
visitor management decisions.
In 1982, the Senior Guide at Jenolan, Ernst Holland, read about the application of a visitor impact
management model in Africa, and began raising the issue with colleagues. In 1985, Ernst Holland presented
the idea of developing a VIMM or LAC model to Geoff Roberts of Manidis Roberts Consultants. However,
management decisions requiring long term resourcing commitments such as the model were stalled when a
change of State Government in 1985 raised the prospect of handing the management of the caves over to the
NPWS. During the late 1980s, the feedback indicated that visitors and their related stakeholders would be
wary of the idea of a management system that sounded as though it was limiting use to some but not all.
There was consensus that whatever model was developed and implemented, it had to have a dual focus of
addressing the social and environmental dimensions (Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers. comm. 1997).
During the early 1990s the issue of imminent rises in visitation and a lack of data about impacts from current
visitation enabled the Chair of the Trust (Richard Mackay) to get other Trust members to consider the issue of
environmental and social carrying capacity and the need for monitoring and some form of framework
(Richard Mackaypers. comm. 1998). The position of the Chairperson was supported by Ernst Holland, who
continually lobbied senior management using the argument that the development of a model had been
recommended in the Jenolan Caves Plan of Management and that the initiative was thus a legal obligation.
In 1993 the Chair of the Trust raised the idea of submitting a h d i n g application for consultants to develop
the model. Ted Reedy found the potential financial backing when the Commonwealth Department of Tourism
launched a funding program titled the Sites ofNational Tourism Signijkance Program in 1993. An
application was submitted by Holland for the Trust to contract consultants to determine an environmental and
social carrying capacity for Jenolan Caves via a Visitor Impact Management Model (VIMM). The submission
proposed to use the VIMM as a means of establishing an environmental and social carrying capacity, and then
checking and qualifying it as relationships between various influences on the caves and visitor experience
became clearer.

During the preparation of the proposal, thought was given by the Trust as to which stakeholders were critical
to proceeding, should the proposal be funded. These stakeholders are listed in Table 4.3. Those interviewed in
this study placed most of their emphasis on the internal organisational environment as represented by staff
and Trust members. This emphasis was sought to provide highly specialised expertise, and the energy and
commitment needed for implementation.

In the period prior to the funding decision, there were mixed thoughts on the potential benefits of the model.
Its key lobbyist and most senior staff saw the model as an opportunity to address the long list of visitor
management issues, particularly crowding, in a more structured and accountable manner (Ernst Hollandpers.
comm. 1997). The manager for Jenolan (Andrew Fletcher) and recently appointed General Manager for the

Trust (Ted Reedy) were supportive of a model being developed as a management tool and used the proposal
as a means of strengthening a symbiotic relationship between conservation of the caves and the b u s i n e ~of
cave-based tourism. Andrew Fletcher, who also saw the model as offering an opportunity to provide backup
to limits already set or needing to be reset over time. The senior guide saw benefits in being able to measure
long term cumulative change, detect issues and link the model to decision making.
Nonetheless, there was a small degree of resistance by some staff and Trust members to the proposed project.
This resistance was generated over concerns that the project:
could delay the implementation of the Future Development Study recommendations ( ~ i c h h Mackay
d
pers. comm. 1998);
was unproven to be able to work and deliver real value for money (Andrew Fletcherpers, comm. 1997);
would be extremely costly (Andrew Fletcherpers. comm. 1997);
would divert money fi-om more important projects, such as infrastructure and technology improvements
(Andrew Fletcher pers. comm. 1997; John Callaghanpers. comm. 1997);
did not have a clearly defined process for staff involvement, particularly guides (Stephenpers. comm.

should monitor the whole reserve, not just the caves (as elements above ground influenced those below)
(Stephen Reilly pers. comm. 1997); and
would be unable to cut through cultural resistance to change, evidenced by the generic and unchanging
nature of tours (Ellery Hamilton-Smith pers. comm. 1997; Richard Mackay pers. comm. 1997).

Table 4.3

Critical stakeholders to deciding to proceed with developing a model (as identified by
interviewees)

Name

Input or influence

Ernst Holland
(Ted Reedy pers. comm.
1997)

Input largely on the environmental dimension
Access to specialist expertise
Most likely person to coordinate implementation of the model

Richard Mackay
(Ellery Hamilton-Smith
pers. comm. 1997; Ted
Reedy pers. comm. 1997)

Sound understanding of Trust policy and the recently produced Future Development
Study
Input largely on the environmental dimension (natural and cultural heritage)
Widely respected by staff and other stakeholders

Patrick Larkin
(Ellery Hamilton-Smith
pers. comm. 1997; Ted
Reedy pers. comm. 1997)

Speleological representative on the Trust
Barrister specialising in environmental law
Input largely on the environmental dimension

Alison Ramsay
(Ellery Hamilton-Smith
pers. comm. 1997; Ted
Reedypers. comm. 1997)

NPWS representative on the Trust

Warwick Bennet (Ellery
Hamilton-Srnithpers.
comm. 1997)

Chairperson of Trust

Malcolm Brim
(Ernst Holland pers.
comm. 1997)

Sounding board fiom a perspective of the management of Jenolan

Geoff Lang
(Ernst Hollandpers.
comm. 1997)
Ted Reedy (Richard
Mackay pers. comm.
1998) and Trust
administration
(Steve Reilly pers. comm.
1997)

Planning and recreation expertise but input largely on the environmental dimension

Considered tough; asked many questions regarding the idea to other Trust members
and needed to be convinced by them that it was the right course of action

Operational management supporter and sounding board
Sounding board fiom a guide's perspective
Operational supporter
I'ed perceived as having a sound management focus, facilitation experience and the
respect of the Trust and staff
I'rust administration controlled knding and were the major communication channel
to the Trust

During the interviews, there was difference of opinion over who was supportive of the model, as well as the
degree of and reason for people's support. For example, some individuals suggested that the model
highlighted conflict between staff, and that Jenolan's Operational and General Manager were at best
supportive but sceptical, and at times, reflected a simplistic understanding of the model and visitor
management generally (Anon. pers. comm. 1997). Others urged that Jenolan's General Manager was
supportive but that the Operational Manager was the sceptic (Richard Mackay pers. comm. 1998). The
differences of opinion illustrate the different personalities involved and some subsequent tensions in making
and implementing joint decisions.
Nonetheless, the funding proposal for $45,000 was successfid, and this moment was widely regarded as
perhaps the major milestone in the process to date (Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers. comm. 1997). The nature of
this as being the milestone was also debated amongst those interviewed. Some felt that gaining the funcing
made it easier to push the commitment to proceed with development and implementation through the Trust;
others believed the funding decision rallied people to work more closely together on a project they could all
agree needed to be done (Richard Mackaypers. comm. 1998). The differences of opinion appeared to be
temporarily forgotten until stakeholders were assembled together (see Section 4.6)

Project emphasis
Following the awarding of a h d i n g grant, a consultancy brief was drawn up. The objectives of the proposed
study as defined in the consultancy brief were to:
develop a framework for determining carrying capacity;
determine limits in terms of social and environmental conditions and the limitations of infrastructure;
develop an ongoing information system; and
provide a starting point in terms of an acceptable upper limit of carrying capacity to form the basis of
monitoring and control of visitor impacts.
In 1994, the project was contracted to Manidis Roberts Consultants. Upon engaging the consultants, an
inception meeting was held to discuss and resolve differences between the objectives of the brief and that
advocated by the consultant's proposal. Discussions generated considerzible concern that the application of the
carrying capacity model to Jenolan Caves Reserve may result in the over-simplification of complex issues
(Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers. comm. 1997). The consultants recommended avoiding a focus on numbers of
people and the establishment of a fixed upper limit and instead determining the social and environmental
conditions which should prevail and how management should be undertaken to maintain those conditions.

The consultants considered the Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC), Visitor Activity Management Program
(VAMP) and Visitor h p a c t Management (VIM) approaches and their premise to translate management goals
into measurable management objectives through the use of indicators and standards. They concluded that the
VIMM process was the most appropriate for their needs because it appeared to be offering the simplest, most
rational approach, and because it best represented the longstanding emphasis on managing the quality of the
visitor experience and visitor related impacts (Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers. comm. 1997). The redefined
objectives kom the inception meeting were to:
develop a clear understanding of the social, environmental and inkastructure issues that face Jenolan
Caves Reserve;
apply the Visitor Impact Management (VIM) process as a hmework for determining carrying capacity

-

at Jenolan Caves Reserve; and
use the Visitor h p a c t Management process to develop an ongoing monitoring program and relate t p s
directly to the administration of the Jenolan Caves Reserve (Manidis Roberts Consultants 1995).
Meanwhile, internal staff had varying levels of awareness of the alternative models being considered. The
staff most aware of the models were the project driver (Emst Holland) and guide Stephen Reilly. These
individuals were aware of the different emphasis placed in the carrying capacity model, Limits of Acceptable
Change Model, Visitor Impact Management Model and Visitor Activity Management Program (Emst Holland
pers. comm. 1997; Stephen Reillypers. comm. 1997). Most other staff were on a steep learning curve, having
at best heard the terms but not being sure how they differed. All interviewees had difficulties fully
understanding the choice because of a lack of case studies where the models had been implemented. While
there was some distaste for the nebulous nature of carrying capacity and the political ramifications of the
LAC, most interviewees suggested that the Trust and staff were not committed to a particular model and were
happy to rely on the consultant's recommendation. Nonetheless, there was a general perception that the model
chosen would represent a process that generated outcomes that included a carrying capacity (Stephen Reilly
pers. comm. 1997). There was, therefore, some frustration that the carrying capacity still might not be
accountable (Stephen Reillypers. comm. 1997) and that its implementationmight take some time (Ted Reedy
pers. comm. 1997).

Table 4.4

Critical stakeholders to deciding to selecting the type of model (as identified by interviewees)

Name
Specialist expertise to address the environmental dimension of the model

Speleologists
(Ted Reedy and Emst
~olland
comm.)

Respected and powerful lobby group that could easily undermine the process if
not happy with it

National Trust
(Ted Reedy pers. comm.)

Widely respected by other stakeholders and generally considered an important
organisation needed to be present throughout the process

National Parks and
Wildlife Service
(Ted Reedy pers. comm.)

Widely respected by other stakeholders and generally considered an important
organisation needed to be present throughout the process

Visitors to Jenolan Caves
(Ted Reedypers. comm.)

Considered to be at the centre of opportunities and issues, since without visitors
there is no visitor experience or visitor impact to manage

The tourism industry
utilising Jenolan Caves
(Andrew Fletcherpers.
comm. 1997; Ernst
Hollandpers. comm.
1997)
Senior government
bureaucrats (Emst Holland
pers. comm. 1997)

-
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The industry generated a portion of their income fiom Jenolan and thus would be
keen to be involved in any decisions emanating fiom the model likely to
influence their use of the site.

Major critics of any limitation on visitor use
Major influence on long term funding needed to implement the model

While the general perception was that most internal stakeholders who needed to be involved were involved,
some interviewees suggested that:
the focus was on expertise needed to create rather than implement the model (ie. on scientists and
academics); and
some of the stakeholders identified were not involved at all and remained on the periphery into the next
stage of the project (eg. tourism operators such as coach companies and regional marketers, local tourism
association, Oberon Council and State government).

Development approach
Synopsis of the development methodology
As indicated in the refined project objectives, the VIMM was selected as a process to arrive at a preliminary
carrying capacity and an ongoing monitoring model. The bulk of this process was undertaken via an intensive
three day workshop, but there were several other phases to plan the workshop and several more phases still
need to be undertaken before the model is fully operational. Table 4.5 outlines these phases and their
component parts.
The following sections provide more detail on the first three of these phases (phase four and five are yet to be
initiated).

Intensive on-site workshop
Workshopparticipants
The consultants invited a substantial team of experts in either or both visitor management and cave
management, including staff and management of Jenolan Caves, to an intensive three day workshop at
Jenolan Caves. Given that some people within the team were multi-skilled, 11 people were able to provide
expertise on some aspect of karst or caves, eight people were able to p;ovide expertise in some aspect of
visitor management, three people on heritage management and three on tourism management. The
distribution of expertise is shown in Table 4.6.

Table 4.5

Major development phases of Jenolan Model

Major development
7hases

Details of development phases
-

Phase 1: Conduct an
intensive on-site
~orkshopwith a wide
m g e of expertise
:three days)

Brainstorm major management issues relating to the heritage management paradox.
Define management units (type of areas to be addressed).
Identify key environmental and social indicators which can be used to monitor
change within each management unit, and supporting desired conditions for each
indicator.
Identify a method of monitoring each indicator.
Identify conditions likely to require a management response.
=

Identify potential management responses and implications of the responses.
Identifi a preliminary environmental and social carrying capacity.

Phase 2: Write a Final
Xeport and
[mplementationPlan
:two months)
Phase 3 - Preliminary
mplementation (two
{ears)

-

Write up the elements of the VIMM and canying capacity.
Write up implementation tasks, responsibilities, time frame and budget.

Rename model Social and Environmental Monitoring (SEM) to reflect emphasis for
the next few years.

-

Establish a committee to coordinate implementation and provide expertise (known
as the SEM Committee).
Test monitoring methods and refine accordingly.
Establish data recording system.
Produce preliminary results in first State of the Environment Report.

'hase 4 - Full
mplementation (being
ntroduced in 1998)

Consolidate and report on baseline data.
Train more staff in monitoring for progressive delegation of monitoring
responsibility.
Present annual State of the Environment Reports, containing clear account of the
state of indicators, trends and recommended management responses.
Prepare a Visitor Services Plan.

'hase 5 - Evaluation
md enhancement (post
!003)

Experiment with alternative management approaches and evaluate results using the
model.
Evaluate the results being generated in order to recommend improvements.
Explore partnerships with similar organisations to maximise return on investment.
Explore the export of the model's intellectual property.
d

Table 4.6

Expertise of workshop participants

Participant

Field of expertise
p

Karst and caves
l

Patrick Larkin

4

Cathy Aley

4

Tom Aley

.\,

Michael Grey

./

Armstrong Osborne

Heritage
management
I

I

~ ny dSpate

J

Kevin Kiernan

4

Julia Jarnes

4
I

I

.(

Ronald Kerbo

4
4

Richard Mackay
Nigel Scanlon
Stephen Reilly
I

Ernst Holland

4

Ellery-Hamilton-Smith

4
l

I

I

Alison Ramsay
Alan Graefe
Ken Marriot
Wej Paradice

4

Terry de Lacey
I

Warwick Bennet
red Reedy

I

Visitor management

Tourism operator
management

Workshopstructure
The workshop included formal workshop sessions, an opportunity for site familiarisation and first hand
observation of a typical visitor experience. The site familiarisation,particularly the guided tour of Lucas
Caves, was considered by some as a second milestone in the ovkrall process (Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers.
comm. 1997). The tour resulted in virtually all workshop participants expressing widespread concern over the

quality of the visitor experience and the lack of flexibility to adjust to different groups and their needs. The
tour in effect consolidated the need to address the quality of the visitor experience as well as the state of the
resource.
The structured sessions of the workshop were based around seven major tasks:

1. Brainstorm major management issues relating to the heritage management paradox.

2. Define management units (type of caves).
3.

Identify key environmental and social indicators, which can be used to monitor change within each
management unit, and supporting desired conditions for each indicator.

4. Develop a monitoring program for the indicators.

l

5.

Identify conditions likely to require a management response.

6. Identify potential management responses and implications of the responses.
7. Identify a preliminary environmental and social carrying capacity for the site.
Each of these stages is covered in more detail below.

Brainstorm management issues
The identification of key issues surrounding the heritage management paradox, as they related to Jenolan
Caves were identified as being:
a lack of measurable objectives for Jenolan Caves Reserve;

l
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inadequate use of monitoring research;
lack of a visitor management plan to guide and emphasise visitor management; and
poor quality visitor transport and infkastructure.

These issues have been outlined in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. This stage of the approach revealed several strong
and polarised views about the Trust and its management approach, which had clearly been suppressed for
some time (Richard Mackaypers. comm. 1998). Several Trust members presented a view that the Trust
lacked a clear mission and that the established one (see Section 4.4) was schizophrenic in trying to conserve
the environment and provide a high quality visitor experience. These Trust members strongly urged the group
to choose environmental management or visitor experience, heating the group to real conflict of opinion that
was only averted by the Chair insisting that members accept the dual role.

Define resource management units
The development of management units was driven by spatial distribution and visitor use. This generated four
units, based on separating developed and less developed caves as the first two units, then separating abwe
ground areas by areas of high and low density visitation. This simplicity was the result of most visitor activity
being strongly controlled by natural and man-made physical limitations on access. Each unit was considered
to be homogenous in terms of management issues and objectives. Nonetheless, during the development of the
model it became evident that the Developed caves unit deserved further definition because it was here that
most of the visitor management issues were compounded. While the Final Report retained the four units,
ongoing reference to the model began to refer to several sub categories of Developed caves to reflect
variations in the balance between the state of the cave and degree of visitor influence. Table 4.7 provides
details of each of the four management units and the three sub groups for developed caves.

Identzfi indicators and desired conditions
Indicators were required to suggest the state of the environmental or social condition. A wide range of
environmental and social indicators were generated for each management unit, with over 40 possible
indicators being identified. The full list of indicators were presented as Appendices in the Final Report (see
Manidis Roberts Consultants 1995). From these ashort-list of potential 'key' indicators of
environmental/social conditions was developed. Criteria for selecting the most appropriate indicator included:
simplicity;
cost effectiveness;
ability to relate to changes in visitor use and environmental conditions; and
m

ability to respond quickly to a reduction in impacts after management action.

Table 4.7

Explanation of four management units for the Jenolan VlMM and evolving s u b categories for
developed caves

Management unit

Explanation

Developed above ground
areas

Includes the Grand Arch and Caves House precincts. This is a high use area
providing for road access to the caves and inffastructure including, parking,
ticket outlets, food outlets, amenities, guest accommodation, staff housing, workplaces and services.

Developed caves type a)

Show caves, providing for guided tours with lighting, protective fences,
pathways and bridges.
Caves where natural energy fluxes far exceed those created by visitors, with the
consequence that their environmental parameters are not affected (eg. caves
subjected to regular flooding or ventilated by strong cave winds.

Developed caves type b)

Show caves, providing for guided tours with lighting, protective fences,
pathways and bridges.
Caves where natural and visitor energy fluxes are of similar magnitude, where
environmental parameters respond to visitors but return to their natural
equilibrium levels in a reasonable time after the visit.

Developed caves type c)

Consists of the show caves, providing for guided tours with lighting, protective
fences, pathways and bridges.
Caves where the visitor fluxes far exceed any natural fluxes, so that the natural
equilibrium may be destroyed.

Low density surface areas

Includes the undeveloped surface areas that play an important role in the
protection of the Karst catchment area. There is also provision of walking trails,
f ~ access
e
and look-out points.

Other caves

Includes all other caves, which provide for guided adventure tours, speleological
activities and scientific research.

Source: Adapted from Manidis Roberts Consultants (1995)

The principle social indicator proposed was the level of visitor satisfaction. The key environmental indicators
proposed for the developed cave unit included those parameters that affect the balance between calcium
carbonate being precipitated on cave formations, and that going back into solution. The parameters that affect
this equilibrium are carbon dioxide concentration, humidity, temperature and vegetation and soil health on the
surface.
After selecting indicators, workshop participants then identified potential desired conditions for each
indicator. The proposed desired condition for visitor satisfaction was that 90% of visitors rated their
experience highly or very highly. The desired condition of the developed caves was proposed to be 'To limit
the fluxes introduced by visitors to those that are within natural equilibrium established in such parameters as
temperature, humiditylevaporation and carbon dioxide concentration' (baseline data is needed in order to
characterise the natural equilibrium within the three categories of developed caves as defined above).

-

Determining these conditions or standards proved difficult because of a lack of baseline data and because
each one needed to be expressed in quantitative form. Moreover, many possible environmental or social
indicators were considered of dubious quality.
The lack of reliability in desired conditions appeared to the workshop participants to be the weakest link in
the model. Until adequate baseline data became available, management impacts, visitor numbers and,
ultimately, the carrying capacity of the reserve could not be correlated with changes in the key impact
indicators. Participants decided that monitoring of the key indicators also needed to be supplemented with
some more in depth studies aimed at documenting the cause-effect relationship between use and impacts.
These in depth studies would also serve the valuable purpose of validating the monitoring of indicators and
protocols, and could occur less frequently, perhaps every 3-5 years, to supplement the ongoing monitoring
program.

Develop a monitoringprogramfor the indicators
A means of monitoring the status of each indicator was then developed. To be considered, the monitoring
techniques had to:
be flexible to meet changing information and environmental conditions and be responsive to new
information as it comes to light;
take into consideration the full range of indicators and the interrelAtionship between them;
consider the causal relationship between the external environmental variables (eg. rainfall) and conditions

in the caves; and
use indicators to determine the level of impact in order to define a response strategy to deal with its
cause.

The measurement of the principle social indicator (visitor satisfaction) was proposed to be the use of visitor
surveys. While each monitoring technique included an estimation of frequency of measurement, the precise
way in which the technique had to be carried out was left for specialists to flesh out at a later date. For
example, while visitor surveys were proposed, the actual question was not written out or given operational
context.

Identijj conditions likely to require a management response
Workshop participants then turned to developing a management response mechanism. This involved
brainstorming significant issues the model might identify that would suggest the need for a response by
management. The prioritised limiting conditions generated by workshop participants were:

vehicle parking in developed above ground areas;
vehicles and vehiclelpeople interactions in the Grand Arch which has implications for both resource
protection and visitor satisfaction;

,

i&astructure and provision of services in the developed above ground area;
overcrowding and vehiclelpeople interactions around the ticket office and food outlet;
tour overcrowding which has implications for resource protection and visitor satisfaction;
management flexibility in hours of operation, strategies for high volume days, diversity of tour offerings,
sizing of tour groups and duration of tours; and
hydrological disturbance in developed above ground areas with lack of natural drainage patterns and runoff from paved areas with risk of pollution to caves and waterways.

Identzjjpotential management responses and implications of the responses
Participants then brainstormed how management should respond to the limiting conditions, and what
implications the responses might have on visitation. The testing of the response mechanism also served as a
preliminary check of the relevance of the various indicators in forewarning problems.

Establish a preliminary environmental and social carving capacity
Early in the workshop participants resolved that a simple number could not easily be generated to represent an
environmental and social carrying capacity. From a social perspective, an appropriate upper limit would
depend on a range of variables, including mode of transport, infrastructure provision and timing of tours.

Many of the scientists made the point very strongly that from an environmental perspective, there was
insufficient scientific data to be able to determine a precise number as an upper limit.
The participants therefore agreed that an accurate figure on potential visitor numbers could not be provided.
However given the extent of the cave system, the under-utilised resources available both above and below the
ground, and the potential for increasing the range of experiences offered, there was support for the expressed
judgement that an increase of 40% (up to 500,000 peoplelyear) would be possible if
cars were removed;
some changes to the physical environment could be satisfactorily implemented, eg. an exit tunnel from
the Imperial Cave; and
a VIMM was developed and adhered to.
The workshop participants agreed that it was essential that the carrying capacity figure remain flexible, and
that any change to the figure be based on the environmental and social criteria identified in the W M . The
development of the VIMM for monitoring social and environmental conditions therefore became vital to
maintaining the credibility of the capacity estimate and thus vital to the credibility of management. The
development of a VIMM for Jenolan became the focus of the remainder of the workshop.

Development of a final report and implementation plan
Presenting the VIMM
Following the workshop, the consultants compiled the results into a Draft Report. The feature of the report
was the monitoring component of the VIMM model (see Table 4.8). It is interesting to note from Table 4.8
that despite the emphasis for the model to cover both the state of the resource and the quality of the visitor
experience, the latter only received one indicator - visitor satisfaction, and that this indicator has the least
developed monitoring method.

Table 4.8

Visitor Impact Management Model for Jenolan Caves

Management unit 1: Developed above ground
Desired conditions

Monitoring method

Visitor
satisfaction /
dissatisfaction

90% of visitors to rate high or very
high; linked to objectives of Visitor
Services Plan.

Coatinual visitor survey and quarterly data
compilation; linked to Visitor Services
Plan.

Hydrology

Unaltered infiltration rates 1 points,
maintenance of natural hydrographs
(peak flows and duration curves).

Preferablv event based referral to historical
records, stream gauging and water quality
analysis.

Infrastructure
capacity

No interference with environmental
regimes, sufficient infiastructure for
adequate supply of utilities (sewage,
water, power and services) and
access by visitors.

Annual observation and management
analysis of needed infiastructure
requirements, combined with a structured
interview with staff and detailed reporting
fiom lessee.

Indicators

-

Management unit 2: Developed caves
Desired conditions

Monitoring method

Visitor
satisfaction I
dissatisfaction

90% of visitors to rate high or very
high; linked to objectives of Visitor
Services Plan.

Continual visitor survey and quarterly data
compilation; linked to Visitor Services
Plan.

Selected
terrestrial and
aquatic bioindicators

Maintenance of populations for
selected terrestrial and aquatic bioindicator as linked to survey
identifying critical components of
cave biodiversity.

Annual cave biota survey to identify critical
components of cave biodiversity selected in
relation to key habitats that will constitute
an appropriate set of terrestrial and aquatic
bio-indicators.

Carbon dioxide

No permanent increase due to
visitors, a maximum relaxation time
of 12 hours and no levels which
cause adverse effects on visitors and
guides.

Continuous selection of air samples
measured with a Drager and continuous
measurement by non-dispersive S a - r e d
spectometry.

Temperature

No permanent increase, a relaxation
time after temperature rise due to
tours of 12 hours.

Continuous recording using thermocouples
attached to data loggers.

Evaporation 1
humidity

No permanent relative humidity
Continuous recording using humidity
decrease with a relaxation time after probes attached to data loggers.
relative humidity drop due to tours
of 12 hours.

Water quality

No chemicals that can be directly
attributed to anthropogenic pollution
such as: (insecticides, herbicides,
pesticides and hydrocarbons);
sewage; un-natural increase in Na',
K', SO^^-, NO;,
and C u ; no
gross changes in the chemistry
associated with the carbonate
equilibrium.

Indicators

Bi-annual analysis of anthropogenic
pollution at a NATA registered chemical
analytical laboratory. Monthly ongoing
analysis of sewage using existing system.
Bi-monthly analysis of carbonate
equilibrium using current Sydney
University system.

Table 4.8

Visitor Impact Management Model for Jenolan Caves (cont)

Management unit 3: Low density use above ground
Desired conditions

Monitoring method

Erosion

Minimal erosion due to disturbance
and high proportion of natural
ground cover.

Preferably event based on site observation
of problem areas to assess stream
sedimentation and siltation, supplemented
with air photo assessment of disturbed
vegetation.

Visitor
satisfactionl
dissatisfaction

90 % of visitors to rate high or very
high; linked to objectives of Visitor
Services Plan.

Continual visitor survey and annual data
compilation; linked to Visitor Services Plan

Habitat diversity

Re-establishment of natural
vegetation and reduced populations
of feral animals.

Quarterly assessment of the proportion of
ground cover using air photos and ground
patrol assessment for weeds, as well as
trapping, baiting and ground patrol
assessment for feral animals.

Management uni

):

Indicators

Other caves

Desired conditions

Monitoring method

Physical damage

No new damage and best practice in
damage control.

Quarterly inspection and photo monitoring.

Selected
terrestrial and
aquatic bioindicators

Maintenance of populations for
selected terrestrial and aquatic bioindicator as linked to survey
identifying critical components of
cave biodiversity.

Annual cave biota survey to identify critical
components of cave biodiversity, selected
in relation to key habits that will constitute
an appropriate set of terrestrial and aquatic
bio-indicators.

Visitor
satisfaction l
dissatisfaction

90% of visitors to rate high or very
high; linked to objectives of Visitor
Services Plan

Continual visitor survey and annual data
compilation; linked to Visitor Services Plan

Indicators

Source: Adapted from Manidis Roberts Consultants (1995:14-15)

The other part of the Jenolan VlMM was the management response mechanism. Table 4.9 presents the
response mechanism of the Jenolan VIMM and shows that response mechanisms were developed for periods
when all indicators were within and outside their desired conditions. Specifically, there were projected
response mechanisms for breaches in the desired conditions of five indicators (infrastructure capacity, visitor
dissatisfaction, carbon dioxide, temperature and humidity). This is a strategic approach to the VIMM
management response because management has already prioritised the indicators based on their likelihood of
being breached.
Table 4.9 also shows that most of the management responses are based around the development of a Visitor
Services Plan. Herein lies an imminent management issue, because the nature of the response is uncertain and
may delay the efficiency of the chosen response.

Implementation Plan
The other component featured within the Draft Report was an implementation plan. The Implementation Plan
stressed the need for the Trust to commit itself to the model and annually review policies and procedures in
relation to data generated by the model. The implementation plan also outlined:
implementation tasks, and their respective time fiames, establishment and ongoing costs;

.

who should be responsible for implementing the VIM process (Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust);
options for who should oversee the monitoring and reporting duties (Trust, existing committee, new
committee or contractors); and
the type for reporting to use (State of the Environment Report).
Some of the proposed key implementation features are shown in Figure 4.2.
A draft of the implementation plan was generated in consultation with the Trust and then integrated into a
draft report. Comments on the Draft Report were invited in early August of 1994 and two weeks later
feedback fiom several Trust staff was forwarded on to the consultants for integration into a Final Report.

Table 4.9

Preliminary management response mechanism for Jenolan VlMM

Management response when results are within desired conditions
Priority
indicators

Anticipated management response

I
None identified
outside desired
conditions

I Monitor conditions
Undertake a resource inventory

Implications to visitation

I-

Implement relevant management
actions from Management Plan

May limit visitation to specific areas 01
caves.
Will not reduce the carrying capacity
of the Reserve.

Management response when results are outside desired conditions
Priority
indicators

Anticipated management response

Idkastructure
capacity

Remove traffic and parking
from the Grand Arch Precinct.

Visitor
satisfaction /
dissatisfaction

Prepare visitor services plan to
improve all visitor facilities and
increase the range of services.

Disturbance of
cave process
equilibrium as
defined by carbon
dioxide,
temperature and
humidity

Collect baseline data.
Prepare Visitor Services Plan.
Review cleaning and guide
tours.

Implications to visitation

-

-

Existing environmental capacity is
already exceeded on an annual basis
because of the imposition of
infrastructure in the valley.
Social capacity is exceeded on peak
days.

-

An annual increase in visitation may be
possible if off-peak visits could be
encouraged.

-

Possibility for substantial increase in
visitation if the Visitor Services Plan
coordinates human interactions and
measures satisfaction and
dissatisfaction levels.

- --.*. ----

p

Figure 4.2
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Implementation and evaluation components and responsibility

Jenolan Caves

Plan of
Management
Policies1
Procedures

Environmental and
Social Monitoring

Environmental
Monitoring Program

Jenolan
Caves
Annual State
of the
Environment
Report

1

Source: Adapted from Manidis Roberts Consultants (1995:19)

Final Report
Feedback on the Draft Report largely came fiom the Trust as a set of substantive comments and a set of
editorial comments. These comments were contained within a letter, written by the Manager of Jenolan Caves
Reserve Trust (Ted Reedy) to Manidis Roberts Consultants dated 17/8/94. The letter contained the principal
statement:
The Trust is supportive of the approach and methodology provided by the consultant report and believes
that it represents highly significant ground breaking material. The report is short and pithy; therein lies its
strength. However, the shortness of the report has also led to a number of weaknesses. The Trust feels that
a number of statements are made in the draft report which are not sufficiently explained or justified. While
not wishing to see a lengthy report, the Trust believes that this further explanation would significantly
improve the report.
One of the first changes requested was to present the report under the banner of the original purpose of the
study (the development of an environmental and social carrying capacity), even though the study had moved
away fiom this and generated a VIMM. The Trust asked that the original objectives and project title be
included to reflect the original intention. The consultants obliged but commented that the reversion may
confuse stakeholders and slow implementation (Geoff Robertspers. comm. 1997). Other alterations
requested and adopted included:
reinforcing that the site would be concurrently managed to conserve the resource and provide a quality
visitor experience (despite vigorous debate over the balance during the development workshop);
providing more detail on the rationale for a carrying capacity and its operational context for Jenolan
Caves;
emphasising the need for the model to be flexible enough to be improved over time;
recommending that the initial monitoring emphasis be the establishment of baseline data; and
providing more detail for implementation, particularly a staged time h m e , cost estimates and staff

~

training.

A Final Report was generated several weeks later, and released in January 1995.

Reflections on development phases
Critical moments in the development process
All the individuals interviewed suggested that the single most ditical moment of the first two development
phases was the intensive workshop. The workshop was viewed as vital not only because of the material it
generated but the energy, rapport and commitment it built up across individuals traditionally seen as
representing potentially conflicting interests. Supplementary to this milestone was the decision by the Trust to
proceed to develop a model and commit medium term resources to implement it, followed by the 'winning' of
a grant to fund the workshop and report, and the establishment of a committee (SEM Committee) to
implement the model (Stephen Reilly pers. comm. 1997; Ernst Hollandpers. comm. 1997; Ted Reedy pers.
comm. 1997; Richard Mackay pers. comm. 1998).

Potential improvements to the developmentprocess
All interviewees were comfortable that all aspects of the development process were necessary. However, all
noted a number of aspects that could have been done better. First, the intensive workshop covered what
should be done but not how to implement it (Stephen Reillypers. comm. 1997). The Final Report could have
better documented the implementation process that, in turn, would have enhanced coordination. One or two
additional workshops on the operational detail would have moved the implementation phase into gear much
quicker.
Second, much of the refinement of the monitoring techniques was undertaken in isolation of existing expertise
and not shared with stakeholders (Ernst Hollandpers. comm. 1997; Ted Reedypers. comm. 1997). An overreliance on Ernst Holland to deliver the operational aspects of the SEM limited awareness of what was being
done amongst staff and other stakeholders (Stephen Reillypers. comm. 1997). More consultation was needed
between Ernst Holland and various staff and individuals with specialist expertise in various aspects of the
SEM. Though the Internet was not available in the Trust offices, terminals elsewhere could have been used to
search for best practice visitor management and similar monitoring techniques. Contracted expertise could
have reduced the time taken to refine the SEM. Contracted expertise could have freed up Ernst to generate
more stakeholder awareness and support.

Bonding and alienating influences on stakeholders
During the development of the model consideration of stakeholders widened. Table 4.10 lists the stakeholders
perceived as being relevant to the development process, according to those interviewed for the study. This list
is considerably narrower than the list of people engaged to attend the workshop. Generating the framework of
the model within the limited timeframe was considered more important than involvement of all stakeholders

(Richard Mackaypers. comm. 1998). Upon reflection, it was suggested that the list of stakeholders should
have been wider than the group utilised to include the Historical Society, Caves House tourism operator and
those employed by the Trust (Stephen Reillypers. comm. 1997).
A number of influences served to bond stakeholders during thecdevelopmentprocess. The two strongest
elements suggested were firstly the push by several Trust members to proceed, and secondly the facilitation of
the intensive workshop by Manidis Roberts Consultants (Richard Mackaypers. comm. 1998). Two additional
elements were the increased profile of Jenolan generated by local and State media interested that something
was being done to address the visitor management paradox and increasing interest and respect fkom protected
area managers fiom across Australia and parts of the world (Richard Mackay pers. comm. 1998).
Unfortunately, a number of elements alienated some stakeholders. The most problematic of these was a lack
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of communication between head office and the staff at Jenolan (Stephen Reillypers. comm. 1997). There
were a number of innovative attempts to communicate with staff, including briefings for operational staff by
social scientists, and the insertion of an information sheet within all staff pay slips (Stephen Reillypers.
comm. 1997; Emst Hollandpers. comm. 1997). Nonetheless, some staff remained alienated or ambivalent.
The interviews revealed a substantial difference of opinion over who made communication efforts and why
most effort failed. Some Trust members and senior management staff believe they did everything they could
to communicate with operations staff, but were met with a lack of interest and commitment (Richard Mackay
pers. comm. 1998). Operational staff were convinced that few efforts have been made and that the Trust and
senior staff live in a kind of ivory tower (Anon. pers. comm. 1997).

In addition, stakeholder groups such as Caves House, coach companies, the region's tourism industry and
Blue Mountains Tourism Association, and State government, had either little or a confused idea of what was
being undertaken (Andrew Fletcherpers. comm. 1997). What appears to have been missing in communication
attempts was not what the model was or even how it worked, but how it could provide practical assistance to
day to day decision making.

Table 4.10

Critical stakeholders to developing the model (as identified by interviewees)

Stakeholders
Emst Holland
(Ted Reedypers. comm.
1997)
Richard Mackay
(Ted Reedy pers. comm.
1997)

Input or injluence
Access to specialist expertise.
Energy and commitment to coordinate the development and the implementation
of the model.
Sound understanding of Trust policy and the recently produced Future
Development Study.
Widely respected by staff and other stakeholders.

Ted Reedy
(Emst Holland pers.
comm. 1997)

Experience in marketing and the tourism industry.

Alison Ramsay
(Ted Reedypers. comm.
1997)

Planning and recreation expertise.

External expertise
(Emst Holland pers.
comm. 1997)

Specialist skills to develop indicators.

Visitors linked to
conservation groups
(Emst Hollandpers.
comm. 1997)

Kept project in a high profile and thereby kept management commitment to its
full development.

Visitors fiom the region
(Emst Hollandpers.
comm. 1997)

Considered to be at the centre of opportunities and issues. Without visitors there
is no visitor experience or visitor impact to manage.

Tourists fiom interstate or
overseas
(Emst Hollandpers.
comm. 1997)

-

Take friends and relatives to Jenolan and thus act as marketers.
Considered to be at the centre of opportunities and issues, since without visitors
there is no visitor experience or visitor impact to manage.
Generate the highest revenue for the Trust.

4.7

Preliminary implementation

l

As indicated in Table 4.5, the preliminary implementation phase largely involved five major areas of focus:
1.

Renaming the model Social and Environmental Monitoring (SEM) to reflect the emphasis for the next
few years.

2 . Establishing a committee to coordinate implementation and provide expertise (known as the SEM
Committee).
3.

Testing monitoring methods and refine accordingly.

4.

Establishing data recording system.

5.

Producing preliminary results in first State of the Environment Report.

-

Renaming of the model
After the release of the Final Report, the Trust interpreted VIMM as being a completed process. In essence,
they interpreted VlMM as having generated a preliminary carrying capacity and a monitoring program that
would clarify and c o n f m the capacity, and perhaps generate new solutions to pressing management issues.
As a result, the Trust narrowed their focus to establishing a social and monitoring program. The new name of
the model became known as the SEM; Social and Environmental Monitoring.

Establishment of the SEM committee
The release of the Final Report also revealed to the Trust that some of the impartial expertise provided to
establish the model was needed to implement it. In response, they established a small working committee to
fulfil four critical roles.
1.

Implementing the social and environmental monitoring program.

2. Producing an annual State of the Environment Report.
3.

Reviewing the quality of the data and reports produced from the monitoring.

4.

Identifying implications for management from the above activities.

l
l

The Trust looked for experience in: Jenolan Caves and their management; natural area management; karst
geomorphology and research; hydrology and chemistry; cave biology; radon and physics; visitor
management; impact management; and tourism management. Nine people were selected for the SEM

l
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Committee. One year and four months after the release of the Final Report, the Committee was brought
together in May 1996 for an inaugural two-day meeting to introduce visitor management issues and define the
roles of the committee. Like Trust members, each Committee member receives a stipend and has travel and
accommodation expenses provided for.

Testing and refining of monitoring methods
The day to day role testing and refining of monitoring methods was allocated to the Karst Resources
Department. The Manager of the Department (Ernst Holland) was allocated a significant proportion of his
week to do this and was given an additional staff member specially to assist. As mentioned earlier, the Final
Report provided an outline of the monitoring techniques to be used. The actual way in which the techniques
needed to be undertaken were undefined. Staff were uncertain of the equipment needed, the timing andcalibration required, the questions to be asked, and the way to record and process data. Furthemore, none of
the techniques had been pre-tested on site so staff were unsure whether the techniques would deliver
information in a reliable manner. Some of the techniques (such as the use of condoms to collect water
deposits from stalactites) ended up being unreliable, and new techniques needed to be quickly found and
tested. Evaluating the effectiveness of each technique was made all the more difficult because of a lack of
baseline data, so the collection'of baseline data was undertaken concurrently with testing and refining.

Establishment of a data recording system
Not only did monitoring techniques have to be tested and refined, so too, did the recording system. The Final
Report did not outline how the data should be recorded or analysed (eg. what sort of computer programs were
required, what level of sophistication of data should be generated, and what level of statistical analysis needed
to be undertaken). The basis of the recording system is the entering of data onto spreadsheets for tabulation
and graphical presentation. The establishment of a recording system also became the responsibility of the
Karst Resources Department. During this period, the Trust began to realise that the initial productivity of the
first two phases would be a stark contrast to the long haul of refining monitoring and recording techniques.

~

Preliminary results
Thef i s t State of the Environment Report
The responsibility for reporting on the compiled data generated by the various monitoring techniques is that
of the Trusts' Karst Resources Department. Annual results and insights fi-om the monitoring are reported in a
State of the Environment Report, contained within the Trusts' Annual Report. The 1996 Annual Report
featured the inaugural State of the Environment Report, which contained a large amount of background, and a
loose and overlapping structure of information, results and comment. The Report was produced by the SEM
Committee and covered:

-

the physical environment (sedimentation,water quality, air quality, speleotherm discolouration, and
radon);
the biological environment (flora, fauna, endangered species and exotic species);
the built environment (access, facilities and interpretation); and
the visitors (profile, experience and further research).
The inaugural report contained a mixture of data on current conditions, opinions about impact implications
and management advice to the Trust on how to mitigate impacts.

Insights generated
The Chair of the Trust acknowledges that the implementation of the SEM will take many years of dedication
before significant insights are generated and that any insights generated fi-om the initial focus on collecting
baseline data will be perceived as bonus (Richard Mackaypers. comm. 1998). Of those interviewed, only
Ernst Holland and Ellery Hamilton-Smith, who have been very close to the SEM, appeared aware of some of
the insights that the SEM had yielded. Ted Reedy (pers. comm. 1997) suggested that the SEM had begun as a
classic reflection of scientific research; raising more questions than it was answering. Nonetheless, amongst
the various interviewees, the following insights were suggested as having been generated by the SEM:
caves do not display the degree of temperature stability commonly proposed - they shift with seasonal
variation and may be subjected to global influences such as the Greenhouse effect (Emst Hollandpers.
comm. 1997);
there is now sufficient data about co2to be able to determine the most appropriate group sizes for each
cave (Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers. comm. 1997);

social profiles appear to have a much stronger ability to predict behaviour and impact than first predicted
(Ernst Holland pers. comm. 1997);
construction and maintenance of visitor facilities appears to generate far greater degrees of impact upon
the caves than the presence of visitors (Emst Holland pers., comm. 1997);
car exhaust fumes generated by traffic passing through the Grand Arch do not cause as much impact as
expected as the fumes only penetrate the cave system 100m - the majority of hydrocarbon pollution
actually comes from Sydney (Ellery Hamilton-Smith pers. comm. 1997; Stephen Reilly pers. comm.
1997);
profiles of the state of walking tracks suggest that track location and construction materials have a far
greater bearing on their rate and nature of deterioration than visitor impact (Ernst Hollandpers. c m m .
1997); and
each cave or individual chamber has its own period of time needed to recover from the presence of
visitors - once this is known management may be able to refine the frequency and duration of tours (Ernst
Holland pers. comm. 1997).
An actions audit was undertaken to determine which implementation tasks had been achieved to date. The
audit was to a large extent already being undertaken by the Trust. In late 1997learly 1998, an internal review
of the SEM was undertaken to identify what has been undertaken and what priority areas need to be focussed
on next (Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers. comm. 1997). This review resulted in the production of a table for each
of the four management units (developed areas above ground, developed caves, low density surface areas, and
other caves) that shows a revised set of:
desired conditions;
possible indicators;
SEM monitoring to date;

what has been learnt from monitoring to date or discussions on the indicator;
the relevance of what has been learnt to date for management;
recommendations and future studies; and
priority for management consideration (Karst Resources Department and Scientific and SEM Committees
of the Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust 1998).
Tables 4.1 1 to 4.14 present the status of the SEM and related research incorporated into the SEM as at the
1/1/98. The original data in table format were produced by the Karst Resources Department (namely Mia
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Thurgate) and the SEM Committee (namely Ellery Hamilton-Smith). The Tables represent the very first time
that the SEM has been fully presented as an operating entity, as opposed to the presentation of particular
elements. To enhance interpretation of trends the original tables have been reformatted into Tables 4.10 to
4.13, which specifically describe the nature of the monitoring undertaken or proposed for all indicators, along
with insights, subsequent recommendations and their prioritisation. Monitoring and research being driven and
undertaken by universities and other organisations has been identified as such, with the remainder being
undertaken by Trust staff. Readers should note that the status of the SEM as presented is relatively accurate to
early 1998 but has no doubt been altered since then.
Over 70 individual indicators were proposed for incorporation into the SEM, though it is acknowledged that
the final selection will be a smaller number (R~chardMackay pers, comm. 1998). Some of the key
observations gleaned fiom these tables include:

-

less than half the indicators listed are currently being monitored or have monitoring techniques being
implemented;
there are approximately three times more indicators checking on management units called Developed
areas above ground and Developed caves, than the units Low use areas above ground and Other caves;
most indicators have been rated as highly important;
the highest priority indicator is the measurement of lint and dust; and
the lowest priority indicators are measurement of air quality in the Grand Arch (monitoring completed),
the meeting of statutory requirements, flow and drip rates, the presence of weeds and feral animals, and
visitor safety indicators.
Reference to the insights discovered and their relevance will be made in the remainder of this section.
Table 4.15 is a firther interpretation of Tables 4.11 to 4.14 to present the overall status of the combined set of
environmental, experiential and management indicators. Tables 4.15,4.16 and 4.17 provide individual
assessments of the environmental, experiential and management sets of indicators. Tables 4.15 to 4.18 list the
set of indicators that are being utilised by the Trust or have been strongly recommended for use (indicated by
a medium to high priority). The relevant management unit that each indicator is being applied to has been
shown along with whether each indicator has its own monitoring underway and whether it has generated
accessible results.
Table 4.15 reveals that approximately half the indicators proposed in Tables 4.1 1 to 4.14 are either already
being monitored or are in the process of having a monitoring technique implemented.

Table 4.11

Statt

Indicators

h use

Risks to the
environment fiom
hazards such as
hillslope
instability,
fue, spills and
flood

Ability to supply
water, power,
sewage treatment
and garbage
removal

of Jenolan Caves Social and Environrnental Program (SEM) for developed abo
Insights discovered

X

ground areas, as at 1/5/98 (cont)
Relevance to management

No SEM monitoring to date

Recommendationsfrom SEM Committee

Monitoring and addressing hazard issues
will enhance the protection of the natural
resources
m

m

No SEM monitoring to date

Visitor health and safety depend on
adequate supply of utilities

=

Safety: number of
injuries, first aid
and ambulance
calls, complaints
and insurance
claims, anxiety of
visitors
Noise levels

No SEM monitoring to date
Motor traffic safety has been
highlighted in past reports (Manidis
Roberts Consultants 1995)
Risk Management Program
(developed by GIO)

Statutory needs:
fines and refusal
of development
auplications

No SEM monitoring to date -

Alleviates litigation

No SEM monitoring to datc but dba
readings are proposed

m

High noise interferes with tours and
enjoyment
Legal implications of failure to comply

Source: Adapted fiom Thurgate and Hamilton-Smith (1 998)
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m

Implement hazard monitoring along
with a geotechnical study on
potential instability of the number 2
carpark
SEM will develop a draft risk
management plan which will tie
into future land classification
framework
Student project will address
environmental engineering
problems associated with Number 2
carpark
Watching brief in progress for
spills
A decision about the access route to
the reserve requires urgent action as
public safety & visitor management
depend on it
Redevelopment of the visitor
precinct will only provide limited
irnorovements
Maintain path & &ail quality
Develop alternative access to the
Grand Arch and visitor precinct to
reduce risk of accident

Removal or reduction of vehicles
from visitor precinct may alleviate
potential impacts
Respond to a statutory change

Pesearck an6
flonitoring
wiorities

Table 4.12
Indicators

Status of Jenolan Caves Social and Environmental Program (SEM) for developed caves, as at 1/5/98
rn use

Presence of lint:
visible dulling of
formation and
alteration to cave
ecosystem dynamics

4

Naturalness: dust,
dryness and change
in composition or
decline in
flordfauna

4

Monitoring to date

Lint traps @etri dishes)
established in Exhibition
Chamber & density of lint over
surface recorded visually
Lint & dust collected on pie
plates & density measures
recorded throughout developed
cave systems & at least one
wild cave

Discolouration of formation in the past &
present caused by lint, dust, skin flakes &
hair, which are introduced to the cave by
visitors, and this reduces the brilliance of
some speleotherm displays.
Collembolla may be increasing beside
paths due to increase in food.

Temperature, air flows,
humidity and dust levels
(university driven research)
Weekly evaporation,
temperature and humidity
reading
No SEM monitoring of effects
on flordfauna to date.

Metal-rich dust related to vehicle
emissions is penetrating 50-100m into the
caves near the Grand Arch & may be
dulling formation & impacting on cave
entrance flordfauna.
Dust is being disturbed & redistributed
mostly around paths, & these effects
continue for some distance away from
paths.
The presence of visitors in the caves
during peak summer season raises the
CO2 levels significantly. Elevated CO2
could cause visitor distress.
Corrosion threshold is site specific &
active formations are not greatly
threatened from C 0 2 corrosion.
Condensation corrosion is emerging as a
bigger threat.

Carbon dioxide:
co2levels, visitor
distress and
corrosion of calcium
carbonate

Drager apparatus. In situ in6ared grab sample and continuous
sample. Determination of cave
relaxation times (university
driven)
Meteorological and microclimate monitoring (university
driven).

Water quality

Weekly monitoring of
physiochemical properties
(depth, pH, conductivity,
(temperature) of site at River
Styx & Imperial River
Measurement of faecal
coliform and faecal
streptococci (university driven
research)

m

Insights discovered

Analysis of physiochemical parameters
yet to be completed.
Faecal contamination is present in cave
waters at levels low enough to satisfy
guidelines for recreational water quality,
but did not satisfy criteria for drinking
water quality.

Relevance to management

m

Dulling of formation and noticeable
accumulations of dust detract 6om
the visitor experience and create a
need for cave cleaning
Introduction of artificial supply of
food into caves can alter cave
ecology
Additional maintenance work is
generated by having to treat and
wash formations
Impacts on appearance and
'growth' of cave formations
Reduction in quality of visitor
experience
Indicator organisms may assist in
identifying impacts and their extent

Elevated CO2 could cause visitor
distress
Current evidence suggests that
health issues are potentially more
significant than corrosion, although
further study is required to confirm
these findings. With further
research it should be possible to
more precisely define the size and
timing of tours in areas of high
CO7 generation
Monitoring has shown that therep
are human-generated pollutants in
the system
Careful attention to the treatment of
all drinking water supplies on the
reserve is required to avoid adverse
health problems to staff& visitors

Recommendationsfrom SEM Committee

Minimise the introduction of lint & other
organic compounds by fostering pride in
staff and visitors.
Investigate the feasibility of requiring
visitors to wear lint-free overalls
Place matting on strategic places on
pathways
Investigate use of lint pickers andtor
electrostaticdevices
Tie in evaporation rates around caves with
desiccation. Project proposal to develop
studies to monitor flordfauna and i d e n m
indicator organisms

Continue monitoring using data loggers
Couple the study of co2levels with
humidity (condensation erosion), and
establish relaxation times 5 r co2,how
presence of visitors & weather patterns
relate to
distribution, and sources of
co2(includingmicrobiological) - link to
study of aerial thermoclines in caves

Continue monitoring, particularly on a
seasonal basis to identify pollution
sources

?searchand
onitoring
.iorities

....

Table 4.12
Indicators

Status of Jenolan Caves Social and Environmental Program (SEM) for developed caves, as at 1/5/98 (cont)
Monitoring to date

Insights discovered

Perceived visitor
dissatisfaction

Visitor surveys - group
discussions, personal
interviews (university driven
research)

Most visitors are satisfied with experience
but there is some level of dissatisfaction
relating to: lack of information about
above the ground activities; lack of
support for non-English speaking visitors;
the behaviour of others on tour; crowding;
access and time spent underground; and
the quality of food services.

Issues are detracting fiom the
visitor experience

Quality of the visitor
experience:
frequency of return
visits, experiences
achieved and ratings
of experience

Visitor surveys - group
discussions, personal
interviews (university driven
research)
Behaviour observations of bus
tour groups & independent
travellers (university driven
research)
Visitor surveys - group
discussions, personal
interviews) (University driven
research)
Behaviour observations of bus
tour groups & independent
travellers (university driven
research)
Ticketing system
For C02: Drager apparatus; in
situ inffa-red grab sample and
continuous sample; and
determination of cave
relaxation times
Meteorological and microclimate monitoring (University
driven).
For radon: levels of radon,
radon progeny, condensation
nuclei, temperature and dew
point (University driven)
Detailed records of the
treatment conducted at each
site.

Details kom bus tour and independent
traveller studies not yet available.

Improves visitor experience

Demographic
composition of
visitors

Health and safety
issues of visitors,
guides and other
staff fiom Carbon
dioxide & radon

Rate of treatment of
lampen flora

Details fiom bus tour and independent
traveller studies not yet available.

Recommendationsfrom SEM Committee

Relevance to management

m

Introduces equity into the visitor
experience

m

The levels are approaching the
health and safetv recommended
limit of0.5% c02
Visitors are not exposed for long
enough periods for this to be a
problem. It is an OH&S issue for
guides and other staff

A comprehensive visitor services plan is
required to identify the range of
experiences available; outline objectives
which match these experiences; identify
resources available and outline strategies
to meet objectives (SOE Report 1997).
Guide relations should be improved &
interpretation information, particularly on
SEM process should be disseminated by a
staff newsletter.
A comprehensive visitor services plan is
required to identify the range of
experiences available; outline objectives
which match these experiences; identify
resources available and outline strategies
to meet objectives.
Examine the issues relating to the
prov~sionof information for non-English
speaking groups, consider cultural
appropriateness of management strategies
and systems of access to the caves
Examine the potential and issues relating
to increased access provision for people
with disabilities

Ticketing data not yet analysed.

During peak summer visitation periods,
C 0 2 levels can reach up to 0.45% during
the day (SOE Report 1997).
Prolonged exposure to high concentration!
of radon and its products is linked to an
increased risk of cancer.

The lampen flora problem has been
largely contained.
Problem areas have been identified &
relocation of lighting is being
investigated.

m

m

,

Creates a need for cave cleaning
and introduction of chemicals into
cave

Further monitoring is recommended if
there is substantial increase in tourist
numbers to areas which accumulate C02.
Endorse Trust provisional policy to limit
staff underground hours to maximum of
1000 hours per year, and conduct routine
monitoring of p e r s o ~ eexposure
l
Implement Radon badges for guides

Finalise relocation of lighting in Junction
Investigate effective, environmentally
friendly chemicals suitable for treatment
and inform staff.

Research and
monitoring
priorities

...

Table 4.12

Status of Jenolan Caves Social and Environmental Program (SEM) for developed caves, as at 1/5/98 (cont)

Indicators

In use

Monitoring to date

Insights ducovered

Turbidity and
changed flowldrip
rates

4

Guide dissatisfaction:
visitor response,
levels of staff morale,
sickness and turnover

X

The effects of surface clearing,
fire & poisoning of weeds- on
epikarst hydrology, soil carbon
dioxide levels & cave
dripwater chemistry under
heavily modified vegetation
(University driven research).
No SEM monitoring to date

Effects of cave
cleaning:
mobilisation of clay
substrates, loss of
patinas and
speleotherm surface
erosion
Water quantity:
change in flow or
drip rates

X

No SEM monitoriig to date

m

A study was undertaken by Spate &
Moses, prior to the establishment of SEM
indicating that flowstone surfaces are
damaged and lowered by high pressure
cleaning.

X

No SEM monitoring to date

m

N/A

Lighting impacts:
physical damage to
cave, lampen flora,
heating ,desiccation,
density and diversity
of cave fauna and
flora, glare and
gloom on cave path

X

No SEM monitoring to date

=

NIA

m

m

Recommendations from SEM Committee

Relevance to management

Results not available at this time.

m

There is a lack of adequate
communicat~onbetween the guides and
SEM.

m

m

Effects aesthetics of caves, natural
functioning of formations, impacts
on ecosystem

No recommendations at this time

Dissatisfaction amongst guides may
be reflected in visitor
dissatisfaction
Quality of interpretation and
customer relations may decline
Cleaning is primarily required to
reduce dulling of formation by dust
& lint deposition, but also serves to
control lampen-flora

Guide relations should be improved and
interpretation information, particularly on
SEM process should be disseminated by a
staff newsletter.
m

Climatic dependency
May relate to visitor numbers and
associated impacts of surface
developments
Reduction in physical damage to
cave, amount of lampen flora,
desiccation, heating, changes to
cave ecosystems and increase in
visitor comfort and safety

Monitoring and further study is required,
particularly in terms of chemicals used to
treat lampen flora

Assess the aesthetic impact of the present
lighting system

I
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...

..

No recommendations to date

Source: Adapted from Thurgate and Hamilton-Smith (1998)

-

Research and
monitormg
przorzties

-

-

p

..

Table 4.13

Status of Jenolan Caves Social and Environmental Program (SEM) for low density surface areas, as at 1/5/98

l Indicators
Trail quality: quality of track
surface, level of signage and
amount of vegetation disturbed

I

1In use
4

Monitoring to date

Visual assessment using
track profdes
Photomonitoring

Insights discovered

Presence of weeds and feral

4

Assessments of percentage
gound cover of weeds ftom
aerial photography
interpretation and ground
patrol assessment
Regular trapping, baiting and
ground control assessment
for feral animals

The quality of some existing trails is
in need of review.
There is evidence ftom monitoring
that tracks on soft substrate are being
eroded
Tracks are poorly maintained and
some even present a degree
- of hazard
to the visit&
Current levels of weed eradication are
achieving perimeter control. Pine
seedlings are posing a problem.
Careful identification of weeds such
as nettles is required as native species
have intrinsic values and are
important larval food plants for
butterflies

Water quality downstream of
roads and Jenolan Caves
Reserve: siltation, turbidity, E.
coli and hydrocarbon levels

X

No SEM monitoring to date

N/A

natural vegetation in catchment

X
X

interpretation: number of
visitors who look at signs/
receive brochures, time spent
and knowledge/ understanding

m

1m

No SEM monitoring to date,
but proposition is to use
expert opinion based on
. research elsewhere
No SEM monitoring to date
but need was raisedin 1997
State of the Environment
Report

but expert opinion and visit01

Source: Adapted from Thurgate and Hamilton-Smith (1998)

Relevance to management

Influences quality of visitor
experience
Poorly maintained tracks
reduce visitor safety

m

Maintaining statutory
requirements
Reduction in fuel loads
Minimise disturbance to
natural ecosystems
Successful eradication
programs would reduce longterm labour costs
Statutory requirements may not
be met

Effects water quality &
quantity.

Existing track routes provide access
to many interesting features but are
poorly promoted and almost totally
lacking in interpretive support

Visitor dissatisfaction
influences perception of
management

Visitor dissatisfaction
influences perception of
management

Recommendationsfrom SEM Committee

m

Repair tracks that can be proven to
fall below standard
Continue track monitoring and
urgently repair andlor maintain
tracks. Monitoring should take into
account national and / or state
standards for walking tracks
Maintain watching brief. Educate
staff regarding incorrect
identifications. Keep records of
pesticides used & ensure such
products are not able to harm soils,
waterways or groundwater supplies

m

m

A full water quality monitoring
program is being designed by the
Karst Resources Department for
implementation at Jenolan and all
other Trust reserves fiom early 1998
Proposed student project will-address
environmental engineering problems
including infiltration rates to caves
below n&ber 2 carpark
Develop an interpretation plan,
incorporating among other things a
consistent approach to signage and
walking strategy. The interpretation
plan currently being designed should
include surface areas
Important to get correct/adequate
signage to the right areas

Research and
monitoring
priorities

...

Table 4.14

Status of Jenolan Caves Social and Environmental Program (SEM) for other caves, as at 1/5/98

Indicators

1

Monitoring to date
Ee

Physical damage by cavers,
divers and adventure
cavers: formation breakage,
compaction, mud
entrainment, wearing and
scratching, and spoil piles
from digging new openings

Insights
discovered

Relevance to management

Evaluation of cumulative effects of lowintensity cave visitation on geomorphic
stability and within cave solution
processes at modified and pristine caves
sites (university driven research)

No results
to date

=
Reduction in aesthetic
and visual amenity
Visitor dissatisfaction
Impact on cave hydrology
and cave ecosystem

No results
to date

Impacts on cave
ecosystems, maintenance
of water quality, drying
of cave formation, loss of
rare, threatened and
endemic species, changes
to processes involved in
cave formation

Disruption to natural
processes: water quality,
microclimate, and changes
in deposition/ erosion and
biota

4

Human-induced change in
population numbers and
diversity of habitats

X

The effects of surface clearing, fire and
poisoning of weeds- on epikarst
hydrology, soil carbon dioxide levels &
cave dripwater chemistry under heavily
modified vegetation is being investigated
by surface & subsurface experimentation
including use of data loggers to record
drip water chemistry (university driven
research)
No SEM monitoring to date

Researcher impact: damage
disruption, and staff l visitor
disruption

X

No SEM monitoring to date

m

Ethics, attitudes and
behaviour of user

I

Recommendationsfrom SEM Committee

No SEM monitoring to date

X

No SEM monitoring to date
Safety: incident rate
X
No SEM monitoring to date
Level of visitor satisfaction
X
Illegal access: broken
X = No SEM monitoring to date
formation, compacted
sediments and mud
trampled on formation
Source: Adapted from Thurgate and Hamilton-Smith (1998)

Loss of endemic, rare &
threatened species
Adverse impacts on cave
ecosystems
Degradation of habitats
Ecosystem disruption &
localised extinction of
significant biota
Damage or alteration to
cave environment
Visitor dissatisfaction,
damage to property or
environment
Litigation
Litigation
Protection of resource,
safety issues

The Karst Resources Department is currently
devising a photomonitoring project to assess
and monitor damage. Speleological groups
have formed a committee to clean up caves and
to report on damage and minimise impacts
through monitoring
The Trust is developing a cave entry policy,
which includes ethical considerations and has
provision for the development of mini
management plans for individual caves
Information on cave condition is built into cave
trip report forms but little useh1 information
No recommendations to date

A member of the SEM Committee is devising s
monitoring program to examine population
dynamics in Michaelmas Cave

Development of collecting ethics and policy
Report and review of specimen collections

No recommendations at this time

,

No recommendations at this time
No recommendations at this time
Develop a cave entry policy, which includes
cave entry criteria (in progress)

Pesearch and
nonitoring
~riorities

...

Table 4.15

Status of Jenolan Caves Social and Environmental Program (SEM) for all indicators, a s at

Indicators

Management unit

Monitoring
in progress

ResuIts ,
generated

caves
above

above

Total counts for
environmental indicators
Total counts for experiential
indicators
Total counts for management
indicators
Total counts of all indicators
Source: Adapted from Thurgate and Hamilton-Smith (1998)

Tables 4.16,4.17 and 4.18 reveal that three quarters of this collective group of key indicators have generated
some form of data or insight. However, two more specific elements revealed:
1. Very few indicators are being proposed for more than one or two management units - only one indicator
has been proposed as being able to cover all four management units (faecal coliforms in Jenolan River)
and only two for three managemkt units (ph of rivers and faecal streptococi in Jenolan River).

l

l

2. There are far more environmental indicators being proposed or being researched or monitored than there
are experiential or management indicators (48,22 and 9, respectively), for example:

- over half the environmental indicators were being monitored;

- less than half the experiential indicators were being monitored; and
- only one of the nine management indicators was being monitored.
The emphasis on monitoring developed rather than undeveloped areas is reportedly driven by the need to
invest resources in areas under most pressure (Emst Holland pers. comm. 1997). The emphasis on
environmental over experiential indicators is reportedly a combined result of there being more university
driven projects being offered to the Trust prior to and since the SEMIS establishment, and that the Trust is
currently happy to monitor just about anything (Richard Mackaypers. comm. 1998).

lI

!
l

I

Table 4.16

Status of Jenolan Caves Social and Environmental Program (SEM)for environmental
indicators, as at 1/1/98

r Environmental indicators
(cont.)

Presence of dust
Presence of sulphur dioxide
Presence of nitrogen oxide
Presence of carbon dioxide
Presence of cadmium
Presence of lead
Presence of zinc
Presence of perflurocarbons
Hill slope, instability
Fire occurrences
Spill occurrences
Floodoccurrences
Depth of Jenolan River
Ph of Jenolan imperial and
Styx Rivers
River conductivity
River surface water
temperature
Rainfall
Faecal colifoms in Jenolan
River
Faecal streptococci in Jenolan
River
Level of Jenolan River
Species diversity
Air flows
Humidity
Evaporation

I Use in management units

I Monitoring 1 Results

l in progress

( generated

I

l

Table 4.16
Status of Jenolan Caves Social and Environmental Program (SEM) for environmental
indicators, as at 1/1/98 (cont.)

I Environmental indicators 1 Use in management units
Low
density
above

High
density
above
ground

Developed
caves

in progress

I

I(

Results
generated

caves

4
4

Corrosion of calcium
carbonate
I

Cave relaxation times

l
Visible dulling of formations
I

I

I

I

I

I

l

I

I

I

I

I

Presence of lint
Rate of lampen flora
treatment
Mobilisation of clay
substrates
Loss of patinas
Speleotherm surface erosion
Turbidity of rivers
Proportion of natural
vegetation
Quality of track surface
Amount of disturbed
vegetation alongside tracks
Breakage's of formations
Presence of wearing and
scratching
Number of spill piles from
digging new openings

erosion

I

ground

Temperature

Mud entertainment

I Monitoring

4
4
4
4

4
4

II

Table 4.17

Status of Jenolan Caves Social and Environmental Program (SEM) for experiential
indicators, a s at 1/1/98.

Experiential indicators
(total of 1.4)

High
density
above
ground
Perceived crowding levels
Visitor satisfaction with
customer service
Visitor satisfaction with
aesthetics
Visitor satisfaction with
amenities
Visitor stress caused by
carbon dioxide
Visitor dissatisfaction with
experience
Visitor dissatisfaction with
behaviour of other visitors
Visitor dissatisfaction with
crowding
Frequency of retk<visits
Demographic profile of
visitors
Level of signage
Number of visitors
looking at signs
Time spent looking at
signs
Visitor knowledge gained
from interpretation

Total counts

Monitoring
in progress

Management unit

Low
density
above
ground

Develop6
d caves

Other
caves

Results
generate
d

Table 4.18

Status of Jenolan Caves Social and Environmental Program (SEM) for management
indicators, a s at 1/1/98.

Management indicators
(total of 8)

Management unit

High
density

Ability to provide basic
utilities

4

Number of first aid and
ambulance calls

4

Number of insurance
claims

4

Number of injuries

4

Low
density

Levels of staff sickness
I

I

Levels of staff turnover
Levels of staff morale
I

Total counts

I

4I 8

018

Monitoring
in progress

Results
generate
d

Decisions stemming from the insights
The most widely recognised application of the SEM by those interviewed occurred in late 1997. The SEM
detected variations in conductivity, Ph and water temperature within surface streams, prompting the Trust to
track upstream to its source (boiler discharge from Caves House). As a result, the problem was corrected and
has reduced the chance of discharge occurring again (Stephen Reillypers, comm. 1997).
The SEM has restructured the Trust's thinking on one of the major visitor management issues at Jenolan - the
impact of vehicle fumes upon the Grand Arch and underground caves (Ellery Hamilton-Smith pers. comm.
1997). Impacts from vehicle fumes had been expected to be so significant that they would warrant a major
change in transportation into the main visitor site. However, the SEM revealed that environmental impacts
were nowhere near as severe as had been expected, and did not reach as far into the cave system as expected.
The SEM therefore shifted the rationale for a major change in transportation into the main visitor site from the
need to reduce the impact of vehicle fumes to the need to the need to improve visitor safety and the quality of
the visitor experience. With the rationale for change shifting from an environmental to an experiential focus,
the transport solutions may in the W r e be quite different to those originally contemplated.
The SEM has also generated a number of new innovations in management techniques. First, the SEM has
triggered management into purchasing equipment that is paying dividends in a number of areas. For example,
the SEM stimulated the need for a cost effective way of collecting visitor demographics, such as postcodes.
The purchase of a ticketing system integrated into the cash register information now provides operations staff
with instantaneous information about visitation and revenue sources (Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers. comm.
1997).
Second, a great deal more thought is now given to the type of materials used inside the caves, and new
materials are trialled before being considered a permanent fixture (Stephen Reilly pers. comm. 1997).
Third, interpretation content within the guided tours has been progressively improved to reflect new insights
about the caves and visitor impacts. In addition, guides now seem more comfortable to acknowledge what
they karstdo not know about the caves, and now integrate this into a sense of mystery and intrigue (Emst
Holland pers. comm. 1997). Nonetheless, this reform is reportedly slow (Richard Mackay pers. comm. 1998).
However, there is some evidence of proposed decisions being linked to the SEM when no monitoring has
taken place. The Tables incorporate monitoring and research recommendations, irrespective of whether
monitoring has commenced and data generated. For example:
Table 4.1 1 has a recommendation in relation to visitor safety;
Table 4.12 has a recommendation in relation to guide satisfaction;
Table 4.13 has a recommendation in relation to interpretation plan; and

Table 4.14 has a recommendation in relation to a policy on researchers collecting specimens and a policy
on cave entry criteria.

Reflections on implementation to date
Implementation ofproposed tasks
A brief assessment was also made of the degree of implementation of tasks proposed in the Carrying Capacity
Final Report (Manidis Roberts Consultants 1996). Table 4.1 9 outlines the tasks completed and contrasts the
forecast time and costs for each task with the actual time and cost. From Table 4.19 it can be seen that the
proposed time frame for establishing most tasks was extremely ambitious. None of the tasks were established
within the prescribed time and many, such as the establishment of the monitoring techniques are still being
shaped. The task of producing a visitor services plan was rescheduled to commence in late 1999.
The actual establishment costs were higher than those predicted, and this is largely because the predicted
establishment costs were simplistic and thus unrealistic. The actual costs of establishing the SEM Committee
were higher than the predicted costs because travel and accommodation were under budgeted. The actual
costs of establishing baseline data were higher than the predicted costs because many of the proposed
monitoring techniques needed a great deal of refinement.
The actual establishment costs presented are in fact lower than that likely to have been incurred. Most of the
costing focuses on the purchase of equipment and the contracting of services and does not include:
the full costs associated with the SEM Committee (such as accommodation and sitting fees);
the considerable time taken by students and academics undertaking research that was integrated into the
SEM;
the full establishment of monitoring techniques for visitor research and bio-indicators (they were only
partially developed); and
the majority of Trust member and staff time (such as that taken to coordinate and communicate with
others, which is known to be substantial) (Emst Hollandpers. comm. 1997)).

Table 4.19

Implementation status as at 1/1/98 and contrast between the forecast and actual establishment costs

Elements of the model to be implemented

Proposed time fiame for
establishment

Establish and coordinate Environmental and
social monitoring group

November 1994

Define areas of staff responsibility

December 1994
(with ongoing review)
December 1994 - Feb 1995

Develop Visitors Services Plan - design and test
survey instrument

m

-

Develoo Visitors Services Plan visitor survev
administration and analysis
Develop Visitors Services Plan

February 1995 onwards

Baseline, inventory and characterisation studies.
Monitoring group in cooperation with the
scientific committee to oversee existing studies
and design and direct further research
Environmental monitoring of key indicators
Carbon dioxide
Environmental monitoring of key indicators
temperature
Environmental monitoring of kev indicators evaporatiodhumidity
Environmental monitoring of key indicators water quality
Environmental monitoring of kev indicators -

Existing studies to continue
Protocols for research
established by February 1995

February 1995 onwards

.

1

Status as at end l997

m

m

I
I
I

m

1

Committee established in May 1996.
Three Committee meetings have been undertaken.
Committee has been progressively expanded as additional expertise is required.
Loosely defined with most responsibility for implementation resting with Karst
Resources Department
Incomplete, with expanded range of indicators requiring expanded survey
instrument.
Testing expected to be completed by early 1998.
Incomplete and waiting on testing to be fmished.
Analysis expected to be initiated in early 1998.
Not started.
Rescheduled to 1999.
Baseline of original indicators completed.
New indicators now need baseline studies. Expected to be completed early

Predicted
establishment
capital costs

Actual
establishment
capital costs

$10,000

$20,000

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

1998.

l

-

-

I

November 1994

Delayed but undenvay and stabilised.
I

Delayed but undenvay and stabilised.

November 1994

I
m

November 1994

I

I
November 1994
November 1994

m

Delayed but undenvay after a number of monitoring modifications.

=

Delayed but undenvay and stabilised.

$4,500

Delayed, no bio-indicators have been developed to date. The only work on this
has come fiom ad hoc student research examining various impacts on fauna,
such as the impact of lead on spiders.

Nil

Total costs

Source: Predicted establishment costs adapted fi-om Manidis Roberts Consultants (1995); actual capital costs sourced fiom Ernst Holland (pers. comm. 1998); for annual
operating costs see Table 4.20.

Table 4.20 presents the most recent estimate of the annual costs for operating the SEM in its current form at
Jenolan Caves. Table 4.20 suggests that running the SEM requires nearly $190,000 per annum, made up of
$124,000 per annum in labour costs and $65,000 per annum in expenses. Approximately half of the staff time
is spent on a Karst Resources Officer whose time is largely allocated to the SEM. The labour cost of the SEM
Committee is largely allocated as sitting fees to attend coordination meetings at regular intervals throughout
the year. Table 4.20 incorporates in-kind costs such as Trust member time and assistance to universities
undertaking research. This is one reason for the higher actual than predicted operating costs. The other reason
for the difference between predicted and actual costs is again the simplistic original estimates, which failed to
provide sufficient detail to be able to accurately estimate the real costs (Richard Mackay pers. comm. 1998). It
is envisaged that over the next three years the cost of equipment will reduce by $5,000 and the cost of in-kind
support will increase by the same amount. This change will reflect increasing involvement in the SEM by
tertiary institutions. It is proposed to develop an accounting system specifically for the SEM to better

-

determine and predict the real cost of running the SEM by the year 2000 (Ted Reedypers. comm. 1997;
Andrew Fletcherpers. comm. 1997).

Critical stakeholdersfor implementation
The stakeholders suggested by the interviewees appear to be a more conservative group than those generated
in earlier phases. Table 4.21 lists the stakeholders suggested by those interviewed. The stakeholders stressed
as being of prime importance were those responsible for actual implementation - the Karst Resources
Department and the SEM Committee. Supporting stakeholders suggested were members of the Trust and
Jenolan guides. While no other stakeholders were specifically identified, the act of providing information and
consultation opportunities was acknowledged by the Chair of the Trust (Richard Mackay pers. comm. 1998).
/

Table 4.20

Estimate of annual costs for operating the SEM at Jenolan Caves

Subtotal

Cost

Cost item
l

Labour

I

65,000

Staff time (range of staff)

l

I

30,000

SEM Committee (sitting fees)
5 4

Expenses

$104,000

9,000

Trust (voluntary but acknowledged here)

35,000

Equipment and materials
I

l

10,000

SEM Committee travel and accommodation

20,000

In-kind support to university research

$65,000

I

I

I

I

$169,000

Total costs per annum

-

Source: Richard Mackay pers. comm. (1998); Emst Holland pers. comm. (1998)

Table 4.21

Critical stakeholders to implementing the model (as identified by interviewees)

Name

Input or influence

Karst Resources
Department, particularly
Ernst Holland and Mia
Thurgate (Andrew
Fletcher pers. comm.
1997; Ted Reedy pers.
comm. 1997)

Energy, commitment and expertise to coordinate and test monitoring
techniques, to generate reporting mechanisms.

The SEM Committee
(Ted Reedy pers. comm.
1997)

Most of the Committee, to make resourcing decisions and prepare the
Annual State of the Environment Report.
Ellery Hamilton-Smith to refine social indicators and monitoring
techniques.

=

Julia James for her extensive experience in caves to assist Ernst refine
environmental monitoring techniques for the cave system.
Peter Valentine for his general intellectual rigour.

The Trust
(Ted Reedypers. comm.
1997)

Policy and resourcing support.

Ted Reedy (Richard
Mackay pers. comm.
1998)

Senior management advice.

Jenolan guides
(Andrew Fletcher pers.
comm. 1997)

Support for resourcing.
Basic review of monitoring techniques to enhance practicality.
Eventual responsibility to take on some of the monitoring and possibly,
data compilation.

However, this narrowing of a stakeholder base may well reflect who was allowed to be involved, rather than
who wanted to be or was able to be involved. The narrowing of stakeholders may have been the result of poor
communication, shifting roles and transient individuals. During this phase some stakeholders voluntarily left
their formal connection with the Trust (eg. Bruce Welsh, who recognised that his initial input was complete)
or had their position terminated by the Minister (eg. Monty

oho on, a local government councillor) (Ellery

Hamilton-Smith pers. comm. 1997). Some stakeholders, such as operations staff, were interested in becoming
involved in the implementation through undertaking particular monitoring techniques, but found it extremely
difficult to access sufficient information, understanding and opportunity to do so (Ellery Hamilton-Smith
pers. comm. 1997). These limitations were reportedly both indirectly and directly generated (Holland 1997).
Indirect limitations came from those responsible for SEM not tuning it into opportunities for stakeholder
involvement. Direct limitations came when operations management refused to integrate monitoring into the
role of guides.

-

The perceived narrowing of the stakeholder base is in contrast to the comment by Andrew Fletcher (pers.
comm. 1997) that it was during the implementation phase that staff began to realise they needed stakeholder
endorsement, not awareness or involvement. This issue is explored further, later in this section.

Benejts of SEM to date
Most of those interviewed believe that the real benefits of the SEM will take many years to be realised.
Nonetheless, the VIMM process generated a number of immediate benefits, such as:
integration and focus of expertise and stakeholders to solve a multi-disciplinary problem (Stephen Reilly
pers. comm. 1997; Ted Reedy pers. comm. 1997);
m

the establishment of a reputable, external body (SEM Committee) to provide objective advice on
managing the caves, visitors and visitor impacts (Ted Reedy pers. comm. 1997);
a convincing way to shift management approaches and culture into being more proactive and accountable
(Stephen Reilly pers. comm. 1997); and
good profiling of Jenolan Caves and the Trust as an example of a place and organisation reflective
innovation and commitment to sophisticated management systems (Stephen Reilly pers. comm. 1997).

Major challenges in implementing SEM
There are at least five major challenges to implementing SEM identified through the interview process:
1. Attempting to implement a model that had barely developed the visitor experience dimension and that
had largely 'guessed' the relevance of much of the environmental dimension.

2 . Addressing a history of cultural differences and alienation between head office and operational staff.
3.

Increasing the integration of SEM with the needs of external stakeholders.

4.

Attempting to implement a model without an operational or strategic plan to direct the SEM process.

5. Attempting to implement a model that did not have a clear decision-making process attached to it.
A major challenge has been in trying to implement SEM while still developing major components of it. As
mentioned earlier, the Final Report emanating fkom the VIMM covered a range of environmental indicators
but was extremely narrow in its coverage of indicators to measure the quality of the visitor experience (Ellery
Hamilton-Smithpers. comm. 1997). Little effort has been made to access ready expertise to develop
indicators and monitoring for the quality of the visitor experience; there is a heavy reliance on members of the
SEM Committee to deliver this. The limited development of the experiential component left the way open for
ongoing debate about what should be monitored. Some of the environmental indicators and monitoring
techniques generated in the development phase proved to be unrealistic and thus required alternatives to be
generated and tested (Holland 1997). As outlined earlier, the details of monitoring were not generated by a
similar process as the VIMM and the task largely fell on just one individual. This person already had a wide
range of duties to perform and could be swayed onto other issues as required. In addition, the SEM
Committee only meet twice per year, limiting their input to the intensive work required to get the SEM up and
running as quickly and smoothly as possible. As a result, much of the work to date has been in undertaking
research to confirm the utility of indicators and monitoring techniques, leaving the monitoring program still
incomplete after two years.
There was considerable concern among interviewees that the SEM had not been adequately shared with Trust
staff, particularly those at Jenolan Caves. There is a genuine belief amongst senior management and some of
the Trust members that major efforts to share information have been made but not accepted (Richard Mackay
pers. comm. 1998). At this stage, guides in particular felt alienated because they were unaware of the
dimensions and scale of the SEM and because they found it difficult to understand the data generated and how
it can be used to make better quality decisions (Andrew Fletcher pers. comm. 1997; John Callaghan pers.

comm. 1997). Ernst Holland was aware that the nature of his (extensive) involvement had been compared
with his formal training, with people drawing conclusions that he may lack credibility to have such a broad
range of responsibilities in implementing SEM. In February 1998 the first information sheet was produced to
update staff on the progress of the SEM (Karst Resources Department and Scientific and SEM Committees of
the Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust 1998). Published in newsletter format, the mechanism will allow staff to ask
questions directly to the SEM Committee and have their answers published in the following edition. The first
edition featured the roles of the Scientific and SEM Committees, introduced some of the people involved, and
answered why more research was not being done at other reserves (Karst Resources Department and
Scientific and SEM Committees of the Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust 1998). Feedback to date suggests that the

notesheets are being well received and will be continued into the medium term (Ernst Holland pers. comm.

1998).
Aligned to the issue just outlined was the need to better integrate the VIMM and SEM with the needs of key
stakeholders outside the Trust and its staff (Stephen Reillypers. comm. 1997; Ernst Hollandpers. comm.

1997). Several alliances were developed with various universities to undertake complimentary research, and
the Department of Land and Water Conservation and the Defence Force Academy share their laboratory and
equipment with. Negotiations recently began to develop a partnership with the local university to utilise its
laboratories and become an Associate Member of the Charles Sturt University. However, a wider range of
stakeholders could have assisted to test and refine specific monitoring techniques. For example, a partnership
could also have been established with another cave management organisation to share the testing of
monitoring techniques and intellectual property generated (Andrew Fletcher pers. comm. 1997).
Another major concern was the apparent lack of an operational or strategic plan to direct the SEM process
(Andrew Fletcher pers. comm. 1997). The very first stage of the VIMM process, that of defining clear and
measurable objectives for visitor management, was never completed, leaving the follow on stages of the
process in a semi-vacuum (Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers. comm. 1997). Andrew suggested that the front end
planning undertaken by the VIMM was appearing to be forgotten and management appeared to be returning
to a more ad hoc approach. At the most basic level, the continual modifications of monitoring techniques
needed to be documented to avoid the same mistake being replicated. At a more fundamental level, a strategic
plan was needed to evaluate the SEM and assess its viability. While it was difficult to economically
rationalise the SEM, the level of resourcing needed to be determined in relation to the outcomes it produced.
The lack of clear cut information and decision making to date makes the SEM prone to comparisons with
more tangible uses of financial resources, and prone to cost cutting. There is continual competition for human
and financial resources (Ted Reedy pers. comm. 1997; Ernst Hollandpers. comm. 1997) and some staff and
members of the Trust are beginning to wonder whether the resources could be better spent (Ernst Holland
pers. comm. 1997; John Callaghanpers. comm. 1997).
Another problem has been the lack of qualified staff to fbrther refine monitoring and implement the SEM
(Mia Thurgatepers. comm. 1998). Staff with this expertise must share their time on SEM with other duties.
The emphasis of these individuals appears to have been on getting environmental monitoring initiated and
when possible, communicating progress to internal stakeholders. Compounding this is that there has been no
formal or informal staff training, preventing additional staff with an interest and some time from becoming
skilled enough to undertake various tasks.
The last major concern was the need to deliver and market a decision making process as soon as possible
(Andrew Fletcherpers. comm. 1997). While the VIMM contains a decision making process, the SEM is
largely based around monitoring and research and thus provides no obvious mechanism to link monitoring
results with decision-making. It was suggested that an operational issue could be targeted and specifically
addressed by the SEM as a kind of pilot to test the process and market its usefulness to confused staff.

Establishing a sense of confidence in the model to genuinely help with decision making was seen as a critical
area to work on as soon as possible.

Suggested improvements to implementation phase
Suggested improvements from those interviewed included:
appointing the SEM Committee before beginning the testing of monitoring techniques to provide
additional input that ultimately could have saved considerable human resources (Emst Holland pers.

comm. 1997);
selecting a mixture of SEM Committee members to better reflect and drive the social dimension (Emst
Holland pers. comm. 1998);
commissioning a global investigation of monitoring that had or already was being undertaken (Emst
Holland pers. comm. 1997);
conducting a second workshop to hlly develop monitoring techniques and test them and the relevancy of
the indicators they were measuring (Emst Hollandpers. comm. 1997);
broadening the range of indicators measuring the quality of the visitor experience (Ellery Hamilton-Smith
pers. comm. 1997; Andrew Fletcher pers. comm. 1997);
greater marketing of what the SEM is, how it is to be implemented and what it will do once established,
and greater marketing of the fundamental relationship between the revenue stream and expenditure
budget (Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers. comm. 1997; Andrew Fletcher pers. comm. 1997);
greater involvement by operations staff and volunteer groups in monitoring, analysing and reporting, and
in some instances, subsequent decision making (Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers. comm. 1997; Andrew
Fletcher pers. comm. 1997);
greater involvement by visitors in the monitoring by incorporating it into the visitor experience by at a
minimum, incorporating it into the interpretation but ideally, getting some visitors to briefly undertake
some of the monitoring as part of tours (Andrew Fletcherpers. comm. 1997);
selecting a few key indicators that can be fully monitored, recorded, analysed, reported on and used to
make a few basic decisions, prior to expanding into the full range (Andrew Fletcher pers. comm. 1997);
tuning the development of the model to the available resources and either making implementation part of
the original grant, or applying for a second grant to assist with implementation (Ellery Hamilton-Smith
pers. comm. 1997);

B

streamlining the reporting system so that it is relatively easy to understand the state of play;
appointing a full time project officer to coordinate the implementation phase who has experience in the
social dimension ie. visitor management (Ernst Holland pers. comm. 1997);
modifying staff resourcing schedules to redirect greater assistance time into practical implementation
works (Ernst Holland pers. comm. 1997); and
supplementing the SEM with periodic research to qualify results (such as why half of visitors are
returning) and to test new indicators (Andrew Fletcher pers. comm. 1997).

Some of these suggested improvements were being addressed at the time of writing this thesis (eg. broadening
the range of indicators and improving marketing) (Mia Thurgatepers. comm. 1998). Nonetheless, awareness
of these initiatives was limited amongst interviewees.

The medium term - full implementation
At the time of writing this thesis the Trust were nearing the end of the preliminary implementation of the
SEM, and estimate that this would be completed by mid 1998. A report concerning the achievements of the
SEM to January 1998 was produced, and the same report was then updated in May 1898 (Thurgate and
Hamilton-Smith 1998). The Report generated a separate table for each of the four management units
(developed areas above ground, developed caves, low density surface areas and other caves) which identify a
revised set of: desired conditions; possible indicators; SEM monitoring; what has been learnt £tom monitoring
or discussions on the indicator; the relevance of what has been learnt for management; recommendations and
future studies; and priority for management consideration. Each of these tables have been outlined in Tables
4.10 to 4.13, which provide the most concise account of the state of the SEM for the Committee to direct full
implementation. The SEM is expected to be fully implemented during the next phase. This phase reflects the
medium term evolution of the model and may be characterised by five major initiatives.
1.

Consolidation of baseline data, resulting in a reliable report on the state of each indicator.

2.

Greater focus on the key visitor management issues.

3. Training of operations staff in monitoring for progressive delegation of monitoring responsibility.
4.

A clear and concise reporting system within the annual State of the Environment Reports.

5. Preparation of a Visitor Services Plan.

Consolidation of baseline data
The consolidation of baseline data should result in a reliable report on the current state of each indicator. Just
how this data will be presented was unclear at the time. The data recording system should have been
streamlined to reduce staff time and widen the range of staff ca$able of operating it. This initiative will
involve considerable training by the small number of individuals currently running the system. The baseline
data will then be used to undertake preliminary testing of relationships between different indicators. This
would involve graphing trend data for various indicators to determine whether there are similar trends over
time and even more importantly, whether some indicators lead others. In other words, the preliminary testing
will hopefully determine the dominant influences over the state of the cave system. This insight will provide
further direction on where to place precious monitoring resources.

Greater focus on the key visitor management issues
As mentioned earlier, the environmental dimension of the SEM has already begun to dispel some propositions
regarding the nature and degree of visitor impacts. This has resulted in some visitor management issues being
refined into more manageable challenges (eg. shifting the transport options to enhancing visitor safety and the
quality of the visitor experience). Once the experiential dimension of the SEM is fully operational, some
propositions about who the Jenolan visitors are and what is important to them may also be dispelled. The
combined readjustments of long held propositions and assumptions about the interaction of visitors and the
caves will lead to a consolidation of what management should focus on (Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers. comm.
1997). This refinement will empower management to focus its human and financial resources on what it
knows to the real crux of critical issues.

Training of operations staff in monitoring
In response to the need to divest responsibility for the SEM more widely, management should be
progressively delegating monitoring responsibility to operations staff at Jenolan. This responsibility may also
be converted to the entering of data in local computers, then emailed to head office for compilation. To
achieve this delegation staff will need to be trained in skills relating to monitoring and data analysis. Just as
importantly, staff will need to be shown practical applications for the SEM, particularly in relation to group
size, duration of tours and general visitor behaviour.

Clear and concise reporting system within Annual State of the Environment
Reports
The current reporting system is still under development and in need of simplification. Two or three years of

SEM operation are likely to generate a clear account of the state of indicators, trends and recommended
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management responses. The current presentation of this information within the reporting system shown in the
first report (Thurgate and Hamilton-Smith) is cryptic to all but its authors and requires presentation in context
with tangible desired conditions, such as an acceptable range or threshold (Holland pers. comm. 1998). Once
this is achieved the reporting can be fully transferred to the State of the Environment Reports. The
information may well be able to presented in graphical form to ieflect trends and potential relationships.
From a clearer reporting system it is hoped to devise a mechanism or formula to account for change (Holland
pers. comm. 1998). Herein lies the tactical application of the model where management apply it to experiment
with alternative scenarios, to set priorities and to determine resourcing allocations.

Preparation of a Visitor Services Plan

-

The 1996 State of the Environment Report estimated that by 1999 there will be sufficient information
compiled about the visitors, the visitor experience and visitor impacts, to be able to prepare a Visitor Services
Plan (Ellery Hamilton-Smith pers. comm. 1997). The key tasks of the Visitor Services Plan proposed by
Manidis Roberts Consultants (1995) are:
m

the identification of the range of experiences available or potentially available to visitors;
the outlining of objectives which match these experiences;
the identification of available resources; and
the outlining of strategies to meet the objectives.

The establishment of the Visitor Services Plan is dependent on the appointment of consultants and staff time
to coordinate its production (Ellery Hamilton-Smith pers. comm. 1997; Richard Mackay pers. comm. 1998). It
is hoped that the process of preparing the plan will improve links with tourism operators and enhance the
quality of interpretation offered by guides.

4.9

The long term - evaluation and enhancement

Milestones
Those interviewed suggested that five or more years into the future the SEM will have achieved a number of
milestones. These milestones were:
m

consolidation of indicators and monitoring techniques to those with demonstrated critical worth (Stephen
Reilly pers. comm. 1997);
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a reasonably accurate idea of the state of the environment and social condition of the site (Stephen Reilly
pers. comm. 1997);
l

connection ofthe SEM to operational decision making (Andrew Fletcherpers. comm. 1997);
widespread marketing of the SEM and its achievements to stakeholders (particularly staff and visitors
(Ernst Holland pers. comm. 1997);
a change of the baton in drivers of the model, and integration of a wider range of people undertaking the
monitoring and reporting, particularly' operational staff but also tourism and visitor management students
(Stephen Reilly pers. comm. 1997; Ernst Holland pers. comm. 1997);
a change in organisational culture to an understanding of the model and how it can aid other aspect_sof
management, demonstrated through its use in decision making (Emst Holland pers. comm. 1997); and
a more stable environment and an enhanced quality of the visitor experience (Ernst Holland pers. comm.

Ted Reedy (pers. comm. 1997) cautioned that many of these milestones were dependent upon the policies and
priorities of the government of the day, and on the ongoing role and resources of the Trust. Ernst Holland
(pers. comm. 1997) added that the mixture of individual members of the Trust was also a significant
influence.

Experiment with alternative management approaches and evaluate results
using the model
Once reliable trend data has been generated, it should be possible to not only forecast trends but use the
forecasts to experiment with alternative management approaches. The model should be able to be used to
compare the current status with alternative scenarios. For example, changes in visitation could be tested
against changes in visitor satisfaction or the level of carbon dioxide in the caves.
However, at this' stage, the shift from a VIMM to SEM raises doubts over the ability of the model to be used
in this capacity. The VIMM was considered a process to arrive at the SEM and the current emphasis of the
SEM is on monitoring. There is no evidence of a mechanism within the SEM that could be used to test
alternative scenarios. At a minimum, this evidence could be in the form of a reporting system that reflects past
trends and uses it to forecast future ones. A useful addition would be a system for representing relationships
between indicators. An ideal scenario would be to have both of these elements entered into a computer
program and pictorially represented.

Evaluate the results being generated in order to recommend improvements
Brief reports and the minutes of SEM Committee meetings are supplied to the Trust to keep them up to date
with what aspect of the model is being undertaken and what it is yielding. As already mentioned, the SEM is
being continually refined and is yet to be defined 'complete'. Therefore, a full review of the SEM in its current
form as a means of recommending improvements is believed to be premature.
However, there were no plans suggested by the interviewees to evaluate the VIMM process or the SEM as it
currently stands, or as it operates in the future. Nobody has suggested a cost-benefit analysis or review of the
financial costs of the models to date or into the future.

Explore partnerships with similar organisations to maximise return on
investment

-

There has been enormous interest in the SEM from within Australia from protected area managers and some
tourism departments, and some interest from cave managers overseas (Andrew Fletcher pers. comm. 1997).
While the SEM is only partially implemented it nonetheless represents one of the most dedicated
implementations of a management model in Australia (Ellery Hamilton-Smithpers. comm. 1997). A number
of organisations in Australia would like to implement a similar model (such as the Wet Tropics Management
Authority and the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service) and several have applied for Commonwealth
funding to assist them (Jill Grantpers. comm. 1997). Given the difficulties of gaining adequate funding, it
may be possible to develop partnerships between the Trust and other organisations whereby data and insights
for several indicators are exchanged for that of other indicators. There is no doubt that such a partnerships
would help the Trust maximise its return on its substantial investment in the SEM, and reduce costs for
organisations starting up a similar initiative.

Explore the export of the model's intellectual property
There seems to be significant opportunity to export the model's intellectual property to other organisations on
a commercial basis (Andrew Fletcher pers. comm. 1997). The ongoing management costs to maintain the
model may be able to be offset by selling various aspects of the model's intellectual property. First, the
insights generated by the SEM could be extremely valuable to other cave management organisations
struggling to address the heritage management paradox. Secondly the irocess used to develop the VIMM and
implement the SEM could be extremely valuable to heritage management organisations across the world. As
reported in Chapter Two, there is a lack of published material on the application of models and very few
people who can offer experience for others to utilise.

Chapter summary
The Jenolan Caves Reserve is an excellent area in which to pilot the development and implementation of a
visitor management model because it is relatively contained, has a long history of visitor use, has a strong
relationship between the quality of the resource and visitor experience and the ability of management to
manage, and it has one management authority responsible for this relationship. The long history of a relatively
simplistic approach to visitor management has resulted in issues compounding management into realising that
a model was essential to being able to make effective and accountable decisions.
The notion of a model was initially rooted in carrying capacity, but eventually switched to a visitor impact
management model when a capacity was found to be impossible to define and agree upon. The VIMMconcept was used more as a process to generate a set of desired conditions and preliminary indicators and
monitoring methods. This stage was achieved using a three day workshop involving expertise in on-site, cave,
karst and visitor management. The SEM Committee and a small group of staff then spent several years
developing, testing and refining the indicators and monitoring techniques (and continue to do so). During this
period the model was renamed 'Social and Environmental Monitoring' (SEM) and work to date has reflected a
narrower emphasis on monitoring rather than monitoring, reporting and subsequent decision making. This has
subsequently slowed the full intended use of the model and thus the full realisation of its value.
At this point in time monitoring for most of the environmental indicators is now underway and some data
have already yielded valuable insights. While no major decisions can be directly attributed to the model, a
host of small ones can; the most obvious one being the realisation that a major environmental issue earlier
identified as relating to the impact of vehicles passing through the Grand Arch is less of an environmental
problem than perceived. However, development of indicators and monitoring for the experiential dimension
has been slower than anticipated, and poorly communicated to and shared with stakeholders.
Throughout the model's conception, development and implementation, the range of stakeholders have
remained within a group either directly employed by the Trust or indirectly connected to the Trust via
members of implementation and scientific committees. The lack of involvement by many staff and external
stakeholders involved in the tourism sector has reduced the degree to which they readily understand, value
and accept the model. While management appear to have narrowed the focus of the model to monitoring they
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have expanded the range of indicators and are considering many more. This appears a risky option given
stakeholder requests for a modest beginning that involves a wide range bfpeople and generates clear, tangible
results that can be used for decision making.
Success in securing Commonwealth funding to develop a VIMM has been critical to instigating its
development, as has the dedicated involvement of a select group of paid and voluntary individuals. Suggested
improvements to the development and implementation process have included: commencing with concise
visitor management objectives for the site; more external assistance with the development of monitoring and

reporting techniques; an operational or strategic plan to direct and continually review implementation; tighter
funding and staffing forecasts during development; tighter management of staff responsible in the project; the
appointment of a full time project officer; greater involvement of operational staff implementation; and
greater marketing of the model amongst stakeholders, particularly in relation to how it works and delivers
benefits.
The Trust is nearing the end of the preliminary implementation and expect to implement the model over the
next three years. This is expected to involve: consolidation of baseline data, resulting in a reliable report on
the state of each indicator; greater focus on the key visitor management issues; training of operations staff in
monitoring for progressive delegation of monitoring responsibility; a clear and concise annual State of the
Environment Reports; and the preparation of a Visitor Services Plan. In the longer term (beyond 200 1) the
Trust should have managed: consolidation of indicators and monitoring techniques to those with
demonstrated critical worth; a reasonably accurate idea of the state of the environment and social condition of
the site; connection of the SEM to operational decision making; widespread marketing of the SEM and its
achievements to stakeholders (particularly staff and visitors; a change of responsibility to push and coordinate
the model, and integration of a wider range of people undertaking the monitoring and reporting, particularly
operational staff but also students and visitors; a change in organisational culture to an understanding of the
model and how it can aid other aspects of management, demonstrated through its use in decision making; and
a more stable environment and an enhanced quality of the visitor experience.
This Chapter has provided a comprehensive account of the context, development and implementation of a
Visitor Impact Management Model at Jenolan Caves. It demonstrates that it is possible to implement such
models and generate useful insights that, in turn, provide the basis for better decision making. One of the key
strengths assisting such a successful implementation has been clear management objectives for the site, a
clear understanding among management of why the model is essential, and a strong ongoing commitment
from management and academic institutions. However, the model is yet to balance its current monitoring
focus on environment with equivalent attention to monitoring the visitor experience, and it is yet to involve
on-site staff and the tourism industry in its operation. Chapter Five presents a case study on a model that drew
on the lessons learnt at Jenolan Caves. At Kangaroo Island, a regional model is being implemented that has
from the onset attempted to develop and maintain a balanced approach to the environmental and experiential
dimensions, and to the 111 range of stakeholders involved.

CHAPTER FIVE
CASE STUDY TWO: DEVELOPMENT OF THE
TOURISM OPTIMISATION MANAGEMENT
MODEL FOR KANGAROO ISLAND
5.1

Introduction

The assessment of a model developed for Kangaroo Island provides a distinctive contrast to the Jenolan
Caves Case Study. The model for Kangaroo Island needs to operate to serve a larger geographic area, a
broader agenda and set of stakeholders. While most models were developed to address one tenure managed
by one management organisation, there is great demand for insights into how to deal with complex sites at a
regional level (South Australian Department of Tourism 1984; South Australian Tourism Commission
1994a; South Australian Tourism Commission 1994b; South Australian Tourism Commission 1996a).
Kangaroo Island is the third largest island off the coast of Australia. The relatively small but stable resident
population of approximately 4,000 people (1996 census) is largely devoid of one of the most productive and
progressive age groups of 15-29 years (this group heads to the mainland to find employment). The small size
of the population also limits the rate base of the Island and the ability of local government to provide
expected services and facilities. The two small councils managing Kangaroo Island were recently
amalgamated and a future amalgamation with the neighbouring council on the mainland (Fleurieu Peninsula)
has been mooted (Fraser Vickery pers. comm. 1997).
The Island has been extensively studied via various assessments, reviews and plans. These have covered
issues such as investment, economic development, tourism development and road improvement. Nonetheless,
directions laid down in plans have had lengthy implementation periods. Several reports confirm that the
community know why they value Kangaroo Island and are keen to preserve and enhance these values
(Kangaroo Island Working Party 1984; Kangaroo Island Tourism Policy Working Party 1991; Kangaroo
Island Sustainable Development Committee 1995). However, they have begun to feel a little disempowered
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and disillusioned over their ability to influence decision making (John Ayliffepers. comm. 1997). Some
people remain passionate and hopeh1 but others grow more apathetic and despondent (Fraser Vickery pers.
comm. 1997).

The population is largely dependent on agriculture and tourism, and the tourism industry is now perceived as
a potential saviour to the ailing agricultural industry (Craig Wickhampers. comm. 1997). However,
experiences with mass tourism and uncontrolled visitation have soured some sectors (eg. nature-based
tourism) into questioning the ability ta hamess tourism for economic revitalisation while minimising impacts
upon the environment and lifestyle (Fraser Vickery pers. comm. 1997). The decision to develop a model to
monitor and assist manage tourism has been evolving on the Island for more than ten years. The application
for I<angaroo Island is significantly different to the conventional application upon one tenure, one land
-

i
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manager and objectives predominately based around conserving the resource and providing a high quality,
sustainable visitor experience, as in the Jenolan Caves case study. Kangaroo Island represents a multitude of
tenures, land uses, managers and stakeholders, and additional dimensions to be considered such as regional
economic development and wealth, and social well-being.

Site context
Accessing Kangaroo Island
Kangaroo Island is approximately 100 km south west of Adelaide (South Australia). The Island is 2 1 km
south west fiom the mainland (Penneshaw to Cape Jervis), 155 km long, up to 55km wide, and covers an area
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of 4,500 square km (see Figure 5.1). Visitors access Kangaroo Island by air or sea. Three airlines offer a
short 30 minute flight fi-om Adelaide Airport to Kingscote Airport. An airport shuttle service operates
between the airport and Kingscote. In late 1998 one ferry service connected the Island with the mainland.
Between September and May, a high speed passenger ferry runs a two hour daily service fiom the southern
Adelaide suburb of Glenelg to Kingscote. One large vehicle and passenger ferry operates between Cape
Jervis and Penneshaw on the eastern corner of the Island. The operator (Sealink) offers four departures daily,
and additional services during peak periods. Travelling time is 40 minutes, and passengers will be joined by a
wide range of trucks delivering most of the Island's imports and exports. Coach connections are available
from Adelaide to Cape Jervis, and Penneshaw to American River and Kingscote.
Most of the roads on the Island are unsealed. Sealed roads connect the main townships of Penneshaw,
Kingscote, Cygnet River, Emu Bay and Penneshaw. Sealed roads also connect the major attraction, Seal Bay,
and will soon connect the second most visited site - Cape de Coudic. However road links to most attractions
on the western half of the Island are unsealed. Hire cars are permitted on unsealed roads, but a 1991 study on
the condition of the Island's roads found the condition of most tourist routes to be below standard (PPK
Consultants 1991).

History
Aboriginal people were living on Kangaroo Island first some 16,000 years ago and then again 9,500 years
ago. However, the population either left the Island or died out 2,000 to 4,000 years ago. Hypotheses include
disease, inbreeding and climatic change altering the habitat. The early European explorers found no
Aboriginal people living on the Island, and tame wildlife suggested a lengthy unoccupied period (South
Australian Tourism Commission 1997).
The European history of the Island began in 1802 when Mathew Flinders sighted and came ashore on the
North Coast, naming it Kangaroo Island. French explorers followed immediately after and chartered much of
the South Coast. The first European settlers were sealers, escaped convicts and runaway sailors. The first
official South Australian settlement of Reeves Point near Kingscote on the northern coast was established in
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1836, but was abandoned four years later in favour of Adelaide, which offered richer resources. By the late
1 8 0 0 the
~ ~ Island had a strong pastoral industry based on sheep, boosted in the late 1940s by the Soldier
Settlement Scheme, which resulted in the Island's population rising substantially from l , l 13 in 1947 to 2,167
in 1954 (South Australian Tourism Commission 1997). Since then the Island's history has been typified by a
slowly increasing: population; range of industries; services; and facilities. The slowness of the cha&e has
become part of the culture of the Island (Kangaroo Island Sustainable Development Committee 1995).

Land use
Almost half the Island has never been cleared, and 24% (or 105,000 hectares) has been set aside for
conservation purposes (PPK Planning 1993). These areas are largely made up of 13 Conservation Parks, five
Wilderness Protection Areas, one National Park and two Aquatic Reserves, which are managed by the
National Parks and Wildlife Service, South Australia. Most roadsides act as vegetation corridors between
larger areas of vegetation. The relatively long period of isolation from the mainland has meant that many
plants and animals have evolved in isolation from closely related populations on the South Australian
mainland. There are some 38 species of endemic plants, and wildlife is prolific and easily viewed. A recovery
program is undenvay across the Island for the threatened Glossy Black Cockatoo (Fraser Vickerypers.

comm. 1997). There are no foxes or rabbits, but introduced koalas are multiplying rapidly and eating out
much of the native Eucalypts (Fraser Vickerypers. comm. 1997).
Though the economy of Kangaroo Island has traditionally been derived from primary industries, such as
agriculture, fishing, forestry and mining. Farming is generally based around livestock (mainly sheep for meat
and wool) and cereal production. The raising of sheep has traditionally provided about 60% of the Island's
economic base. Livestock are also kept for milk production and value added products such as specialty
cheeses and yogurt. The only pure strain of bee in Australia (ligurian bee) produces high quality honey for a
growing export market. Other specialty products include marron (a freshwater crayfish), eucalyptus oil, olive
oil, goats cheese, wine, and free range chickens and eggs.

A variety of fish are caught commercially but the Island is widely known for crayfish and King George
Whiting. The cultivation of freshwater marrons and yabbies is proving to be a viable addition to some ailing
farms.
While the agricultural industry has traditionally been the dominant industry in terms of income and
employment, it has undergone a series of recessions and is unlikely to ever be seen as the principle industry
again (PPK Planning 1993; Craig Wickhampers. comm. 1997). For many years, prices for mainstream
agricultural products like wool have been at best unpredictable and at worst progressively declining with no
stabilisation in sight. In addition, agriculture has been dogged by high freight costs, limited areas with
reasonable fertility, restrictions on land clearance and increasing salinity. The result has been that farms
cannot be run as a family business, implying that people in their teens and early 20s must typically leave the
farm and the Island for work on the mainland. Apart from social dislocation, some farms are being sold for
residential subdivisions so that the landscape is changing from mainly rural to semi-urban.
While fishing, aquaculture and specialist agriculture are showing a great deal of merit, mainstream
agriculture will remain stagnant. Tourism now appears to have the greatest economic potential and is in the
process of becoming the leading generator of wealth (PPK Planning 1993; Craig Wickham and Tom Bettess
pers. comm. 1997).

The community
Growth in population is relatively minor, with an increase of 500 to 600 (1.2%) over the past 15 years.
During this time period there has been a progressive increase in elderly people. The distribution of age is low
in the age group of 15-29, when people leave the Island for specialised education or employment. Most of the
Kangaroo Island population live in township sand are slightly less wealthy than Adelaide residents (PPK
Planning 1993). Unemployment has progressively increased to be around 12.5% (4% greater than the annual
national average) and household incomes are typically lower than the South Australian average. Actual
incomes are gradually rising but real incomes are falling. In l98 1 half of the population earnt less than
$12,000, in 1986 it was a third and in 1995 it was a quarter - the cost of land, housing and living has
increased at an equivalent rate to incomes.
The isolated character of Kangaroo Island has allowed its community to maintain a quality of life rich in
natural and cultural respects (Bany Hurst pers. comm. 1997). There is very little crime, so traditional notions
of trust, such as unlocked homes and keys left in cars, remain. Themotion of an island and a small population
has tended to bond people in a greater way than a typical country town, let alone a suburb or inner city.
However, the Island adds transportation costs to all goods and many services, increasing the cost of living
and difficulties associated with specialist tasks and products. The size of the Island limits the equitable
distribution of community services with most services based in Kingscote. Farm families tend to be asset rich
and cash poor and thus endure considerable hardship in years of low income.

Until recently, Kangaroo Island was managed by two councils; one at Dudley in the eastern corner and one
based at Kingscote managing most of the Island. The merger in early 1997 saw Dudley merged into
Kingscote to form Kangaroo Island Council.

Local community values
The values of Kangaroo Island have been identified fiom the considerable amount of community consultation
undertaken over the years (PPK Planning 1993; Kangaroo Island Tourism Policy Working Party, 1991). In
this consultation the local community defined their values to be fbndamental things that they appreciate and
consider important about the Island. These values emphasised:
expansive and relatively unchanged rural and natural landscapes (particularly the coastline);
abundant and highly visible wildlife;
a safe, clean and healthy environment;
relative solitude through a small and sparsely spread population;
unpretentious and relaxed lifestyre; and
strong sense of community and common bond with the land and its heritage.
These values encapsulate a healthy physical and social environment as it is currently experienced.

Tourism context
The visitor experience - tourism product
Community values attributed to Kangaroo Island are very similar to the characteristics being sought by
visitors, and are slowly being embodied into the Island's visitor experience. This experience has been
packaged into a tourism product that is largely based around the Island's isolated yet accessible experiences
of Australian wildlife in its natural habitat. Associated and compl&entary themes are a diverse and beautiful
coastline, natural bushland, pioneering heritage, rural lifestyle, natural produce and recreation. The 19962001 South Australian Tourism Plan divided the Island's product into assets, activities and themes, as shown

in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1

Kangaroo Island tourism product (assets, activities and themes)

Natural assets, eg. spectacular coastline and natural bushland

Assets
m

Unique natural attractions, eg. Seal Bay and Remarkable Rocks
Wildlife, eg. seals and penguins
Cultural assets, eg. European cultural history and tragic maritime history
Change, eg. present day island lifestyles and local characters
Island industries, eg. marron and eucalyptus oil
Events, eg. Kangaroo Island Races and local markets
National and conservation parks, eg. Flinders Chase National Park
Environment, eg. healthy status and low key development

Activities

Nature based activities, eg. wildlife viewing and bushwalking
Recreational activities, eg. fishing and camping
Cultural activities, eg. visiting historic sites and farmstays

Themes

Isolation
Diverse coastline
Wildlife
Rural lifestyle
Natural produce
Pioneering heritage
Relaxation and recreation

Source: Adapted from South AustraIian Tourism Commission (l 995)
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Competitive advantages of the Island include: the intrinsic appeal of a large island where the impact of
human activity is relatively low; the large proportion of the Island reserved as protected areas; the name
'Kangaroo Island', which attracts an international market; and the relative ease of access from Adelaide
compared to other nature-based destinations. Getting to Kangaroo Island is very much part of the experience.
Visitors to the Island utilise either small plane services or one of the two ferry services. Vehicles and
caravans can be transported to the Island by a car ferry that travels from Cape Jervis to Penneshaw.
The most popular attractions on Kangaroo Island are natural areas because of their high scenic value, wildlife
and geological features (Tan Research 1997). The most visited attraction is Seal Bay, which offers close
viewing of wild sea lion communities on a protected sandy beach. Other products include beaches, show and
adventure caves, historic structures (such as lighthouses), and producers of specialised foods and craft
products.
The Island has well developed packaged tour products, most of which feature natural attractions such as Seal
Bay, Remarkable Rocks, and Cape de Coudic. Most tours are operated by coaches or four wheel drives over
one or two days. While the majority of visitors tour by coach, the high yield market select smaller four wheel
drive tours because they access more remote and uncrowded destinations, reflect smaller group sizes, and
provide more personal service in terms of hospitality and interpretation.
Most accommodation is located on the eastern thud of the Island, at the townships of Penneshaw, American
River and Kingscote. Since most of the attractions are located in the western half of the Island, people must
travel considerable distances each day to si'ghtsee and then return to their accommodation. The majority of
beds are provided by apartments, small hotels and motels. The number of available beds has increased over
the past decade to approximately 700, but room occupancy rates vary from 17% in July to 80% in January
(Tan Research 1997). The Island's accommodation product is in need of rejuvenation. Some accommodation
I

is nearing the end of its product life cycle, and upgrades or alternative developments may soon be required.
The high yield markets are attracted to more specialised accommodation such as small nature-based resorts,
guesthouses, bed and breakfasts, farm stays^ historic buildings and remotely located houses. Most high yield
markets find it difficult to locate specialised tours and accommodation product (Tan Research 1997).
The viability of the tourism industry on Kangaroo Island is questionable. Most operators run on the tightest
of margins with limited resources to invest and improve. Recent interviews conducted as part of the
development of the TOMM study suggested that the majority of operators on the Island were too small to
have developed the necessary skills to run their business in a viable and sustainable manner, with the
exception of transport operators and a handful of operators from the accommodation and tour sectors (Craig
Wickham pers. comm. 1997; Fraser Vickery pers. comm. 1997). Key skills in under supply were those in
marketing, investment, business management and customer service. Compounding this was a lack of working
capital to h d skilling or upgrading of inhstructure.

Positioning and branding
Positioning and branding have been crucial to influencing the number and nature of visitors to the Island
(Tan Research 1997). The positioning concept for Kangaroo Island is that the Island is a special part of
Australia that has escaped the rapid change of the late 20th Century, and that it is a natural place worth
conserving and visiting (South Australian Tourism Commission, 1994b). The branding for Kangaroo Island
has been linked to South Australia's 'senses' brand, which features the following branding concepts:
l
I
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see - harmony between man and nature;

I
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smell - fresh, invigorating clean air;
hear - sounds of nature and solitude;
l

touch - get back in touch with nature and 'old' values; and

1

taste -nature's bounty (local seafood etc.) (South Australian Tourism Commission, 1994b).
The implications of this branding specific to Kangaroo Island is for product development that is a naturebased and containing six components:
1. Ecotourism accommodation.
2.

Low impact development.

3.

Visitor infrastructure.

4.

Local produce.

5.

Interpretation and information.

6. Evidence of a well managed destination (South Australian Tourism Commission, 1994b).

Visitation
Visitor monitoring from State and local sources is incomplete, but it is believed that in 1995 Kangaroo Island
received some 150,000 visits (Centre for Tourism and Hotel Management Research 1996). The most popular
site visited is Seal Bay, which receives between 72% and 86% of total visitation (Centre for Tourism and
Hotel Management Research 1996).
Between 1992 and 1997 growth in visitation to Kangaroo Island increased considerably. Long term

l
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monitoring of average annual growth suggests that Kangaroo Island attracted an average of nearly 7,500
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extra visits each year between 1970 and 1995196, or annual growth of 8.8%. However, the latest visitor
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1
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monitoring figures being compiled at the time of writing this thesis suggested that growth had slowed to a

.
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lower figure of around 6% (Keith Twyford pers. comm. 1998). In 1996 the South Australian Tourism
Commission prepared ten-year growth forecasts for annual visitation to Kangaroo Island. Table 5.2
encapsulates the key forecasted results under three separate scenarios; the 8.8% growth rate of the previous
five years, a higher growth rate stimulated by increased transportation and day-trippers, and the 1997 growth
rate of 6%. If transportation to the Island is not increased, the most realistic projection is considered to be the
er
(David Crinionpers. comrn. 1998).
middle ground one in the vicinity of an additional 7,000 ~ i s i t s ' ~annum
While Kangaroo Island attracts fewer visitors than other South Australian country destinations, it rivals
Adelaide as the State's most significant lead product for the international market. The majority of visitors
come from South Australia (67%). International visitors represent the smallest part of the market (10%), with
the smallest proportion of visitors engaging in overnight stays (8%) (Centre for Tourism and Hotel
Management Research 1996).

Market needs identified by the South Australian Tourism Commission (SATC) are shown in Table 5.3. They
suggest a number of subtle differences between the international, interstate and intrastate markets, such as the
international market being more focussed on distinctive Australian experiences and less focussed on
recreational activity.
Growth prospects ffom the domestic and international markets vary considerably. Growth from visitors
residing within South Australia is likely to be low to medium because of a relatively low propensity for
return visits. Growth from other parts of Australia will be moderate and most likely to come from Victoria,
New South Wales and Queensland. Growth in the international market is likely to be high in the
environmental and cultural sectors of the European, American and Japanese markets (Kangaroo Island
Tourism Policy Working Party, 1991; Centre for Tourism and Hotel Management Research 1996).
Markets being targeted are those that: are environmentally aware; dislike intensively developed tourist areas;
enjoy nature, wildlife and retreat experiences; like to learn about and directly experience their surroundings;
have a pioneering and adventurous disposition; are willing to spend on quality holiday experiences; and stay
in commercial forms of accommodation (Centre for Tourism and Hotel Management Research 1996).
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Table 5.2

Projected tourism growth (visitation) for Kangaroo Island 1996-2006

Projection scenario

Growth
rate

Resulting
additional visits
per year

Projected
visitation in
2006

10.6%

8,857

238,570

10 year projection based on past 15 years' growth rate

8.8%

7,333

223,330

10 year projection based on 1997 growth'rate

6.0%

5,750

207,500

10 year projection based on increased growth rate

Table 5.3

Tourism market needs from Kangaroo Island

International market

See natural wonders
Visit a farm

-

Attend an unusual event
Shop for local arts and crafts
See 1 interact with wildlife
Try new food
Meet some locals
l

Photographic opportunities
l

l 1

National market

Know and experience own country
Wildlife in its natural state
Living history
Local produce, arts and crafts

I

l
I

Try new food and wine

l

Beaches / outdoor activities
I

Plenty to see and do

'

Warm pleasant weather
State market

Relaxing break
Improving knowledge of State
Wining and dining

I

I

Meeting other people
Activities for children
Night time activities

l

,

Fishing

1

Bushwalking

l
I
l

Source: South Australian Tourism Commission (1994b)

Management context
A history of ad hoc planning and development
There appear to be four major trends to the management of tourism on Kangaroo Island:
1.

An ad hoc approach that reflects apathy, slow change and periodic crisis management.

2. A lack of integrated decision making and management.

l

l

3.

A funding focus on infrastructure development and promotion.

l

4. Numerous consultancy reports, but very little implemented.

All interviewees remarked that the management of tourism on Kangaroo Island has been ad hoc. Decision
making often lacks data and systems from which to make it accountable (Mark Warren pers. comm. 1997).
Tourism management has long lacked a focus on what the core product and target market are, and how
quality can be continually improved @avid Crinion pers. comm. 1997). Much of the ad hoc nature has been
fuelled by general apathy towards tourism, caused by a misperception that agriculture would remain the
Island's stable economic base. This apathy has only recently begun to dissipate as a result of much lower
economic performance in the agricultural industry and the realisation that tourism could help 'pick up the

l
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slack'. The contrast to this apathy has been near crisis management in dealing with the introduction of a fast

l

ferry that brought much higher numbers of day visitors onto the Island and into sites traditionally used by
residents (Bany Hurstpers. comm. 1997; Craig Wickhampers. comm. 1997).
/

Most of the tourism related funding for the Island has gone into infrastructure development (sealing roads
and building visitor centres and boardwalks) and mainstream, untargeted promotion (Craig Wickham pers.

comm. 1997; David Crinionpers. comm. 1997). Sealing roads have required the bulk of tourism investment
and will continue to require ongoing funds to maintain. Road sealing has been a controversial investment
among tourism stakeholders. Supporters perceive road sealing as critical to attracting more visitors and
reducing safety risks and environmental impacts (Keith Twyfordpers. comm. 1998). Opponents argue that
sealed roads perpetuate a perception that the Island is a mainstream rather than a special interest tourism
I

l

destination (Fraser Vickerypers. comm. 1997). Promotion has been the next largest tourism investment, but
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this has had limited direction (Craig Wickham pers. comm. 1997). bespite a great deal of planning there has
been limited commitment to what the visitor experience should be and how it should be presented, with the
tendency to market destination and price rather than experience and its authenticity. Decisions about the
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nature of the visitor experience have been made by interstate and international wholesalers, who have little
understanding of Island values and visitor motivations. Limited market research has meant that the visitor

I

experience has been inaccurately depicted. In 1997 the overall success of the promotional investment was
unknown since the current market profile was unknown.

l

-.

.-

Integrated decision making and management of tourism on the Island has been lacking (Barry Hurst, David
Crinionpers. comm. 1997; Craig Wickhampers. comm. 1997). The industry has not made many efforts to
integrate its needs with those of other stakeholders, such as local government, protected area managers and
the agricultural sector. Local government has not perceived itself as a tourism stakeholder, making land
management and development decisions that have impacted negatively on the value and perception of the
Island (Craig Wickham pers. comm. 1997; John Ayliffepers. comm. 1997). Tourism development has been
restricted through inflexible statutory provisions written into the Island's Supplementary Development Plan
(David Crinionpers. comm. 1997).
Those marketing the Island have not understood the ramifications that their focus has on those providing
experiences or managing destinations (eg. the National Parks and Wildlife Service, South Australia
(NPWSSA)) (Craig Wickham pers. comm. 1997). The only organisation on the Island to work against this
current has been the NPWSSA, whose staff, including Fraser Vickery, Keith Tyyford, Rob Ellis and Terry
Dennis, have recognised the need to address visitor management problems by working with marketers,
operators and the SATC (Craig Wickham pers. comm. 1997).
With a small rate base, resourcing market research and the formulation and implementation of tourism plans
and programs has always been a problem on Kangaroo Island. Most of the reviews and planning for
Kangaroo Island have been funded by the Commonwealth and State governments and undertaken by
consultants who do not have a stake in the Island. The comment has often been made that 'one day Kangaroo
Island will have a bridge to the mainland; built fiom consultancy reports! ' (Peter Davis pers. comm. 1997).
What seems even more amazing than the number of reports is the number of times the same issues have
arisen and similar solutions have been proposed. The Island lacks strong leadership yet is perceived as being
over-governed - the local culture denies problems in the hope of minimising change (David Crinion pers.
comm. 1997). The outline below suggests that, at best, there has been only limited implementation of
strategic recommendations to enhance the viability and sustainability of tourism on Kangaroo Island.
Consultants have identified problems and offered solutions, but full implementation has rarely occurred.

Development of a tourism policy for Kangaroo Island
During the early 1980s, the need to develop a tourism policy for the Island was recognised. In 1983, the
South Australian State Government formed an inter-departmental Working Party to plan for tourism on
Kangaroo Island. The Working Party comprised representatives fiom the Department of Tourism, the
Research and Development Division and Coastal Management Branch of the Department of Environment
and Planning, and Kangaroo Island's two District Councils of Kingscote and Dudley. The Working Party
commissioned consultants to undertake a comprehensive review of tourism (involving consultation with the
tourism industry and broader community) and an assessment of the Island's natural assets and resources. The
consultation began with the fundamental question of whether the residents of Kangaroo Island wanted or
needed tourism, culminating in general agreement that:

tourism appeared the most promising opportunity to broaden the Islands economic base and improve its
infrastructure and services;
tourism product needed to emphasise quality over quantity and target a selected market which fits
between community values and aspirations, and economic opportunity; and
effective control was needed to minimise the impacts of tourism upon the Island's environment and
lifestyle (Kangaroo Island Tourism Working Party 1991:1).
The consultation initiative resulted in the production of a report in 1984 entitled The Tourism Management
and Development on Kangaroo Island Working Party Report (cited in Kangaroo Island Tourism Working
Party 1991). The report generated a set of tourism planning principles, desired future and management
objectives, and a set of tourism management zones, each with a desired character indicated for management
to address. Under tourism management objectives from the government perspective, the Tourism
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Development Report recommended "to monitor tourism impact and implement appropriate management
measures as required" (Kangaroo Island Tourism Working Party 1991:66). This heralded the idea of
developing some form of monitoring and management model for Kangaroo Island. A number of key
individuals were introduced to the idea and became the first real ongoing proponents of a model, particularly
David Crinion from the South Australian Tourism Commission and Fraser Vickery from the then South
Australian National Parks Service (David Crinion pers. comm. 1997; Fraser Vickerypers. comm. 1997).

In late 1984, the South Australian Department of Environment and Planning commissioned a study on the
environmental implications of increased tourism on Kangaroo Island (Social and Ecological Assessment Pty
Ltd 1985). The consultants reviewed the environmental implications of exiting policies, then identified local
environments and communities most sensitive to tourism activity and development. Most of the conclusions
revolved around the effectiveness of upgrading various infrastructure, such as roads, electricity and a major
resort. Some of the more relevant conclusions to this study included:
the need to avoid significantly changing the attraction of Kangaroo Island in any way, or risk destroying
the tourist resource itself;
the need to match the expectations of visitor and host to maximise visitor satisfaction and minimise
visitor impact; and
an inadequate rate base within local government to fund tourism planning and development.
Another study commissioned in 1984 was a cost-benefit study of the Island's National Parks (Touche Ross

I
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Services Pty 1984). The report consolidated the value that national parks played in generating wealth for the
Island, particularly as a result of being the major supplier of attractions and experiences. Benefits generated

l

to the tourism industry were found to outweigh costs ($3-4 million versus $0.5 million respectively). The
l

report concluded that the South Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service could play a larger role in the

l

overall management of the Island's resources, work more closely with the tourism industry, local councils

l

and community
- to coordinate development ofthe Is[and's economic base. Two specific recommendation:, for

l

l

!1
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greater cooperation with the tourism industry were cooperative marketing and provision of additional naturebased tourism accommodation within protected areas. These recommendations heralded the beginning of a
progressively more proactive provision of high quality visitor experiences by the parks service.
During the late 1980s, problems in managing visitors at Seal Bay became increasingly obvious to the
managing authority, DENR (Fraser Vickery pers. comm. 1997; Craig Wickham pers. comm. 1997). Sea lions
were becoming aggravated by the increasing number of visitors and the close proximity and intrusiveness of
people. Some sea lions moved further away f?om their longstanding patch of the beach, some moved to other
beaches, some stayed out but snapped at and even bit encroaching visitors! These reactions had obvious
impacts upon the visitor experience and the Island's reputation as a safe nature-based destination. DENR
generated an informal LAC for Seal Bay, which featured visitor management objectives, indicators and a
monitoring program (Vickery 1995). Within a short time the monitoring results confirmed the situation
needed a change in management, and triggered the development of management options. The selected option
was a series of actions involving: the introduction of user fees; restricted access with visitors escorted by
trained guides; enhanced access inf?astructureacross the dunes; extensive interpretation about the seals and
the need for minimal impact behaviour; ongoing monitoring of seal numbers and behaviour; and the display
of a more professional management culture by on-site DENR staff.
By 1990, the former SATC (Tourism South Australia) had established a position on a management model to
improve the quality of planning across various regions in South Australia (Tourism South Australia 1990).
Tourism South Australia produced a tourism planning handbook which included a section recommending the
adoption of the carrying capacity model f?om an ecological and experiential perspective:
$

What planners and managers must look at is how many people can be absorbed without degrading the
tourism experience or degrading the environment - rather than how many people want to, or can be
persuaded to visit or use any particular tourist site or region. Where it is not possible to predict the
carrying capacity accurately, planners should err in favour of the physical environment (Tourism
South Australia 1990:34).
This quote reflects that Tourism South Australia recommended the adoption of a visitor management model
that could generate limits of use based on the state of the physical environment. The handbook touched on
the possibility of using the Limits of Acceptable Change model, but rejected it on the grounds that
determining what was acceptable and to whom was too problematic.
Six years after The Tourism Management and Development on Kahgaroo Island Working Party Report, a
tourism policy was finally written for Kangaroo Island (Kangaroo Island Tourism Working Party 1991). The
Policy was a more concise and lucid version of the 1986 Working Pahy Report. It positioned itself on a set of
community derived values that were consistent with earlier consultation. The document featured policies that
covered community benefits, a more viable industry, conservation of the natural and cultural environment,
and consistent management of developments. The document also included a description of the target market,
a framework for the type of development envisaged, and positioning statements for various tourist nodes
across tije Isiand. Tije last polic). hicl cl? sought to manage and monitor the development oftourism re-195-
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introduced the idea of a model to monitor and manage tourism on the Island similar to the recommendation
fiom the Tourism Development Report: "the impact of tourism should be monitored and appropriate
management measures implemented as required" (Kangaroo Island Tourism Working Party 1991:S). The
development of a model had not yet occurred but was again being proposed.

The emergence of the need for a tourism management model
At the same time as the tourism policy was being prepared, so too was a Recreation and Sport Strategy for
Kangaroo Island (Planning Advisory Services 1991). Consultants were engaged to forecast local demand for

recreation and sporting facilities and means of meeting demand through greater cooperation between the
Island's then two local governments, the then South Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service, and the
South Australian Recreation Institute. The Strategy recommended providing more information to the

-

community and fostering community input so as to influence decisions in the way recreation opportunities
were resourced and managed. The implementation of the strategy recommended the monitoring of
environmental impacts by visitors and the need for longer-term control of visitor numbers (Planning
Advisory Services 1991:37). The significance of this recommendation was that the notion of a model
addressing visitors and the environment was now beginning to be considered in the light of other dimensions,
such as provisions for residents to access recreational opportunities.
During 1992, pressure on the Island's social, economic and environmental resources from tourism became
more apparent within the local community. In response, consultants were commissioned by the Island's two
local councils to review current conditions, assess opportunities and develop broad strategy directions as a
basis for subsequent amendment to the Island's Development Plan (PPK Planning 1993). Consultation
identified several key issues facing the management of tourism, including potential ecological damage to the
Island from tourists (particularly at major attractions), impacts upon roads, and pressures on local services.
While the Planning Strategy sought to improve economic conditions, protect and enhance the natural
environment and enhance resident's quality of life through expansion of services, infrastructure and
employment; the detail on the above issues was, at best, sketchy. Strategies to address these issues included:
maintenance of sustainable tourism numbers through effective controls and management involving (if
necessary) restrictions on access and development;
impact assessments for all developments proposed within protected areas; and
coordinated decision making on Island wide issues.
The notion of a model in this 1992 report was unfortunately limited to setting limits on visitation and
regulating behaviour.
In 1992 a visitor exit'survey commenced (Ryan 1996). While the survey was the second undertaken on the
Island, it was set up to function as the first substantial visitor monitoring system. The surveys were
inco~por-atedinto the Isiand's main tourism brochure and covered: origir;: sources of information
. - - about
-

-

Kangaroo Island; number of visits; means of access to the Island; places visited and places stayed overnight;
activities undertaken; satisfaction; comments on the experience; and suggestions for improving the
experience and infrastructure (Tourism Kangaroo IsIand 1995). Problems in processing and analysing the
survey forced it to cease in late 1995.
In the early 1990s, the South Australian Tourism Commission began researching the state of ecotourism in
South Australia, and identifying issues needing further planning and management. In 1994, the Commission
produced a Draft Ecotourism Strategy (South Australian Tourism Commission 1994a). The Draft Ecotourism
Strategy recognised that protected area managers offering ecotourism destinations had long faced problems
of how to manage visitor impacts and needed a sound scientific knowledge base for the monitoring of these
impacts. It noted that "further study was required to assess the level of development and tourist interaction
that natural communities can sustain and the economic significance of ecotourism at the national, regional
and local levels" (South Australian Tourism Commission 1994a:17). The Strategy then recommenaed two
pilot projects be initiated in South Australia to undertake predictive modelling and monitoring of ecotourism
impacts as a means of developing strategies for conservation and natural resource management. The final
strategy converted this recommendation to the development of a pilot Limits of Acceptable Change model
for the most relevant location in South Australia (South Australian Tourism Commission 1995).
In many respects it was the evolution of ecotourism that crystallised Federal and State governments into
directing and fitnding the development of impact management models to monitor and manage tourism. Until
this point protected area managers had only really addressed visitor management in a sporadic manner. The
ecotourism movement provided a bridge for these efforts to link up with tourism grants and thus the tourism
industry. The Commonwealth Department of Tourism became the catalyst for State governments to
coordinate projects that regional tourism and protected area management organisations could implement.
South Australia's strong focus on Kangaroo Island to deliver ecotourism in the State, combined with the
extensive range of consultation and planning already undertaken, made it a logical choice for one of the
potential pilot sites. At this point what was still needed was a local community that could see the benefit of
having a model, and that was prepared to provide the necessary impetus and people to implement it.

Creation of a Sustainable Development Strategy for Kangaroo Island
In the mid 1990s, the Kangaroo Tourism Policy began to stimulate further community consultation about the
future of the Island and how industries such as tourism could be better integrated. The work was being driven
by South Australia's Department of Premier and Cabinet (Kangaroo Island was the then Premier's electorate)
and a relatively new organisation on the Island, the Economic Development Board (EDB). The role of the
EDB was to coordinate sustainable economic development of the Island. The result was a Sustainable
Development Strategy, which proposed a vision for Kangaroo Island stating that "Kangaroo Island will be
one of the world's pre-eminent nature-based tourist destinations with a strong rural industry selling its
products to tourist mainland and overseas markets, a high quality of life for residents, and well managed

-.

-.

natural resources" (Kangaroo lsland Sustainable Development Committee 1995:4). To help achleve this

vision, the Sustainable Development Strategy incorporated two specific actions relating to the development
of a model to monitor and manage tourism on Kangaroo Island:
1. "Initiate a Limits of Acceptable Change study to monitor and manage visitor thresholds at sustainable
levels in areas of high conservation significance: identify sensitive environmental sites; identify potential
impacts; determine extent of potential impacts; establish base-line data; identify key indicators; and
establish a monitoring program" (Kangaroo Island Sustainable Development Committee 199551).
2.

"Monitor key pressure points, adapt existing and new facilities and adjust management practices in line
with impacts and surveyed visitor responses" (Kangaroo Island Sustainable Development Committee

By early 1995, after nearly ten years of deliberation, the Island was finally positioned to develop a model.

-

Interviews undertaken for this study reveal an interesting range of perspectives on deciding to proceed and
develop a model, as shown in the collection below:
"it's essential to respond to calls to create and manage a preferred type of tourism" (David Crinionpers.
comm. 1997);
"it's a more sophisticated way of addressing social and experiential needs" (Craig Wickham pers. comm.
1997);
"I was first cautious, then positive that it was a proactive approach to helping people become more aware
of the situation" (Tom Bettess pers. comm. 1997);
"I had positive feelings generated by the idea of a tool to assess alternatives and generate the most
appropriate development" (Marc Warren pers. comm. 1997); and
"it's a way to manage protected areas and the broader environment, but is of little use to council" (Bany
Hunt pers. comm. 1997).
These comments suggest varying levels of perception of the utility of a model, with the more comprehensive
perspectives coming fiom those most exposed to different tourism scenarios and management approaches.
The benefits perceived by these individuals were that a model could:
offer a defensible means of setting a carrying capacity for the more sensitive areas on the Island @any
Hurst pers. comm. 1997);
predict trends and make more proactive decisions (Tom Bettess pers. comm. 1997);
introduce more logic and integration into decision making (David Crinion pers. comm. 1997);

/

bring people with different needs together to jointly understand the situation and use the understanding
to arrive at a preferred type of tourism and means of managing it (Craig Wickham pers. comm. 1997;
David Crinion pers. comm. 1997);
create constructive dialogue between developers and the Island's stakeholders (Marc Warrenpers. comm.
1997); and
be used as a pilot for other regions to adopt (David Crinionpers. comm. 1997).
The fundamental attraction that shifeedproponents into accepting the proposal was the idea of bringing the
community into the decision making process to preserve the Island lifestyle as well as the Island itself. The
fundamental ingredient to moving on was the potential to access seeding money fiom Commonwealth

-

ecotourism grants. The apparent success achieved in using an LAC at Seal Bay gave proponents hope that it
may be able to be applied more widely on the Island.

While there was little resistance to the proposal there was considerable apathy and cynicism. The apathy and
cynicism were generated by the lack of understanding of what visitor management models existed and what
they could offer, and by the lack of action to come fiom the plethora of reports and plans already undertaken
(Tom Bettesspers. comm. 1997; Marc Warrenpers. comm. 1997; Bany Hurstpers. comm. 1997). There was
some cynicism that the model would not be widely owned but consolidated in the domain of protected area
managers or the tourism industry. This reflected the desire by environmentalists for a carrying capacity
model to 'lock in industry' and the desire by the industry and senior bureaucrats for the status quo rather than
a model that may limit growth (Craig Wickhampers. comm. 1997; David Crinionpers. comm. 1997; Fraser
Vickery pers. comm. 1997).
During the preparation of the funding proposal the range of stakeholders defined by those interviewed was
quite tight. These stakeholders are listed in Table 5.4. Most not only possessed inter-disciplinary skills and
experience in the fields of nature-based tourism and protected area management, but a passion to get on top
of the long standing ad hoc approach to tourism management on Kangaroo Island. Moreover, each
stakeholder appeared to have a good understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the others, and was
happy to share responsibilities for moving the model forward accordingly. Nonetheless, while most
interviewees agreed that Fraser Vickery, Craig Wickham and David Crinion were the major drivers, there
was limited support for other players noted in the Table (few people suggested others and nobody stressed
them)-

,'

Table 5.4

Critical stakeholders to deciding to proceed with developing a model (as identified by
interviewees)

Input or influence

Name

Vision for quality and sustainable tourism.

Fraser Vickery

Enormous energy and conviction to convince people of the need for a
model.
Local experience with protected area management and nature-based
tourism.

I

I

Direct experience with applying an LAC at Seal Bay.

l

Craig Wickham

I

I

I

I

Good connections across the Island's tourism industry.
Local experience with protected area management and name-based
tourism.

I

Experience with the LAC following its exposure at a 1993 Worlg
Adventure and Ecotourism Congress in Hobart.
I

David Crinion

I

Experience with tourism in other regions.
Experience with what would happen if a model wasn't generated.

Wayne Emery and Helen
Hardwick and Craig
Wickham

I

lI

Energy and expertise in the issues and solutions associated with
ecotourism.
Wrote the preparation of a model into the South Australian Ecotourism
Plan.
Found the funding and wrote the brief for a consultant to create a model.

Small collection of naturebased tourism operators
that were members or on
the Board of Tourism
Kangaroo Island

They recognised the need to better manage the interaction through some
form of system or their businesses would suffer.

Local government

Concern for future of the Island.

I

These operators were witnessing the interaction between people and
sensitive environments.

Representation of broader community interests.
Source: David Crinion pers. comm. (1997); Craig Wickharn pers. comm. (1997); Tom Bettess pers, comm.
(1997); Bany Hurst pers. comm. (1997)

l

5.5

Project emphasis

Soon after the release of the Sustainable Development Strategy, the SATC and DENR developed a funding
proposal under the Commonwealth's National Ecotourism Program, to develop an LAC for Kangaroo Island.
The goal of the project was written to fit into the emphasis of the funding program to develop a mechanism to
identify, monitor and manage any impacts of ecotourism on the environment and the social structure, and to
quantify the benefits to the regional Kangaroo Island economy. The apparent success of visitor management
strategies for Seal Bay, generated out of the informal LAC, were cited by DENR as evidence that the LAC
could successfully deliver, and that it should also be able to deliver for the Island as a whole (Fraser Vickery
pers. comm. 1997; Craig Wickhampers. comm. 1997). Unlike most LAC models of the past, this one was
positioned to go beyond environmental and experiential dimensions to cover social, cultural and economic
impacts from tourism activity. In addition, it was proposed to develop the LAC for the entire Island.
While the submission was being considered, the SATC and DENR appointed a consultant to coordinate a
workshop that would identify potential key indicators and monitoring methods for the LAC. Participants
included representatives from: the SATC; DENR; Department of Premier and Cabinet; Australian
Conservation Foundation; and the Island's nature-based tourism operators. The workshop addressed
economic, experiential, social, cultural, ecological and aesthetic dimensions. The results of the workshop
were compiled in a report to the SATC and DENR (Cole and Associates 1995) for later use as reference
material for the development of the LAC.
The funding application was successful, with the Commonwealth offering approximately 60% of the funds
and the SATC providing the remainder. Substantial in-kind resourcing was offered by the SATC, DENR and
TKI in the form of representation on a Steering Committee to oversee the project and all the Committee's
travel related expenses. The Committee was coordinated by Wayne Emery (SATC) and comprised: David
Crinion (SATC); Fraser Vickery (DENR); and Craig Wickham (TKI). The Steering Committee wrote a brief
for the project, which included the following outcomes:
a Limits of Acceptable Change Model for Kangaroo Island that will provide for the monitoring of key
environmental, economic and social indicators;
the development of a methodology for the monitoring of the key indicators and methods of managing
them; and
a framework for responsible management of ecotourism opportunities (South Australian Tourism
Commission 1996b).
Following a tendering process, Manidis Roberts Consultants were selected in April 1996 to undertake the
project.

I

The project commenced in early May 1997 with an inception meeting involving the consultants and three of
the four Project Steering Committee Members. The meeting began with the consultants asking each member
of the committee how they would describe a successful outcome for the project. Four key outcomes were
widely agreed upon:
1.

Integration of as wide a range of stakeholders as possible in the model's development and
implementation.

2. Creation of dimensions that assist the tourism industry to develop products that reflect community

values.

3. Creation and presentation of a model that can be applied to other regions across Australia.
4.

Sufficient flexibility within the model for it to grow and change as required (ie. a dynamic mdel).

These outcomes influenced much of the emphasis in the development approach.

5.6

Development approach

Synopsis of the development approach
The approach to developing the model is shown in Table 5.5, which reveals elements that address creating
the mechanics of the model and in getting it widely accepted and implemented. The frst element is outlined
I

in more detail in the following sections. The second element involved promotion of milestone development
stages through the media and specialist publications to raise awareness amongst stakeholders, separate
briefings with senior government bureaucrats, tourism industry leaders and the Island's community, and a
launch of a draft report at the National Ecotourism Conference (McArthur 1996c) to attract professional
comment.

Table 5.5

Approach to developing a Tourism Optimisation Management Model for Kangaroo Island
Methodfor nrodel development

Wethodfor acceptance and inlplementation

--

*

Confirm desired outcomes, parameters and methodology
l i the
~ study.

Conduct day long inception meeting with Steering Committee.
I

-

. Establish a draft set of desirable conditions for tourism on

a:

Kangaroo Island (economic, market, social,
environmental and visitor experience).

lnr estigate indicators that could be measured to suggest
the status of the optimal conditions.
I

-

'

-'
m

--

m

'

Generate a set of tourism scenarios that could be faced on
I\ I 111 the near future
Investigate how the indicators could be measured in a
~inlple,reliable and cost effective manner.
Decide on a select group of optimal conditions.
Decide on a select group of indicators.
Decide on a select group of monitoring methods.
Combine the optimal conditions, indicators and
~nonitorinemethods into a table that becomes the basis
for the dr& model.
Cornmence development of Implementation Plan.

Jclentify missing information and assumptions that will
be made until the information becomes available.

' 11eedto

Identify the benchmark status for each indicator (how
close Kangaroo Island is to its optimal conditions).
,

-

Refine the model by testing it using the scenarios already
developed.
P~.oducea working version of the model.

-.

I.aunch the model within a consultation Draft Report.

Integrate goals from Tourism Plan, K1 Sustainable Development
strategy, interviews with tourism related stakeholders andfeedback from a 1.5 day workshop involving tourism related
stakeholders.
Integrate recommendations from earlier indicator study and
directions and initiatives from relevant plans, reports and
initiatives undertaken by SATC, DENR and TKI.
For each scenario, develop potential benefits and costs, and
identify information needed to understand the benefits and costs.
Integrate qualitative advice from specialists with the results of
an objective testing matrix (ie. assess against criteria such as
accuracy, utility and cost).
Conduct a 1.5 day workshop with tourism related stakeholders.

I

Hold first briefing with senior government staff and use the scenario table to market the
need for a model at stakeholder briefings. Determine ongoing commitment to the study.
Present Matrix to Steering Committee for feedback.

Source: Manidis Roberts Consultants (l997a:12-1

I

Conduct a 1.5 day workshop with tourism related stakeholders.
Undertake a community briefing in Kingscote.
Prepare and gencrate a second media release.
Prepare articles for tourism newsletters to stimulate wider professional interest in the

Produce a table that presents the key information used to drive
the model.
Identify potential resources (human and financial).
Identify ideal coordinating body for model.
Investigate additional resourcing opportunities.
Consult with specialists in relevant fields, eg. wildlife officers,
tour operators, tourism research staff and community groups.
Refine model according to imminent resourcing scenario.
Undertake basic research into existinn records. interview
specialists and where necessary, generate assumptions to cover
missing data.
Conduct an internal workshop with consultants and members of
the Steering Committee.
Prepare Consultation Draft Report.
Consolidate Implementation Plan.
Enhance model tables to increase user friendliness.
Produce a basic display and visual material summarising the
model.
Produce 300 copies of Consultation Draft Report.

Collect and analyse feedback from launch.
Integrate feedback into model and report.
Conduct workshop with Steering Committee to determine
responsibilities and funding. Dispatch copies of final report to
interested persons

I

Discuss project with individuals involved in monitoring some aspect of tourism related
activity on Kangaroo Island.

Provide Steering Committee and potential model coordinator with a draft structure of
implementation plan for them to flesh out using their experience of K1 management.
Prepare follow-up articles for tourism newsletters to stimulate wider professional interest
in the study.
Nothing required here.

I

Refine the model and implementation plan.
Produce Final Report.

Plan as many dates for workshops, community briefings, senior government briefings,
transport operator briefings and media program as possible.
Prepare and release first media release.
Conduct interviews with 20 key stakeholders to introduce merits of project, gain
endorsement and involvement, and determine preferred communication for progress
updates.

m

Members of Steering Committee team up to brief senior government and industry
representatives on initial results of model and explore resourcing contributions.
Prepare local media that sets the stage for an imminent launch.
Prepare invitation letters to stakeholders (particularly past interviewees and workshop
varticivants) for communitv briefing / launch.
Prepare fourth media release.
Launch report at an appropriate event that typifies the desired tourism for the region
(National Ecotourism Conference).
Launch model nationally at Annual Ecotourism Conference on K1 several days after
local launch using South Australian Tourism Minister.
Collect feedback and assess response.
Integrate local government and development Board representatives onto Steering
Committee.
Generate articles outlining response and principal feedback.

I

I

Inception meeting
Table 5.5 shows that the first stage of the approach was the inception meeting, and that as well as defining
the desired outcomes of the study, the meeting refined the parameters and approach to the project. Refining
the parameters largely revolved around talking candidly about the experience of the Committee and other
stakeholders with models and, in particular, the LAC.
The bulk of the tourism planning and management experience on the Island and to a large extent in South
Australia, lay with David Crinion, Fraser Vickery and Craig Wickham. These individuals were all familiar
with carrying capacity, VIMM and LAC. This familiarity typically came from tertiary education,journal
articles, and discussions with experts such as George Stankey and Stephen McCool (David Crinionpers.
comm. 1997). Other tourism stakeholders had either heard of the terms, but had a limited understanding of

-

them (Barry Hurstpers. comm. 1997), or had not heard of them at all (Mac Warrenpers. comm. 1997; Tom
Bettess pers. comm. 1997). Some interviewees perceived all models as a way of limiting visitation, with each
model being a little more or less sophisticated in the way it went about such an action (Bany Hurstpers.
comm. 1997).
The general perception of carrying capacity among the Steering Committee appears to have been that it was
problematic and politically indefensible @avid Crinionpers. comm. 1997). However, carrying capacity was
by far the widest known model, and was generally seen as appropriate by most stakeholders if applied to
specific highly sensitive areas, but definitely not the entire Island (Barry Hurst and Tom Bettesspers. comm.
1997). The perception of VIMM was that it was useful but limited in scope and application. LAC was seen as
being the most appropriate for the Island because of its sophistication and accountability, though it was
generally recognised that LAC was still evolving and largely &tested for multi-tenure regions (David
Crinion pers. comm. 1997).
Using the collective experience of the Steering Committee, the inception meeting also generated a list of
stakeholders and their respective expertise (see Appendix C). Each stakeholder was allocated their principle
expertise in terms of the five dimensions that the model was to address (economic, market opportunities,
environmental, experiential and socio-cultural), and was then allocated a particular type of consultation
involvement depending on their availability, character and needs (either face to face interview, workshop or
briefing).
The inception meeting was also used to pre-program Steering Committee Meetings, workshops, briefings and
other milestones to maximise advance warning for stakeholders and minimise travel expenses. A day long
meeting generated a media release announcing the commencement of the project, which, in turn, generated
several radio news announcements on the local Kangaroo Island station and several Adelaide stations.

Situation Analysis
A situation analysis was then undertaken on Kangaroo Island for the consultants to familiarise themselves
with the Island and its stakeholders. The situation analysis involved:
visiting key tourism destinations and experiencing a range of tourism products;
interviewing 15 stakeholders from the list generated by the Steering Committee;
reviewing relevant literature; and
briefing senior government stakeholders.
Two of the consultants (including the author) spent several days visiting key attractions and discussing
tourism issues with various operators and natural area managers. Some 25 individuals involved in tourism on
Kangaroo Island were interviewed in order to:
brief and seek feedback from each stakeholder on the objectives and proposed outcomes of the study;
obtain stakeholder perceptions on the current and future prospects for tourism on Kangaroo Island; and
identify key stakeholders and discuss preferred means of communication for the study.
While each interview was adapted to reflect the position, interest and understanding of each interviewee to
tourism and the principles of the Limits of Acceptable Change, all interviews contained questions relating to
three key themes (the ongoing nature and scale of tourism on Kangaroo Island, impacts and infrastructure).
The core questions were:
What are your thoughts about the nature and scale of tourism on Kangaroo Island?

- what are your expectations for tourism on Kangaroo Island?
- what are the opportunitiesrelating to mass tourism and special interest tourism on Kangaroo Island?
- what are your fears regarding mass tourism and special interest tourism on Kangaroo Island?
- should Kangaroo Island be targeting specific market segments or any potential tourist? Why?

-

What sort of impacts on Kangaroo Island have you noticed as a result of tourism?
If further tourism growth should occur, what sort of inhstructure should be developed?
-where could that infrastructure be developed?
- why could that type of infi-astructurebe developed where you have indicated?

The latter part of the interview turned to the subject of the LAC model. It began by asking the interviewee if
they had ever heard of carrying capacity or the Limits of Acceptable Change, and if so, their understanding of
the two concepts. The interviewer then explained the two models, the merits of the LAC and the intention of
I

the SATC to develop an LAC model for Kangaroo Island (as recom~endedin Kangaroo Island's Sustai~iable

-

-

-

-
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Development Strategy). The interviewer then explained how the project would be developed and how the
interviewee might be able to contribute and directly benefit. Notes of each interview were kept and referred
to prior to consultation initiatives and in preparing the draft report.
In May 1996 a wide range of tourism related reports on Kangaroo Island and South Australia were reviewed

(see literature review and references). The review had four key objectives:
1. Investigate evolving theory and past use of recreational carrying capacity models.
2. Review relevant case studies of the development and implementation of the Limits of Acceptable

Change model.
3. Identify a range of values and strategies being applied to Kangaroo Island, which may be able to be

integrated into the first two components of the model.

4. Assess the nature of regional monitoring currently being undertaken that may be able to be integrated
into the model.
The review integrated the values identified in the Sustainable Development Strategy (Kangaroo Island
Sustainable Development Committee 1995) and the Indicator Study (Cole and Associates 1995) to generate
draft versions of the first two components of the model - desired conditions and indicators.
In early June a meeting was held in Adelaide to brief relevant senior government staff on the project's scope
and proposed approach and outputs. The organisations represented were:
Department of Premier and Cabinet;
South Australian Tourism Commission;
Department of ~nvironmentand Natural Resources; and
Department of Finance.
The staff of each organisation were identified by the Steering Committee as being key to the endorsement
and resourcing of the model in the latter stages. The meeting was conducted as a 30 minute briefing followed
by 30 minute discussion period.
The briefing revealed that most individuals were aware of the project but that few had a sound idea of what it
was hoping to achieve or how it might be achieved (Philip Manidis pers. comm. 1997). While most
individuals endorsed the development of the model wholeheartedly, one or two offered comments or
questions that indicated distrust of the project and its approach. The first example was a comment expressing
concern that the model may in some way limit tourism growth or the flexibility to change or introduce new
policy. The second example concerned questions as to why the consultation for developing the model was
being focussed on Kangaroo Island, rather than Adelaide. Essentially. these individuals were concerned about
..

the model's ability to redistribute some of the existing information and hence decision making power
currently held within State government. There appeared to be a desire to control the availability of
information as a means of controlling tourism related decision making at the State rather than local level.
During the situation analysis, the Steering Committee and consultants spent a great deal of time considering
the needs of stakeholders. Of major concern was how the Island's transport and other key tourism operators

~

l

would perceive the model, since it was they who brought visitors to the Island and delivered the major

i

services and infrastructure (David Crinionpers. comm. 1997). The next most prevalent stakeholders being
considered were the special interest tourism operators (eg. nature-based tourism, Bed and Breakfast and

l

Farmstay accommodation) and Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR), who were
perceived as having the most to lose if the model didn't deliver (Marc Warren pers. comm. 1997; Craig
Wickhampers. comm. 1997; Bany Hurstpers. comm. 1997). Other stakeholders being considered were the
local community, who could have their lifestyle affected, and visitors, who could have the quality Of their
experience affected (Craig Wickham pers. comm. 1997).
The insights gained fiom the situation analysis resulted in a fundamental innovation in the LAC model that
was to set the project up as being genuinely innovative. The insights suggested that the LAC system was
unlikely to establish widespread endorsement and support from stakeholders seeking to enhance economic
returns from tourism, particularly the tourism industry, government, and sectors of the local community.
Without this involvement the monitoring of results could become prone to conjecture, particularly if they
revealed surprising or controversial implications. These stakeholders were also recognised as being essential
in providing the economic and political support necessary to maintain monitoring programs and implement
management decisions. Lastly, neither the local government, DENR or SATC wanted to accept responsibility
for the political fallout which might stem from the imposition of any perceived limit on tourism activity
(Barty Hurstpers. comm. 1997).
In response to the ownership issue, the consultants recommended a philosophical shift in the LAC model.
The shift was in the type of indicators selected and the notion of a range. The model would seek out
indicators that suggested positive, proactive management rather than defensive minimalist management. For
example, indicators were proposed that suggested the proportion of the community who perceived positive
benefits fiom their interactions with tourists, as opposed to the proportion that perceived negative benefits.
Other examples included the number of cooperative marketing campaigns and the proportion of visitors who
believed they had an intimate experience with wildlife in a natural area. The shift was therefore from limits to
optimisation of the conditions in which tourism should occur.

,

Following a brainstorming session by the consultants, the Steering Committee was presented with a range of
names for the new model. The proposed names had to accommodate the term optimisation, and ideally would

l
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incorporate the term tourism to encourage industry involvement, and reflect for an acronym for ease of
reference. The final agreed name was 'Tourism Optimisation Management Model' (TOMM).

l
i

~

There was widespread endorsement of the philosophical shift and name change because it suited the real
needs of the situatrrm (Craig Wickha~iip m comk 1997: Dayid Crinjon pers c o y ~19.97:
~ ~ Ton? Bettess

pers. comm. 1997; Bany Hurstpers. comm. 1997). Specifically, the new model appeared to offer a greater
capacity to involve a full range of stakeholders and offered a genuine opportunity for widespread ownership
through widespread involvement (David Crinionpers. comm. 1997; Bany Hurstpers. comm. 1997).

Intensive on-site workshop
Logistical preparation
In mid June 1996 detailed planning was undertaken for the first of two interactive workshops to assist in
developing TOMh4. Some 45 stakeholders were invited to attend the workshop, held in Kingscote (Kangaroo
Island) on 26-27 June. Individuals were identified by the Steering Committee in terms of the degree to which
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they represented the economic, market, environmental, socio-cultural and experiential dimensions of tourism
on Kangaroo Island. In addition, the consultants invited the Manager of Jenolan Caves (Ted Reedy) to visit
attend the workshop and present any wisdom from the development of the VIMh4 and implementation of the
SEM. Five weeks before the event each invitee was sent an invitation letter, discussion paper and proposed
workshop agenda. Invitees were contacted one to two weeks later to confirm attendance.
The consultation had to avoid cultural or value-laden baggage that some potential workshop venues and
caterers were perceived as having by some of the Steering Committee. Consequently, the Kingscote Yacht
Club was chosen as the workshop venue and the Blue Gum Cafe in the main street of Kingscote as the
caterer. The choice of the Yacht Club reflected the need for a neutral location that was well known,
accessible, comfortable and able to provide visual and physical escapes for those feeling pressured. The
choice of the catering also reflected neutrality, but also a very local business trying to be innovative to
tourists while still being fundamentally orientated to local needs.

Workshopparticipants
Some 30 people attended the workshop, representing tourism marketing, strategio planning, tourism
development and investment, accommodation, transport, tours, local government, conservation and the
agricultural sectors. Appendix C provides a list of attendees and the fields which they were known to
represent. The allocation of disciplines was made by one of the Steering Committee who had the widest
knowledge of the background of each stakeholder (Fraser Vickery), then checked by the rest of the
Committee. With some individuals noted as covering more than one field, the distribution was approximately
a quarter of participants each to environmental, socio/cultural and experiential, and an eighth of participants
each to economic and market opportunities. The lists were used to assist in creating smaller groups for
discipline-based activities later in the day.
The workshop was run by the consultants (Manidis Roberts Consultants - Philip Manidis and Simon
McArthur). Ted Reedy (Jenolan Caves Reserve) also attended the workshop. Two of the four Project
Steering Committee Members also attended (Wayne Emery and Fraser Vickery).
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Outline and discussion of brief
The frrst session began with an outline of the project's scope, objectives and intended outcomes. Participants
\

were given a brief outline of several conventional approaches to managing tourism in a place such as
Kangaroo Island (eg. recreational carrying capacity). This was then contrasted with the Ljmits of Acceptable
Change and the recently coined Tourism Optimisation Management Model (TOMM). Ted Reedy then
provided some reflections on the development and implementation of the model used at Jenolan Caves. This
proved to be extremely powerful at getting participants to realise that the task was achievable but would
require the continual input and support of a wide range of people. The group then discussed the strengths and
weaknesses of the various models, before endorsing the TOMM as the preferred approach.

Refinement of desired conditions
The second session involved participants refining a list of desired conditions for tourism on Kangaroo Island,
sourced fiom the Sustainable Development Strategy (Kangaroo Island Sustainable Development Committee
1995). These were contrasted and considered in light of the objectives g d outcomes identified in the
Sustainable Development Strategy for Kangaroo Island. Participants then voted on the top four or five
conditions for each dimension that could be further elaborated on in small groups. Voting was done by giving
each participant three votes per dimension, and allowing them to either:
place the three votes on one outcome;
place one on one outcome and two on another; or
place each of the votes on three outcomes.

Refinement of indicators
The third and final session on day one involved small group work to generate a set of indicators to measure
the extent to which the desired conditions were being met. Each group was given a list of indicators
generated by an earlier consultancy (Cole and Associates 1995) as additional material with which to work.
Each group then presented their set to the rest of the group.

Networking opportunity
A special dinner at a local cafe was set up to encourage participants to relax and network. The consultants
were also hoping to collect informal feedback on the first day's events. Getting as many participants together
in the one open forum also served to reduce the likelihood of 'negative networking', where those seeking to
achieve alternative agendas contact other participants to lobby for common views or actions.

Preliminary monitoring methods
Day two of the workshop was run over a half day and focused on consolidation. The fust session involved
participants suggesting simple monitoring methods for their indicators, then judging the merit of each method
against criteria. Criteria included cost, utility of information generated, degree of additional work required
and which organisations should be responsible for collecting the information. Participants were then
informed that their list would be condensed by the consultants (using the same criteria), but that all indicators
would be presented in a draft report for integration into TOMM if required.

l

Feedback on workshop
The second and final brief session provided participants with an opportunity to provide feedback on the
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workshop, before being briefed on the next stage of the project and second workshop on August 20th.
Feedback suggested that participants were generally happy with the facilitation and had gained a relatively
clear understanding of the project, and that the workshop had achieved its outcomes, but that more time to
undertake the tasks would have made them feel more comfortable. The consultants took this feedback on
board as meaning that the next workshop either had to be slightly longer or require less tasks to be completed
in the same time. Results of the feedback form are shown in Table 5.6 (a copy of the feedback form can be

1

found in Appendix D).

Table 5.6

Feedback from TOMM workshop participants

Aspect of workshop

Feedbackfiom participants

Most participants found the discussion paper a very useful introduction to the
workshop. The remaining quarter found it reasonably useful.

Usefulness of
discussion paper

Additional comments stressed the need for background prior to the workshop.
The discussion paper was presented in a clear and presentable way.
Understanding of
project's scope and
approach

Participants were evenly split between being quite clear and fairly clear but
none indicated that they were unclear.

Identification of
desired conditions

The majority of participants felt that this task had only managed a satisfactory
result, with the other third rating it very well.

Additional comments suggested that the project was a complex one but that
long standing problems had been ironed out.

Additional comments suggested the performance was limited by time and the
different levels of participant experience and expertise involved.
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Again, the majority of participants felt that this task had only managed a
satisfactory result, with the other third rating it very well. Participants judged
this component as the lowest performing one.

Identification of
realistic and useful
set of indicators

Additional comments confirmed the difficulty that many participants had with
the complexity and enormity of the task, particularly within a short time flame.
The majority of participants rated facilitation very well with the remaining 20%
rating it reasonably well.

Facilitation of the
workshop

Additional comments recognised the difficulties with large groups containing
very different perspectives and understanding. One or two individuals
suggested that similar expertise was required to run the small group sessions,
which they felt were sometimes dominated by one individual.
Participants offered an extensive list of beneficial outcomes.

Beneficial outcomes

All enjoyed the diversity of participants as an opportunity to hear and work
with a range of perspectives.
Many felt a sense of cooperation, trust and common good had been established.
Some noted the positive feelings of moving right through a process rather than
starting half-way through.
A few enjoyed learning more about, and opening their minds to, strategic
thinking.
Additional points not
made in workshop

Very few participants made additional comments and one or two suggested that
all had the chance for input.

Suggestions for next
workshop

Logistical suggestions included making the workshop two days rather than one
and a half (reducing time pressures experienced on more complex tasks)
selecting a warmer venue and placing more emphasis on visual aids.

Meeting individual
leeds

I

One or two participants suggested that the next workshop must be able to
demonstrate tangible benefit using a real scenario.

I

Participants were evenly split over the workshop meeting their needs
reasonably well and very well.

I

There were no additional comments.

Consolidation of workshop results
Repositioning the term 'desired conditions' to 'optimal conditions'
The consultants then took the raw material generated in the first workshop and streamlined it into a summary
table featuring the draft set of desired conditions, indicators and monitoring methods. Consistent with the title
of the model (Tourism Optimisation Management Model), desired conditions were re-named optimal
conditions. An optimal condition was defined as a desirable yet realistic status for a sustainable future. Like
objectives, they could indicate the environment in which tourism should be operating. The optimal conditions
for tourism on Kangaroo Island were determined as having five dimensions: economic; marketing;
environmental; experiential; social and cultural dimensions. The consultants acknowledged that the final set
of optimal conditions needed to be comprehensive and yet measurable and easily recognised. Threughout the
development approach they then positioned the optimal conditions within the model as the basis for the
development of a sustainable tourism industry. The final set op optimal conditions are shown in Table 5.7.

Indicator selection
The consultants then began to refine the use and selection of indicators. The indicators were defined as a
tangible measure of the state of an optimum condition; how close the tourism sector was to achieving its
optimal conditions. There were three sources of information used to generate the indicators:
1. A preliminary set generated through a workshop involving representatives fiom Tourism Kangaroo
Island, the SATC and DENR (Cole and Associates 1995).
2.

The community workshop (outlined above).

3.

Informal discussions with other stakeholders who had not managed to attend the first workshop.

The consultants believed that the model had to begin at a manageable size and progressively expand as
1

required. This meant a manageable set of optimal conditions (less than 20) and supporting indicators (one or
two per condition). There were clearly too many indicators to use, and the full list of potential indicators can
be found in Manidis Roberts (1997: 54-6 1). Selection criteria were generated to assist select the most
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appropriate indicators fiom the vast lists generated by the workshop. The criteria for selecting the most

I

provides a fkther explanation of each criterion and demonstrates how each was used. The indicators were

appropriate indicators were: accuracy; utility of data; availability of data; cost of collecting data. Table 5.8

I

~

I

then assessed against the criteria in a matrix to generate a recommendation of adopting, delaying or

l

considering the indicator. Two indicators recommended for adoption were then entered into a table alongside

l
l

i

their respective desired condition. The indicators selected for Kangaroo Island are shown in Table 5.8. It was
accepted that some indicators would need to be modified or switched over time as the model was reviewed

I

l

Table 5.7

Summary of working components of monitoring systems for Kangaroo Island application of TOMM

Optimal colldition
Ecorrorr~rcdmensron
The majority of visitors to KI stay longer than two nights.
The tour~sniindustry is undergoing steady growth in tourism yield.

I

(m

Annual average number of nights stayed on K1.
Annual average growth in total tourism expenditure on K1 per

I

The gron tli of local employment within the tourism industry has

Im

Annual average growth in direct tourism employment.

1

I

Number of operators using market data in TKI and operator plans.

I

Market opportwirties drntension
Opelatn~suse market data to assist in matching product with
market segment opportunities.
1h e ~ eis integration of business and regional, state and national
torllisni Inal keting programs for U.
A g1 on ing portion of visitors cqme from the
c~~ltu~al/e~ivironlnental
segments of the domestic and international
mal kets
Eriwrorrmental drrnens~on
The ma-jority of the number of visits to the island's natural areas
occurs in visitor service zones
Ecological processes are maintained or improved (where visitor
impact has occurred) in areas where tourism activity occurs.
Major I\ iltllife populations attracting visitors are maintained andtor
improved in areas where tourism activity occurs.

m
g

I

Experreniral dtnzension
Toul ism ploniotion of visitor experiences at Kangaroo Island's
natu~alaleas is realistic and truthful to that actually experienced by

Socro cultzrral din~ensrorr
Revdent5 feel they can influence tourism related decisions.

Residenls feel comfortable that tourism contributes to a peaceful.
secure nntl attractive lifestyle.

m

m

m

Im

I

I
I

1

g

m

2 to 7 nights
4 to 10Y0annual average grawth.

I

I to 3% annual average growth.

I

Annual survey of TKI operators.

50- 100% of operators.

II

Annual survey of TKI operators.

m

I

I

85 to 100% of visitors.

Direct question in Exit survey.
Expenditure estimate in Exit survey.

Annual survey of TKI operators.
Qualitative segmentation question in Exit
survey.
Number of passengers carried on transport

60 to 80% of total visitors to K1.
0 to 7% annual growth in the
number of visits.

m

0 to 5% increase in native
vegetation from base case.
0 to 5% annual increase in no.
sighted.

List of areas in exit survey.
Annual ground survey, supported by GIS
data
Count visible population in designated
area.

85% to 100% of visitors.

Proportion of visitors who believe their experience was similar to
that suggested in advertisements and brochures.

m

Electricity and water consumption
averaged across three operations.

Closed question exit survey.

3 to 7 kilowatts.

20 to 40 litres of water.

Proportion of visitors who believe they had an intimate experience
with wildlife in a natural area.
Proportion of visitors who were very satisfied with their overall visit.
Proportion of visitors who were very satisfied with interpretation

I

Proportion of residents who feel that the local community- is capable
of i;fluencing the type of tourism on KI.
Number of .pettv. crime reports committed bv non-residents per

1

I

70 to 100% of respondents.

.

Closed question exit survey.
Satisfaction question exit survey.
Satisfaction question exit survey.

70 to 100% of residents surveyed.

Closed question within an Omnibus
survey of local residents.
Annual number of crime reports
committed by non-residents.
Annual number of vehicle accidents
involving non-residents.
Closed question within an Omnibus
survey of local residents.
Closed question within an Omnibus
survey of local residents.

10 to 25 crime reoorts oer annum
by non-residents.
50 to SO vehicle accident reports
per a n n u q
70 to 100% of respondents.
m

1

95 to 100% of respondents.
90 to 100% of respondents.

.

I

rZ
d:R
"
oftr-c accidellts involving non-raidents per annum.
Proportion of the community who perceive positive benefits from
their interactions with tourists.
Proportion of residents who feel they can visit a natural area of their
choice with very few tourists present.

m

m

A

I

Re%idents,meable to access nature-based recreational opportunities
thqca~enot frequented by tourists.
Sowye: Manidis Roberts Consultants (1997a:26)

1

50- 100% of operators.

Number of seals at designated tourist site.
Number of Hooded Plover at designated tourist slte.
Number of Osprey at designated tourist site.
Energy consumption / visitor night 1 visitor.
Water consumption / visitor night / visitor.

The niajo~ity of tourism accommodation operations have
im~dementedsome form of energy and water conservation

The l i l \ isltor experience is distinctly different from other coastal
dest~nationsin Australia.
The ~najorityof K1 visitors leave the Island highly satisfied with
thei~ey~erleace.

1

Number of co-operative marketing campaigns such as joint
brochures and advertisements.
Proportion of visitors that match ATC cultural/environmental
segmentation profile.
The number of visits to Kangaroo Island

The proportion of K1 visitors to the island's natural areas who visit
areas mned specially for managing visitors.
Net overall cover of native vegetation at specific sites.

Monitoring technique

Acceptable range

Indicator

80 to 100% of respondents.

m
Table 5.8

Criteria used to select indicators

Example

Criteria

Explanation

Degree of relationship
with actual tourism
activity

The indicator needs to have a clear
The number of fur seals at Seal Bay is
relationship with tourism activity to be more relevant than the number of
possums at Stokes Bay.
relevant to the model.

Accuracy

The indicator needs to represent the
desired condition accurately.

generates additional insights.

The number of traffic accidents is a more
accurate depiction of traffic conditions
than the perception of parking
difficulties.
Actual visitation (number of visitors) has
greater utility than perception of
crowding.

I

Availability of data

I The indicator is more worthwhile if
data already exists and is accessible,
rather than needing to be collected
fiom scratch.

analyse

requires minimal additional human
resources to collect and analyse.

Source: Manidis Roberts (1997a:25)

Data on the level of expenditure is more
available than operator profit.

-

The level of direct tourism employment
is cheaper to monitor than the number of
tourism products developed by local
suppliers in response to tourist demand.

Monitoring techniques were then fleshed out for the selected indicators and entered into the summary table.
The collection of techniques was referred to as the model's monitoring program. The monitoring program
was defined as the way in which information is collected and stored over a period of time. The program
would collect information about how close the actual state of each indicator was to its acceptable range.
Each monitoring technique was assessed against similar criteria as the indicators. The preferred techniques
were those generating data from existing systems and initiatives. Techniques that could be developed to
satisfy other information needs were given second preference. The two most substantial monitoring methods
developed for the model were a visitor exit survey and an operator survey. The monitoring program and its
various components are shown in Table 5.7.

Preliminary analysis of implementation issues

-

The consultants also began to examine the implementation requirements of the emerging model and the
ability of the existing stakeholders to meet the requirements. A conscious effort was made to identify as wide
a range of stakeholders as possible to assist with implementation; namely the collection and assimilation of
data within the monitoring component. This introduced conservation groups (eg. EcoAction), a range of
tourism operators (eg. Ozone Seafront Hotel and Meredith's Beachside B & B) and school groups (eg.
Kingscote High School) into responsible implementation roles.
Financial projections were then made for implementing and running TOMM for the next five years. The
costs were broken into those that could be borne within existing organisations committed to the model
(internal costs - IC) and those that had to be borne from other sources such as grants or sponsorship (external
costs - EC). These projected costs are shown in Table 5.9, which suggests that the average annual cost of
running TOMM would be $138,000. This figure can broken up into $67,000 for internal costs and $78,000
for external costs (for contracting market and researchers and environmental consultants).

,

Table 5.9

Major tasks

Exit survey
Environmental
monitoring
Operator survey
Community
polling
Other monitoring
Management
response
Project
management
(part-time project
officer)
Administration &
reporting
Review and
evaluate model
Total costs (S)

Projected costs for operation oflTOMM

To determine where financial resourcing should come from to implement TOMM, the analysis:
identified current financial resourcing for tourism management on Kangaroo Island and how it was being
allocated;
determined how much of the current financial resourcing could be allocated to TOMM; and
assessed the strengths and weaknesses of a range of alternative funding sources.
The analysis identified the main h d i n g sources as coming from the SATC and TKI, and to a lesser extent
from the NPWSSA and Kangaroo Island Council. It suggested that a total budget of up to $50,000 was
available for research, planning and management of tourism on Kangaroo Island. From this, perhaps $10,000
to $20,000 was available for implementing TOMM, leaving a shortfall of $50,000 to $60,000 per annum,
implying there would not be sufficient to run any of the major data collection techniques such as tlie exit
visitor survey. It became apparent that traditional h d i n g sources would be unable to deliver the model. The
Island's rate base was too small, the financial capacity of the South Australian government was limited, and
the Commonwealth Department of Tourism did not provide ongoing funding.
Seven alternative sources were identified as being worthy of serious consideration. It was decided that in the
short term (years one and two), grants would be required to begin implementing TOMM. These grants would
have to come from a special State government project allocation or from a federal government funding
program in the tourism or environment departments.
Clearly, some form of user pays would eventually have to be developed to maintain the model. The best
sources of medium to long term funding appeared to be an environmental levy and 1 or a rates increase. The
analysis suggested that a general rate increase would be preferred to a special rate increase because the latter
may require ministerial approval. A rate increase would need to be supplemented by a system that also
collected from visitors. An environmental levy would provide a fairer distribution of contributions than a
reliance on particular sectors or operators to individually determine their level of input. The tax could be
based on a departure tax for all air and sea-terminals and be collected by industry as part of their ticketing
process (incorporating the current airport tax).

1

To be palatable to stakeholders, the use of the monies raised would have to be split between infkastructure
development (eg. roads) and the implementation of TOMM. Either system would need to be totally

l1
I

~1

accountable and thoroughly marketed on an ongoing basis to stakeholders. Tourism operators would require
a minimum of 12 to 18 months advance warning to accommodate the change into marketing and ticketing.

I

i

Feedback
The summary table and indicator selection matrix and implementation issue analysis were sent to the
Steering Committee and several specialists (eg. George Stankey and David Cole) for comment. Additional
indicators andinonitoring methods were suggested. along with refinements to existing ones. While some
-
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respondents were mildly shocked into reality over the ongoing resourcing commitments, they remained
determined to continue and interested in exploring some form of user pays that was politically acceptable to
stakeholders.

Stakeholder briefings
Presentation to Tourism Kangaroo Island
In August 1997 Craig Wickham presented the first components of the model to the Tourism Kangaroo Island
Board and members. Craig reviewed the rationale for the project, the proposed structure of the model and the
initial set of optimal conditions and indicators. There was mild interest and support for the model, with most
discussion focussing on implementation, particularly how implementation of the model would be funded.
Craig proposed that the model would have to be implemented by a committee driven by stakeholders £tom
the Island. He also outlined that the model would require between $50,000 and $70,000 per annum to operate
and that this was beyond the budgets of the key organisations representing the tourism sector (TKI, EDB,
SATC and Kangaroo Island Council). It was concluded that a second grant would be essential to
implementation, but that ultimately the model would have to deliver sufficient outcomes to justify long term
fbnding fiom the Island's tourism sector.

Cancellation of second workshop
A second workshop was scheduled for August 1997 to refine completed core work. In July 1997 participants
invited to the previous workshop were sent a letter inviting them to attend a second workshop. Invitees were
also briefed on:
the model's name change and rationale behind the change;
the proposed optimal conditions and indicators within the model; and
a proposed community briefing on the evening after the workshop.
However, following discussions between the Steering Committee and consultants, it was decided that the
workshop would be more productive when a full draft of the model was prepared so that people could gain a
clearer picture of it and how it would be used. There was a poor response to attending the workshop, which is
likely to have been the result of the re-emergence of apathy - a perception that the consultants were
managing fine and didn't need the community at this point in time (Craig Wickhampers. comm. 1998). This
consolidated the decision to proceed with the community briefing but cancel the workshop and reinvest the
consultant time in briefings when the draft model was launched.

~

Community briejng
A community briefing was held at the Kingscote Yacht Club in August 1997 to explain the study, the
outcomes of the first workshop and subsequent progress to interested residents of Kangaroo Island. The
verbal briefing had the following structure:
introduction to consultants, project scope and intended outcomes;
outline of the first workshop (objectives, participants, agenda and feedback);
presentation of initial set of optimal conditions, indicators, and monitoring methods;
presentation of draft implementation plan;
outline of the next stage of the project and opportunities for additional input; and
questions and general discussion.
The meeting was advertised in the local paper and posters in townships across Kangaroo Island. However,
coordination of the promotion by local members of the Steering Committee was delayed and most residents
received less than one week's notice. Only eight people attended the briefing. Apart from the late notice,
locals suggested that the low attendance may have been the result of apathy, driven by perceptions that the
model was too complex for an individual to provide practical input into, and that there were no immediate
tourism issues confronting the Island that would maintain interest in the model (Tom Bettess pers. comm.
1997). Immediately after the briefing there was a sense that the briefing mid-way through the development of
the model may have been premature and better reinvested into additional briefings when the model was
firther developed (David Crinion pers. comm. 1997).

Individual stakeholder brieJings
Over the following few days after the community briefing, the consultants visited representatives of a number
of the Island's transport and major tourism operators to personally brief them on the status of the project.
Operators included Sealink, Fast Ferries, Kendall Airlines and the Ozone Hotel. The briefings incorporated
key aspects of the model but were more tuned to industry benefits and emerging issues relating to the model.
None of the representatives had a sound understanding, strong interest or commitment to the model and
development process. Generally, there was mild support, some scepticism and an interest to remain informed
but not overly involved. This reserved attitude may have been avoided with stronger attendance at briefings,
but is considered a typical reaction to most planning initiatives on the Island (Tom Bettesspers. comm.
1997). It was clear to the consultants that there remained a gap between those proposing the initiative and the
IsIand's major transport and tourism operators.
A recommendation was made to the Steering Committee that they take up ongoing briefings with these
s~&elioldersthroiigiiout the development process to maximise the chances of support during t,he
.

-
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implementation, but this never eventuated. During this period of development commitment began to wane
not only amongst stakeholders, but among some members of the Steering Committee. The project had
reached a complex stage requiring substantial commitment and few people appeared to have the time, energy
or commitment. The first reason for this was that the Committee lost a member (its Project Coordinator,
Wayne Emery) and had to appoint a new coordinator from the existing group (David Crinion). The second
reason was the emergence of other issues competing for attention, such as restructuring in the SATC and the
failing viability of the Fast Ferry. The underlying reason was probably that members were yet to realise that
their responsibility for implementing the project had begun. Most members seemed to feel that
implementation only needed to happen once the consultants had produced their final report.

Consolidating the model
Internal workshop
The consultants did not want to fully develop the model without the direct input of the Steering Committee.
To maintain the impetus, David Crinion and the author undertook an intensive two day workshop (25 hours)
to develop the structure of the model, and the third component of the model; its decision making system.
The first outcome from the workshop was a set of 10 potential scenarios that the Islands' tourism sector may
have to face. Potential benefits and costs were listed for each scenario, and then the information needed from
TOMM to help understand and better manage the scenario was generated. The scenarios projected for
Kangaroo Island were:
a significant increase (15% per annum) in tourism demand to visit Kangaroo Island;
a significant decrease (15% per annum) in tourism demand to visit Kangaroo Island;

a significant increase in interest to visit Kangaroo Island from the international market;
a decrease in annual overnight stays and an increase in day visits;
a significant investment commitment in a new tourism product;
l

a significant investment commitment in a major public infrastructure;
l

the major development of an alternative industry to tourism;
1
l

a major disaster related to tourism activity (eg. major accident with existing transport operator);
a major disaster not related to tourism activity (eg. oil spill near wildlife population); and
a shift to a single operator in the area of key service provision.
.,
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The testing of scenarios was used to check how well the model's proposed indicators reflected real situations,
and whether the results would actually help to generate management solutions. The resulting table also
served as a marketing tool to stakeholders not yet convinced that the model would assist them in times of
need.
The second outcome of the workshop was a proposed structure to TOMM that fitted the existing elements
into the centre of the model (desired outcomes, indicators and monitoring methods). The first part of the
model was established as a context analysis to help understand the existing situation. The last part of the
model became the decision making component which would draw upon the results generated by monitoring
to make more informed decisions (the specific components of each of these three sections of TOMM were
presented in Figure 2.4 and are hrther explained in more detail in Section 5.5).
The third outcome of the workshop was the development of a decision making process to respond20 the data
generated fiom the monitoring. The decision making process, or 'management response', became the third
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component of TOMM, and is shown in Figure 5.2. The management response involves the identification of
poor performing indicators, the exploration of cause / effect relationships, the identification of results
requiring a response and the development of management response options. The response should result in the
development of management options to address poor performing indicators. This, in turn,should assist in
achieving the desired outcomes for tourism activity.
The first stage in the response mechanism was developed to annually identify which indicators were not
performing within their acceptable range. This involves reviewing the report charts to identify and list each
indicator whose annual performance data is outside its acceptable range. It also involves identifying the
degree of the discrepancy and whether the discrepancy is part of a longer term trend. The trend is determined
by reviewing previous annual data that has been entered onto the report charts. A qualitative statement is then
entered under the degree of discrepancy.

An example for Kangaroo Island provided in the Final Report was each visitor's average energy consumption
per night (Manidis Roberts Consultants 1997a). The upper range for this indicator is 0.5 kilowatts.
Consumption over the three previous years may have been 0.3,0.35 and 0.5 kilowatts. The current year being
assessed may be 0.7 kilowatts. The indicator would thus be listed as not having performed within its
acceptable range. The discrepancy would be 0.2 kilowatts. The trend would be a gradual increase that does
not appear to be tapering off.

Figure 5.2

TOMM Management response

IDENTIFY POOR PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

EXPLORE CAUSEIEFFECT RELATIONSHIP

Source: Manidis Roberts Consultants (1 997a:34)

-

The second stage in the response mechanism developed was to explore cause / effect relationships. The
essential question relating to cause and effect is whether the discrepancy was principally induced by tourism
activity. Many indicators are subject to other effects such as the actions of local residents, initiatives by other
industries, and regional, national or even global influences. Many cause / effect relationships are relatively
easy to identify, particularly in remote and sparsely populated areas. Effects that might display a direct
relationship to tourism activity on Kangaroo Island might be the direct comments about the quality of
interpretation experienced. Relationships that may not be relevant to tourism activity on Kangaroo Island
might be a national pilot strike which prevented a proportion of visitors flying to the Island, or a change in
sea currents that moved seal food (and thus the seals) away fiom the waters immediately surrounding
Kangaroo Island.
The third stage would simply involve nominating whether a response is required. Specific choices for the
response could include a tourism-oriented response, a response fiom another sector, a combined response or
identification that the situation is beyond anyone's control.
The final stage developed was to create response options. These response options could take one of three
forms. The first form would be for indicator results requiring a response fiom a non-tourism sector. This
would involve identifying the appropriate body responsible, providing them with the results and suggesting a
response on the matter. The second form would be for indicator results that were out of anyone's control. In
this instance, no response would be required.
The third and most likely form would be for indicator results requiring a response fiom the tourism sector.
This would involve generating a series of management options for consideration. These options could
include: additional research to understand the issue; modification to existing practices; site-based
development; marketing; and lobbying. After the tourism related options are developed the preferred form
would be tested using the model. This would involve brainstorming how the option might influence the
various indicators. This requires the re-use of the predicted performance and management response sections
of the model.
The final application of the model was designed to test potential options or management responses to a range
of alternative scenarios. The first form of testing for application to Kangaroo Island was the performance of a
sample of individual indicators. The second form of testing was against several potential future scenarios for
Kangaroo Island already developed and presented in the contextual analysis. This helped to ensure that the
model would have some degree of predictive capability.

Establishment of benchmarks and acceptable ranges
The consultants then developed benchmarks for each indicator selected. A benchmark was defined as an
indicator's point of reference against which new monitoring data is compared. The initial benchmarks for
each indicator were developed in late 1996 using the best information available at the time. They represented
.
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the first set of data to be generated for the model. Nonetheless, much of this information came from previous
.-

*

research and estimations fiom people with experience and expertise in the given field. The data fiom the
model's first year's operation may well be more accurate but may be no more reliable as a benchmark because
it comes fiom one year only. All benchmarks represented local conditions.
The consultants decided that TOMM needed a capability to assist those using it to quickly interpret the data
and determine whether any form of response was requiredmd then determine who should respond (Manidis
Roberts Consultants 1997a). This required the performance of the indicator to be built in before the
monitoring began. This was achieved by developing for each indicator a performance measure that it should
be achieving. This performance measure was called an acceptable range, defined as an ideal, yet realistic
range of measurement for an indicator that is consistent with its optimal condition. By setting a range each
indicator was given a degree of variation within which to shift. This allowed minor influences to be taken
into account and thereby built in a safety margin, with the lower end of the scale typically reflecting the
bottom limit, that if violated, would signal a
its upper ideal range but the upper limit was no
performance were realistic. The initial accep

was of course possible for an indicator tozo beyond
S

imposed as a means of ensuring that expectations of
for each indicator were developed using the best

information available at the time. This information came fiom previous research (eg. Consulting and Audit
Canada 1995; Weaver and Lawton 1998) and observations and estimations from those with experience and
expertise in the given field. The acceptable ranges for each indicator are shown in Table 5.9.

Write up of reporting mechanism
The reporting system was designed to present the results in terms of whether they were acceptable or not.
The implication of this was that each indicator would need to have some form of measure that predetermined
what was acceptable. This created the idea of establishing an acceptable range for each indicator; a realistic
range of measurement which is consistent with the optimal conditions.
The consultants then designed a relatively simple reporting system whereby annual performance could be
presented via two systems -report charts and report tables. Each indicator has its own report chart that
displays its benchmark and acceptable range. The vertical axis presents a measure the indicator represents
(such as area of vegetation or units of electricity consumed) and the horizontal axis presents the years
monitored and the following five or six years. Each year the status of the indicator is plotted on the graph as a
bar graph while predicted performance is plotted as a line graph. Additional comments can be made that
qualify anomalies or suggest trends and relationships. A fictitious example of a report chart for annual
growth in the number of visits to Kangaroo Island is shown in Figure 5.3.
The second form of reporting system designed was a relatively simple table to quickly present whether each
indicator is within its acceptable range or not. The table supports the report charts as a means of providing a
straightforward presentation that does not require a great deal of skill to interpret. Table 5.10 presents a
fictitious Report Table for two economic optimal conditions and their indicators, illustrating the simplicity of
a 'tick and cross' system of presenting whether an indicator is within its acceptable range.

I

Figure 5.3

Table 5.10

Fictitious example of a TOMM report chart (Source: Manidis Roberts 1997a:29)

Fictitious Report Table for two economic optimal conditions and their indicators

Optimum conditions and indicators

2002

The majority of visitors to Kangaroo
Island stay longer than two nights.

X

Annual average number of nights
stayed on Kangaroo bland

The tourism industry is undergoing
steady growth in tourism yield.
Growth in total tourism expenditure
on Kangaroo Island

Comments

l

Introduction of a larger
Fast Ferry to the Island in
200 1 incieased number and
proportion of day-trippers.

costs to cater for increased
visitation.

Feedbackfiom Committee
The key elements generated fiom the internal workshop and consultant work were compiled and sent to the
Steering Committee for review. The consultants also prepared a table of contents for a draft report that would
be published to assist generate comment fiom stakeholders. After meeting to discuss the material the
committee generated feedback which focussed on:
endorsement of the proposed structure of the model and report;
an expansion of the alternative scenarios;
refinement of the indicators and monitoring methods; and

an alternative report chart that allowed information to be presented more clearly.

-

This input suggested that the Steering Committee had become more involved in the project again and were
working as partners with the consultants to enhance the quality of the work. Comment not taken on board
included:
changing the term acceptable range to standard (implying a single figure) (Fraser Vickery pers. comm.
1996);
removing upper desirable limits to environmental conservation orientated acceptable ranges (Keith
Twyford pers. comm. 1997);
inserting an indicator on wildlife behaviour in addition to behaviour (Fraser Vickery pers. comm. 1996);
and
establishing a question and answer format for reporting to make it more interactive and possibly user
friendly (David Crinionpers. comm. 1996).
These rejections were discussed with individual proponents of the Committee who had suggested them. An
in-principle agreement was established before proceeding.

Write up of context analysis
The consultants then wrote up the first section of the model - the context analysis. This involved identifying:
strategic imperatives (see Section 5.4 and below);
community values (see Section 5.2);
product characteristics (see Section 5.3);
r

grov,?li trends (see Section 5.3!:

l

market trends and opportunities (see Section 5.3);
positioning and branding (see Section 5.3); and
alternative scenarios (see Section 5.6).
A strategic imperative was considered to be existing policy and planning directions likely to influence the
current and future state of affairs of tourism on Kangaroo Island. The imperatives identified were:
directions within Commonwealth and State ecotourism plans;
directions within Kangaroo Island's Tourism Policy and Sustainable Development Strategy; and
a range of political scoping issues related to the need to gain stakeholder acceptance and endorsement.

-

The first political scoping issue identified was the need to cover both negative and positive aspects of tourism
within a constructive perspective. In this case, both positive and negative aspects were covered, with negative
aspects being addressed through constructive alternatives. The second political scoping issue identified was
the need to cover a range of different aspects of tourism activity. In this case, economic, environmental,
socio-cultural and experiential aspects were covered. The third political scoping issue identified was the need
to ensure that the tourism industry received real benefits £rom the model that led to increased viability (if the
industry could not be made viable then the model was of little use).

Preparation of draft consultation report
Compilation of draft report

,

The three main components of the model (context analysis, monitoring and decision making) were then
combined with an introduction section and an implementation plan to create a draft report for stakeholders to
consider and comment on. Consistent with the project brief, the report provided a general outline of how
TOMM could work in any given region, as well as a specific application for Kangaroo Island in South

I

Australia. The report was therefore shaped to provide a relatively generic account of the study approach and
structure of the model, and a more site-specific application to Kangaroo Island. Detail such as additional
optimal conditions and indicators not required in the draft model were presented in the Appendix of the Final
Report.

Graphicpresentation
The layout of the report and use of graphics were designed to enhance readability and the likelihood of
comments. Sections of text were shaded to emphasise that they were the most critical for those interested in
applying TOMM to other regions. The unshaded text reflected a more specific application of TOMM to
Kangaroo Island. Second. as.a means of capturing instantaneous reactions and thoughts, boxes throughout the
.
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report were provided for readers to write comments in. Third, a detailed outline of how TOMM and the entire
project was undertaken was presented in Table 5.5. The approach within this table was presented in a way
that could easily be transferred to other regions. Readers looking at the table could quickly see that the study
process was a reflection of two dimensions -the development of the model, and the development of an
appropriate political culture in which to implement it. They could also quickly understand the remaining
tasks in the development approach and how they might be able to contribute.

Steering Committeefeedback
Before going to print (in October 1997), copies of the report were sent to each Steering Committee member
for any last minute changes. Comment was relatively minor and largely based on clarifications of several
monitoring techniques and the names of plans, organisations and people.

-

Launch of Draft Report
Community brieJing
In November l996 the Consultation Draft Report on TOMM was released for comment for a period of five
months (Manidis Roberts Consultants 1996). Over 500 copies were given out to stakeholders and interested
persons across Australia and overseas. The Report was locally launched via a community briefing held at the
Kingscote Council Chambers - in attendance were over 30 individuals Eom a wide range of sectors. The
'Briefing' was introduced by the President of Tourism Kangaroo Island. The model was then outlined by a
member of the consultancy team (the author) and launched by the Mayor of Kingscote Council, MS Jackie
Kelly.
To supplement the briefing, a small display summarisingthe model and its benefits was produced by the
consultants and installed at the council chambers on Kangaroo Island.

National launch
Several days after the local launch, the Draft Consultation Report was then nationally launched at the fourth
Annual Conference of the Ecotourism Association of Australia, held on Kangaroo Island. The ecotourism
conference attracted a diverse range of stakeholders involved in nature-based and ecotourism, including
tourism operators, protected area managers, marketers, academics ind consultants. The Report was launched
by the South Australian Minister for the Environment. Following the Minister's launch, members of the
Steering Committee and I each presented a part of the report. Copies of the report and a supplementary
conference paper were given to each of the 90 delegates in the hope that some of them would provide
feedback on the proposed model and its implementation. Initial verbal feedback was provided by some 15
delegates who all commented on the comprehensiveness of the model and the thoroughness of the Report.

Media
A number of print media articles were generated in the Adelaide Advertiser, KZ News (local Island
newspaper) and Islander (local lifestyle and current affairs magazine). Craig Wickham and Simon McArthur.
Gave several interviews on local and regional radio stations. A feature article was also presented in the
newsletter of the Ecotourism Association of Australia for members who had not attended the conference. In
addition, the project was presented to participants of the 1997 'Tread Lightly' Conference and a paper was
published in the conference proceedings (McArthur 1996~).The Ecotourism Society (an international
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organisation) also published articles on TOMM in two editions of the Ecotourism Association of Australia's
newsletter (McArthur 1996a; McArthur 1996b).

Compilation of a Final Report

-

In March 1997 local and national feedback was collected and assessed for integration into a final report.
Feedback came fi-om an extensive range of sources, some of whom went to enormous effort and detail.
Verbal or written feedback on the Consultation Draft Report was generated by:
The Office of National Tourism;
The South Australian Deparhnent of Premier and Cabinet;
The South Australian Tourism Commission;
The South Australian Department of Environment and Natural Resources;
Tourism Kangaroo Island;
Kangaroo Island Development Board;
Kingscote Council;

i

some 15 residents fi-om Kangaroo Island;
The University of South Australia;

l

I
I

The University of Canberra; and

I

Victoria University of Wellington.
Apart fi-om minor clarifications, the key feecback received on the draft included the following comments:
l

1
l

reinforce why carrying capacity and the Limits of Acceptable Change models were rejected;

establish a more direct measure of the financial performance of local operators;
ensure yield is emphasised as a future indicator;
enhance the predictive capability of the model through strengthening market indicators;
attempt to integrate reporting with State of the ~nviro'mentreporting;
explore and assess alternative funding systems for long term implementation and operation;
establish a periodic review of the model by an independent body; and
implement the model as soon as possible - since that's the only real way of judging its merit.
Absent were any comments from individual transport or tourism operators operating on the Island:
conservation groups; community groups; and any delegate of the Ecotourism Conference or member of the
Ecotourism Association of Australia.
The feedback was shared amongst the Steering Committee and discussed between the Project Coordinator
(David Crinion) and Project Manager (Simon McArthur). Nearly all of the feedback was and integrated into a
Final Report. The extent of this consultation and the way in which feedback was taken on and accounted for
was considered to be extensive. The major issue requiring more work was to expand the implementation plan
to maximise the speed of implementation.
At this moment DENR changed to the NPWSSA and the Steering Committee changed complexion again.
The NPWSSA representation changed from Fraser Vickery to Keith Twyford. To broaden stakeholder
involvement, several new members were included: the CEO for the now merged Kangaroo Island Council
(Bany Hurst); the recently appointed marketing manager for Tourism Kangaroo Island (Marc Warren), and
the new manager of the Island's Economic Development Board (Graharn Allison).

Consolidation of implementationplan
During the preparation of the Final Report, the consultants strongly encouraged the now expanded Steering
Committee to assist in developing the implementation details before the Final Report was produced and the
Steering Committee realised that a transfer of responsibility from consultant to committee was imminent. An
internal workshop between the consultants project Manager) and Steering Committee was undertaken to:
identify the ideal coordinating body;
clarify human and financial resource requirements;
further analyse potential resources and additional resourcing opportunities;

The results are presented as part of Section 5.7 on implementation.

Launch of Final Report
The Final Report was launched at the Tourism Kangaroo Island Annual General Meeting in 1998. This
occasion was a deliberate choice to gain maximum exposure within the most critical stakeholder group - the
Island's tourism operators.

Reflections on development phases
Critical moments in the developmentphases
Most of the interviewees suggested that it was difficult to identify single milestones because the entire
development process had been a constant push to maintain enthusiasm and quality input from the range of
stakeholders needed to legitimise the model. Nonetheless, a number of 'small critical moments' were
identified, including:
preparing the brief, which consolidated long held ideas (David Crinionpers. comm. 1997);
receiving Commonwealth hnding to develop the model, which raised the importance and potential of
the project (David Crinionpers. comm. 1997);

=

selecting a consultancy that could be passionate yet generate sympathetic and practical work, which
served as a backbone to the development of the project (David Crinion pers. comm. 1997);
running an intensive workshop between the Project Coordinator and Project Manager, which generated
the foundation of the model's intellectual mechanics (David Crinion pers. comm. 1997);
publishing and releasing the draft consultation report, which brought the model out into the open to be
scrutinised and understood, and gave it a little more credibility (Craig Wickhampers. comm. 1997;
David Crinion pers. comm. 1997);

m

bringing the Kangaroo Island Council and Development Board - DB (formerly the Economic
Development Board) into the process, which helped check the realism of the project (David Crinion
pers. comm. 1997);
developing and submitting a second ONT grant h d i n g application to assist implement the model before
it was launched (Keith Twyfordpers. comm. 1998); and
achieving international attention of the Final Report (through an international conference and British
Airways Environment Award nomination), that generated credibility and impetus for local
implementation (David Crinion pers. coninv 1997).

Throughout this period, an ongoing critical initiative was identified as having members of the Steering
Committee continually marketing the model to stakeholders, while the consultants generated the mechanics
(Tom Bettesspers. comm. 1997). While this did occur, it fell largely on the shoulders of Craig Wickham and
to some extent David Crinion. By now TKI should have been playing the lead role with marketing being
done by several individuals. While the most obvious marketing was a series of local media articles, it was the
constant informal discussions with stakeholders that kept awareness up and addressed concerns.

Potential improvements to the developmentprocess
All of the interviewees believed that all of the development stages were necessary. The only real criticism
with the development process expressed by the interviewees was in relation to not getting sufficient
community awareness and support for the model. Committee members were disappointed with the
community response, but also disappointed with themselves that they hadn't had more time to ma?lket the
model more widely and thoroughly. The specific improvements suggested to address the apathy problem
were:
the first workshop could have used existing plans (such as the Sustainable Development Strategy) to
present community values and desired outcomes (instead of generating another set), and so reinvested
the time into the selection of indicators and monitoring methods (Philip Manidis pers. comm. 1997);
promotion of the briefings could have been more comprehensive and scheduled several weeks earlier to
give the community more time to respond (Pauline Steinerpers. comm. 1997);
the first briefing could have been rescheduled to a later stage when the model was more complete, or
added to the briefings that were part of the launch of the draft report (Craig Wickham pers. comm. 1997;
David Crinion pers. comm. 1997);
a larger Steering Committee could have been formed that included a community representative capable
of widely marketing the model throughout development (Craig Wickhampers. comm. 1997); and
logistical costs associated with the briefings could have been funded by the organisations represented by
the Steering Committee so that the consultants could redirect the h d s into refinement of monitoring
methods and benchmarks (Philip Manidis pers. comm. 1997).

Bonding and alienating influences on stakeholders

'

Interviewees identified the most critical stakeholder group during the development of the model as being the
Steering Committee. The Committee in effect represented the five most critical stakeholder organisations
(SATC, TKI, NPWSSA, the Kangaroo Island Council and DB). Apart from the logistical input mentioned in
Table 5.1 1, the Committee had the most to lose because the small size of Kangaroo Island and its population
meant that a failure would be widely known and identified with individuals. The second major stakeholder
group
was the organisatio!x and indivjduals who attended and contributed to the optimal conditions and
.
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indicators during the first workshop. The third major stakeholder was the Mayor, who took on a personal
commitment to developing the model and partially resourcing it because it offered an opportunity to bond the
tourism industry and local community.
Interviewees identified several stakeholder groups who weren't adequately brought into the process. These
groups were:
councillors, who would eventually be responsible for authorising the partial resourcing of the model
through a politically volatile user pays system (Marc Warren pers. comm. 1997);
the agricultural sector, who represented a major part of the Island's economy and council (David Crinion
pers. comm. 1997);
visitors, who were theoretically at the centre of the tourism equation (Craig Wickham pers. cdmm.
1997); and
the community, who despite several attempts to brief and involve them, remained largely apathetic to
what TOMM was and could do for them (Craig Wickhampers. comm. 1997).
Most of the interviewees agreed that the individuals within the community that they were in contact with had
faith in the people driving the development process and were either in general agreement with what was
being done or in general apathy. The strongest bonding influence was bklieved to be the common purpose
and commitment of the Steering Committee and consultants (David Crinion pers. comm. 1997; Tom Bettess
pers. comm. 1997). The repeated exposure by the same consultant (Simon McArthur) amongst the
stakeholders helped reassure them of the consultant's commitment (Tom Bettess pers. comm. 1997). The
shift from an LAC to a TOMM tended to bring the tourism industry and TKI much closer into the project
(Tom Bettesspers. comm. 1997). At the same time, a branding exercise concurrently run by the SATC and
TKI tended to bring agricultural products into the tourism industry and thus served to bring a wider range of
stakeholders into the development process (Bany Hurstpers. comm. 1997). National and international
exposure was also a major bonding instrument. This exposure came in the form of strong interest and
growing support from leading national (Penny Figgis) and international (George Stankey) professionals in
the field if visitor impact management, as well as numerous national and international conference
presentations by David Crinion and the author. The Island's tourism stakeholders began to realise that they
had something special on their hands and needed to get it launched and implemented as soon as possible, or
they would miss a golden opportunity to 'put the Island on the tourism management map'.

,

Table 5.1 1

Critical stakeholders to developing the Kangaroo Island TOMM (as identified by
interviewees)
-

Name
The Steering Committee
(represented by SATC,
TKI, NPWSSA, Kangaroo
Island Council and
Development Board)

Input or influence
Major contact between consultants and stakeholders, assisting to organise
consultation logistics, assisting to run briefings and liaising with
stakeholders when consultants were not on the Island.
Major reviewer of intellectual property generated by consultants.
Major input on development of the implementation plan.

Mayor of Kangaroo Island
Council

Marshalled support amongst some councillors and leading community
figures.
Agreed to resource part of implementation prior to final report being
launched.

Select group of special
interest tourism operators

Input into desired conditions and indicators for monitoring component.

Conservation groups

Input into desired conditions 'and indicators for monitoring component.

Small business network

Input into desired conditions and indicators for monitoring component.

Community
representatives

Input into desired conditions and indicators for monitoring component.

-

Source: Craig Wickhampers. comm. (1997); Marc Warrenpers. comm. (1997); Barry Hurstpers. comm.
(1997); David Crinionpers. comm. (1997); Tom Bettesspers. comm. (1997).

There was no significant alienation of stakeholders though the political landscape at the time generated
considerable potential (David Crinionpers. comm. 1997). The development process commenced at a time in
which relationships within the tourism industry were strained (Barry Hurstpers. comm. 1997). The
subdivision of land for residential and commercial development embittered many in the tourism industry and
dampened confidence in the local council and sectors of the industry. The Council amalgamation caused a
distraction that made it difficult for previously interested stakeholders to maintain their focus. The late
introduction of Council and the EDB into the Steering Committee required them to rapidly pick up the gist of
the model and support it amongst their peers. This put a little pressure on the respective individuals. The fact
that funding for implementation had not been secured before the release of the Final Report put pressure on
the Steering Committee and their respective organisations (David Crinionpers. comm. 1997). The briefing of
senior government staff was partially compromised by putting them in the same room and thus allowing
them to play off and antagonise each other (David Crinionpers. comm. 1997). Finally, throughout the

-

development, the Minister for Tourism in South Australia was generally apathetic and this tended to weaken
the political resolve of the SATC down to one or two committed individuals (Craig Wickhampers. comm.
1997).

5.7

Preliminary implementation

Establishment of an Implementation Committee
The first task achieved in implementing the model was the formation of an Implementation Committee
(David Crinionpers. comm. 1997). In order to continue being owned by a wide range of stakeholders, the
Committee was comprised of:

11

.

l

an individual who is an operator and Board Member of Tourism Kangaroo Island;

1i

~

the Chief Executive of the Development Board;

1I

1

~1

a staff member fiom Kangaroo Island Council;

1

a representative from NPWSSA;

l

1

i
l

~l

a representative fiom the SATC;

ll
l

a representative fiom the Conservation Council of South Australia; and

I

1

1

a tourism and or /environment academic with resourcing to cover their travel costs to attend meetings.

1l

I
1

The first Chair of the Committee was the Mayor of Kangaroo Island, Jackie Kelly. A tourism and

I

11

1

:

environmental acade~nicwas yet to be integrated into the Committee and tjiie Conservarion Council of South
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Australia declined the offer. The role of the Committee was defined as keeping the model functioning,
relevant and useful. Table 5.12 outlines the major implementation responsibilities and organisations,
demonstrating the critical role of the Committee in coordinating the range of players assisting and
undertaking much of the decision making.

Financial commitments from key stakeholder groups
The Final Report identified that TOMM required a continual budget over a minimum of three years in order
to demonstrate its utility and consolidate human and financial commitment. Partial funding of the first year's
budget was established late in 1997 when all of the members of the Implementation Committee contributed
funds to begin the project. The combined contribution came to $41,500 per annum, and featured:

-

$10,000 each fiom the SATC and NPWSSA;
$6,500 fiom the Kangaroo Island Council;
$5,000 fiom TKI; and
$5,000 fiom DB.

In South Australian terms, this two year commitment was a moderate contribution but in Kangaroo Island
terms this was a sizeable contribution (given the small population generating a small rate base and
membership base).

Funding submission to assist with implementation
The Implementation Committee recognised that their contribution was insufficient to generate the financial
resources needed to fully implement and manage TOMM. They recognised that the user pays system could
fund TOMM but was politically impossible to implement until TOMM was able to prove itself for at least
two years. Therefore, external funding was sought in late 1997 through a second application for funding
under the Commonwealth Tourism Department's National Tourism Development Program (Barry Hurst pers.
comm. 1997; David Crinion pers. comm. 1997). The key component of the funding application was to
employ a part time project officer for three years to undertake day to day coordination, marketing of the
model, data preparation and report writing.

.
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responsibilities and responsible organisations

Organisations
Overall coordination

Implementation Committee (see main text).

Day to day coordination

Project Officer.

Monitoring program

Representatives of the Islahd's air and sea transport industry, tourism
accommodation industry, TKI, DB, NPWSSA, conservation groups (eg. Eco
Action), SATC, South Australian Police, tertiary institutions and consultants as
required.

- collection of data
Monitoring pfogram

Project Officer, checked by Implementation Committee.

-

- annual performance
Monitoring program

- predicted performance
Management response

Those responsible for data collection forecast their individual data with assistance
from Project Officer, checked by Implementation Committee.

-

Project Officer, checked by Implementation Committee.

- poor performing indicators
Management Response

Specialists sought out by Implementation Committee.

- identification of cause /
effect relationships and
results requiring a response
and management response
options
Annual reporting for TOMM

Project Officer, checked by Implementation Committee.

Review and adjustments to
TOMM

University of South Australia with direction fiom TOMM Implementation
Committee.

The first application was made during the consultation phase of the fust report and was unsuccessful, perhaps
because the application was rushed and a little premature (David Crinion pers. comm. 1997). A second
application was made that stressed the completion of the development phase, the partial funding invested by
Island stakeholders and the growing national and international interest in the initiative. In mid 1998 the
Management Committee was informed that the second application was successful. This success was
significant in that the application represented one of the oily projects that represented implementation rather
than development (Jill Grantpers. comm. 1998). The grant triggered the development of a brief for a project
manager to coordinate the model and a selection process was instigated in late 1998. Substantial cash and inkind support from each of the partners to the Implementation Committee, in conjunction with
Commonwealth funding, has created a resource pool of $260 000 for collaborative implementation of the
TOMM during 1998-2000 (Twyford et al. in press).

Development and implementation of an Exit Survey
All interviewees agreed that one of the most important components of the monitoring program was
implemented; the exit survey to collect details of the type of visitors and their impressions of various aspects
of the Island and its tourism product. This initiative was coordinated by the EDB, who hired a market
research company to design and implement one short and one longer visitor questionnaire. The design of the
questionnaires was complicated by poor communication between key players. The first demonstration of this
was the development and implementation of a brief pilot survey by a separate state government task force,
without being tuned to the needs of Kangaroo Island, and without the knowledge of the Implementation
Committee (Craig Wickham pers. comm. 1997). The second demonstration was the near completion of the
survey questions (by a market research company contracted by the EDB) without anyone checking that the
questions adequately covered those listed in the TOMM monitoring program (David Crinion pers. comm.
1997). Nonetheless, the first survey was put into operation in December 1997 to begin collecting valuable
data over the peak visitor period (Marc Warren pers. comm. 1997).

In addition, some of the environmentalmonitoring is now being set up by DENR. It is understood that
monitoring of visitors to various natural area destinations is being compiled into the form required for
TOMM and that initial monitoring of wildlife populations (particularly seals at Seal Bay) is also being
established (Marc Warren pers. comm. 1997).

Launch of Final Report
The launch of the Final Report was delayed several times as the Implementation Committee looked for a
tourism-related event to launch it with. Unfortunately the launch did not occur for almost six months after the
Final Report was published (occurring in March 1998). The launch was undertaken at the TKI Annual
General Meeting to ensure that the maximum number of tourism operators could be present. A series of
media reports were also generated in the same outlets as those for the Consultation Draft Report.

Reflections on implementation to date
Awareness of TOMM outside the Implementation Committee
Outside the Implementation Committee stakeholder awareness of TOMM is widespread and growing, but
understanding of how it works within the local community remains very limited, possibly to a group of 25 to
30 individuals. hdividuals with an intimate understanding of TOMM (outside of the Implementation
Committee) include: Tom Bettess and the Board of TKI; CEO of the SATC (Carole Hancock); Fraser
Vickery (NPWSGA staff member and ecotourism operator) and the consultants who developed the model.
Table 5.13 presents the stakeholders who are known to have some degree of awareness of TOMM.
This awareness is being gradually spread among professionals associated with heritage and tourism
management through the development of published papers (McArthur 1996c; McArthur 1997a; MsVetty and
Wight 1998) and chapters in books on heritage and protected area management (Hall and McArthur 1998;
Twyford et al. in press).

Critical stakeholders for implementation
Stakeholders named by the interviewees as critical to the implementation of TOMM have widened, but have
become more specific than those suggested for the development phase. The initial set of organisations
represented by the Implementation Committee remain the perceived driving force behind marketing the
model, securing funding and coordinating implementation. However, a number of other individuals have now
been introduced as critical in achieving the marketing and resourcing functions: the CEO of the SATC (Carol
Hancock) the CEO of the DB; the TKI Board and the Mayor and Councillors of Council Other groups have
begun to be introduced to assist in establishing the monitoring program, such as conservation groups and
schools. This active involvement seemed of lesser importance to most interviewees, who saw it as premature
without political and financial support. Details of stakeholders listed by interviewees can be found in Table
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Critical stakeholders aware of the Kangaroo Island TOMM (as identified by interviewees)

Table 5.13

1 Input or influence

Name
CEO of the SATC Carole Hancock

Aware of the capability and importance of TOMM.

South Australian
Tourism Minister

Some awareness through media exposure in earlier stages.

Supportive of TOMM to the extent of contributing fimds and scarce staff to its
implementation.

Remains unclear of the real capability of the model.
Has a good understanding of TOMM and the implications of not implementing
it.

Board of TKI

Supports TOMM to the extent it has allocated a sizeable proportion of its
operation budget to the implementation of the model.
Aware that a model has been created, and that such a model will help them
understand the health of the tourism industry but place most responsibility onto
TKI Board.

Members of TKI

-

I

I
The Island's
tourism industry

I
Half the staff with

I

Approximately one third of operators understand how the model works.

I

Aware that a model was created which will help them understand the health of
the tourism industry.

(

Development Board

I

Nearly all operators are aware that a model was created to monitor the health and
impacts of tourism but uncertain of detail of what it covers and how it works.

l

I the Economic

I

Place most responsibility with the organisation's CEO.
Aware that a model was created, and that such a model will help them
understand the health of the tourism industry.

Kangaroo Island
Councillors

II

Generally see the health of the agricultural industry as being more important.

I

Some scepticism over financial investment for implementation.

DENR staff across
the Island

Aware that a model was created to monitor the impacts of tourism but uncertain
of the detail of what it covers and how it works.

EcoAction and
conservation groups
(Craig wickham
pers. com

Aware that a model was created to monitor the impacts of tourism but uncertain
of the detail of what it covers and how it works.

-

A few teachers in
schools

I

l1
/

Have mild suspicion about the broader integration of dimensions such as
economic performance and the apparent high profile of the tourism industry.
Aware that a model was created to monitor the impacts of tourism but uncertain
of the detail of what it covers and how it works.
Aware that a model was created to monitor the impacts of tourism but uncertain
of the detail of what it covers and how it works.

Between a third and
a half of the
community

I

Better understanding than operators who are not members of TKI.

I

Source: Barry Hurst pers. comm. (1997); Tom Bettess pers comm. (1997); Craig Wickham pers. comm.
(1997); Barry Hurstpers. comm. (1997); Marc Warrenpers. comm. (1997).
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Table 5.14

Critical stakeholders to implementing the Kangaroo Island TOMM (as identified by

interviewees)
-

Name

Input or influence
David and Carol built up awareness of the elements and benefits of
TOMM among State government.

David Crinion, Anthony
Rowe and Carol Hancock
of the SATC

David presented TOMM to international audience of tourism and
protected area managers, bringing considerable attention to the model
and Kangaroo Island, and thus some pressure on stakeholders to
implement the model.
David provided expertise in the construction of monitoring relating to
the market, economic and experiential dimensions (as demonstrated in
the exit survey).

Craig Wickham

One of the principal marketers of TOMM into TKI, the Island's tourism
operators and the broader community.

Keith Twyford

Marketing TOMM across the Island's DENR staff, ensuring that the shift
from an LAC to TOMM has not resulted in any diminished support by
protected area managers.
Responsible for securing $10,000 to the implementation budget.
Putting DENR forward as the proponent for the Commonwealth funding
application, implying that DENR would supervise the project officer.

Marc Warren

=

Marc has marketed TOMM to TKI members as being essential to his
marketing work, thus enhancing the value that the industry places on the
model.

Bany Hurst

Agreed to represent council on the Implementation Committee and
provides regular feedback between council and the Committee.

Jacki Kelly

Marketing TOMM to the councillors to progressively gain their
understanding and support.
Authorised the $6,500 contribution from council to the implementation
budget.

TKI Board

Endorsed the recommendations of their Board, making the Boards'
decision to adopt and provide $5,000 to the implementation budget as
highly significant.

Andrew Eastwick

As CEO of the Development Board Andrew's position is regarded as
vital to linking support of the Island's broader business sector.

Australian Conservation
Foundation and 1 or Eco
Action

The Implementation Committee need to get a conservation
representative onto the Committee to consolidate the consideration of
conservation within the environmental monitoring and decision making.
Conservation groups will be sought to undertake some of the
environmental monitoring to establish greater community involvement
and to minimise costs.

Local schools

The local schools will be asked to assist with monitoring to establish
greater community involvement and to minimise costs.

Source: David Crinionpers. comm. (1997); Bany Hurstpers. comm. (1997); Tom Bettess pers comm.
[l 997); Craig Wickham pers. comnz. (1997).

Information and insights gained to date
It was difficult to identify any key information or insights generated from the model because of the limited
implementation of T O M at the time of interviews. Nonetheless, interviewees were forthcoming with the
type of information and insights they expected within the first phase of implementation. The two most widely
suggested answers were insights generated from trends and insights that enabled users to detect imminent
issues before they became entrenched and politicised. Other suggestions included:
identify what is making Kangaroo Island appear different to other destinations (David Crinion pers.

comm. 1997);
identify what makes visitors satisfied with their experience on Kangaroo Island and how satisfied they
feel (Craig Wickham pers. comm. 1997; Bany Hurst pers. conrm. 1997);
obtain consumer feedback on what visitors defme as quality (David Crinionpers. comm. 1997);
identify potential investment opportunities for tourism operations (David Crinionpers. comm. 1997);
and
obtain a clear insight into potential impact of inappropriate development upon the range of optimum
conditions put forward (Tom Bettesspers. comm. 1997; Marc Warrenpers. comm. 1997; David Crinion
pers. comm. 1997).

Benefits of TOMM to date
The benefits of T O M for various stakeholder groups on Kangaroo Island that were put forward in the Final
Report are shown in Table 5.15. Interviewees singled out the following benefits:
the opportunity for a multi-dimensional picture of the health of the tourism industry (Craig Wickham,
Barry Hurst pers. comm. 1997; David Crinion pers. comm. 1997);
the ability to make decisions based on data rather than opinion (Craig Wickham pers. comm. 1997; Tom
Bettess pers. comm. 1997);
community empowerment to decide on the type of tourism they want (Craig Wickham pers. cornrn.
1997; Tom Bettess pers. comm.,1997; Marc Warren pers. comb. 1997; Bany Hurst pers. comm. 1997;
David Crinion pers. comm. 1997);
m

the ability to assess tourism development proposals based on the likely impacts upon indicators
representing community values and optimum conditions (Bany Hurst pers. comnr. 1997); and
a means of bringing people together on a continual basis to advance the quality and sustainability of their

life (David Crinion pm. comnz. 1 997).
-
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Table 5.15

Benefits of TOMM to various stakeholder groups involved in tourism on Kangaroo Island

Stakeholders

Benefits

Tourism sector

Information about the market for marketing campaigns and long term planning.

(especially

Information about the health of the tourism industry for planning and day to day

transport,

management.

accommodation,

Availability of common information about tourism activity on Kangaroo Island thai

guided tours and

is broadly endorsed by a range of stakeholders.

investors)

Ideas on how to improve the quality of the tourism product.
Access to sound data to help attract investment funds.
International reputation for being soundly managed leading to increased
professional recognition.

South

Information about the health of the tourism industry for planning and day to day

Australian

management.

government

A model that can be developed in other areas.
International recognition of being at the forefiont of innovative approaches to
managing tourism at a regional level.

Former Federal

A model that can be marked to organisations for development in other areas.

Department of

Ideas on how to improve the quality of the tourism product.

Industry,

International recognition of being at the forefiont of innovative approaches to

Science and

managing tourism at a regional level.

Tourism and the
broader tourism
sector
Local

Means to manage tourism development and activity on Kangaroo Island.

government

Availability of common information about tourism activity on Kangaroo lsland that
is broadly endorsed by a range of stakeholders.
Increased opportunity to contribute to the type and scale of tourism on Kangaroo
Island.
Increased community perception of council being central to the Islands major
industries.
International recognition of being at the forefront of innovative approaches to
managing tourism at a regional level.

Department of

I

Environment
and Natural
Resources

Availability of common information about tourism activity on Kangaroo Island that
is broadly endorsed by a range of stakeholders.

I

Opportunity to contribute to the type and scale of tourism on Kangaroo Island.

Table 5.15

Benefits of TOMM to various stakeholder groups involved in tourism on Kangaroo Island
(cont)

Stakeholders

Benefits

Conservation

Reliable information about the health of parts of the environment that are subject to

groups

tourism activity.
A relationship between level and nature of use and the condition of the
environment.
Examples of environmental best practice within the tourism sector.
Opportunity to contribute to the type and scale of tourism on Kangaroo Island.

Local

Opportunity to understand tourism and lifestyle relationships.

community

Opportunity to contribute to the type and scale of tourism on Kangaroo Island.
International recognition of being at the forefront of innovative approaches-to
managing tourism at a regional level.

Community in

A means of gaining insight into the status of nature-based tourism and how it is

general

performing.

Source: Manidis Roberts Consultants (1997a:10)

I

David Crinion suggested two indirect benefits (David Crinion pers. comm. 1997). David suggested that
TOMM offered a major opportunity to establish regional partnerships within the tourism sector. He also
suggested that TOMM could increase the professional profile of Kangaroo Island as a leader in tourism
management, and cited international interest fiom a range of academics and practitioners that were contacting
the SATC for more information about the model. A growing number of these individuals are travelling fiom
various countries to visit Kangaroo Island and speak with ;hose responsible for implementing the model. This
in turn is awakening a perception among a growing number of individuals in the Island's tourism sector that
they have something that others are very interested in emulating, and that they had better make sure they
make it work.

Barriers to implementation
The real barriers to implementing TOMM were identified as being:

-

inadequate communication leading to insufficient stakeholder understanding of the significance of
TOMM (Craig Wickham pers. comm. 1997);
insufficient backup people to undertake the monitoring and reporting (Craig Wickham, Marc Warren and
Barry Hurst pers. comm. 1997);
ongoing financial resourcing for financial costs incurred through external help (Craig Wickham pers.
comm. 1997; Marc Warrenpers. comm. 1997; Barry Hurst pers. comm. 1997; David Crinion pers.
comm. 1997);
lack of a person to drive and coordinate implementation (Marc Warren pers. comm. 1997);
/

sluggish implementation leading to a loss of the key supporters (Barry Hurst and David Crinionpers.
comm. 1997); and
constantly changing councillors, requiring constant marketing / education to avoid reversal of resourcing
commitments.

Suggested improvements to the implementationphase
The major improvements to implementation to date suggested by most interviewees was to accelerate
progress and intensify the marketing of TOMM.
The need to quicken implementation was widely endorsed by interviewees, who feared that the loss of energy
input fiom the consultants would not be adequately replaced by the Island's stakeholders in time to sustain
ongoing implementation. It was widely recognised that the more implementation was achieved in the short
term, the more support would be generated to assist with full implementation and ongoing support. It was
proposed that some of the monitoring techniques that merely reflected reworking existing data should be
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concentrated on, to act as an incentive to tackle the more involved techniques (David Crinion pers. comm.
1997).

The second major improvement was to undertake more consistent marketing of the key characteristics and
benefits of TOMM by the Implementation Committee and a range of spokespersons (David Crinion pers.
comm. 1997). The most challenging targets of this marketing were the councillors, many of whom did not
recognise the importance of tourism, let alone that of TOMM (Bany Hurstpers. comm. 1997; Tom Bettess
pers. comm. 1997) and key transport and tourism operators (David Crinion pers. comm. 1997). The support
of the councillors was regarded as critical to introducing the notion of a user pays financial resourcing
system, in the form of a visitor and rates-based levy. While direct marketing (face to face) was recommended
in the short term, marketing to the broader community was felt to be the most effective means of achieving
sustainable councillor support into the medium term (Tom Bettesspers. comm. 1997). Getting schools
involved in TOMM through the provision of user friendly information about it and the invitation l33 become
involved in the monitoring was seen as a valuable means of gaining community support, and thus councillor
support (Craig Wickham pers. comm. 1997).
It is planned to market TOMM further through the development of a Web-site that would provide up to date
information on results to date as well as background information about the development and
of the model. The development of the Web-site will be one of the responsibilities of the Project 0
Another improvement suggested was to reduce the reliance of implementation on the personal
and commitment of a few individuals, to reduce their load, and to make the model more comm
(Craig Wickhampers. comm. 1997; David Crinionpers. comm. 1997). Diversification of involvement would
address potential burnout and loss of key players, and maintain their commitment on a more sustainable
basis.
The last improvement suggested was the generation of useful insights that could lead to decision making. It
was suggested that this shouldbegin with the first batch of results from the exit survey but culminating in the
testing TOMM when an ecolodge is proposed for the Island (Bany Hurstpers. comm. 1997; Marc Warren
pers. comm. 1997; David Crinion pers. comm. 1997).

Major challenges in implementing TOMM
The first challenge is to boost public awareness of the model through ongoing media and networking (Marc
Warren pers. comm. 1997). The initial message needing to be broadcast is that the development stage and
consultant support is over, and that the implementation and real Island support must now begin.
The second challenge is to appoint a project manager to drive and coordinate the implementation (Marc
Warren pers. comm. 1997; Craig Wickham pers. comm. 1997; David Crinion pers. comm. 1997). While the
model can be partially implemented using part time contributions from the Implementation Committee and
other volunteers, it is unlikely to generate sufficient results to survive an economic review in two or three
--

years time. The recent success in achievi~ip,Co~ii~nonwealtli
grant fimding to assist fuyid the officer is seen as
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-

a political boost, in that it will send a signal that those who funded the development of the project now see
sufficient value in what is proposed to help establish it.
The third challenge is to find an individual with the skills, community orientation, connections and time to
act as marketing champion to raise the profile of TOMM and the commitment to it from various stakeholders

- a leader (Craig Wickhampers. comm. 1997; David Crinion pers. comm. 1997). This role is currently being
shared amongst the Implementation Committee, but largely driven by Craig Wickham, who lacks the h e
time to sustain the commitment. Of particular importance is finding an individual who can market across the
Island's tourism industry and councillors.
The fourth challenge is related to achieving some consistency amongst those represented on the
Implementation Committee (Craig Wickhampers. comm. 1997). The exchange of Fraser Vickery with Keith
Twyford had slowed the DENR contribution (while Keith settled in to the range of responsibilitiesthat came
with the job of managing the Island's protected areas). The loss of Graham Allison as CEO of the Economic
Development Board and temporary vacancy until his replacement by Andrew Eastwick was a second
example of a temporary reduction in energy and assistance. Linked with the need for consistency is the need
for keeping the Committee at a manageable size (Bany Hurstpers. comm. 1997). It is believed that
stakeholder involvement should be focussed on the monitoring program so that the Committee can make
decisions without lengthy deliberation (Bany Hurst pers. comm. 1997).
The fifth challenge for initial implementation that all interviewees mentioned was getting TOMM to the
forefront of peoples minds. This meant constantly marketing what TOMM is, how it works, what its benefits
are and how it links all the optimum conditions agreed to by the community. While direct involvement in
monitoring is seen as useful, most interviewees believe that real understanding will only come when people
see TOMM start to connect up the many related influences present in tourism in a way that helps them to
understand that by managing the linkages, one can influence the optimum conditions (David Crinion pers.
comm. 1997).

5.8

The medium term - full implementation

General comments on medium term implementation
It is difficult to reflect on medium term implementation and difficult to forecast the likely scenario of
implementation this early on. Nonetheless, interviewees made a number of comments about the medium term
implementation. First, there will be a need to refine the indicators after the initial set has been tested. A
number of additional indicators already await selection (see Manidis Roberts Consultants 1997a) and an
indicator for preferred developments and one for operator yield have been proposed. Second, there is a need
to progre_ssively make the model easier for people to access and use. This may be possible when the reporting
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is converted from hard copy tables and charts to a computer program; perhaps allowing people to call up the
status of the indicators of their choice and view them alongside each other to determine whether there are any
apparent relationships. Third, the Implementation Committee will need to keep going back to stakeholders to
see what they are looking for and how the model can achieve their needs (David Crinionpers. comm. 1997).
Finally, during the medium term implementation of TOMM on Kangaroo Island, the SATC will seriously
consider development of a second model to be applied across the entire State (David Crinionpers. comm.
1997). The proposal is to firstly generate a master model for the whole of South Australia by adopting the
development process and components created for Kangaroo Island and generating indicators and monitoring
that can be applied at a statewide level. The second stage would then be to generate several more regional
versions of the TOMM in areas such as Coorong National Park.

Milestones - how success will be defined
Interviewees were able to postulate likely milestones that would mark implementation into the medium term
and the success of the model. Interviewees defined the success of TOMM in terms of gaining clear trends and
making logical decisions £torn them that empowered the community. Detailed indicators of success were
listed as being that:
clear trends are able to be presented to the community (Craig Wickham pers. comm. 1997; Bany Hurst
pers. comm. 1997);
TOMM is being widely used to make objective decisions about tourism management (Craig Wickham
pers. comm. 1997; Tom Bettesspers. comm. 1997; Bany Hurst pers. comm. 1997; David Crinion pers.
comm. 1997);
/

direct action is taken as a result of an insight generated by TOMM (David Crinion pers. comm. 1997);
a hard political decision is made by local government to establish adequate ongoing funding for TOMM
(David Crinionpers. comm. 1997);
a permanent position is created within council to manage TOMM, and that the position be funded fiom a
user pays system established by Council (Craig Wickham pers. comm. 1997; Bany Hurst pers. comm.
1997);
the values of Kangaroo Island will not only be protected but nurtured (Marc Warrenpers. comm. 1997);
and
other destination have begun to use parts or the whole of TOMM for similar purposes (David Crinion
pers. comm. 1997).

Future awareness of TOMM
Interviewees were extremely optimistic about how widely awareness of TOMM would spread. Three years
into the future, various members of the Implementation Committee (Tom Bettess pers. comm. 1997; David
Crinion pers. comm. 1997; Barry Hurst pers. comm. 1997; Keith Twyford pers. comm. 1997; Craig Wickham
pers. comm. 1997) suggested that TOMM would be well known to:
most of the tourism industry on Kangaroo Island;
most of the community on Kangaroo Island;
the teachers of most schools on Kangaroo Island;

most planners within South Australia;
students in tourism, environmental planning and protected area management; and
practitioners involved in tourism management across the world.

Chapter summary
Kangaroo Island is an ideal place to pilot the development and implementation of a visitor management
model because:
it is a relatively contained area;
the community are passionate about what makes the Island special and what needs to be done to keep it
that way; and
the community are unable to convert their passion for the Island into the implementation of Island-wide
plans and initiatives.
The cumulative impacts of inappropriate development are only now being observed. A model that helps
reveal the inter-relationships within the Island's tourism activity is perceived by stakeholders as a critical tool
to empower people to take more informed positions and make more informed decisions about their future.
Long-held notions of a carrying capacity model quickly switched to a Limits of Acceptable Change model
when it was realised that setting a limit on visitation was a blunt instrument likely to have deleterious
economic impacts that were politically unacceptable. Access to Commonwealth funding was crucial in
generating sufficient resources to access expertise that would be able to tailor a model that reflected the
Isl'and's indi~idualneeds -This resulted in a rewor1;ing of the LAC kncinn as TOMM (Tourism Optilnisation

~

Management Model). The TOMM expanded the dimensions of the LAC to cover economic, market,
experiential, environmental and socio/cultural dimensions of tourism activity. The second innovation was to
begin emphasising indicators that reflected best practice, rather than just indicators that reflected issues. The
third innovation was to reposition the model from working with limits to working with acceptable ranges;
thereby providing more flexibility to accommodate periodic fluctuations. These innovations, combined with
extensive community consultation and involvement have kreated the potential for real stakeholder ownership
and use of the model, thus empowering people to make collective decisions about the current and future state
of tourism on the Island.
The assessment of implementation to date is somewhat premature in that only a portion of the model has
been implemented and a funding application for assistance with initial implementation only just awarded.
Nonetheless, in an almost unprecedented move, the collection of stakeholder organisations represented on an
implementation committee (SATC, TIU, EDB, Kangaroo Island Council and DENR) have contribnted
sufficient funds to design and implement an exit survey that is now collecting over 25% of the data needed to
run the model. Preliminary environmental monitoring is also being developed. In addition, the model is being
marketed to the Island's tourism industry, local community and the head of the SATC. Consequently, in the
first year of the TOMM's existence, most of the Island's tourism sector is now aware that a model to manage
the health andimpacts of tourism has been created and is beginning to be implemented. A growing number
of high profile indiiiduals fiom a diverse range of areas and countries have become interested in TOMM and
its implementation. This is, in turn, generating a feeling within the Island's community that they may have
something quite special on their hands and have 'do something about it'.
A number of challenges to implementing TOMM were suggested by interviewees. These can be summarised
as:
boosting public awareness of the model through launching the Final Report and associated media
coverage;
achieving sufficient funding to appoint a project manager to drive and coordinate the implementation;
finding an individual with the skills, connections and time to act as marketing champion to raise the
profile of TOMM and the commitment to it fiom various stakeholders;
achieving some consistency amongst the Implementation Committee representation; and
getting TOMM to the forefront of peoples' minds.
To realise the potential of TOMM, the Implementation Committee believe they will need to:
appoint a project officer with the skills and personal commitment to drive implementation;
personally market TOMM to councillors and key transport and tourism operators;

generate useful insights that lead to decision making, beginning with the first batch of results fiom the
exit survey but culminating in the testing TOMM when an ecolodge is proposed for the Island.
At this stage there is considerable optimism that TOMM can be implemented. This appears to be fuelled by
the belief among the Implementation Committee that TOMM represents a real opportunity to break out of an
apparent tradition of apathy, help the Island's tourism indubtry grow and arrest cumulative deterioration in
what makes Kangaroo Island special. Whether this is realised is questionable given the poor track record in
implementing other initiatives. The general sentiment among most stakeholders involved in the model's
development can be summarised as 'if we don't make TOMM work, we'll lose the Island magic'.
Having profiled the context, development and implementation of two visitor management models in some
detail, the question remains, what can we learn fiom the two case studies, and how might these models be
relevant to other heritage management settings? Chapter Six contrasts the two case studies in order to draw
out the critical issues concerning the development and implementation of visitor management models.

CHAPTER SIX
ANALYSIS OF CASE STUDIES

6.1

Introduction

This chapter contrasts the case studies presented in Chapters Five and Six, first in terms of their context;
second in their stakeholder support; third in the scope established for developing the models; fourth in the
approach used to develop their models; and fifth in the way they have been implemented. An assessment has
also been made of how well the two case studies addressed the three dimensions of the heritage management
paradox (outlined in Section 2.2), how well they understand the resource and the visitor, and how well they
maintain stakeholder support. By contrasting the two case studies it is possible to identify differencesthat can
be taken into account when developing strategic issues for the overall development and implementation of
models in general (strategic issues are discussed in Chapter Seven). This process serves to enhance the
accountability of the concluding chapter (Chapter Eight).

6.2

Differences in context

There .are a number of immediate similarities and differences that can be identified in the context to the two
case studies (see Table 6.1). Both case studies:
focus their tourism product on nature-based tourism, with an underlying cultural experience that features
high contact with friendly locals;
have undertaken considerable amounts of environmental research and planning, but have experienced
some difficulties in implementing their recommendations; and
historically reflected a limited to poor understanding of the relationship between the state of the natural
and cultural resources that people visit, and the quality of the visitor experience.

Differences in context between the two case studies

Table 6.1

Similar

Element

Jenolan Caves

Kangaroo Island

Location and
accessibility

X

New South Wales, four hours
drive fiom Sydney.

South Australia, 1.5 hour drive to
Cape Jervis, plus one hour ferry trip,
or one hour flight fiom Adelaide.

Size

X

2,468 hectares

Approximately 420,000 hectares

Number of
tenures and
managers

X

One tenure and one land manager

Many tenures and hundreds of land
managers.

Management
focus

X

Two areas of focus: conservation
of the resource and provision of a
quality sustainable experience.

Many areas of focus, agriculture,
light industry, residential, protected
area management and tourism
management.

Extensive amount of research
(mostly by universities).

Considerable research undertaken,
mostly by consultants.

Moderate amount of planning
between the Trust and consultants.
Planning limited by unclear
objectives and no visitor services
plan.

Considerable planning undertaken,
mostly by consultants.
Planning widely recognised as being
ad hoc.

Limited to fair, but poor
understanding of the relationship
between the resource and
influences that effect it.

Limited, poor understanding of the
relationship between the resource
and influences that effect it.

Amount of
research
undertaken on
resource
Amount of
planning
undertaken on
resource
Managing
authority's
understanding of
the state of the
resource
Communication
and
implementation of
planning

-

Moderate success rate in
Poor success rate in commufiicating
communicating essence of
essence of planning initiatives and
planning, moderate to poor success implementing plans.
in implementing plans.

Diversity of
visitor experience

Limited to cave tours, overnight
accommodation, country food and
short walks.

Moderate, highlighted by touring,
range of accommodation, gourmet
food, people and sense of nostalgia.

Position of
tourism in relation
to other activities

Strongly positioned, historically
with tourism occurring before
formal conservation, and currently
through tourism fhding
conservation.

Weak but emerging position,
traditionally dominated by
agriculture but now seen as a
positive assistance to agriculture
through selling new agricultural
product and generating extra
income.

Focus of tourism
product

Nature-based with underlying
cultural experience through Caves
House and country / personalised
service
Some gradual improvements in
service and minor product
innovation.

Nature based with underlying
cultural experience through
country/personalised service and
traditional/fiiendly community.
Growing level of product
innovation.

Key:

4 Similar

X 4 Similar in some respects, different in others

X

Different

However, there appear to be more differences in context between the two case studies than there are
similarities. Differences include:
being located in completely different parts of Australia, with Jenolan being far more accessible than
Kangaroo Island;
representing vastly different sized areas, with Kangaroo Island being some 170 times larger in land area;
representing a very different number of land tenures and managers, with Jenolan having one tenure and
manager and Kangaroo Island having a multitude of land tenures andamanagers;
representing a very different management focus, with Jenolan primarily based on two or three major uses
and Kangaroo Island split across five major uses (one of which is tourism) and 50 minor uses;

-

representing different ranges of visitor experiences possible, with Jenolan offering a much narrower
range than Kangaroo Island; and

=

displaying markedly different levels of strength in the positioning of tourism relative to other land uses,
with Jenolan having a much stronger and historic position than the emerging one on Kangaroo Island.

Differences in stakeholder support base
The two case studies appear to have been quite different in the stakeholder support base for addressing visitor
management issues (see Table 6.2). The case studies were found to be quite different in the following areas:
range of stakeholders, with that for Jenolan being narrower and more tightly orientated around
conservation of the resource;
awareness of values by stakeholders, where the recognition of the range of values for Jenolan appeared
to be narrower, and their input to its clarification or expansion far more limited; and
number of key drivers to initiate development, with not only more drivers on Kangaroo Island but a
much wider range of supporting expertise to develop a model.
The only aspect relating to stakeholders that was relatively similar between the two case studies was that they
both had a small number and range of stakeholders supporting the development of a model. Nonetheless, the
makeup of this support base was quite different, with the core for Jenolan being orientated around karst, cave
and visitor management, and the core for Kangaroo Island being spread across tourism planning and
marketing, economic returns, visitor management, protected area management and local lifestyle.

.

Table 6.2

Differences in stakeholder support base between the two case studies

Element

Similar

Jenolan Caves

Kangaroo Island

Largely based around TKI, local
government, NPWSSA, Development
Board and SATC, but also including a
range of industry, special interest
groups, Island residents and visitors.

Range of
stakeholders

X

Relatively narrow and largely based
around the Trust, tourism operators
and visitors.

Awareness of
values by
stakeholders

X

The existing value set is neutered by a Stakeholders have had considerable
scientific approach and land manager's input into documenting a diverse set
of values that includes lifestyle.
perspective, the human dimension is
relatively simple and unsophisticated.

Key driver to
initiate
development

X

Largely one individual (Emst
Holland) and supplemented by two or
three Trust members, all with multidisciplinary expertise and substantial
conviction.

Three individuals fiom three
organisations (SATC, DENR and
TKI) with multi-disciplinary expertise
and substantial conviction.

Range of
stakeholders
supporting
development
of a model

dx

Small, with Jenolan staff and Trust
members provided a group of
passionate, experienced people in the
management of karst, caves, protected
areas and visitors.

Small, tight but diverse group of
passionate multi-disciplinary skilled
and experienced people in naturebased tourism and protected area
management.

Predominantly Karst and caves and
visitor management, with small
representation fiom tourism
management and heritage
management.

Tourism planning and marketing,
economics, visitor management,
protected area management, local
community values.

Range of
expertise to
develop model

Key:

4 Similar

X

X d Similar in some respects, different in others

X Different

6.4

Differences in scope for developing a model

The two case studies appear to have been quite similar in the original scope that was established to develop a
visitor management model (see Table 6.3). The case studies were found to be quite similar in the following
areas:
evolution of the type of model, with both case studies evolving from a focus on carrying capacity before
refining the scope to one that was more accountable and politically defensible;
area to address, whereby both case studies scoped the entire site (ie. reserve or Island) for the model to

,

address, rather than a part of the total area; and
a lengthy period of time between when the need for a model was first mooted and when it was decided to
proceed and develop one.
Despite these similarities, the scope for developing a model (in relation to the project emphasis and
dimensions) was quite different between the two case studies. The scoping emphasis for the Jenolan case
s t d y was based around determining limits to growth and monitoring how close the situation was to those
limits, whereas that for Kangaroo Island was based around monitoring first then using the monitoring to
make more informed decisions. In addition, the scoping for Kangaroo Island also began with a much wider
range of dimensions for the model to address than that planned for Jenolan.

Differences in the two case studies' scope for developing a model

Table 6.3

Similar

Element

Evolution of
the type of
model

4

Kangaroo Island

Jenolan Caves

Grew out of canying capacity, which
Grew out of carrying capacity,
which generated the political ground generated the political ground swell to
consider a model.
swell to consider a model.
As serious consideration of
development occurred CC was
replaced VIMM as more
accountable and politically
defensible.
~

As serious consideration of development
occurred CC was replaced LAC as more
accountable and politically defensible.

Area to
address

4

Entire area of Kangaroo Island, regardlesr
Entire area of the Reserve
of geographic characteristics, land tenure,
artificially broken into four units,
based on geographic characteristics, level of development or level of use.
level of development and level of
use (Developed areas above ground;
Developed areas below ground; Low
visitation areas above ground; and
Other caves).

Period of time
to realisation

4

Lengthy, approximately 15 years.

Lengthy, approximately 10 years.

Project
emphasis

Framework for determining carrying Monitoring and decision making system
capacity,
- social and environmental to measure sustainability of tourism
limits, ongoing monitoring program. act&@ and to guide growth of more
sustainable, authentic tourism.

Project
dimensions

Environmental and experiential
(referred to as social) dimensions.

Key:

4Similar

Environmental, experiential, sociocultural, economic and market
dimensions.

X 4 Similar in some respects, different in others

X Different

Differences in approach
The development of the models for the two case studies reveals an even split of similarities and differences
(see Table 6.4). Four attributes where the approach used in the case studies appeared to be relatively similar
were:
the same milestone to initiate the development of a model (a grant fiom the Commonwealth Department
of Tourism);
two critical moments in the process for the development of the models (an intensive two day workshop
to select the preferred model and undertake much of its critical planning fiamework, and the
establishment of a group to oversee the implementation of the model);
a logistical need to narrow the number of stakeholders involved in developing the mechanics of the

. models (too many people made the exercise too slow and too costly); and
a need for similar improvements to the approach, namely greater stakeholder involvement throughout
development and more testing and refining of the elements of the model, before launching it.
Two attributes where the approach used in the case studies appeared to be fundamentally different were:
1. Their major development stages:

the pace of the approach was very different, with Jenolan beginning with a rapid development phase then
a slow and careful evolution of the actual monitoring techniques and Kangaroo Island developing at a
more consistent pace throughout; and
Kangaroo Island spent more time on defining the operating context and preparing for implementation);
2. The final output at the end of the first development phase was quite different in orientation, emphasis,

reporting system and decision-making system:
the final output for Jenolan was a comprehensive environmental monitoring program;
the final output for Kangaroo Island was a broader tourism monitoring program, a simpler reporting
system and a more comprehensive a decision-making system; and
the final output for Jenolan did not provide an equivalent level of detail for the social dimension as had
been achieved for the environmental dimension, and an efficient reporting system was still to be
developed.

Table 6.4
Element

Milestone to
initiate
ievelopment
Major
levelopment
stages

Differences in approach to developing models between the two case studies
Similar

Jenolan Caves

Kangaroo Island

4

Grant fiom the Commonwealth
Department of Tourism

Grant fiom the Commonwealth
Department of Tourism

X

VIMM approach:
1. Three day intensive workshop
to: brainstorm management
issues; define management
units; identify indicators;
develop monitoring program,
identify conditions likely to
require a response; identify
potential responses; and identifi
a preliminary social and
environmental carrying capacic
2. Internal write up of draft report
and implementation plan
3. Internal production of final
report

Modified LAC approach with greater
consultation:
1. Internal workshop to develop
preliminary indicators
2. Stakeholder interviews and briefing
3. Two day workshop to refine optimal
conditions and indicators and
develop draft monitoring techniques
4. Internal workshop to develop
implementation plan
5. Intensive internal workshop to
structure model
6. Community briefing
7. Consultation draft report, launch and
briefing
8. Internal workshop to refine
implementation plan
~ntkrnal
productkm of final report
9.
No major ones but a series of small ones:
Selecting the right consultants
Internal intensive workshop
Draft consultation report
Expansion of Steering Committee
stakeholders
International attention upon Final
Report

Zritical
noments in
.he
levelopment
xocess

4x

Jtilisation of
takeholders
n
ievelopment

4

%a1 output at
he end of the
irst
ievelopment
~hase

'otential
mprovements
o approach

Three major ones:
Intensive workshop
Establishment of an
implementation committee
Decision to provide medium
term implementation funding

Generally representative
Narrowed in artificially by the
need for a manageable number
in workshop, resulting in some
alienation with operations staff

Generally broad
Extremely diverse in workshops and
briefings
Moderate during implementation
discussions
Narrow during structural
development and report writing

Completed were a
Completed was a general monitoring
comprehensive environmental
program across economic,
monitoring program, framework
environmental, visitor market,
for visitor monitoring program
experiential and socio cultural
Still to be developed were the
dimensions of tourism activity, and a
full visitor monitoring program
decision-making system
and a system for reporting and
Nothing still to be completed
decision making
Major improvement is the breakdown of
Two major improvements:
More development and testing community apathy through:
of the monitoring program
Using the community workshop to
'decide and tune' rather than generate
before releasing expertise
raw material
Greater stakeholder
involvement in model
Better timing and promotion of
refinement
briefings
Wider stakeholder involvement in
Steering Committee
Funding of logistical costs by an
organisation other than consultants

The approach to development can be further contrasted with a reflection of the implementation theory
presented in Section 2.13. The development of the Kangaroo Island model appears to have used a greater
degree of the 'bottom up approach, as described by Barrett and Fudge (1981). This can be demonstrated by
the wider range of stakeholder involved and the greater number of stages that they were involved in the
development process. The development approach used in the Jenolan Caves case study can be generally

ll

described as a combination of Hogwood and Gunn's (1984) shtructural and procedural approach. This
classification is based on the separation of technical skills between the development and implementation
phases, resulting in implementation largely being controlled by those who were able to participate in the
development phase. The development approach used in the Kangaroo Island case study can be generally
described as a combination of Hogwood and Gunn's (1984) behavioural and political approach, because its

l

development reflected the need to understand and work with those in power, along with the need to generate

I

consensus through transparency.

6.6
1

Differences in implementation

The implementation of the two case studies was generally different for two reasons. First, the implementation

l

plans were quite different, and second, the case studies needed to attract and work with a different range of
stakeholders (see Table 6.2 for initial stakeholders). While the final reports for the two case studies both
included a section on implementation, they represented significantly different levels of detail and direction to
assist implement the models - and they were driven by very different funding sources. The level of detail and
direction to assist implement the Jenolan model was brief and recognised by the Trust as a weakness in the
Draft and Final Report. Specifically, the Jenolan plan lacked budget breakdowns, individual responsibilities
and a staged timetable for implementation. This weakness is largely the result of the structural and
managerial approach to development (outlined in Section 6.3), and compounded by the consultants limited
understanding of the organisational resources available for implementation. In contrast, the level of detail and
direction to assist implement the Kangaroo Island model were reasonably comprehensive, and included:
a five year budget forecast for all major cost items;
a detailed assessment of a range of alternative funding sources (in terms of their financial capacity and
likely support fiom stakeholders);
a statement of all major implementation tasks and allocated individuals to responsible for them; and
guidelines for responding to potential issues with implementation.
The issue of poorly constructed implementation plans was introduced in Section 2.13 and specifically, in
Table 2.21.
The second major difference within the two Implementation Plans was the source of financial resourcing.
~inancialresourcing for implementing the Jenolan model came from one source (the Tmst). through visitor

-
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fees for guided cave tours. It was hoped that the model would be able to prove its value within three years in
order to maintain this primary source of funding. Financial resourcing for implementing the Kangaroo Island
model came from a range of sources designed to progressively change over time. The initial phase was to be
based around a Commonwealth grant and consolidated through ongoing State and local government grants.
The second phase was to replace the Commonwealth grant funding with a levy on rate payers and visitors.
The third phase was to introduce a user pays system for new major developments to fund an expansion to the
model.
The third major difference within the two implementation plans was the nature of human resourcing. On the
one hand, there were immediate similarities in human resourcing, such as the substantial commitment relative
to the small size of the coordinating organisations. However, the implementation plans source their human
resources fiom different sources. The Jenolan plan recommends using Trust staff and universities while the
Kangaroo Island plan recommends using a wider range that includes community and special interest groups.
The actual implementation has largely been quite different between the two case studies (see Table 6.5). The
similarities appear to be within the frst phase of implementation and the predicted medium term
implementation phase, when fundamental challenges need to be overcome and perceived benefits need to be
realised. The similarities with the immediate implementation phase were:
the establishment of an Implementation Committee to coordinate implementation and make resourcing
decisions as required; and
significant reliance on voluntary assistance in the delivery of the monitoring programs and a constant
struggle to use human resources wisely, with the Jenolan implementation wasting some funds on testing
monitoring techniques, and the Kangaroo Island implementation failing to access all the necessary
people to develop the exit survey efficiently.
Similarities with the predicted medium term implementation include:
perceived benefits to date, where both studies highlight integration of multi-disciplinary expertise needed
to manage visitors, establish more accountable decision making, and achieve positive exposure of the
I

site and its professional management;

l

challenges for implementation,where both studies recognise the need to improve stakeholder awareness
and support, and secure ongoing funding and individuals to coordinate and run the models; and
planned medium term implementation, where both studies concentrate on improving the relevance of the
models and the systematic way in which they perform, and both look for partners with similar models to
share techniques that will deliver insights in a more cost effective manner (Jenolan management will
look for other cave management organisations while Kangaroo Island management will hope the SATC
uses it as a pilot for a whole of state application of TOMM).

~able'6.5

Differences in the way the two case study models have been implemented to date
Jenolan Caves

I

Kangaroo Island

I

Just implemented visitor monitoring, small part of environmental monitoring just being
iln~lemented

Change of name from VlMM to SEM, lot of environmental monitoring in developed caves, lot of
adiustments to techniques. some visitor research undertaken but data unavailable. some minor visitor
m&itoring just implel;ented
Some useful insights fiom environmental monitoring and some preliminary ones from visitor resea[ch,
though these are yet to be clearly reported to stakeholders

I~lln~nint~on
/
IIICI:II~F ~enerated
to date
hl~l111111
term
I I I I I ~!i~entation
II

No data generated to date

Undenvay: expansion of indicators for consideration, establishment of a preliminary reporting
system
Planned: implementation of twice as many indicators as are currently in operation and
establishment of a clear reporting system

m

-

Called the SEM Committee
Specialists needed to guide the monitoring program
m
Back up of a scientific committee for highly specialised input
m

rt:il,eliolders
ilnulved to date

4.

J?ewr~rc~ng
(uim~~tnient
from
I,v! ~tnkeholder
yv~lps
I'CICPII ed benefits

I
I

Ir.illcnges for
rp~plementation

hol~i'lcof model

L

l

:

4 Similar

Called the Implementation Committee
Initially comprising the same~compositionas the final Steering Committee to
emphasise overall management of the model
Additional conservation group and tourism/environmentaI academic to follow.
1. Approximately 9-1 1, almost entirely based on the Implementation Committee (7
persons), with 1 or 2 from TKI, 1 from SATC and 1 from the DB
2. Some 75-85% of stakeholders involved in implementation to date represent interests in
tourism planning or nature-based tourism operations
3. There is a shortage of stakeholders to assist further develop the environmental
monitoring, either from the NPW SA, Eco-Action (conservation group) or tertiary

Approximately 15-20, made up of Trust staff (3 persons), the SEM Committee (5 persons),
academics (8-10 persons) and post graduate students (3-5 persons)
Some 75-85% of stakeholders involved in implementation to date represent interests in scientific
research and conservation management of cave and Karst systems
There is a shortage of stakeholders to assist further develop the social monitoring program

A few more staffto assist the K m t Resources Section coordinate and undertake the day to day
monitoring
5. A wider range of expertise to assist the one SEM Committee member expand and implement the
i
social monitoring-program
. 6. Another individual to eventually replace Emst Holland as the principle driver of the SEM
Enormous'commitment and substantial resources to test and refine environmental monitoring, but a lot
of human resources could have been spent more wisely, lot of monitoring dependent on strategic
alliances with universities

(

4

-

-

-

Not started: nothing because the model has only just be completed
Planned: refinement of indicators, increased user friendliness, fresh feedback from
stakeholders on performance to date, wider application to the whole of South
Australia

A greater number of tourism operators to promote the model, and to a lesser extent,
become involved in the monitoring
2. The direct involvement of conservation groups, schools and community groups to
undertake some of the environmental monitoring and become more aware of the
potential of the model.
Small resource commitment but relative to capability of organisations, a moderate
commitment, generally well spent but lacked thorough checking to ensure monitoring
adequately reflected model, external funding needed to kick start implementation of full
model
- Quiet optimism for a multi-dimensional picture of the health of the tourism industry
Integration of multi-disciplinary expertise
- Opportunity for the community to become genuinely involved in decision making
Objective advice frem a reputable third party (SEM Committee)
Means of shifting management approaches and culture into being more accountable and proactive National and international exposure as a progressive place trying to get on top of its
Good profiling of Jenolan as a 'happening place'
problems
Expanding and implementing the experiential dimension
Establishing
- a marketing
- champion and boosting- -public awareness
Improving relations between head office and operations staff
Getting funding for a project officer
Integrating the model with the needs of external stakeholders
0
Consistency among Implementation Committee
Undertaking more strategic planning to direct the model
Developing a decision making process
I
Extensive among cave managers
Moderate among those in Australia's nature-based tourism sector
Growing interest by international equivalent
Wide among protected area managers in middle management
m
Moderate among region's stakeholders
Strong awareness on the Island but a full understanding
-onlv.within the Island's soecial
interest tourism industry and protected area managers
Staff remain somewhat unclear of status and future emphasis

X 4 Similar in some respects, different in others

1.

I
I

I

X Different

The public profile of the two model applications reflects both similarities and differences. The case studies
have similar profiles in that they have raised moderate to strong awareness among their immediate
stakeholders, but limited understanding amongst those not directly participating in the implementation. They
are different in that the Jenolan profile is very well known among a narrow audience, while the profile of the
Kangaroo Island TOMM is generally known to a broad audience. Awareness of the Jenolan application is
relatively widespread among other cave managers and many of Australia's protected area managers, though
few appear to know the status and performance of the model. Awareness of the Kangaroo Island model is
quickly growing amongst Australia's nature-based tourism sector, but, while many individuals are extremely
interested, they are reluctant to endorse the model until implementation shows that it is 'more than a good
idea'. Stakeholders £tom both case studies stressed that a less sceptical reaction would greatly assist them
gain the political support to hlly implement and thus prove merit, and that ironically, this would then help
the sceptics implement similar initiatives in their respective areas.
Nonetheless, it can generally be concluded that there are far more differences in the way the two studies have
been implemented than similarities. Some of these differences include:
short term implementation of monitoring techniques and subject being monitored;
- Jenolan spent a lot of time undertaking research and fme tuning the monitoring system, while

Kangaroo Island spent a lot of time marketing the model and employing a coordinator, and has only just
implemented the first one or two monitoring techniques;

- Jenolan has focussed on testing environmental monitoring in one of the four management units, with
environmental monitoring in the other three units and visitor monitor across the site in relative infancy,
while Kangaroo Island has focussed on monitoring the tourist market and state of the visitor experience
across the Island, with other dimensions and site specific monitoring yet to be established;
current state of medium term implementation, where Jenolan has begun its medium term implementation
(establishing the reporting system and beginning to consolidate the social monitoring program), and
Kangaroo Island has not;
information 1 insights generated to date, where Jenolan has now begun reporting results, and Kangaroo
Island has not;
resourcing commitment £tom key stakeholder groups, where Jenolan secured a committed management
and subsequent resourcing, and Kangaroo Island had to wait until its wider stakeholder base further
understood the model and subsequently endorsed resourcing it;
range of stakeholders involved in implementation to-date, where though both studies have had a small
number of stakeholders, their area of expertise and interests are very different; and
range of stakeholders planned to be involved in implementation, where though both studies plan to
expand the range of stakeholders,they plan to do it into different sectors (Jenolan into the social
dimension and Kangaroo Island into environmental dimension and to some extent, tourism operations). .
.

- -

- . . .
.

-
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The differing emphasis in short and long term implementation agendas may well reflect the different
management emphasis, with Jenolan Caves management concentrating on visitor impact to satisfy
conservation objectives, and Kangaroo Island management concentrating on indicators that will aid tourism
industry marketing and product refinement.
The short term implementation between the two case studies reflects two fundamentally different
implementation approaches identified in Section 2.13 by Lane (1983). The ongoing modification of the
Jenolan Caves SEM and experimentation with research and monitoring techniques, is a reflection of Lane's
(1983) 'Innovative implementation'. The more consolidated and consistent application of the Kangaroo
Island TOMM is a reflection of Lane's (1983) 'Long term maintenance' approach. Neither approach is
superior, but rather a reflection of the stakeholders involved and the detail established to operate the model
during the development phase. The scientific backgrounds of the stakeholders behind the Jenolan SEM drive
a desire to experiment that leads to the 'Innovative implementation approach', while the practitionerbackgrounds of the stakeholders behind the Kangaroo Island TOMM drive a desire to consolidate that leads
to the 'Long term maintenance' approach.
Further examination of Table 6.5 indicates that even the similarities between the two case studies reflect
underlying and quite fundamentally different elements. One example of this is that while both studies
reflected the quick establishment of similar implementation committees, the composition of the respective
committees was quite different. The Jenolan SEM is made up largely by people with expertise in one of the
given dimensions of the model, and academics play a major part. The Kangaroo Island Committee is made
up largely of representatives of organisations integrally viewed as stakeholders and decision makers,
academics do not yet play a role and are only forecast to play a small one.
Another surface-based similarity and underlying difference exists in relation to the stakeholders involved in

/

implementation to date. Both case studies reflected a conservative collection of stakeholders involved.
l

However, in the near future, the range of stakeholders involved in the Kangaroo Island model is forecast to

l

swell as a requirement of implementing the monitoring program.
This collection of immediate and underlying differences reflects the fundamental difference in the two case
studies -their stakeholder base. The Jenolan stakeholder base involved in implementation has been protected
area management and academics, while that for Kangaroo Island has been more broadly based across the
tourism industry, protected area management and the local community. It would appear that the stakeholder
base that proponents chose to work with was the most influential element to shape the development and
implementation of the two visitor management models.

S
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6.7

Differences in addressing the heritage management
paradox

Use of the Goals Achievement Matrix
The last technique used to compare the two case studies was their ability to address the heritage management
paradox (see Section 3.6 for an outline of the Goals Achievement Matrix). As was stated in Section 2.2, the
heritage management paradox is based on how to allow people to visit and experience heritage without the
heritage becoming so degraded that it loses its value and attraction. Section 2.4 suggested that to successfully
address the heritage management paradox required a shift in visitor management culture, and an approach
that integrated the needs of the visitor and heritage conservation. Specifically, this meant conservikg the
heritage resource and providing a high quality, sustainable and satisfying visitor experience. Integral to this
was a clear recognition and integration of stakeholder needs. Table 6.6 presents the three aims of visitor
management and the supplementary objectives for each of these aims.
The aims and objectives of visitor management (shown in Table 6.6) were used to further compare the two
case studies. Specifically, an assessment was made of how well the two case studies had achieved each aim
and objective. The aims and objectives were inserted into a Goals Achievement Matrix (a technique used to
evaluate the merits of two or more approaches to a problem or objective - see Section 3.6). The Matrix and
its results are shown in Table 6.7.

Performance in conserving the heritage resource
Analysis of Table 6.7 suggests that the Jenolan case study was superior in understanding the heritage
resource and thus achieving the aim of minimising visitor induced impact on the heritage resource. This
result is consistent with the objectives of the Visitor Impact Management Model, as stated in Section 2.7.
This result was proven in the assessment of the aim and across all of the objectives. This conclusion can be
easily explained by the fact that most of the focus and energy in development and initial implementation at
Jenolan has been on monitoring the condition of the caves. The environmental component of the Kangaroo
Island model was spread between the condition of the heritage resource and more general environmental
performance of the tourism industry, such as energy and water consumption. This result is consistent with the
objectives of the TOMM, as stated in Section 2.1 1.

Performance in meeting visitor needs
In contrast, the Kangaroo Island case study was superior in understanding the visitor and thus achieving the

.

aim of meeting the expectations of the visitor market. This result is not the result of the difference in the two
models, but in the attention to aspects of their implementation. The Jenolan case study is yet to fully develop
.

or i m p l e ~ n ,the
~ ~$$@a!
~ t dimension of its monitoring
progran?.
This si1ua:ion has been evaluated
? a\
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,
.
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£tom the dominance of natural science researchers among the pool of human and financial resources for
implementation. The other reason for Kangaroo Island performing more strongly in meeting visitor needs is
its inclusion of market segmentation, which can be compared with the SATC Statewide monitoring and
research so as to draw comparisons and make predictions. The only objective where Jenolan performed to the
same degree as Kangaroo Island was in monitoring visitor satisfaction.

Performance in involving stakeholders
The Kangaroo Island case study was superior in involving stakeholders and thus achieving the aim of
maintaining stakeholder support for management decisions. This result was proven in the assessment of the
aim and across all of the objectives. The stronger performance in this area can perhaps be explained by the
additional consultation phases and the wider range of stakeholders involved in the Kangaroo Island case

-

study. In addition, the Kangaroo Island study uses a wider range of stakeholders to run the monitoring
program and generates results in a simpler form that makes subsequent decision making open to a wider
range of stakeholders. The involvement of stakeholders in this manner was identified in Chapter Two as
being a fundamental strategy to making tourism more sustainable.

Overall performance
When the result of each objective was summed it was revealed that the Kangaroo Island case study was
generally superior in addressing the heritage management paradox and creating sustainable tourism, because
of its superior performance in understanding visitors and working with stakeholders. The objectives
representing the greatest difference in performance were:
being able to predict who the future visitor market (Kangaroo Island by 1 1 points);
understanding the condition of the heritage resource (Jenolan by 10 points); and
integrating a representative sample of stakeholders in monitoring (Kangaroo Island by 10 points).
This assessment infers that the Jenolan model is most appropriate for scenarios where management focus is
the conservation of the resource and the Kangaroo Island model is slightly more appropriate in understanding
visitors but particularly so in working with a range of stakeholders and creating sustainable tourism activity.

Table 6.6

Aims and objectives of visitor management

Objectives of visitor management

Aims of visitor management
--

Minimise visitor induced
impact on the heritage
resource

Understand the condition of the heritage resource.
Understand the state of key processes acting on the heritage.
Be able to predict the future state of the heritage resource.
--

Understand who the current visitor market are (number of visitors
and demographic and psychographic profiles).

Meet the expectations of the
visitor market

Understand what core behaviour visitors undertake.
Understand what contributes to a satisfying experience.
Be able to predict who the future visitor market (number & nature).
Maintain stakeholder support
For management decisions

--

Integrate a representative sample of stakeholders in development.
Integrate a representative sample of stakeholders in monitoring.
Integrate a representative sample of stakeholders in reporting.
Integrate a representative sample of stakeholders in decision making.

-

'Tcable6.7

Application of Goals Achievement Matrix to assess the way the two case studies address the heritage management paradox

V
I1

I Vzsltor management arms and objectives
I

l Objectrve
l weighting

I

Weighting
(out offwe)

I
Minimise visitor induced impact on the heritage resource

I

Meet the expectations of the visitor market
Maintain stakeholder support for management decisions

I-

--

I
4

5

3

4

3

~11111s

Second
Objectives

I /er atcjge-based

Understand the condition of the heritage resource
Understand the state of key processes acting on the
heritage
Be able to predict the future state of the heritage resource

1I

l-

m

Understand what core behaviour visitors undertake
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6.8 Chapter summary
This chapter has contrasted the two case studies to acknowledge fundamental differences that enhance the
accountability of the next chapter on strategic issues for th,e overall development and implementation of
models. Generally there are more differences between the case studies than there are similarities.
The two case studies share two characteristics that make them similar. First, their visitor experience is
largely based around a nature-based tourism product. Secondly, both case studies have undergone
considerable amounts of environmental research and planning, and most of this planning has experienced
some difficulties in implementation. The differences in context include: being located in completely different
parts of Australia; vastly different sized areas, number of land tenures and management focus; and different
types and ranges of visitor experiences.

-

The two case studies have very different stakeholder support bases for addressing visitor management issues.
Specifically, the case studies were found to be quite different in their: range of stakeholders; awareness of
values by stakeholders; and number of key drivers to initiate development of a visitor management model.
The only aspect relating to stakeholders that was relatively similar between the two case studies was that
they both only had a small range of stakeholders supporting the development of a model.
The two case studies appear to have been quite similar in the original scope that was established to develop a
visitor management model. The case studies were found to be quite similar in: evolving from a focus on
carrying capacity before refining the scope to one that was more accountable and politically defensible;
scoping the entire site for the model to address; encountering a lengthy gestation period between when the
need for a model was first mooted and when it was decided to proceed and develop one. Despite these
similarities,the scoping emphasis for Jenolan was based around determining limits to growth and monitoring
how close the situation was to those limits. In contrast, the scope for Kangaroo Island began with a much
wider range of dimensions for the model to address and was based around monitoring first then using the
monitoring to make more informed decisions.
The development of the models for the two case studies reveals an even split of similarities and differences.
Three attributes where the approach used in the case studies appeared to be relatively similar were: a grant

from the Commonwealth Department of Tourism to stimulate development of a model; an intensive two day
workshop to select the preferred model and undertake much of its, critical planning eamework; the
establishment of a group to oversee the implementation of the model; and a need for similar improvements to
the approach, namely greater stakeholder involvement throughout development and more testing and refining
of the elements of the model before launching it. In contrast, the major development stages were
fUndamentally different, with a different pace during the development and greater time on Kangaroo Island
spent defining the operating context and preparing for implementation. In addition, Jenolan eventually
established a comprehensive environmental monitoring program, but still needed to expand into the social

and simpler tourism monitoring program and decision-making system, and was generally ready to be
implemented.
The implementation of the two case studies was also very different. The implementation plan for Jenolan
was brief and lacked budget breakdowns, individual responsibilities and a staged timetable for
implementation. The implementation plan for Kangaroo Island was far more comprehensive and offered a
series of funding sources that eventually finished with a user pays system. The initial at Jenolan has focussed

l

on testing environmental monitoring in one of the four management units, while that on Kangaroo Island has

i

focussed on monitoring the tourist market and state of the visitor experience across the Island. However, the
two case studies have similar plans for implementation into the medium term; concentrating on improving
l

the relevance of the models and the systematic way in which they perform.

I
l

l

The fundamental difference between the two case studies has been their stakeholder base and the way they
are involved. The Jenolan stakeholder base responsible for implementing the model has been protected area
management and academics, while that for Kangaroo Island has been more broadly based across the tourism
industry, protected area management and the local community. The Jenolan study could have widened their
stakeholder base and the Kangaroo Island study could have narrowed theirs. It would appear that the
stakeholder base that proponents chose to work with was the most influential element to shape the
l
I
I

development and implementation of the two visitor management models.

l
l

~

A Goals Achievement Matrix revealed that the Kangaroo Island study was more successful in addressing the

l

visitor and stakeholder dimensions of the heritage management paradox, and that the Jenolan study was more

I

successful at understanding the resource dimension of the paradox. The final conclusion fiom this
assessment is that in terms of addressing the heritage management paradox, the Jenolan model is more
appropriate for scenarios where management focus is the conservation of the resource. In contrast, the
Kangaroo Island model is more appropriate when high quality visitor experiences need to be generated and
stakeholders need to be comprehensively integrated into decision making.
The next chapter contrasts the similarities, differences and strengths identified in the two case studies, with
the trends established in Chapter Two for models in general. By combining the broad trends from Chapter
Two with the key conclusions coming fiom the two case studies, it will be possible to draw out significant
issues facing the future development and implementation of visitor management models.

CHAPTER SEVEN
ANALYSIS OF DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION
7.1

Introduction

Reflecting on the previous five chapters, a number of conclusions can be drawn about the development and
implementation of models designed to strategically address the heritage management paradox. First, there are
very few models that have been widely implemented, reviewed and published. Several models that have been
proposed in the literature but not widely recognised by heritage / visitor managers and not widely
implemented. These include the Ultimate Environmental Thresholds Model (see Section 2.6), theTourism
Opportunity Spectrum (see Section 2.7) and the Tourism Optimisation Management Model - oklined in
detail in Chapter Two as a precursor to the case study (see Section 2.1 1). Another four models dutlined in
detail in Chapter Two have been widely written about and are generally recognised by most heritage / visitor
managers, but have not been widely implemented. These models are the Visitor Impact Managdment Model,
Visitor Experience and Resource Protection Model, Visitor Activity Management Program and Limits of
Acceptable Change. Only two models have been widely implemented and published in the literature -the
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum and Carrying Capacity. Nonetheless, there are no models that have been
widely practiced, recognised, implemented, evaluated and published.
Secondly, while each model is distinctive in its emphasis and approach, those generated over the past 15
years have been more an evolution of older ones than fundamental new directions and innovations. Early
models applied in the 1970s focussed on the resource through regulatory control of the visitor and landscape
management of the site. Models evolving from these in the 1980s increased the emphasis on the quality of
the visitor experience, the collection and use of data, and on more informed decision making that resulted
from the data. Models evolving in the 1990s built onto the 1980s counterparts through stronger integration of
resource and visitor management at the organisational level, then streamlined reporting systems and widened
stakeholder involvement in the development and implementation phase. Models generated in recent years
appear to have becomefatypical blend of two or even three established models so as to be further customised
to the individual situation (Braithwaite et al. 1996; Morin et al. 1997; Missing Link Tourism Consultancy
1998; Rethink Consulting 1998; Gomez-Forte 1999).
Thirdly, there appears to be a great deal of interest in adopting models as a means of improving management,
but there is limited information available to select the right model for a particular situation (McArthur and
Sebastian 1999). In particular, those committed to developing a model have difficulty finding useful
information about how models have been implemented. This situation does not appear to have changed in the
30 years that models have been available for managers to develop and implement.

Inherent in these trends are issues that are limiting the implementation of existing models and the evolution
of new ones. The purpose of this Chapter is to draw upon the previous Chapters to identify key issues relating
to the development and implementation of visitor / tourism management models. The Chapter will then draw
on the experience of the two case studies to propose ways in which models can be more effectively applied to
other sites across the World.
At least five key issues appear to be hindering the development and implementation of visitor / tourism
management models:
1. Poor planning frameworks and poorly defmed organisational culture, particularly in visitor and tourism
management.
2. Lack of, or inconsistent expertise and resources.

-

3. Resistance to involving stakeholders in fundamental decision making.
4.

Difficulty choosing the right model for the situation.

5. Lack of strategic emphasis and technical ability.
The following five sections discuss each of these five issues in turn.

7.2

Poor planning frameworks and poorly defined
organisational culture

Poor policy hmeworks was identified by Hogwood and Gun (1984) as one of the key inhibitors of
successful implementation (see Section 2.13). Most heritage management organisations do not develop clear
policies and tangible objectives that address visitor and tourism management (Hammitt 1990; Lipscombe
1993; Glasson et ad. 1995; Hall and McArthur 1998). Typical policies come with incongruous wording such
as 'support a diverse range of activities', 'provide equitable access, where appropriate' and 'minimise
impacts, as necessary'. Many objectives are no clearer with terms such as 'develop sensitive infrastructure',
'provide a quality experience' and 'monitor impacts as required'. As a result, those considering the
development of models are unclear as to the real position that visitor and tourism management plays. The
underlying issue with this uncertainty comes in the early stages of a model's development when clear and
tangible objectives are required about why and how visitor experiences should be generated and managed.
The development of the model typically then has to not only generate the objectives but also some of the
policy framework that they must fit into. This problem was identified by Hogwood and Gunn (1984) as a
major inhibitor to growth (see Section 2.13) and demonstrated in the Jenolan Caves case study. In Chapter
Four, it was revealed that during the intensive workshop, participants questioned management's balance of
conservation and provision of visitor experiences to a flashpoint that required the Chairperson's intervention

The first part of the issue is therefore that those developing models typically find themselves developing
visitor and tourism management policy and objectives on the run,and in doing so, unnecessarily delete the
scarce human and financial resources allocated to the model's development.
The second issue runs even deeper, to fundamental misconceptions about organisational culture. Heritage
attracts a wide range of stakeholders with diverse value systems (such as ecocentric to anthropocentric), and
many disciplines (such as ecology, economics, social science and cultural heritage). Not only is this diversity
represented by stakeholders outside a heritage management organisation (such as was the case with Kangaroo
F

Island in Chapter Five), it is also represented within it (as was demonstrated by the stakeholders interviewed
at Jenolan Caves in Chapter Four). The fundamental misconception is that the organisational culture is both
balanced and clear for all to see and understand. However, this culture is typically unbalanced and unclear,
and that this issue permeates to the surface during critical planning phases when decisions must be made
(Beer et al. 1990; Hammer 1990; Cortada 1993; Hall and Jenkins 1995). When developing a model, the most
obvious decisions are which one and why. Organisational culture will influence this choice because some
models offer more control, simplicity or accountability than others do, and these dimensions will attract
different cultural orientations during the decision making. This was demonstrated in Chapter Two, where the
simplicity and apparent control offered by the carrying capacity and ROS models was contrasted with the
'bottom-up approach of the LAC and TOMM models. Organisational culture plays a major role in
influencing the way models are implemented. For example, Chapter Five revealed that though the
development of the TOMM on Kangaroo Island was highly consultative, it required a further year of
consultation after being completed before stakeholders rallied and began a coordinated approach to its
implementation. What occurred during this fust year was a slow permeation of the basic ideas of the TOMM
into the full stakeholder base, as opposed to the representatives of the stakeholders who had been active in
the Steering Committee.
The fust issue emanating fiom the culture of stakeholders is therefore that it will effect the development and
implementation of models by influencing the emphasis of the model and the way it is operated. The second
issue is that the culture is slow and unpredictable in its response, and thus needs long lead times, regular
reinforcement and fall-back positions during periods of confusion. One of the spin-offs of the development of
a model will therefore be the clarification of each stakeholder's culture, paving the way for a smoother
development of other initiatives that follow. The way that this clarification can be achieved was outlined by
Hogwood and Gun (1984) in Section 2.1 3 as part of the behavioral approaches to implementation whereby
implementers recognise resistance to change and the subsequent need for trust through the provision of clear
information.

7.3

Lack of, or inconsistent expertise and resources

A lack of resources and their inconsistent supply was identified by Hogwood and Gun (1984) as one of the
key inhibitors of successful implementation (see Section 2.,13). Resourcing for heritage management across
the world is renown to be inconsistent and well below what is required to address the heritage management
paradox adequately (ANZECC Working Group on National Parks and Protected Areas Management 1996;
Ceballos-Lascurain 1996; Senate Environment, Recreation, Communications and the Arts References
Committee 1998). To develop and operate any of the models requires a range of expertise that is typically
either unavailable or in very short supply among most heritage management organisations. The second form
of resourcing required to develop and operate the models is finance to cover expenses such as monitoring and

-

computer equipment. Most heritage management organisations operate with low expense allocations and
these are highly susceptible to competing projects and budget cuts. The third form of resourcing needed is a
portion of regular staff time over very long periods of at least five to seven years to coordinate the model,
report on its progress and maintain stakeholder support. Most staff don't remain in the one position long
enough to provide this consistent input and therefore new staff need to be accessed, trained and committed to
continuing on with implementation.
A recent study of the application of models in Australia (Missing Link Tourism Consultancy 1998) revealed
that:
approximately half the models operating in Australia needed external seed funding and external expertise
to be developed;
virtually all the models operating in Australia were very reliant on one or two individuals to coordinate
and run them, and staff training for implementation was found to be very limited; and
/

most of the models were regarded by their operators as expensive to run in time and money, typically
because of the monitoring needed.
The fist underlying issue is that poor and inconsistent financial resourcing retards models fiom operating as
designed and that this prevents them fiom proving their real value fast enough to secure adequate resourcing.
The second underlying issue is that there is insufficient expertise to successfully operate models long enough
for them to prove whether they have value or not. The final underlying issue is that the limited expertise that
exists is under valued and inaccessible to most organisations who are developing and operating models.

7.4

Resistance to involving stakeholders in
fundamental decision making

Limited involvement of stakeholders was identified by Ham and Hill (1 985) as one of the key inhibitors of
successful implementation (see Section 2.13). Ham and Hi11 (1985) commented that stakeholders tended to
only be invited to be involved when the organisation felt they were needed. The study of the application of
models in Australia also found that heritage managers were continuing not to involve stakeholders in the
development and implementation of most models to any great degree (Missing Link Tourism Consultancy
1998). The study found two sources of stimulation for stakeholder involvement. First, stakeholder
involvement had been significant for sites where consultation was an expected part of protected area
management (such as for World Heritage sites). Secondly, stakeholder involvement had been sign-ificant
where the model itself required substantial input as part of its development and implementation process (such
as the TOMM approach). The study also found that virtually all models needing to be applied at the regional
level involved several organisations, whereas models being applied to site specific and single tenures were
undertaken by one single agency. What seems to emanate kom these findings is that stakeholder involvement
in the development of models remains retarded when a single organisation has considerable control over a
site. The less control, the more likely the stakeholder involvement. Lane (1983) suggested (in Section 2.13)
that giving up a degree of control in the development phase generates greater control in the implementation
phase.
Therefore, the first underlying issue is that by limiting stakeholder involvement in the development of a
model one limits the political, human and financial support for its implementation. Limited involvement in
development also limits the scope of the model and increases the likelihood of reinventing approaches
already trialled elsewhere. The second underlying issue is that by limiting stakeholder involvement in the
implementation of a model one limits the support for the results and decision making that is generated £rom
the model.

7.5

Difficulty choosing the right model for the
situation

It would appear that a great many more of Australia's heritage managers would like to use a more strategic
approach to visitor impact management than is currently occurring, but are unaware of what approaches and
models were being implemented by their colleagues (McArthur and Sebastian 1999). This lack of awareness
occurs for a number of reasons. First, there is a lack of accessible literature that clearly describes the
difference between each model, particularly in relation to its focus, outputs and resourcing needs (see
Chapter One). Publishing this material was widespread in the 1970s and early 1980s but has since dissipated
- evidenced by the age of material in the libraries of most tertiary institutions. Secondly, there is a lack of

accessible literature which documentgho\h~models have been developed and implemented. particularly in

-

relation to a review of their performance. Reports on implementation are generally limited to internal reports
and occasional conference presentations. Thirdly, most individuals interested in developing a model have
very little time to find the available literature or individuals with experience in implementing models.
Consequently, many well intentioned people either never manage to develop a model, or select one which is
either beyond their ability to implement, or fails to meet their needs. Examples of models that have never
been fully established because of a lack of understanding about the choices available of development
methodology and resourcing required for implementation include efforts to establish:
a carrying capacity model for the Daintree National Park in Queensland (McArthur and Sebastian 1999);
an LAC model for the Wet Tropics World Heritage Area in Queensland, and in New South Wales LAC
models for the Nymboida and Incised Rivers, Wallis Island and Kosciuzko National Park (McArthur and
Sebastian 1999);
a VIMM for Tully Gorge (Qld) (Scenic Spectrum et al. 1995); and

-

a customised version of the VIMM and TOMM for 20 main visitation sites across New South Wales
(NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service 1997b).
The first underlying issue is therefore an unfulfilled need for a way of determining which model is the most
appropriate for a particular site and management organisation. The second underlying issue is to generate
more literature about the development and implementation of models, and make it far more available to
practitioners interested in developing a model for their respective area.

7.6

Lack of strategic emphasis and technical ability

The final issue, sometimes faced after all the others have been overcome, is a lack of a strategic approach to
the coordination of a model, and fundamental technical mistakes which compromise the value of a model's
outcomes. This issue was identified by Hogwood and Gum (1984) and outlined in Section 2.13. A strategic
approach typically involves being clear why a model is being developed (aims and objectives), why
alternative approaches are less desirable, who the model is being developed for, and how success will be
recognised. A strategic approach is focuses on priority needs and remains flexible to changing circumstances.
The lack of a strategic approach in the development and implementation of visitor management models is
typically manifested in four areas:
l.

Under-developed communication about the model's progress, value and need for broad support.

2.

Under-developed reporting and decision making processes.

3. Under-developed budgetary systems for isolating and reporti& expenditure and in-kind resourcing
specific to models.
4. A combination of over-reliance on one or two individuals and limited attempts to attract and train others
to supplement them.
While technical expertise is often contracted to develop models, implementing and operating them is often
left to existing staff that lack the expertise @avid Crinionpers. cornm. 1998; Russell Mason pers. comm.

oversights are made that limit accountability, performance and value. Two areas where a lack of technical
expertise has been proven to have caused significant accountability problems during development and / or
operation have been the selecting of indicators and the setting and reviewing of standards.
Many of those interviewed for the Jenolan Caves and Kangaroo Island models suggested that one of the most
difficult aspects of generating the models was the selection of indicators. Bringing stakeholders into the
selection process enhances the diversity and representativeness of indicators but the final selection of
indicators remains problematic and potentially divisive. Roggenbuck et al. (1993) studied this problem in the
selection of indicators for development of LAC models in three wilderness areas in the United States. They

1

found that the most common form of selecting indicators - by majority vote, raised problems such as:

1

~

it was extremely difficult to jointly choose indicators because a large number of indicators were rated at
least moderately important and when those ranked in the top five were statistically tested they were

l

found to show little difference to those ranked low;

~

I

some of the top ranked indicators were so similar that they could be argued to be duplicating effort;
some of the indicators rated important might be highly related in their occurrence - in instances such as
this it is probably an inefficient use of the managers resources to monitor both indicators; and
some of the indicators ranked highly were largely beyond the heritage managers' control.
The selection of standards or acceptable ranges without considerable technical expertise can also lead to

~

highly dubious results and claims that the model is not accountable. Setting standards is essentially a value

l

l

judgement, and is ideally done in a two stage process that begins with preliminary standards that are adjusted

i

I

once monitoring confirms the current condition of the indicator. The fact that environments that are

I

continually changing complicates the setting of standards further. For example, should the optimum

!

condition or acceptable range for an indicator take into account global as well as local influences, and should
it be set to,the levels first monitored or another level that reflects natural change over time?
The underlying strategic issue is that models that are developed and implemented without a strategic
approach will miss significant value adding opportunities and gradually erode their support base. The key
technical issue is that a lack of technical expertise can create flaws in methodology that can be used to
challenge the validity of the model and decisions emanating from it.

lI

1
l

7.7

Recommendations for more effective application

l
The issues just outlined clearly require responses. Clearly, many df the solutions are inherent in previous
chapters covering implementation and the two case studies. One of the reasons why the models at Jenolan
I

Caves and Kangaroo Island are still in operation is that those responsible for their development and
implementation have managed to avoid many of these issues or provide solutions that minimise their flow on
effects. Nonetheless, some of the issues go beyond the case studies and theory already presented.

I

Addressing poorly defined organisational culture and planning
The issue of, and responses to, poorly defined planning frameworks and organisational culture, was outlined
in Section 2.13 (see Table 2.2 1). The issue is in some respects beyond the scope of this study, yet the two
case studies have proven that the development of a mode1.i~an effective way of improving a planning

framework through the development of more tangible objectives. Over time, a clearer understanding of
whether the objectives are being met or whether changes in management policy and sdategy are required. In
this respect it is the organisational culture which needs t'o be addressed first through direct and long term
support of individuals prepared to develop and implement a model. Establishing and maintaining this support
requires political skills to market the value of a model into the context of stakeholders who are needed for
support. These political skills were identified as being part of the political approach to implementation
described by Hogwood and Gum (1984). It is not only those operating the model but also behindLhe scenes
that become critical - in the case of Jenolan Caves, the support and work of the Trust and its Chairperson
have been pivotal in this regard. Consultants can be contracted to develop models and staff can be found to
coordinate their implementation. What is critical to breaking a poorly defined organisational culture and
successfully implementing a model is the long term, persistent marketing and supporting of those 'behind the
scenes'.

Addressing poor expertise and resourcing
The issue of, and responses to, poor resourcing was outlined in Section 2.13 (see Table 2.2 1). Again, in some
respects it is beyond the scope of this study to address overall funding of organisations responsible for
tackling the heritage management paradox. Clearly the ongoing provision of seed h d i n g through grant
programs is critical to stimulating proposals to develop models. Therefore, organisations such as heritage

/
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management agencies and tourism associations need to more vigorously lobby for ongoing grant funding
programs rather than wait for them to arrive and put all effort into the preparation of an application.
However, it is the resources for ongoing implementation that need the most concerted effort.
The first strategy could be to develop a portion of the chosen model conservatively all the way to the stage in
which it delivers results, rather than spending all precious resources on taking the entire chosen model to
stage one. For example, it may be prudent to select indicators already being measured so that effort can be
placed into analysis and reporting of existing information, rather than development of new monitoring
methods.
The second strategy could be to select an issue or stakeholder group that represents the most interest and
support. This selection could be based on a controversial issue likely to be able to attract attention and thus
support, or conversely, an issue that everyone agrees on in principle and hence only needs a small amount of
work to be proven. The author was involved in preparing a ROS for the Southern Forests of Tasmania and
collected research on visitor's awareness of the land tenure and its managing authority (McArthur and
Gardner 1993). Individuals within the organisation became proud of its ability to be proactive and provide
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of Forestry Tasmania felt sure that they would be appreciated for delivering passive recreation settings way
out in the forest (McArthur 1994). However, the visitor research discovered that most visitors thought that
they were in a national park (rather than State forest) and thanked the Parks Service for their experience. This
finding struck a raw nerve in the organisational culture that in turn released significant resources to
implement the model and later, expand it into a VERP (McArthur 1994).
A third strategy is to get a portion of results completed as quickly as possible, use it to make and implement a
decision, then market the process directly to stakeholders. This task should not be done by those operating
the model but by those earlier referred to as 'behind the scenes'.

Involving stakeholders
The need and means to involve stakeholders was first outlined in Section 2.13, with reference to Hogwood
and Gunn's (1984) behavioural approach to implementation and Barret and Fudge's (1981) reinforcement of
the need to determine who is influencing the implementation process. Clearly, the failure to involve
stakeholders is a fundamental restraint to the implementation of a model. If an organisation is not prepared to
engage in genuine stakeholder involvement, or if stakeholders themselves are not prepared, then it is
probably better not to develop a model in the first place. Given that stakeholder involvement is possible, a
prudent course of action is to assess the level of ongoing interest in involvement and contrasting it with the
level of involvement required by the very nature of the model, by legislative and political obligations, and by
the need to overcome resourcing constraints. Figure 3.5 suggested that the TOMM model required
stakeholder involvement to function properly, while the VERP, LAC, VIMM and VAMP models greatly
benefited from some degree of involvement.
Initial responses to this issue have been provided in Table 2.21, but a more tailored strategy could be to
select a model with a low amount of involvement required and progressively upgrade it to a more
sophisticated model that utilises more stakeholder involvement. For example, the Australian Alps have
developed a customised model that initially focuses on the ROS. Within a few years the Alps model will be
expanded into a VIMM and has the capacity to further mature into a VERP (Rethink Consulting 1998).
A third and final strategy may be for a heritage management organisation to continue to be responsible for
operating the model but vest its coordination with another organisation. Hogwood and Gum (1 984) called
this approach the procedural approach because it established control through set procedures. This has been
successfully achieved by CaLM in Western Australia in the implementation of a TOMM for Dryandra
Woodland (Moncrief 1998). In this instance the coordination is undertaken by the community-based
Dryandra Woodland Focus Group (Moncrief 1999). In all of these strategies the effective functioning of the
model will itself increase interest in involvement. The involvement of stakeholders can therefore be achieved
by selecting the right model for the current situation then progressively increasing involvement as interest
and confidence improves.

Introducing a mechanism for selecting the right model
The most critical issue not yet addressed is reviewing the situation more carefully to determine whether a
model is needed, why it may be needed and what type of model would therefore be most appropriate to
meeting the needs. One way of responding to this issue could be to generate a mechanism for assessing the
context of a situation and the most appropriate model to address the situation. In response, this study has
developed a pilot mechanism for firther consideration by those involved in the heritage management
paradox. The proposed mechanism addresses three dimensions:
1. Characteristics of the situation;
- eg. the site, management emphasis, stakeholders and available information.

2.

Characteristics of the current visitor management approach;
- eg. the use of clear objectives, subtle positioning, preventing versus responding to impacts,

-

understanding visitor behaviour and generating reliable information for decision making.
3. Resourcing capability for development and implementation;
- particularly human and financial resources.

To use the mechanism, a person must consider the site and its management in light of the various criteria that
represent these three aspects. Table 7.1 demonstrates how this could be done through an application to
Jenolan Caves.
Once responses have been attempted to each of the criteria, a person then knows a lot more about the site, its
visitors and management, as well as the capability to develop and implement a model.
The second step is to then compare this account with how the various models reflect the criteria Tables 7.2,
7.3 and 7.4 present how each model performs in meeting the criteria. The person then needs to highlight the

answer that best reflects their individual situation. This should result in a visual pattern of shaded areas on the
three tables, which should then give an indication where to look for the most appropriate model. The person
can then make a more informed choice whether to seriously consider developing any model for their site.
In the application of the criteria to Jenolan Caves, it became evident that the use of canying capacity and

ROS were the least appropriate models for the site, and that the most comprehensive coverage of the criteria
was achieved by the VIMM and VERP. Nonetheless, a clear trend was not evident and the final decision
rested with:

y

which criteria were the most important for the model to meet;
which criteria were important enough to stimulate a change in practices and resourcing to meet the
change; and
which criteria management were prepared to forego.
After going through this process a major outcome has been achieved. Even if a model is not selected,
management can gain a much clearer idea of their priorities in visitor management. This addresses the first
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Table 7:1

Demonstration of a situation assessment mechanism for Jenolan Caves
Situation a t Jenolan Caves

Characteristics of the situation
Complexity of the site

Diversity of experiences undertaken

Number of different tenures

I Moderate (guided show caves, picnics,

I short walks, restaurants and built
l accommo~ation)

I

( One tenure (Reserve)

I

I

Diversity of settings

I

Minimal to moderate (show caves, wild
caves, forest and riverine)

Distribution of visitation across tenures and settings

Highly defined (valley floor and caves)

Proportional emphasis of resource versus visitor l

40-50% resource management

tourism management
Degree of integration being sought between resource
management and visitor/tourism management

I

-

Major to principal focus

I

Ongoing proportion of political autonomy versus

.

I

Relatively politically autonomous

intervention in visitor management

Stakeholders

External and internal stakeholder diversity

Moderate (guides, accommodation

I operators, tour operators, NSW NPWS, I
universities)

Expectations for input and l or involvement

Minimal to moderate

Management commitment to stakeholder involvement

Minimal to moderate

in visitor and tourism management
Extent of information available

Visitor profile

II Basic demographics available

Use patterns (eg. number of visitors, activity

Number of visits, number of tours in

undertaken and location of activities)

various caves, number of overnight stays

General condition of visitor sites

Basic but ongoing understanding

Table 7.1

Demonstration of a situation assessment mechanism for Jenolan Caves (cont)

Situation at Jenolan Caves

Characteristics of the current visitor management approach

Extent of documentation of visitor / tourism planning

Limited, objectives a little vague

Creating an image of the site by providing for certain

Major focus (guided show cave experience)

activities over other activities
Matching visitor experiences with particular settings

Major, show cave versus wild cave experiences

Visitor and tourism management directed by clear

Objectives vague but a major influence

objectives
Emphasis on site specific versus regional approach

Major site specific

Proportional emphasis on preventing versus responding to

Major prevention and interest in shifting from

visitor impacts

moderate to major response

Emphasis on understanding the relationship between

Major

-

visitor use and the condition of the resource
Emphasis on generation of dependable management

Moderate to major

decisions from reliable information
Resourcing capabilityfor development of model

Expertise required for the development

Il Moderate (1-2 days 1 week)
I Major (cave and social research specialists)

Time required for development

(

Availability of a coordinator

l

Moderate (2-3 years)

Funding required for development

Moderate to major ($80,000 / annum)

Likelihood of accessing required resources from internal

Minimal ($30,000 - 40,000)

sources

II

Resourcing capabilityfor implementation of model
Availability of a coordinator

Moderate (1-2 days / week)

Expertise required for implementation

Major (cave and social research specialists)

Ongoing time commitment

Major (2-3 days / week)

Funding required for implementation

Major ($150,000 - 180,000 1 annum)

Likelihood of accessing required resources from internal

Moderate providing model proves itself quickly

sources
Organisational commitment for ongoing funding and
human resources

Major for three years if it then proves itself

Table 7.2
S

,

Situation assessment to select the most appropriate visitorltourism management model

RCC

ROS

VIMM

VERP

VAMP

LAC

TOMM

- Diversity of experiences undertaken
- Number of different tenures

Low diversity
One tenure ideal

Moderate to high
Several possible

Minimal (1-3)
ideal
Must be defined
area
80- 100%
resource mgmt
Minimal

Unlimited

Moderate
One preferred, 2
or 3 possible
Moderate (3-7)

Moderate
One preferred, 2
or 3 possible
Moderate (3-5)

Moderate
One preferred, 2
or 3 possible
Moderate (3-5)

Moderate to high
Several possible

- Diversity of settings

Low to Moderate
One preferred, 2
or 3 possible
Moderate (3-5)

Flexible, wide is
ideal
30-50% resource
mgmt
Moderate

Relatively
defined is ideal
50-70% resource
mgmt
Major

Relatively
defined is ideal
40-60% resource
mgmt
Moderate to
major

Relatively
defined is ideal
50% resource
mgmt
Principle focus

Flexible

Flexible

50-60%
resource mgmt
Major

50% resource
mgmt
Major

Copes with
political
intervention

Copes with
minor political
intervention

Needs relative
political
autonomy

Needs relative
political
autonomy

Needs relative
political
autonomy

Needs relative
political
autonomy

Needs relative
political
autonomy

Minimal
diversity ideal

Copes with
moderate
diversity
Minimal to
moderate
Minimal

Copes with
minimal to
moderate div.
Minimal to
moderate
Minimal to
moderate

Copes with
minimal to
moderate div.
Minimal to
moderate
Minimal to

Copes with
moderate
diversity
Minimal to
moderate
Moderate

I

Copes with
moderate
diversity
Moderate

I

Moderate

Selection considerations
Complexity of the site

m

.

I

a

m

'

- Distribution of visitation across tenures
and settings
Proportional emphasis of resource
versus visitor / tourism management
Degree of integration being sought
between resource management and
visitor/tourism management
Ongoing proportion of political
autonomy versus intervention in visitor
management
Stakeholders
- External and internal stakeholder
diversity
- Expectations for input and / or

'

m

involvement
- Management commitment to stakeholder
involvement in visitor and tourism
management
"
Extent of information available
- Visitor profile

Minimal ideal
Minimal ideal

'

G

- Use patterns (eg. number of visitors,
'

I
I
I

I

I

1

I
I

I

l

Not required

I

'

.

activity undertaken and location of
activities)

Number of visits
in defined area is
essential

- General condition of visitor sites

Essential

Moderate (3-7)

major diversity
Moderate to

L

I Useful but not
essential
Desired activities
in defined
settings is
essential
Not required

I Essential

( Essential

No. of visits and
location of
visitor activity is
essential
Desirable
l

Desired
experiences
sought, is
essential
Desirable

I Essential

I Essential

Desired
experiences and
location of
activity essential
Desirable

I Essential

Desired activities
in defined zones
is essential

Desired
experiences

Desirable

Desirable

l<ev

\<CC
ROS
VERP

Recreational Carrying Capacity
VAMP
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum
LAC
Visitor Experience and Resource Protection Model

Visitor Activity Management Program
Limits of Acceptable Change

VIMM
TOMM

I

Visitor Impact Management Model
Tourism Optimisation Management Model

Table 7.3

Assessment of desired visitor management approach to select the most appropriate visitor/tourism manage ent model

Selection considerations

,

Extent of documentation of visitor /
tourism planning

I

Creating an image of the site by
providing for certain activities over
other activities
Matching visitor experiences with
particular settings
Visitor and tourisin management
directed by clear objectives

'

:

)
m

'

'

'

l RCC

Visitor
management
objectives
necessary
Minimal focus

I VERP

I VAMP

ROS

VIMM

Objectives useful
but not essential

Objectives
clarified by
model

Objectives
clarified by
model

Objectives
clarified by
model

Major focus

Minimal focus

Moderate focus

Moderate focus

LAC

I Negligible
- -

I Major

II Minimal

1

I Needs clear

I Needs clear

I

Model clarifies
objectives

I Model clarifies
objectives

objectives

Moderate sitespecific

Moderate sitespecific and
regional

Major regional

Minor
prevention and
major response
Major

Major response
only
Moderate

Major

Major

Emphasis on site specific versus
regional approach

objectives and
their adherence
Major sitespecific

objectives and
their adherence
Major sitespecific and
regional

Proportional emphasis on preventing
versus responding to visitor impacts

Major prevention
only

Moderate
prevention only

Emphasis on understanding the
relationship between visitor use and the
condition of the resource
Emphasis on generation of dependable
management decisions from reliable
information

Minimal

Minimal

Minor
prevention and
major response
Major

Negligible

Negligible

Major

1

Moderate

I

l TOMM

clarified by
model

clarified by
model

objectives

objectives

Moderate

I Model clarifies

l
Major sitespecific,
moderate
regional
Major response

Moderate sitespecific, major
regional

I
I Major response

1
Major

Major

l

Major

~ajor

. /<et!:
,

.CC

ROS
VERP

Recreational Carrying Capacity
VAMP
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum
LAC
Visitor Experience and Resource Protection Model

Visitor Activity Management Program
Limits of Acceptable Change

VIMM
TOMM

Visitor Impact Management Model
Tourism Optimisation Management Model
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Assessment of resourcing capability to select the most appropriate visitorltourism management approach

RCC

ROS

VIMM

VERP

VAMP

LAC

TOMM

Minimal
Minimal
Minimal

Minimal
Moderate
Moderate

Major
Major
Major

Major
Major
Major

Moderate

Major

Major

Major

' -_
- Likelihood of accessing required resources

Major

Moderate

Moderate
Major
Moderate to
major
Moderate to
major
Minimal

Major
Major
Major

Minimal

Minimal

Minimal to
moderate

Minimal

li-om internal sources
Resourcing capability for
implemenfation of approach / model
- Availability of a coordinator

Major
Major
Moderate to
major
Moderate to
major
Minimal to
moderate

I Minimal

Minimal

I Moderate to

I Moderate to

I Major

I Major

(

I Major

I Moderate

I Moderate to

I

I Major
I

'

,

Table 7.4

I

Selection considerations

_

Resourcing capability for development
of approach 1model
- Availability of a coordinator
.-- Expertise required for the development
- rime required for development
"

- Funding required for development

'

.

- ,Expertiserequired for implementation
,

Negligible

- Ongoing time commitment

1

:. - Funding required for implementation

- Likelihood of accessing required resources
11 om internal sources
- Organisational commitment for ongoing

Minimal
I
Minimal
I

I Major
Major

fi~ndingand human resources
a

'

Minimal to
moderate

I major

I major

.

Major

Major

I Major
I
I Moderate
1 Major
I Major
I
1
Moderate to
Moderate
Minimal to
Minimal
Minimal

I Moderate to
I major

I Moderate to
I major

major
Maior

I
I Moderate to
I major

(

I

I

moderate
Moderate to
major

1 moderate

I Moderate

I moderate

,'

I Moderate

I
1 Minimal to
I moderate

Key:

CC
ROS
VERP

Recreational Carrying Capacity
VAMP
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum
LAC
Visitor Experience and Resource Protection Model

Visitor Activity Management Program
Limits of Acceptable Change

VIMM
TOMM

Visitor Impact Management Model
Tourism Optimisation Management Model

Increasing technical ability and strategic emphasis
Most organisations need more technical expertise to develop and implement parts of most models (see
Section 7.6). The most critical technical skill appears to be in selecting the right indicators and standards and
doing so in an accountable way. Roggenbuck et al. (1993),suggested several strategies improving
accountability and resolving conflict between stakeholders over indicators and acceptable standards:
consensus through discussion and compromise;
allocating different areas or zones to different standards (trading one area against another); and
agreeing to satisfy a quantitative portion of the total group each time (suggested as being between 50 and
75%).
What all cases of model implementation seem to require is a strategic approach for maximising support,

-

involvement and the use of limited resources. This strategic approach was first introduced in Section 2.13,
where Hogwood and Gum (1984) suggested that continual reviews of objectives and rationale (referred to as
the managerial approach to implementation) provided the context and direction needed to focus resources and
outputs.
Section 2.13 introduced the notion that the single most important element of a strategic approach, and any
visitor management model, is its implementation plan. An implementation plan should not only address
specific actions (with timing, budgets and responsibilities), but also its marketing, staff development and
progressive evaluation and improvement mechanisms (see Table 2.21). The strongest criticism of the Jenolan
Caves Draft Report was that it lacked sufficient implementation detail. Feedback that has been a part of this
study suggests that the varying levels of implementation across different dimensions of the Jenolan VIMM
model confirms that clear direction and sufficient detail is still lacking. What appears to have surfaced from
this study is that the day to day implementation of most models is undertaken by one or two individuals, and
that their emphasis is an operational one. The strategic coordination is typically delegated to a committee
which barely meets often enough to make strategic decisions and doesn't have enough time to implement
them. What is needed is an individual to take on a more strategic coordination role that addresses the
marketing, staff development, budgeting, evaluation and fundamental improvement areas. By not being
involved in day to day operations this individual can think and act strategically.

Chapter summary
This Chapter has drawn together implementation theory with the actual implementation process and status of
various visitor management models. The first significant trend identified from this material was the lack of
published examples of implemented models, particularly the results they have generated and decisions that
have emanated from them. The second trend was the evolutionary nature of the models. This evolution
appears to have begun with a focus on controlling the resource and visitor; then the incorporation of the
quality of the visitor experience, monitoring and linked decision making; and finally the streamlining of
revo~-tj;lg"stems a ~ stmnger
d
integrgioi? of ~tal~eholders
and organisational systems

-..

.

/

Successful implementation of visitor management models appears to be limited by five key issues:
1. Poor planning frameworks and confused organisational culture (particularly in visitor and tourism
management).
2. Lack of or inconsistent resources.
3. Resistance to involving stakeholders in fundamental decision making.

l
4.

Difficulty choosing the right model for the situation.

l

5. Lack of strategic emphasis and technical ability.

l

The Chapter outlined each issue and sought to identify underlying issues that directly related back to the

1

problem identified in Chapter One.

1

l

The final part of this chapter identified various responses for managers to consider when facing these

l

underlying issues, and illustrated the solutions with examples with aspects of the two case studies and other

l

models referred to in Chapter Two. Most of the solutions are embodied around a more strategic approach to
l

i

the development and implementation of models. It was recommended that this strategic approach needs to

1

begin with a thorough assessment of the situation, approach to visitor management and likely resourcing

1

capability. The chapter proposed a mechanism to undertake this review and compare the output with the traits

l

of the various models outlined. Beyond this mechanism the Chapter recommended the development of more
comprehensive implementation plans as part of the development process and the identification and nurturing

I

of several critical positions designed to oversee the model, to implement the model, and to protect the

l

implementation process from political intervention and reallocation of precious resources. Surrounding these
strategies are more subtle recommendations designed to improve organisational culture, policy and planning
l

I

hmeworks, resourcing and technical ability.

I

~

I

l

I

The underlying revelation is that the current focus on the development of models is but the tip of the iceberg
to their successful implementation. A lot more effort needs be made in the pre-development and
implementation phases to ensure that the enormous energy expelled in developing models is worth it.

CHAPTER EIGHT
CONCLUSION

8.1

Introduction

The aimtof this study has been to describe, analyse and explain the formulation and implementation of visitor
management models, with reference to case studies of Jenolan Caves and Kangaroo Island. Given this aim, there
were six objectives of this study.
Provide a brief outline of the challenge in providing high quality, sustainable experiences of heritagesites.

1.

2. Describe a range of tourism I visitor management models developed to address this challenge.
Document the way in which two models have been recently developed and implemented at Jenolan Caves and

3.

Kangaroo Island.
Contrast the context, approach and outcomes of the two case study applications.

4.

5. Identify critical issues in developing and implementing the two tourism 1 visitor management model
Recommend how the lessons from the two case studies could be most effectively applied elsewhere.

6.

The purpose of this chapter is to review earlier chapters, generalise about their findings and limitations,
avenues for further research. Each objective is addressed in turn.

8.2

Review of chapters by study objectives

The challenge in providing high quality, sustainable experiences of
heritage sites
This thesis began by identifying the significance of the reciprocal relationships between the condition of special
places that people want to experience (heritage places), and the quality of their experience. Visitors need heritage to
be in good condition to gain the most from their experience with it. The condition may refer to elements such as
clean rivers and lakes, presence of wildlife, stable buildings, and relaxed hosts of a dance performance. When people
have a positive and enriching experience with heritage, they are more likely to support its ongoing conservation.
However, this potentially symbiotic relationship can be compromised if those responsible for managing the
condition of the heritage and visitor experience are unable to efficiently recognise issues such as visitor impacts, and
are therefore unable to tailor their responses accordingly. The compromising of the relationship was described as
'the heritage management paradox' because it is based on the question of how to allow people to visit and
experience heritage without the heritage becoming so degraded that it loses its value and attraction. There is a wealth
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of literature documenting visitors' impacts on both heritage and on the experiences of other visitors (Graefe et al.
1984; Brown et al. 1987; Hammitt 1990; Kuss and Graefe 1985; Kuss et al. 1990; Glasson et al. 1995). Visitor
impacts are common because most heritage managers have failed to adopt proactive, objectives-based management
systems, and instead have become over-reliant on reactive, issues based management systems.
A good example of a reactive approach has been the prolific development of raised walkways (boardwalks) in a
range of settings (alpine to rainforest) to harden the walking environment and thus minimise ongoing walker impact.
This response is reactive for several reasons. First, it is often made in the absence of comprehensive and reliable
information about the condition of the walking environment, visitor expectations, the nature of the walking
experience and the nature and extent of visitor impacts. Secondly, it focuses on changing the setting and controlling
the experience, which is a response to the effect (walker impact) rather than the cause (walker demands). By

-

changing the setting, the reactive approach changes the visitor experience, and is therefore likely to change:
visitor satisfaction (for example, as visitors no longer feel as close to the heritage as they may have);
visitor profile (for example, as unsatisfied visitors fail to return and seek out alternative and perhaps more
natural destinations); and
the value of the heritage (for example, as visitors no longer derive the same benefits).
The above example of raised walkways (boardwalks) demonstrates the need for information about the condition and
reciprocal relationship between heritage and visitor experiences, and the need to develop and apply an understanding
of this relationship to establish a proactive approach to decision making that is sensitive to the natural / cultural,
social and economic environments.

Tourism / visitor management models that address this challenge
The thesis identified seven frameworks or models designed to set up a proactive visitor management approach, for
which evidence of actual implementation at more than one recreational setting could be found:
1. The Recreational Carrying Capacity Model.
The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum.
The Limits of Acceptable Change.
The Visitor Impact Management Model.
The Visitor Activity Management Program.
The Visitor Experience and Resource Protection Model.
The Tourism Optimisation Management Model.

An important contribution of this thesis was the way in which the above models were critically examined with
respect to their:
evolution and definition;
dimensions and planning and development approaches;
documented applications in Australia and overseas; and
limitations.
This would appear to be the frst time that these visitor management models have been critically examined in this
way so that comparisons can be easily made between them. This would also appear to be the most comprehensive
identification of examples of implemented visitor management models in Australia.
The review of the seven models found that each one varied in its emphasis, approach and take-up by heritage and
visitor managers. The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) established the technique of identiQing

-

characteristics of different settings and matching them with the recreational opportunities that generated the best
benefits to users and the environment. The Recreational Carrying Capacity Model linked amount of use with
environmental impact to determine the threshold at which additional activity would result in the heritage resource
significantly deteriorating The Visitor Impact Management Model (VIMM) increased the role of monitoring, with its
keen focus on identiQing the causes of visitor impacts and generating strategies to deal with the impacts. The Visitor
Experience and Resource Protection Model (VERP) added to the VIMM approach zoning and legislative linkages
with the respective region's management plan. The Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) dispensed with the notion of
more use equals more impact. The LAC then went one step further than the VIMM by generating opportunity classes
or zones (thereby integrating the ROS) to describe different management approaches to the heritage resource, and
then varied each class to maximise the conservation of the resource and quality of the visitor experience. The Visitor
Activity Management Program (VAMP) switched heritage managers from a product to market orientation, offering
the opportunity for fundamental change in heritage management planning systems and the culture of heritage

I

management organisations. The Tourism Optimisation Management Model (TOMM) broadened the coverage and
active involvement of stakeholders to include the tourism sector and the local community, focuses on optimising
performance rather than limiting use, and generates strategies to deal with the cause of impacts (rather than just the
impacts themselves).
This review suggested that the evolution of models has undergone a switching back and forth from simple to more
sophisticated approaches. With each return to the sophisticated phase, each new model tended to become
progressively broader in focus range of stakeholders. In essence, the focus appears to have gone from a form of
control via limitations and site modification, to one of understanding and experimenting by integrating monitoring
and evaluation strategies. The more recently developed models (eg. LAC ,and TOMM) have focused on first
identiQing preferred conditions, then monitoring how close the actual state of affairs is to the preferred state, then
experimenting with a set of alternative strategies to shift the condition closer to the preferred form.
The review of the seven models also found that their actual adoption has been limited to a tiny portion of the
heritage management sector, and that most examples of adoption that could be found, reflected only limited
implementation. A review of literature on general implementation theory found a wealth of sound advice on how to
,-
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maximise the effectiveness of implementation. However, a review of visitor management literature found a paucity
of case study material on the implementation of visitor management models. It has therefore been argued that case
studies of the development and implementation of visitor management models need to be documented in order to
raise awareness and understanding of their potential, and to identify implementation issues and the means to
overcome them.

Documentation of fmo visitor management models
The thesis reviewed in detail the development and%nplementation of two visitor management models - one at
Jenolan Caves (New South Wales) and one on Kangaroo Island (South Australia). In order to help contrast and
compare the two case studies, both were examined using the same structure that followed:

-

an introduction to establish the rationale for selecting the case study;
site management, tourism and management context for background;
the emphasis that the model was developed to address;
development approach to outline how the model was established;
preliminary implementation to suggest what had been achieved to date;
projected implementation in the medium term life of the model; and
long term projections for implementation and improvement.
Chapter Four of the thesis provided a detailed case study on the development and implementation of a Visitor
Impact Management ~ o d kfor
l the Jenolan Caves Historic Site. The Jenolan Caves study was valuable in presenting
a model that has been flexible enough to be substantially modified to reflect management objectives and resources.
It was revealed that management of Jenolan Caves intended to develop a social and environmental carrying capacity
model, used a VIMM process, then implemented a Social and Environmental Monitoring Model. It has taken the
Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust a lot longer to fully operationalise the model than anticipated - implementation was
expected to be complete within two years. After three years a great deal of environmental research has been
undertaken to develop baseline conditions and rationalise indicators for ongoing monitoring. However, social
research has lagged well behind and is yet to establish baseline conditions, let alone indicators for ongoing
monitoring. The relative implementation of research over monitoring and environmental over social dimension is a
reflection of the expertise available to the Trust from its own staff and the many volunteers from academia. The
major limitation appears to be the lack of an implementation plan to coordinate implementation and scarce human
and financial results, and to drive presentation of results and marketing of performance to date. Nonetheless, the

SEM has already begun to yield useful insights that are influencing decision making.

Chapter Five of the thesis provided a detailed case study on the development of a Tourism Optimisation
Management Model for Kangaroo Island. It was revealed that tourism stakeholder organisations on Kangaroo Island
intended to develop an LAC but expanded its breadth to form a TOMM. One and a half years after development the
implementation is nearing the half way point, and the market and.experientia1dimensions have preceded the
environmental, socio-cultural and economic dimensions. Like the Jenolan Caves case study, this situation is also a
reflection of the expertise available and the stakeholders driving implementation (largely orientated around the
tourism industry). The Kangaroo Island model was launched with an implementation plan that included an analysis
of ongoing resourcing sources, operating budget, staged set of actions, allocated responsibilities and a marketing

framework for greater support. Those responsible for implementation have found the implementation plan as
valuable as the model itself. While no major insights and flow on decisions are immediately evident there was wide
acknowledgement of the benefits of the model and the need to implement it quickly. However, there is also an
acceptance that the range of indicators and overall sophistication of the model will require an implementation period
of two to three years. The implication for managers is that an implementation plan is as important as the model.
Those funding the development of models need to ensure they are capable of funding a comprehensive
implementation plan as part of development costs.

Contrasting the context, approach and outcomes of the two case study
applications
Chapter Six of the thesis differentiated the two models in terms of context, development approach, implementation
approach, and the way they address various elements of the heritage management paradox. The two case studies
were found to be similar in their need for external grants, their long periods of time prior to starting development,
their involvement of protected area management and their medium term implementation focus on improving the
relevance of the models and the systematic way in which they perform.
The two case studies were found to be fundamentally different in their context, development approach and shortterm implementation. Their context reflects different site characteristics, management focus and stakeholder mix.
For example, Jenolan Caves is comprises one land tenure and one management authority, while Kangaroo Island
contains two thirds fieehold tenure and one third various public land tenures. Jenolan Caves is managed for
conservation and the provision of sustainable visitor experiences whereas Kangaroo Island also includes various
forms of agriculture, residential and industrial use. All aspects of the two case studies' development approach are
fundamentally different, particularly their emphasis and dimensions addressed. For example, the Jenolan Caves
model was developed using scientific and management expertise in cave and karst management, and to some extent,
visitor management. In contrast, the Kangaroo Island model was develop using a much wider range of expertise
drawn fiom the local community that included the tourism activity, cultural identity and community lifestyle, The
short-term implementation of the two models is almost opposite in focus, geographic application and stakeholder
base. For example, implementation of the Jenolan Caves model has focused on research to establish baseline data
and the eventual monitoring system. In contrast, implementation of the Kangaroo Island model has been spread

across further marketing of the model to various stakeholders, securing additional implementation resources, and
implementing the market and experiential dimension of a monitoring program.
A Goals Achievement Matrix (GAM) was used to contrast and compare the two case studies further. The results of
the GAM suggested that the Jenolan case study may be more successful in addressing the resource management
dimension of the heritage paradox and the Kangaroo Island study may be more successful at addressing the visitor
and stakeholder dimensions. The assessment inferred that the Jenolan model is most appropriate for scenarios where
management focus is the conservation of the resource and the Kangaroo Island model is slightly more appropriate in
understanding visitors but particularly so in working with a range of stakeholders. Overall the Kangaroo Island study
was found to be a stronger performer because: it involved a wider range of stakeholders in development and
operation; was more comprehensive at addressing the various dimensions associated with visitor and tourism
activity; and was established with a more comprehensive implementation plan.

-

Development and implementation issues from the case studies
Chapter Seven of the thesis identified and outlined several trends and five critical issues relating to development and
implementation of the two tourism 1 visitor management models. Five critical issues were identified by the study.
1. Poor planningfiameworks andpoorly deJned organisational culture, particularly in visitor and tourism
management. In particular, there is a lack of policy on the purpose of attracting visitors and meeting their
expectations, and on differentiating relative value of certain activities and behaviour over others. One major
implication is that those developing models typically find themselves developing visitor and tourism
management policy and objectives on the run,and in doing so, unnecessarily delete the scarce human and
financial resources allocated to a model's development.
2. Lack oJ; or inconsistent resources. There is insufficient expertise within most organisations responsible for
developing and implementing models. This issue is typically circumvented at the development stage through the
contracting of consultants, but is not overcome for the ongoing implementation. The use of consultants to
undertake the entire development sometimes makes implementation more difficult because expertise and
ownership has not been transferred. A major implication is that models are never operated long enough to prove
their value and secure adequate ongoing resourcing.
3. Resistance to involving stakeholders infundamental decision-making. Heritage managers in Australia are

generally not involving stakeholders in the development and implementation of most models to any great
degree. This situation is most obvious when a single organisation has considerable control over a site -the less
control, the more likely the stakeholder involvement. By limiting stakeholder involvement in the development
of a model, one limits its scope and follow-on political, human and financial support for its implementation.
This in turn increases the likelihood of reinventing approaches already trialled elsewhere. By limiting

stakeholder involvement in the implementation of a model, one limits the support for the results and decision
making that a model can generate.
DgfJiculty choosing the right model for the situation. Many of Australia's heritage managers would like to use a

more strategic approach to visitor impact management but are unaware of what approaches and models are
being implemented by their colleagues. This lack of awareness is due to a lack of accessible literature that
clearly describes the difference between each model (particularly in relation to its focus, outputs and resourcing
needs) and which documents how models have been developed and implemented, and how they have
performed. Compounding the lack of literature is the lack of time that most individuals interested in developing
a model have to fmd the available literature or individuals with experience in implementing models. While
additional literature will help offset this issue, there is also a need for a way of determining which model is the
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most appropriate for a particular site and management organisation.

Lack of strategic emphasis and technical ability. The lack of a strategic approach is reflected by: under-

developed communication about the model's progress, value and need for broad support; under-developed
reporting and decision making processes; under-developed budgetary systems for isolating and reporting
expenditure and in-kind resourcing specific to models; and a combination of over-reliance on one or two
individuals and limited attempts to attract and train others to supplement them. In addition, fundamental
technical oversights are commonly made in the selecting of indicators and the setting and reviewing of
standards. These technical oversights limit accountability, performance and value.
Essentially, this study found that more effort needed to be made in the pre-development and implementation phases
to ensure that the considerable energy expelled in developing models is worth it.

Lessons for other sites to consider
The most obvious element to add to improve the implementation of a visitor management model is a comprehensive
implementation plan. This plan should be developed as part of the overall model's development process; put simply,
the earlier implementation is considered the better. The Kangaroo Island case study showed that successfd
implementation considers implementation issues at the very start of the development process, allowing the model to
be developed within political, cultural and financial limitations. In effect, successfd implementation plans for visitor
management models should be compiled twice. The first Implementation Plan should contain a capability
assessment, followed by a set of development strategies that reflect the assessment.

'

The frst component of the capability assessment should review stakeholder interest, expertise and support for a
model. The second component should address human resources, such as available time and expertise, and any
complications with accessing them (such as subsequent deals of favours associated with access to valuable
people). The third component should address financial resources for the short, medium and long term, broken

down into cash and in-kind resources. A key result of the human and financial resources should be an initial
time and expenses budget for the short term implementation period.
The development strategies should incorporate: a process for attracting and managing stakeholders during the
development phase; a process for accessing the expertise required; a process for accessing the funds required, a
process for marketing the development stage and a process for reviewing it.
The second Implementation Plan should be compiled in the final moments of a model's development. The second
plan should contain a full implementation plan and an evaluation fiamework. Specific elements of the second
Implementation Plan that are critical for the success of visitor management models are as follows:
identification of stakeholders (particulafly what benefits and problems they may have) and how they could be
involved in the implementation and review process;
detailed, staged process for implementation and periodic review;
marketing plan (featuring key benefits to be realised for separate stakeholder groups), reporting and
communications system;
development of a budget (financial and human skill and time-based resources);
identification of potential financial resources for development and implementation (such as seed funding fiom
grant programs, portions of various organisations' budgets, levies, rates and user pays fees);
identification of potential human resources for development and implementation (such as university research
and student placement programs, staff transfer programs to switch skills, and networks and political connections
to stakeholders); and
human resourcing plan (positions to oversee, implement and protect the implementation process fiom political
intervention and reallocation of precious resources.
Critical to the overseeing of an implementation plan seems to be an individual to take on a more strategic
coordination role that addresses marketing, staff development, budgeting, evaluation and areas for improvement.
Overcoming resourcing shortfalls requires strategies that address model development and implementation. Lobbying
often needs to be undertaken, first to secure seed funding, and then to protect and re-channel existing resources to
areas of greatest strategic value. In the event that resourcing is too limited to operationalise the entire model fully at
once, it is wise to develop a portion of the chosen model conservatively all the way to the stage in which it delivers
results. This approach avoids spending all of the scarce resources on trying to take the entire chosen model to stage
one, only to find that the political arena changes and a quick evaluation of the model by management or politicians
renders it too costly to proceed. It may be worth focusing the early implementation of the model to reflect an issue or
stakeholder group that repre-sent the most interest and suppprt. Ifresults for this portion can be completed as

quickly as possible and used to make and implement a decision, the performance can then be market directly to
stakeholders as a means of gaining additional support and ongoing resourcing.
Three strategies were proposed to assist in further involving stakeholders:
1. Assess the level of ongoing interest in stakeholder involvement and contrast it with the level of involvement
required by the very nature of the model, by legislative and political obligations, and by the need to overcome
resourcing constraints.
2.

Select a model with a low amount of involvement required and progressively upgrade it to a more sophisticated
model that utilises more stakeholder involvement.

3. Allocate one organisation to be for responsible for operating the model and another responsible for s s
coordination.
It was further suggested that the development and implementation of visitor management models requires a more
strategic approach, and that this could begin with a tool to help the proponent assess their: situation; current attitudes
and approaches to visitor management; and the nature and capability to resource a model. To use the tool, a
proponent would need to consider the site and its management in light of the various criteria that represent these
three aspects. The tool to select the most appropriate model for a given situation was demonstrated in Chapter Seven
on the Jenolan Caves case study. The use of the mechanism could be considered valuable even if a model did not
seem appropriate, as this would still provide a much clearer idea of their priorities in visitor management, and could
even prevent the unnecessary use of resources on trying to develop and implement a model in a situation where it is
unlikely to work.

l
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While a comprehensive implementation plan will substantially improve the chances of implementation, one issue
may continue to undermine success -poorly defined organisational culture and planning (Lane 1983; Hogwood and

Gum 1984). Section 2.13 of this thesis addressed this issue and confirmed the need for relevant policy to be as clear
as possible before beginning the development of a model. If policy is completely ambiguous, it may be premature to
begin developing a model and effort should perhaps be spent instead on clarifying policy. If policy appears to be
patchy but generally adequate, it may be worth pilot testing a 'phantom model' to predetermine weaknesses in the
policy framework, then address the weaknesses prior to fully implementing the model. The phantom model could be
fictitiously generated for representative site and workshopped over half a day with a small group of individuals some organisations bring in a facilitator to assist.
In further addressing means of overcoming impediments associated with organisational culture, Section 2.13 also
contrasted the 'top down' and 'bottom up' approach. While the top down approach is considered more efficient at
making decisions, the bottom up approach is more effective at getting stakeholders within an organisation to
understand and support fundamental concepts that typically underpin the need for a model (Ham and Hill 1985).
However, to achieve the bottom up approach requires those with immediate power to move from controlling the

development process, to influencing it (Barrett and Fudge 1981). If this shift is unlikely, a bottom up approach may
be ineffective, and may even erode the good will of participants.
Section 2.13 summed up the response to dealing with organisation culture as being based on clear communication
and sound trust. Two more specific strategies proposed to capture these two elements were medium to long term
consistent marketing of the model, and medium to long term consistent support of implementers and senior
management. Marketing needs to focus on the benefits fiom the perspective of the stakeholders needed for
resourcing and background political support, backed up with clear results and decisions emanating from the model.
Support needs to involve providing people with constant review and adjustment of their efforts so that deviations
from the intended direction can be corrected before personal ownership makes them more complicated to deal with.

Limitations
One potential limitation of the study is that there could have been other models incorporated. There are other models
that have been presented in the tourism and environmental management literature which have not been outlined in
this thesis. However, to be identified and selected the models had to:
address the combined elements of the heritage management paradox, not just the growth of tourism, or the
creation of visitor experiences, or the conservation of the resource;
have been at least partially implemented in one or more locations; and
have had their development and at least part of their implementation published in tourism or heritage
management literature.
A second limitation is that the study compared two very different case studies, as demonstrated in the preliminary
context sections of each. Accordingly, comparisons on process and outcomes between the two case studies must
accept the different context and cannot generate. The implication is a limitation on the degree to which conclusions
fiom the two models can be made.
A third limitation is the personal involvement of the author in developing both case studies, and his different
involvement between the two. This personal experience may have introduced personal values that influenced the
approach and style, and thus potentially, the final conclusions (as outlined in Section 3.2).
The final limitation is that the timing of evaluating the two case studies could be premature, and that this may have
influenced the conclusions drawn. There is no doubt that the timing to document the development of both studies
was ideal because documenting them any later could affect the study's findings, as records may have been lost or
destroyed and memories may have faded.
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There are several responses to counter this latter criticism:
There is no ideal time to document implementation. The author is unaware of any other studies that have
1

provided detailed accounts of the development, implementation and evaluation of visitor management models.
Therefore, any documentation is useful at this point in time.
Early documentation provided an opportunity for stakeholders to forecast implementation into the medium and
long term (as documented in Sections 4.8 and 5.8). This forecasting was done only as a result of this study.
Forecasts for implementation had not been documented and so when interviewees were asked about future
implementation, they clearly were generating responses for the first time. Therefore, this initiative provides an
implementation framework and an ideal benchmark for a second review of implementation at a later date.

The timing may well stimulate improvements to the pace and nature of implementation, as the interaction
between the author and those interviewed and the production'of this thesis is stimulating interest in
implementation.

In brief, while the timing is not perfect to capture the full implementation process, it nonetheless provides sufficient
results and insight to be justified.

Recommendations for further research and
development
/

Research specific to this study
There is a great need to undertake similar research because there are very few published examples of similar studies.
Without these examples, there is no coherent method to assess the merits of a proposal to develop a model or to
assess an alternative approach. In addition, without these examples there is limited tangible evidence to attract the
necessary support and resources for a model that is assessed to be worthwhile. There appears to be three major areas
where future research in the same field would be of great benefit:
1. Documentation and comparison of the development and / or implementation of other case studies involving the

models presented.

2. Documentation of a model's medium to long term implementation.
3. Evidence of implemented models that have incorporated some of the lessons learnt in studies such as this one.
These three research areas are explained in more detail below.
The first potential area for research is almost identical to this study. It would therefore involve the documentation
and comparison of the development and / or implementation of other case studies involving the models presented, or
emergent variations of them. This recommendation is made in the absence of other recently published case studies.
.--

.- - -
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By establishing a set of case studies, researchers would enhance the ability of heritage managers to contrast and
compare models in action. This in turn would a greater wealth of information about alternative focus, development
and implementation approaches, reporting, and decision-making systems. In addition, a greater range of case studies
could also generate trends that in turn create underpinning theories about why people find it so difficult to develop
and implement visitor management models.
The second major form of research required is the documentation of a model's medium to long term implementation.
Most models do not appear to pass into medium term operation, or if they do, are rarely evaluated, and information
about them is rarely disseminated or published. The medium term is the time fiame whereby the model matures
enough to deliver the benefits it was designed to achieve. Therefore, case studies of medium term implementation
can go beyond initial data collection to outline specific decision-making made and possibly, changes in fundamental

-

approaches to visitor management, and to stakeholders' attitudes towards models. The models that have been in
existence long enough to have reached this stage are recreation canying capacity, ROS, LAC and VIMM. The
scenarios they are most likely to be found are with park management agencies that have maintained a relatively
progressive yet consistent approach to visitor management since the late 1980s.
The third major form of research could be to examine whether adopting some of the lessons learnt fiom other studies
improves the effectiveness of implementation of other case studies. This evaluation could compile all of the lessons
documented to date and then assess the awareness of stakeholders involved in implementing models. This form of
study could reveal whether people are hearing of the lessons of others, whether they are integrating the lessons, and
whether the lessons make some sort of difference.

Further research opportunities
Additional research that would be extremely valuable would be that specifically focusing on implementation.
Goodrick (1996) looked specifically at how to enhance the implementation of tourism frameworks, and suggested
there is a great need to develop techniques or guidelines for designing and developing implementation plans which
are both vigorous and comprehensive, and which can accommodate adaptive and programmed strategies. In this
light, a study that identifies implementation success criteria and an evaluation process to assess impleplentation
would be extremely valuable.
Research is required that focuses almost entirely on assessments of the implementation of visitor management
models. One research opportunity would be to present the theory of implementation in such a way as to establish an
implementation assessment framework for visitor management models. Following on fiom this would be actual
assessments of the degree and nature of implementation, particularly to compare planned and actual achievements,
and the rationale for the difference.
Another area for potential research is the assessment of the contextual influences on the identification, development
and implementation of visitor management models. Contextual differences were identified for Jenolan Caves and

Kangaroo Island, but a study may be able to analyse and compare a larger number of case studies in order to attempt
to identify whether there are common elements in the identification, development and implementation of visitor
management models.
On a similar line, research that further examines the evolution of'models in order to identify theories about their
formulation and implementation would also be valuable. A complement to this study could be an examination of
who is researching and writing about models. Most of the literature covered in Chapter Two would suggest that the
majority of literature has been written by quite a small number of academics and practitioners who have developed
models and published their work. Research could explore the effect of expertise, experience and culture associated
with models on the way that they have been investigated and written up. The research could also investigate the roles
of these individual and what links they have to decision makers and others responsible for implementation and

-

resourcing.

8.5

Conclusion

This Chapter has reintroduced the study problem and subsequent aim to identify some of the critical issues
associated with establishing and operating tourism and visitor management models, and suggest how these issues
may be overcome. Two key research contributions and strengths of the early chapters are the detailed comparison of
seven visitor management models through a consistent presentation of each, and the identification of examples of

l

implemented visitor management models in Australia and overseas. Two key strengths from the case studies of

l

Jenolan Caves and Kangaroo Island are the presentation of detailed context and development approaches, and the

,

presentation of initial results and insights generated to date. Chapters Six and Seven combined the essence of this
material together so as to draw out a set of strategic issues relating to the study problem and a set of potential
strategies to overcome them.
This Chapter also suggested two potential criticisms of the study: that there could have been other models
incorporated into the thesis; and that the timing of evaluating the two case studies could be premature, and that this
may have influenced the conclusions drawn. In addressing the first criticism, the author documented three criteria
used to select the models used and argued that there are no other models that convincingly meet the criteria. In
addressing the second criticism, the author acknowledged that while the timing was not perfect to capture the full
implementation process, it nonetheless provided sufficient results and insight to be justified.
The use of in-depth interviews to create detailed case studies of the development and implementation of two visitor
management models served to provide a level of insight that was critical to achieving the last two objectives. The
author's own personal experience developing the two models provided added value in drawing out further discussion
and value from the interviews. The provision of draft case study chapters to several of the interviewees provided an

excellent opportunity to clarify, refine and verify the account, and to gain fi.uther support for the publishing of the
thesis for stakeholders to use. The value of this thesis has been further consolidated by an invitation for the author to
assist to find a project officer to implement the Kangaroo Island model, and also to contribute to a workshop
evaluating the Jenolan Caves model.
This study has recommended three core areas for further research and several supplementary areas relating to
implementation research. The first recommendation was the documentation and comparison of the development and
1 or implementation of other case studies involving the models presented. The second recommendation was the
documentation of a model's medium to long term implementation. The third recommendation was evidence of
implemented models that have incorporated some of the lessons learnt in studies such as this one.
There is clearly a significant challenge ahead to manage the interaction better between people and the places they
visit. It is clear that any visitor experience will have some form of impact upon the heritage resource and other
stakeholders who value it. It is also clear that it is impossible to conclude that these impacts are either bad or good,
as this is a value-laden judgement, with enormous implications. The interaction between people and the places they
visit must be managed with a much clearer understanding of the subsequent impacts and their acceptability to all
stakeholders. While some of the older models clearly lack the sophistication to deal with the complexity of today's
environment, many of the models presented, if developed and implemented in a more strategic manner, can provide
an enormous contribution to this understanding. This improved understanding will, in turn, empower people to make
more informed choices. The more informed the choice, the more likely it will meet the needs of stakeholders,
visitors and managers, today, and tomorrow.
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Appendix A
Interview format for Jenolan Caves
Faxed introduction to accompany interview format
Thanks again for agreeing to help with my study of the implementation of the VIMM for Jenolan. This quick
background may help you establish a clear picture of what the interviews are trying to achieve. I've included a copy
of the questions that I was considering asking for you Ernst and Andrew. Feel fiee to write in notes prior to my
arrival if it helps. I've also enclosed a copy of a table that I'd like to use to identify the degree of implementation of
the VIMM and possibly, the actual costs of implementation.

-

The purpose of the interviews is to gather information and perspectives on the development and implementation of
the Visitor Impact Management Model prepared to assist the Trust arrive at an environmental and social carrying
capacity for Jenolan Caves. I am viewing the carrying capacity as one of the outputs of the Visitor Impact
Management Model (VIMM), so most of the questions relate to the VIMM. 1'11 combine this information to present
what has been achieved to date. I'll then draw some conclusions about the achievements and the development
process in general.
All of this will be written into a PhD Thesis for the University of Canberra, due for completion in February 1998. I
am proposing to put a copy of each interview transcript into the PhD Appendix. Are you happy that I record this
interview and document it in the Appendix?
In order to share the insights with other professionals, I'm also planning on publishing a number of papers in various
tourism and heritage management journals. I'm happy to offer this material to the Jenolan Trust so that it can
respond to inquiries on the subject.
Each interview will run for about an hour. I plan to structure the interview in four parts. First of all we'll explore
your thoughts on the operational context to the model, then we'll look at how the model was developed, then finally,
at how the model has been implemented.
I anticipated interviewing some six or seven people and would like to address as many external as internal
stakeholders. I thought a tour operator would be good, is Warwick Bennet still involved and / or the Chairperson of
the Trust? We were also talking about Richard Mackay and Elery Hamilton-Smith. Then there's Alison Ramsay who
I know is across some of the results. What are your thoughts?
Thanks again for helping me out. See you Friday morning.

Verbal introduction by researcher to each interviewee
The purpose of this interview is to gather information and perspectives on the development and
implementation of the visitor management model or models that have been progressively developed for
Jenolan Caves. I understand you began with the intention of establishing a Visitor Impact Management
Model to assist the Trust arrive at an environmental and social carrying capacity for the site, and that your
current emphasis is social and environmental monitoring (SEM). I am documenting the entire process so you
may find that some questions relating to initial development relate to the VIMM and carrying capacity while
others relating the final implementation and review relate more to the SEM.
My intention is to combine the information generated from a series of interviews and other investigations to
present what has been achieved to date. I'll then draw some conclusions about the achievements and the
development process in general. All of this will be written into a PhD Thesis for the University of Canberra,
due for completion in February 1998.
I'm interviewing a number of people who have been and continue to be involved in the model. These people
include Ted Reedy, Ernst Holland, Andrew Fletcher, Stephen Reilly and Elery Hamilton-Smith. Isabel is here
to help document your comments as accurately as possible so that I can concentrate on getting us through the
questions efficiently and easily.
Did you receive a advance copy of the interview questions? Were the questions clear to you? If there are
any questions which you can only partially answer now, I'm happy to follow them through by telephone next
week.
The interview will run for a maximum of an hour and a half. I plan to structure the interview in four parts.
First of all we'll explore your thoughts on the operational context to the model, then we'll look at how the
model was developed, then finally, at how the model has been implemented.
/

Operational context to the model
What is your role at Jenolan?
What was the visitor management approach prior to the VIMM and what was the problem with it that
stemmed a change?
How did you first become involved in the concept of a VIMM to help manage the site?
What were your initial thoughts on the value of adding a VIMM to your existing management approach?
What sort of benefits did you feel were most attractive to using a VIMM?
What was the fundamental advantage or issue that tipped you in favour of going ahead?
What sort of resistance to implementing a VIMM do you remember experiencing?
Who did you feel were the critical players to deciding whether to proceed?
Whythem?

'

Choice of the VIMM
As the project was first mooted, what sort of visitor management systems or models were you aware of?
Did you think about which system or model would be best for Jenolan?
- ,
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As you know the project involved developing a VIMM to establish a carrying capacity. What did you know
about these two models?
Did you think the emphasis was going to be on a carrying capacity model or a VIMM?
Which model did you think would be the most appropriate? Why?
Did you think of how stakeholders might perceive the models? Who did you have in mind and what were the
impressions you were conjuring? (please connect individual impressions with individual stakeholders)

Development of the model
Who do you feel were the critical players involved in the development of the model?
What do you think were the critical moments in the development process?
Were there any aspects which you feel were unnecessary?
Were there any aspects which you feel could have been done better?

-

What would you like to have seen instead?
Were there any aspects which you felt bonded or alienated stakeholders?

Implementation of the model
What do you think have been the major challenges in implementing the VIMM?
Have you arrived at an environmental and social carrying capacity for Jenolan?
Who do you feel have been the critical players involved in the implementation of the VIMM and why were
they so critical?
What do you think have been the real benefits of the model during its operation?
What key information about the caves and their visitors has the VIMM generated for you?
Are you aware of any decisions that have been made that flow from the VIMM?

Reflections on the whole process
Are there any aspects of the implementation that you would like to have seen modified?
Do you think there have been any major barriers to fully implementing the VIMM?
What could have been done to overcome these bamers?
Are you aware of any plans to evaluate the performance of the VIMM?
Three years into the future, what do you think the model will have achieved?
Is there anything else you would like to stress about the development and implementation that we haven't
covered?

Wrap up
I hope you found reflecting a useful exercise.
As I said, I'll put all of the transcripts together and see what conclusions we can draw. Feel free to add or
qualify what you've said over the next few days and either ring me or fax me the additions.
Thanks again for all your time.

Appendix B
Interview format for Kangaroo Island
Faxed introduction to accompany interview format
Thanks again for agreeing to help with my study of the implementation of the Tourism Optimisation Management
Model (TOMM) for Kangaroo Island. This quick background may help you establish a clear picture of what the
interviews are trying to achieve. I've included a copy of the questions that I was considering asking. Feel free to
write in notes prior to my arrival if it helps.

The purpose of the interviews is to gather information and perspectives on the development and implementation of
the TOMM. I understand that it is still very early days for implementing TOMM and that it is nowhere near
established. However, getting a handle on various perceptions of what TOMM is and what it could do will help
reflect how successful the implementation is likely to be. There is now international and international interest in
TOMM. The NSW NPWS have integrated many of the TOMM ideas into their Draft Nature-based Tourism
Strategy and the TOMM is currently being considered by the Parks Victoria for the controversial site at Port
Campbell. All of this will be written into a PhD Thesis for the University of Canberra, due for completion in
February 1998.
Each interview will run for about 60 to a maximum of 90 minutes. I plan to structure the interview in four parts. First
of all we'll explore your thoughts on why the need for a model was created, then we'll look at how TOMM was
developed, then finally, at how it is being implemented.
I would like to interview some six or seven people closely involved in developing and 1 or implementing TOMM. I
propose to interview people such as Craig Wickham, Tom Bettess, Keith Twyford, Graham Alison, Janice Kelley
and David Crinion. If you have thoughts on this selection, let me know before I arrive.
Thanks again for helping me out. See you Thursday morning.

Verbal introduction by researcher to each interviewee
The purpose of this interview is to gather information and perspectives on the development and
implementation of the Tourism Optirnisation Management Model (TOMM) for Kangaroo Island. I know that
the TOMM Final Report has only been finished a few months but this period may well shape how much of
TOMM gets implemented and when it happens.
My intention is to combine the information generated fiom a series of interviews and other investigations to
present what has been achieved to date. I'll then draw some conclusions about the achievements and the
development process in general. All of this will be written into a PhD Thesis for the University of Canberra,
due for completion in February 1998.

-
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Isabel is here to help document your comments as accurately as possible so that I can concentrate on getting
us through the questions efficiently and easily.
Did you receive an advance copy of the interview questions? Were the questions clear to you? If there are
any questions which you can only partially answer now, I'm happy to follow them through by telephone next
week.
The interview will run for a maximum of an hour and a half. I plan to structure the interview in four parts.
First of all we'll explore your thoughts on why some sort of model needed to be created in the first place, then
we'll look at how TOMM was developed, then finally, at how it has been implemented.

operational context to the model
What do you think has been the focus to managing tourism and tourists on Kangaroo Island over the past few
years and what was the problem with it that stemmed a change?

-

How did you first become involved in the concept of a model to help manage tourism on KI?
What were your initial thoughts on the value of adding a model to the existing management approach?
What sort of benefits did you feel were most attractive to using some sort of model?
What was the fundamental advantage or issue that tipped you in favour of going ahead?
What sort of resistance to implementing a model do you remember experiencing?
Who did you feel were the critical players to deciding whether to proceed?
Why them?

Choice of the TOMM
As the project was first mooted, what sort of visitor management systems or models were you aware of?
Did you think about which system or model would be best for KI?
You may know that the project originally involved developing a Limits of Acceptable Change model for KI.
What did you know about this model?
As you know, K1 ended up with a different model to LAC called TOMM. As some sort of alternative was
being mooted, which model did you feel would be the most appropriate? Why?
Did you think of how stakeholders might perceive the final model? Who did you have in mind and what were
the impressions you were conjuring? (please connect individual impressions with individual stakeholders)

Development of the model
Who do you feel were the critical players involved in the development of TOMM?
What do you think were the critical moments in the development process?
Were there any aspects which you feel were unnecessary?
Were there any aspects which you feel could have been done better?
What would you like to have seen instead?
Were there any aspects which you felt bonded or alienated stakeholders?

Implementation of TOMM
What do you think have been the major challenges in kicking off the implementation of TOMM?
Who do you think will be the critical players in fully implementing TOMM?
Who do you feel have been the critical players involved in getting TOMM implemented and why were they
so critical?
Are there any aspects of the implementation so far that you would like to see modified?
Do you think there are or will be any major barriers to fully implementing TOMM?
What could have been done to overcome these barriers?

Reflections on the whole process

-

What do you think will be the most important information and insights generated for K1 from TOMM?
What do you think will be the real benefits of TOMM?
How do you think you will know whether TOMM is a success?
Outside the Steering Committee, who knows about TOMM and what do you think they know?
Three years into the future, who will know about TOMM and what do you think they know ?
Is there anything else you would like to stress about the development and implementation that we haven't
covered?

Wrap up
I hope you found reflecting a useful exercise.
As I said, 1'11 put all of the transcripts together and see what conclusions we can draw. Feel free to add or
qualifjr what you've said over the next few days and either ring me or fax me the additions.
Thanks again for all your time.

Appendix C
List of Kangaroo Island workshop participants and their
fields of expertise
Main ex~ertise

I

Stakeholders

\principle expertise /

rrevor Kitcher
Ralph Hadzig

Transport operator
Transport operator

Trevor McDougall
Lance & Kate McKean

Transport operator
Transport operator

Rob Maynard
Les Penley
Anne Hamlyn

Transport & tour operator
Tour operator

Craig Wickham

Tour operator

Transport & tour operator

Dany Fraser & Philip Cox Tour operator

lirn Thistleton

Tour operator
Tour operator

Shirley Wickham

-

Meredith Griggs
Zhris Schumann

Accommodation operator
Accommodation operator

Leon Linnett
Phi1 & Di Page
lack Boyd
Michael McClaren

Accommodation operator
Accommodation operator
Accommodation operator
Cafe operator

Phi1 & Heather Buck
ios Johnson
]avid Clifford

Cafe operator
Attraction operator
Attraction operator

Llark Warren

Tourism marketing

rom Bettess

Tourism marketing

Llichael Wilson
h a Gellie

Tourism marketing
Tourism marketing

lane Sloane
Wa Buick

Tourism marketing
Tourism marketing

h i e Pennley

-

-

Tourism marketing

.

~~nvolvement

I

Sheila Lambert

1Tourism planning

Sheila Saville

Tourism planning
I

Paulhe Coates

l ouri ism planning

1

I

I

1

I

I

1 1 1

1 1 1

1

1

1
I

I

I

I

l

Dennis Mutton
Peter Shaughnessy

Natural area management
Natural area management
Natural area management
Wildlife research

Nick Flynn

Conservationist

1

Bob Fumer
Allen Holnes

I

l

1

1

Tourism planning

Robert Jenkiis

I

l

1

l

I

I

1
I

I

1

1

1

1
1

l

Source: Manidis Roberts (1997:52)

Appendix D
Feedback form for Kangaroo Island workshop
We'd really appreciate your help in giving us feedback on the workshop you have just
participated in.
1. How useful did you find the discussion paper as an introduction to the workshop?

1

Very useful

0

Reasonably useful

0

Didn't read it

0

Your comments on this choice:

l

1

Not at all useful

I
I

2. How clear is your understanding of the project's scope and approach now?

l

l

1
I

Quite clear

0

Your comments on this choice:

Fairy clear
Still sketchy

3. How well did the workshop identify the optimum situation for tourism on Kangaroo Island?

Very well

0

Satisfactorily

0

Poorly

0

Your comments on this choice:

4. How well did the workshop identify a realistic and useful set of indicators?

Very well

0

Satisfactorily

0

Poorly

0

Your comments on this choice:

5. In light of the objectives just listed, how well did you find the facilitators ran the workshop?

Very well

0

Reasonably well

0

Only just met

0

Poorly

0

Any suggestions you can think o$

6. What was the most beneficial outcome of the workshop for you?

7. Would you like to make any points which you felt you didn't make during the workshop?

8. The second and final round of workshops will focus on refining the model, testing it in a series of scenarios and
discussing how it should be resourced and run.

Would you like to make any additional suggestions for this next round?

9. How well did the workshop meet your own needs?

Very well

0

Reasonably well

0

Only just met

0

Poorly

0

Any suggestions you can think o j

Thanks, we really appreciate your effort and look forward to seeing you at the next day long workshop on Tuesday

Appendix E
Alternative scenarios for tourism on Kangaroo Island

